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Initial officer comment

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL COMMENTSINTRODUCTION AND GENERAL COMMENTSINTRODUCTION AND GENERAL COMMENTSINTRODUCTION AND GENERAL COMMENTS
GOSE The document does not appear to address contingencies in accordance with PPS12 and you are strongly advised to address this issue. A strategy is 

unlikely to be effective if it cannot deal with changing circumstances. Plans should be able to show how they will handle contingencies, as it is not 
always possible to have maximum certainty about the deliverability of the strategy. In these cases the core strategy should show what alternative 
strategies have been prepared to handle uncertainty and what would trigger their use. Authorities should not necessarily rely on a plan review as a 
means of handling uncertainty (PPS12, paragraph 4.46).

It is agreed that we need to be clearer about how the plan can be flexible enough to deal 
with uncertainty. We have no desire to have to constantly review the plan. The absence of 
a finalised PPG17 study, SHMA and SLAA made this difficult for reg. 25, but this will be 
addressed and available for comment during the interim targeted consultation planned 
between reg. 25 and 27.

GOSE The document includes a considerable amount of detail on the preparation of the core strategy and background information on the borough. We would 
not expect to see this at the Publication stage, prepared in accordance with Regulation 27.  In the next version of the document, we suggest that you 
consider not preparing an overly lengthy document, for example by providing relevant information in background papers. See “Learning form 
Experience”, (paragraph 7).  There also appears to be duplication of some policies, with policy guidance in the “core policies” section and also in the 
development management section.  In preparing the next version of the document, we also suggest that you consider greater use of footnotes in the 
document which will take the reader to any relevant evidence base studies that you have used in preparing the core strategy; or to any background 
papers which explain the decisions that you have made, (See “Learning from Experience”, paragraph 34). 

A number of baseline and technical reports were produced to accompany the reg. 25 Core 
Strategy and Development Management policies DPD and thereby allow us to reduce the 
amount of supporting information in the document. It is acknowledged that further work is 
needed on this. As we re-draft the document we will endeavour to reduce duplication 
between the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies, and we welcome the 
suggestions about footnotes. Considerable use is made of endnotes in the baseline and 
technical reports and it was assumed that these would suffice.

GOSE As you progress the core strategy, you need to address the changes that will need to be made to the proposals map, so that it is clear for the 
examination process. “Learning form Experience” (paragraphs 52 to 57) provides advice on this issue.

Proposals map is to be published as part of interim reg 25 consultation, it will show 
changes from adopted Local Plan to Core Strategy

Miss Shier Conditionally 
support

There are a number of occasions where the text is repeated in the Core Policy section and the Development Management Policies. It would be helpful 
if there was more cross referencing between the sections and the policies for example CP3 Rural Areas and DMP21 Extensions and Alterations to 
Existing Dwellings in the Green Belt, DMP22 Domestic Buildings in the Green Belt and DP23 Replacement of Dwellings in the Green Belt. Also cross 
referencing in the text for example the section on Page 85 on Affordable Housing in the Core Policies section and the Pages 195 -198 and DMP 25 in 
the Development Management Policies section. The section on Gypsies and Travellers does however cross reference but much of the text in CP14 is 
duplicated in DMP27.

None Desire for a more concise document with less duplication between the Core Strategy and 
Development Management policies is noted and we are intending that future drafts 
achieve this.

Miss Shier Conditionally 
support

There are a number of occasions where the text is repeated in the Core Policy section and the Development Management Policies. It would be helpful 
if there was more cross referencing between the sections and the policies for example CP3 Rural Areas and DMP21 Extensions and Alterations to 
Existing Dwellings in the Green Belt, DMP22 Domestic Buildings in the Green Belt and DP23 Replacement of Dwellings in the Green Belt. Also cross 
referencing in the text for example the section on Page 85 on Affordable Housing in the Core Policies section and the Pages 195 -198 and DMP 25 in 
the Development Management Policies section. The section on Gypsies and Travellers does however cross reference but much of the text in CP14 is 
duplicated in DMP27.

None Desire for a more concise document with less duplication between the Core Strategy and 
Development Management policies is noted and we are intending that future drafts 
achieve this.

Mr Lynes Support Overall we are supportive of your plan and believe that it will help to deliver the strategic objectives of our Regeneration Framework which are: -To 
development the economy and promote business and inward investment opportunities in the area -To promote integrated transport -Deliver innovative 
mixed-use development -Integrate new and existing communities and improve quality of life -Raise standards of learning and skills -Provide an 
enhanced built and natural environment We support the spatial vision, associated objectives and policies outlined in your plan.

- Support for spatial vision, objectives and policies is appreciated. 

Ms Salmon Object We note with concern that there appears to have been little work carried out on protection of the European sites from the impacts of developments both 
individually and in combination. We understand that initial work has been completed on the Habitats Regulations Assessment which identified impact 
due to water and land recreational pressures. It is also our view that recreational pressure on the habitats and SPA birds will need to be thoroughly 
evaluated with appropriate mitigation and avoidance measures put in place to ensure that there is no impact on the Natura 2000 and Ramsar network. 
We believe that the commitment to create protect and connect the BOAs and the ambitious plans to provide a connected, biodiverse green grid within 
the urban areas will go some way to mitigate recreational pressure, however it may be necessary to provide extra land to buffer the sites and visitor 
management such as wardening to ensure disturbance to the SPA birds is avoided. These may not be the only mitigation and avoidance measures 
required or the only issues that need to be resolved. The Trust would recommend that a full HRA is produced as soon as possible to inform policy for 
the submission stage. Mitigation and avoidance measures should be formulated as part of the strategic policy within the Core Strategy with specific 
mitigation measures clearly identified and developer contributions required.

- Further work on HRA / AA is planned and the Council will be liaising with key stakeholders 
including Natural England and Kent Wildlife Trust to ensure this work is fit-for-purpose.

Mrs Lippiatt Conditionally 
support

The Society note that the Proposals Map was not issued with the Regulation 25 Document and therefore reserves its position regarding the content of 
the Map.

- As a proposals map only needs to be formally produced at submission, a draft proposals 
map was not produced as part of this consultation. Instead boundaries were included in 
the accompanying technical reports, such as the draft SLAA and the Green Belt technical 
paper. It is intended that a composite proposals map document showing changes to the 
development plan will be produced as part of future work, and this will be published as 
part of the interim consultation.

Mrs Lippiatt Conditionally 
support

The Society would welcome the addition of Statements of Parish and Village Character to the Local Development Framework as appended to the Rural 
Area Policies in the Second Review (Deposit Version) of the former Gravesham Local Plan.

- The "heritage and character baseline report" http://gravesham.limehouse.co.uk/file/
1153731 includes rural settlement character information and refers to the Conservation 
Area Appraisals as part of the background information underpinning policy formulation.

Mr Rayner Object We are concerned about the impenetrable language used in parts of the LDF documentation. In our response to the GBC Consultation on Housing 
Strategy, we suggested that more care should be taken in the drafting of future such documents and we are disappointed that this message does not 
seem to have been taken on board.

- During the production of the DPD, GBC council members had advised that the LDF 
should be written in plain English. A consultant was employed to advise on the readability 
of the DPD and a number of recommendations were made which we tried to 
accommodate. It is sometimes hard to accommodate this desire for plain English as it also 
needs to be a technical document, but we will try for future drafts.

Mrs McBean Support Comments relate to summary document Extra burial/crematorium sites would seem sensible and necessary.Pg 8. NA Support appreciated
Mrs Martin Conditionally 

support
The Council notes that some policies have not been included in the Framework at this stage and the Proposals Map has not yet been published. The 
Council look forward to commenting on these in due course.

- Noted.

Ms McDade Object From reviewing the draft Core Strategy and Development Management Policies document (â€œthe draft documentâ€) EHEL is concerned that there 
are substantial gaps in the text that are required to understand the context for the draft policies and enable a full assessment of the document. In 
addition, there are a number of incorrect references to extant planning policy. For example, we have identified the following areas that need further 
work: -Page 8 â€“ â€˜Relationship of the DPD to existing development plan policies and plansâ€™ not provided; -Page 29 â€“ â€˜Linking Core 
Strategy Policies to Spatial Objectivesâ€™ not provided; -Pages 72 & 79 â€“ References to PPS6: Planning for Town Centres, which was superseded 
by PPS4 in December 2009; -Page 113 â€“ â€˜Schedule of how Development Policies are linked with the Core Policiesâ€™ not provided; -Pages 
211-212 â€“ â€˜ Chapter 5: Planning for Peopleâ€™ â€“ sections missing; -Page 218 â€“ â€˜Monitoring and Implementation Frameworkâ€™ â€“ table 
not provided; -Page 219 â€“ â€˜Policies being replacedâ€™ not provided; -We consider clear labelling of the maps in the draft document would assist 
in clearly understanding those referred to in a particular draft policy; and -There are references to an updated Proposals Map, although one is not 
provided. There are also a number of references to additional studies being undertaken to inform the draft document, for example the North Kent 
SHMA, SLAA, and the â€˜PPG17 Audit and Assessment of Open Space, Sport and Recreationâ€™. However, in the absence of the findings of these 
document, and the opportunity to assess their robustness, it is very difficult to comment on the draft policies to which they relate. In light of the general 
comments above, EHEL wishes to reserve its position to provide additional comments on the draft document, and the policies within, in further 
iterations once complete.

- It is acknowledged that there are gaps in the document. The aim of this document was not 
to produce a "perfect" document, as would be required for regulation 27 (publication 
stage). Rather we wanted a document that would enable stakeholders and the public to 
understand the document that we are working towards and highlight issues that need to 
be resolved / considered now before the document becomes too "firm". A couple of key 
studies were not available and further targeted consultation before reg. 27 is planned to 
address this.

Mr Simpkin Object Sites suitable for use as rural exception sites should be identified in the relevant DPD and reference made to this in this policy. (See comment number 
661 in respect of CS policy 3) Potential rural exception sites should include the following: a) Land north of Longfield Road, Meopham b) Land at 
Buckland Farm and land adjoining Lower higham Road, Lower Higham. c) Land at Dairy House Farm adjoining Culverstone Primary School. (See 
comments on SLAA)

Identify rural exception sites in the relevant 
DPD.

There is a clear process behind the consideration of rural exception sites as set out in 
4.10.88 of the reg. 25 CS + DM DPD and we would not want to circumvent this process by 
allocating Rural Exception sites in the CS + DM DPD.

Mr Bull Object Raise concerns about the consultation letter being incomprehensible, finding out how to respond on the website, and having to submit comments via 
the online portal which is too complicated and puts people off. Also concerned about the size of the document and thinks that it is difficult to follow. 
Would like to see good practice in meaningful public consultation. Future communications should be designed to better engage the public.

- Concerns noted 

Couves Object Whilst we found the single presentation (public meeting) interesting and informative, it was woefully poorly attended. Publicity was also very poor. The 
importance of the LDF means that much more resources should go into public consultation.

- Concerns noted.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Manns 1 Conditionally 
support

Kimberly-Clark are committed to the future of their operations at Northfleet having occupied a site there in excess of 50 years. The continued success 
of the facility will be dependent in part on the ability to manage and operate the site in a way that responds flexibly to changes in its market and shifts in 
the economy. The ability to adapt and advance the future of the operation at Northfleet will be crucial to its success in the future. Graveshamâ€™s 
Challenges and Opportunities are outlined in sections 2.2-2.3 and set out what the Borough considers to be its key opportunities and constraints. This 
recognises the major sites for redevelopment including Northfleet Embankment to meet the targets set out in the South East Plan of 10,000 new jobs 
and 9,300 (total) new homes in Gravesham for the period 2006-2026. Kimberly-Clark is supportive of the Local Development Framework (LDF) Core 
Strategyâ€™s delivery of new housing and jobs in the Borough recognising the need to meet and where possible exceed the targets set out in the 
South East Plan.

- General support appreciated. Desire for an approach in the LDF that gives business 
flexibility to respond to economic changes is noted, whilst recognising that a degree of 
specificity is needed to indicate when, where and how the development area's 
development requirements can be met to 2026. 

Miss Shier 1 Support Kent County Council welcomes consultation at this stage in the development of the Core Strategy which has a key role in guiding the development and 
regeneration of Gravesham in line with the South East Plan and other established policy objectives. Given Graveshamâ€™s role in the Kent Thames 
Gateway the key development provisions and regeneration initiatives set out in the South East Plan are taken forward in this plan including the role of 
Ebbsfleet as a Regional Hub (SP2) and Gravesend Town Centre (TC1, TC2 and SP3).

None Support appreciated.

Couves 1 Object It is very disappointing that major development is proceeding that will pre-empt and prejudice the good planning of the town. The Town Centre would 
have been (and would still be) an ideal candidate for an Area Action Plan in accordance with paragraphs 5.4 to 5.6 of PPS12. In fact there is no 
mention of AAPs; no explanation for their absence and no explanation for there being no AAPs in the Schedule of DPDs. Their purpose is to seek to 
achieve consensus in areas where major change and conservation issues are important. The current development applications in the town centre are 
very controversial and take place in the most sensitive and historic parts of the town centre.

- Gravesend Town Centre is a strategic site within the Core Strategy and Development 
Management Policies DPD (CS+DM DPD). Para 4.6 of PPS12 advises that Core 
Strategies may allocate strategic sites for development, where these sites are central to 
the achievement of the strategy, and therefore a Gravesend Town Centre AAP is not 
intended. Rather the Council is focusing its resources on the CS+DM DPD. The Core 
Strategy will give sufficient direction for these sites that subsequent SPDs will not normally 
be required before planning permission is sought. The designation of the strategic sites 
will be supported by robust and credible evidence, including the views of stakeholders and 
studies.   

GOSE 1.2.1 Reference is made to the core strategy covering the time period to 2026, in accordance with the timescale set out in the South East Plan. However, we 
are aware that the timetable set out in the current LDS in effect will slip and that a revised timetable is being considered.  PPS12 (paragraph 4.13) 
states that the time horizon of the core strategy should be at least 15 years from the date of adoption. In view of the expected adoption date of the core 
strategy (end of 2011 at the earliest), we suggest that you keep under review how you will plan for a 15 year period.  

This is an issue common to all LPAs who are unlikely to have an adopted Core Strategy 
before May 2011 and we are interested in how other LPAs are dealing with this issue and 
the advice that is coming from the Government Offices and Planning Inspectorate.

Ms Burgess 1.2.1 Conditionally 
support

Unfortunately, due to limited resources, we are unable to comment on this document. However we would like to make some general comments which 
you should consider: A good spatial plan is essential to achieving high quality places and good design. CABE believes that getting the local 
development framework core strategies right is one of the most important tasks planners are undertaking. Three key messages for local planning 
authorities preparing core strategies have emerged from our workshops. These are now embedded within a CABE publication called Planning for 
places: delivering good design through core strategies. The three key messages are: * Tell the story * Set the agenda * Say it clearly

NA General comments noted.

GOSE 1.2.3 Reference is made to independent examination in two parts – firstly the core strategy and then the Development Management policies. This  suggests 
the preparation of two separate documents in parallel, which was not our understanding.

We are producing a comprehensive document and had assumed that the examination 
would take place as 2 sequential sessions - firstly the Core Strategy and then the 
Development Management policies. However after looking at how PINS have examined 
other Core Strategy and Development Management policies DPD, it appears that this will 
be undertaken as a single examination. We will therefore make this clear in the DPD after 
checking with the Planning Inspectorate.

GOSE 1.2.4 Information in Figure 1 will need to be updated in view of the slippage to the current LDS in effect. This will be reviewed once a revised LDS has been produced.
Mr Feetam 1.2.4 Support Sport England supports the development of the planned Planning Obligations and Infrastructure SPD and the potential Green Infrastructure SPD. We 

would be pleased to work with your authority to help develop these SPD's regarding the requirements for sporting provision under the social 
infrastructure heading (as set out in Core Strategy Policy 6 and Table 4) and the design of 'outdoor sports' provision within Green Infrastructure. With 
regards to the Planning Obligations and Infrastructure SPD please see the below link to our Planning Contributions Kitbag. The kitbag provides 
valuable advice, guidance and good practice examples in developing such SPD's that cover open space, sport and recreational provision. Web Link: 
www.sportengland.org/planningkitbag It is noted that Table 1 presents SPD's 'to be prepared'. However, paragraph 6.1.8 appears to contradict this by 
indicating that a seperate Planning Obligations SPD has been produced to accompany the Regulation 25 consultation.

Clarity required between Table 1 and 
paragraph 6.1.8 on the progress of the 
Planning Obligations and Infrastructure 
SPD.

Apologies for the confusion. Para 6.1.8 was written when it was intended that a draft 
Planning Obligations and Infrastructure SPD would also be consulted upon at reg. 25, in 
the end this was not possible and 6.1.8 should have been amended to reflect this later 
decision.

Ms Salmon 1.2.4 Conditionally 
support

The Trust recommends that the Green Infrastructure guidelines be produced as a DPD. Due to the importance of the multifunctional network to the 
protection of the Natura 2000 and Ramsar sites and biodiversity in general, it is our opinion that its creation and design should be afforded the highest 
level of policy to ensure delivery.

- Recommendation noted but not accepted. The Green Infrastructure policy included within 
the draft Core Strategy and Development Management Policies DPD in combination with 
the Sustainability Appraisal, Appropriate Assessment and Infrastructure Plan will be 
sufficient to ensure that Green Infrastructure has the prominence it needs within the 
Gravesham LDF. A number of LPAs are following a similar approach of developing a GI 
SPD to support their Core Strategy including - West Berks, York, Isle of Wight, Hartlepool, 
Forest Heath, Rugby, Worthing etc

Ms Salmon 1.2.9 Conditionally 
support

The Trust is aware that this section has still to be completed. We would recommend that the following policies relating to biodiversity be included. â€¢ 
EC Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora) â€¢ The Habitats Regulations 
Assessment â€¢ The Wildlife and Countryside Act Part 1 i protection of birds and v Schedule 5 protected species. â€¢ The Natural Environment and 
Rural Communities Act 2006 ss40 The LAâ€™s duty to conserve biodiversity and ss41 Priority habitats and Species See attachment for full details of 
policy and guidance. â€¢ Planning Policy Statement 9 â€¢ NRM5, NRM7 and CC8 of the South East Plan â€¢ National Indicator 197 on the 
management of Local Wildlife Sites.

- The suggestion of policies for inclusion in our overview of national and regional policy is 
appreciated.

GOSE 1.2.13 ALSO RELATES TO CHAPTER 7.  Reference is made to a list of saved policies which will be replaced by the development management policies in this 
DPD. This is currently not complete and will need to be addressed. The adopted local plan policies which will be replaced by core strategy policies will 
also need to be set out.

It is acknowledged that there are gaps in the document. The aim of this document was not 
to produce a "perfect" document, as would be required for regulation 27 (publication 
stage), rather we wanted a document that would enable stakeholders and the public to 
understand the document that we are working towards and enable them to highlight 
issues that need to be resolved / considered now before the document becomes too 
"firm". For reg. 27, chapter 7 will be completed to show how saved policies in the 
Gravesham Local Plan are being replaced by adoption of this Core Strategy and 
Development Management Policies DPD.

GOSE 1.3.2 ALSO RELATES TO 2.2.16, 3.2.85, 3.2.142 AND 4.7.3.  Paragraph 1.3.2 sets out the evidence base. A number of the studies are in draft, for example 
the SHLAA, affordable housing viability study etc, and we would urge you to complete these studies in order to inform the decisions you make. PPS12 
(paragraph 4.37) makes clear that it is essential that core strategies are based on thorough evidence. Also be aware that once an evidence base study 
is finalised, it may affect the decisions you have previously made and you will need to consider its part in framing the spatial strategy for the area.  
PPS12 (paragraph 4.37) states that evidence should be as up to date as practical having regard to what may have changed since the evidence was 
collected. For example, as the SFRA referred to in paragraph 3.2.83 is dated May 2005, have you taken into account any changes since this date? We 
suggest that you clarify this issue with regard to the finalised studies included at paragraph 1.3.22, as they do not include completion dates.  There are 
a number of studies/reports as part of the evidence base which are not included at paragraph 1.3.2, and include the following: Open space study in 
accordance with PPG17, Planning for the historic environment in accordance with PPS5, Habitats Regulations Assessment.  You are strongly advised 
to complete the necessary elements of the evidence base, which are essential in order to underpin the core strategy.

It is acknowledged that there are gaps in the document. The aim of this document was not 
to produce a "perfect" document, as would be required for regulation 27 (publication 
stage), rather we wanted a document that would enable stakeholders and the public to 
understand the document that we are working towards and highlight issues that need to 
be resolved / considered now before the document becomes too "firm". The evidence-
base for the LDF is ever evolving as circumstances change and we realise that there is a 
careful balance to be reached between "gold-plating" our evidence and ensuring we have 
sufficient information to make clear and robust decisions. A couple of key studies were not 
finalised in time for reg. 25 and further targeted consultation before reg. 27 is planned for 
this. 

Mr Feetam 1.3.3 Object It is noted that reference is made to the developing PPG17 study however this is termed as simply the Open Spaces Strategy. To reflect the nature of 
this work, the typology covered and ensure consistency with PPG17 the study should be given its full title in all relevant LDF documents. Shortening the 
title suggests to the reader that the study only covers open spaces and not indoor and outdoor sporting provision.

Ensure relevant references to 'open space
(s)' in the Regulation 27 document read 
'open space, sport and recreation'.

Agree

Ms Conacur 1.3.3 Object Representations on behalf of the Wilky Fund Management who manage the Focus Wickes property on Stuart Road, Gravesend on behalf of the 
property owners (Merchant Navy Pension Admin Ltd). Firstly, we understand that work is behind schedule in relation to the Core Strategy evidence 
base, with the result that the current consultation document is lacking detail, particularly in relation to retail development and the proposed Fastrack 
route to Gravesend town centre. The â€˜Retail and Commercial Leisure Study for Graveshamâ€™ is currently under preparation and we understand 
from Council officers that modelling work is ongoing on the proposed Fastrack route. These are key planning issues which should be addressed in the 
Core Strategy.

NA The Retail and Commercial Leisure Study and the Transport evidence base (including the 
future of Fastrack) will be finalised and used to inform future policies before an interim 
consultation is carried out.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Lynes 1.3.10 Support We think the integrated impact assessment is a good idea. - Support appreciated
Mr Lloyd 1.3.12 Support CPRE Protect Kent welcome the intention to 'rural proof' the document, and we would welcome the opportunity to be involved in this process. None Support appreciated
SPATIAL PORTRAITSPATIAL PORTRAIT
Mr Feetam 2.1.3 Object Relevant to parapgraphs 2.1.3 to 2.1.7. Sport England would suggest that relevant health data could be a useful addition to this section of the 

document including a reference to preventative measures to ill health such as data for Gravesham on levels of physical and sporting activity. Reference 
to such data in this section would provide the introduction to other key documents and areas of this Regulation 25 document which promote the 
improvement of health and well being through opportunities to increase physical, sporting, leisure and cutural activities (including paragraph 2.4.7 within 
the spatial vision, spatial objective 10, Core Strategy Policy 1, health and wellbeing objectives in the overarching SCS document and Corporate Plan, 
and the national indicators in the Kent Agreement (2) such as NI8 Adult Participation in Sport). We would be pleased to assist in using the Active 
People survey data we have already forwarded for the PPG17 study to feed into this part of the Core Strategy. Web Link: www.sportengland.org/
activepeople

Addition of relevant health indication data 
including preventative measures to ill health 
such as levels of physical activity and 
participation in sport.

Comments noted. Information on health and social well being was included later in the 
document under paragraph 2.3.9, but it is agreed that the section on population (para 
2.1.3 to 2.1.7) would have benefited from some information on this. We are looking at 
chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to see how the area's unique character, 
opportunities and challenges feed through to the strategic vision and objectives. The 
PPG17 study that supports the Core Strategy and forms part of the evidence base for the 
LDF, will include information from the Active People survey and wider information 
regarding open space, sport and recreation in the Borough. It will then be used to inform 
the related background papers. 

Mr Lynes 2.1.8 Conditionally 
support

It would be appropriate to mention Fastrack services operating to and from Gravesend. - Agree that this paragraph should refer to bus services operating in the Borough, including 
Fastrack.

Mr Trimmer 2.1.8 Object Paragraph 2.1.8 provides information about road and rail links. It then makes reference to the Tilbury Ferry. Given that there is a separate paragraph 
(2.1.9) concerning the River Thames, it would appear to be more appropriate to have the reference to the Tilbury Ferry in paragraph 2.1.9. It is also 
questioned why if the paragraphs are concerned with transport that there is a reference to flooding in paragraph 2.1.9.

Relocate the reference to the Tilbury Ferry 
to paragraph 2.1.9 and remove the 
reference to flooding in paragraph 2.1.9.

Partially Agree.  Reference to Tilbury Ferry to remain in the same paragraph under 
'Transport'.  Following paragraph to have the title 'River Thames'.

Mr Hanna 2.1.11 Conditionally 
support

It is disappointing that reference to the benefits that green infrastructure and access to areas of natural greenspace have on the health and wellbeing of 
local residents have not been included within this section and we recommend the text is amended.

â€˜...to lead healthier lifestyles by providing 
opportunities for people to be more active 
and engage with their local environmentâ
€™

Partially Agree.  This paragraph is a description of existing assets and should be retained 
as it is.  The Green Infrastructure Section (paragraphs 3.2.136-3.2.149) will be amended 
to make clearer reference to the benefits that green infrastructure and natural greenspace 
has on health and wellbeing.

Miss Shier 2.1.13 Conditionally 
support

Might be useful to include reference to the Fourth Tier Settlements including Cobham, Shorne and Sole Street. Include reference to the Fourth Tier 
Settlements including Cobham, Shorne and 
Sole Street

Agree that these settlements could be referred to in paragraph 2.1.17.

OPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIES
Mr Lynes 2.2.1 Support We are pleased to see your plans to develop key sites including Ebbsfleet as a regional hub. - Support appreciated

GOSE 2.2.3 I would suggest some clarification for the reader. Paragraph 2.2.3 sets out key sites in Gravesham which are set out in the core strategy, and 
paragraph 2.2.4 refers to South East Plan priorities, however, it is not clear if the South East Plan sites are fully reflected in paragraph 2.2.3.

Comments noted. We will ensure that this is clearer in the future.

No 2.2.3 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex supports the allocation of the Canal Basin as a key â€œStrategic Siteâ€ in the Core Strategy, which recognises the important role that the site 
has in contributing towards the vision and objectives for regeneration of previously developed brownfield sites. The identification of such sites accords 
with the guidance set out in PPS12.

Clarification is sought as to whether any 
additional detail of the site boundary is to 
be provided in the Core Strategy to ensure 
that the Strategic Site boundary is 
accurately defined

The site will be shown as a Strategic Site on the key diagram and, in line with para 4.7 of 
PPS12, a red line boundary will be included for the strategic sites on the submission 
proposals map. At reg. 25, the supporting draft SLAA did include a more detailed map 
with details of the development potential of the site. It is intended that a composite 
proposals map document showing changes to the development plan will be produced as 
part of future work, and this will be published as part of the interim consultation.

GOSE 2.2.5 ALSO RELATES TO 2.2.9, 2.2.10, 3.2.213, 3.2.214, 4.9.2 AND 4.9.20.  The document states that the Ebbsfleet site straddles Dartford and Gravesham. 
In view of this, it is important that there is joint working between both local authorities in order to deliver this site, which is included within the South East 
Plan (Policies KTG1, KTG2, KTG3 & KTG5). You are advised to consider with Dartford Borough Council, the need for a jointly prepared topic paper, as 
evidence that the site can be brought forward jointly.  Reference is made to 1,064 homes and 107,000m2 of employment floorspace within the 
Gravesham element of the site. Have these quantum figures been agreed upon in consultation with Dartford Borough Council? Also we suggest clarity, 
as reference is made to 600 homes in Springfield Park – are these part of the 1,064 homes or in addition to it?  South East Plan policy KTG2 sets out 
that Ebbsfleet will be developed for more than 20,000 jobs, and the core strategy paragraph 2.2.10 states that this will be equally divided between 
Dartford and Gravesham. Has this division been agreed between both parties? Also clarification required.  Paragraph 3.1.7 of the core strategy states 
that 10,000 jobs are proposed in the borough as a whole up to 2026, whereas as elsewhere in the core strategy (paragraph 2.2.10) this figure refers to 
Ebbsfleet solely.  Finally, any proposed employment floorspace figures for the borough as a whole must be underpinned by the evidence base.

As Ebbsfleet is a complex site, an Ebbsfleet baseline report was published to explain what 
has been permitted to date e.g. there are 4 quarter masterplans that nest with the outline 
planning permission. It is intended that there are further discussions with the key 
stakeholders to ensure that the intended delivery of this site is clearer in the CS + DM 
DPD.

GOSE 2.2.6 The document refers to acquisition of Red Lion Wharf site by SEEDA, which appears to fall within the Northfleet Embankment strategic allocation. In 
terms of taking the site forward, you will be aware of the importance of working with partners (PPS12, paragraph 1.5) in order to bring forward 
development.

Northfleet Embankment East and West are proposed as strategic sites within the Core 
Strategy and Development Management Policies DPD (CS+DM DPD). The designation of 
the strategic sites will be supported by robust and credible evidence, including the views 
of stakeholders and studies and it is intended that there will be further discussions with 
SEEDA and their agents.

2.2.6 Object Master planning work for SEEDA identified residential-led communities at Northfleet Embankment West including a significant element of employment. 
The same issue also applies to Northfleet Embankment East.

Refer to 'residential-led communities' rather 
than residential communities.

Agree.

Mr Trimmer 2.2.6 Object The PLA is unaware of SEEDA acquiring Red Lion Wharf. Reword paragraph 2.2.6 to reflect the fact 
that Stema own Red Lion Wharf.

Will be check the ownership of Red Lion Wharf.

GOSE 2.2.7 Figures are included in square feet and not square metres. Is there a reason for this? Quantities should be in square metres.
Ms McDade 2.2.7 Conditionally 

support
EHEL welcomes the recognition of Gravesend Town Centre as a key site for redevelopment within Gravesham. EHEL supports the inclusion of the 
Heritage Quarter as being part of a â€˜strategic siteâ€™, and notes that the draft document suggests proposals for: â€œUp to 10,000 sq ft of offices 
(creating 1,000 + new jobs), 120,000 sqft of new restaurant and leisure facilities, and approximately 400 new apartments including a new â€˜town 
squareâ€™ with associated parkingâ€ These figures are in accordance with the amended live planning application currently under consideration by 
GBC planning officers, and accord with the South East Planâ€™s principles of recycling land. However, EHEL considers that the description in the draft 
document should be sufficiently flexible in provision to allow for any future changes or development associated with the proposals for the Heritage 
Quarter. The policies and supporting text in the Core Strategy needs to be appropriate and flexible for the life on the DPD, not just to reflect a particular 
moment in time. In addition, the draft document should make reference to the Heritage Quarter being delivered as a â€˜comprehensive mixed-use 
developmentâ€™, led by the Councilâ€™s Development Brief and a single developer â€“ Edinburgh House. This would prevent the piecemeal 
submission of planning application by third parties that would undermine the overall economic, planning and regeneration benefits of the wider 
development, which have been identified as being required by the Council. EHEL considers that there should also be no policies within Development 
Plan Documents that would undermine investor confidence in the Town Centre and harm vitality and viability.

- It is agreed that the DPD needs to be flexible and ensure that the development sites 
identified (strategic sites) are developable, deliverable and viable within the overarching 
principle of encouraging development in the town centre that adds to its long-term vitality 
and viability of the centre. Further work will be undertaken on the town centre as part of 
SLAA.

Couves 2.2.7 Object This paragraph simply parrots the content of the development agreement and current planning application as the basis for development of the Heritage 
Quarter in the Town Centre. There is no evidence that the amount and nature of development proposed is appropriate. The application currently before 
the Council shows that it would result in massive overdevelopment of that site. The nature and scale of the development for the site needs complete 
review. The Heritage Quarter site offers the potential for sensitive development that would enhance the character and appearance of this historic area. 
It could be the site for an important new cultural facility, such as a concert hall, theatre or gallery and museum. The Market square has panoramic views 
and is the best site in Kent Thameside. It is squandering it to let it go for flats and a hotel.

- This description of the Heritage Quarter in para 2.2.7 is intended to be factual and is a 
summary of the Heritage Qtr planning application.

GOSE 2.2.8 The Canal Basin site is listed as a key site for development in Gravesham.  In terms of taking the site forward, you will be aware of the importance of 
working with partners (PPS12, paragraph 1.5) in order to bring forward development.

The designation of the strategic sites will be supported by robust and credible evidence, 
including the views of stakeholders and studies and it is intended that there will be further 
discussions will be sought with Countryside / Feabrex.
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Initial officer comment

mrs ralph 2.2.8 Object I object to the development proposals for Gravesend town centre for the following reasons . gravesend has many empty and unused offices and 
shops ,why build more? . Town centre traffic is already congested and unable to cope with the many new housing schemes we have already seen in 
the area.more buisnesses and housing will only make this worse, air quality at busy times is poor due to exhaust fumes from queing traffic. .the 
proposed development is out character with the heritage quarter .the proposed development is out of scale with the surrounding area. .river views will 
be forever lost .essesntial services ie hospitals ,schools, water supplies which are already stretched will be under further stress with more housing in 
this already overpopulated area.

what is needed in the town centre is for 
existing empy offices and shops to be 
utilised and more green spaces to be 
available. any building should be in keeping 
with heritage quarter. the use of glass slate 
and wood and steele for the proposed 
development may seem modern and trendy 
now but in 20 years time will seem very 
tacky and cheep, the way we look at 
buildings put up in 1970s do we want to 
keep making the same mistakes.,and 
ruining out town

Noted. Any consideration of the town centre is undertaken within the overarching principle 
of encouraging development in the town centre that adds to its long-term vitality and 
viability. Further development is needed to provide additional floorspace required by retail, 
employment, residential and associated uses. The locations, quantums, and uses are 
being reconsidered as part of the SLAA. Other policies address design and heritage

2.2.8 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex supports the allocation of the Canal Basin as a key Strategic Site in the Core Strategy. However, the supporting text makes no reference to 
Feabrex who is the majority landowner of a significant part of the Canal Basin area. Feabrex has submitted a part detailed and part outline planning 
application for residential-led mixed use redevelopment at the site, yet this is not recognised by the Core Strategy. The current proposals for the site are 
in accordance with the redevelopment principles for the site set out in supplementary planning guidance and will maximise the opportunity for housing-
led redevelopment and regeneration of the Canal Basin area.

The Core Strategy should recognise that 
Feabrex as a key land owner and delivery 
partner is currently bring forward 
comprehensive proposals for the Canal 
Basin

Support for allocation of Canal Basin as a strategic site is appreciated. The designation of 
the strategic sites will be supported by robust and credible evidence. Evidence is views 
and studies, and therefore this will have regard to the views of landowners and developers 
as well as other stakeholders.  

Mr Smith 2.2.8 Support Support the text which highlights that subsequent development phases at Canal Basin will be employment led. - Support appreciated. It is intended that further information on the delivery of Canal Basin 
Strategic Site will be provided in the SLAA.

Mr Trimmer 2.2.8 Support It is noted that subsequent phases of the Canal Basin development will be mixed residential and employment uses, with employment development 
protecting the river related facilities at Denton. It is important that all the river related facilities in the area are protected and the use of buffering through 
land use has an important role in achieving this.

- Agree

GOSE 2.2.9 ALSO RELATES TO PARAGRAPH 3.1.7.  Have you agreed with the other Kent Gateway authorities, how the interim estimate for monitoring 58,000 
net additional jobs between 2006 and 2026 will be diasagregated beween the 4 local authorities concerned?

A meeting was held in January 2009 with the other North Kent authorities and KCC, to 
discuss the findings of the Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study and to 
determine whether this was acceptable to the other North Kent authorities within the 
indicative monitoring targets for the sub-region included within the South East Plan which 
was nearing adoption.

Ms McDade 2.2.9 Conditionally 
support

EHEL notes that a number of targets are set for GBC in paragraphs 2.2.9 â€“ 2.2.13, including: -58,000 new net additional jobs by 2026, of which 
10,000 should be in Gravesend; -Provision of between 36,800 sq m and 61,500 sq m of food, non-food and retail warehouse floorspace by 2026 under 
the high growth scenario; and -9,200 new dwellings being delivered in the Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. north of the A2). EHEL is 
aware that the Council has commissioned an updated Retail Study, which is currently being considered by officers. It is not clear how the targets above 
relating to retail provision have been formulated, how they relate to this emerging document, and their delivery in the context of PPS4 in advance of the 
Retail Study being in the public domain. EHEL, therefore, wishes to reserve comment on these figures until a full assessment of the updated document 
can occur. Despite this, EHEL considers that the Heritage Quarter proposals will help GBC achieve the draft targets proposed for retail, residential and 
creation of new jobs in the Borough. EHEL also considers that the Heritage Quarter proposals will act as a catalyst for further investment in Gravesend 
and its town centre.

- The Retail Study will a component of the targeted consultation in the autumn, which will 
give all consultees the opportunity to comment on the retail proposals and their 
relationship to other issues. The Reg. 25 documents were prepared before PPS4 was 
issued and therefore will need to be amended to reflect that statement although they had 
been produced with regard to the draft.

Mr Kemsley 2.2.16 Support Gravesham is particularly poor with regard to the provision of parks, areas where children can play and parents stroll with their children. This applies to 
the south east as a whole. London , Manchester, Leeds etc have large well managed parks and open spaces. Although we live in a rural area our right 
to roam is circumscribed by being limited to the use of Pubic footpaths.

none Support for the Council's decision to undertake a PPG17 study is appreciated. 

Mr Feetam 2.2.16 Object Relevant to 2.2.16 & 2.2.17 Further to comments on paragraph 1.3.3 the document should avoid referring to solely open space(s) in place of open 
space, sport and recreational provision as appears to be the case in the heading for paragraphs 2.2.16 & 2.2.17 and in objectives a, c and d in 2.2.16. 
In addition, it should be ensured that the study and the LDF goes beyond the setting and adoption of standards of provision to apply these standards 
with a view to presenting spatial deficiencies, requirements and where appropriate specific allocations.

Ensure relevant references to 'open space
(s)' in the Regulation 27 document read 
'open space, sport and recreation' and that 
it goes beyond the adoption of standards to 
indentify deficiencies, requirements and 
where appropriate spatial allocations.

Agreed. It is recognised that the PPG17 study will need to have a clear spatial component 
to inform the LDF and the consideration of planning applications. Therefore the PPG17 
study will include sub-area analysis of the PPG17 typologies (e.g. parks and gardens; 
natural and semi-natural urban greenspaces; green corridors; outdoor and indoor sports 
facilities; amenity greenspace; provision for children and teenagers; allotments and 
community gardens; cemeteries and churchyards; accessible countryside in urban fringe 
areas; and civic spaces).

Couves 2.2.17 Object There is, as yet, no PPG17 Open Space assessment. This is much needed - a fundamental document as part of the evidence base. It will undoubtedly 
establish the shortfall of open space in the urban areas. It would have been better to have the PPG17 study before the Core Strategy was published, 
rather than afterwards. In this respect the evidence base is very weak.

- Agree that the PPG17 study is an important part of the evidence base.  The study will be 
finalised and used to inform future policies before an interim consultation is carried out.

CHALLENGESCHALLENGES
Mr Hanna 2.3 Conditionally 

support
Whilst Natural England generally agrees with the challenges facing the Borough, the challenges facing the natural environment in terms of biodiversity 
and landscape from factors such as climate change, development pressure and fragmentation are not included. In addition, it would be relevant to 
include the percentage of the Borough which meet the Accessible Natural Greenspace Standards (ANGSt). These standards state that: â€¢ All 
residents should live no more than 300m from their nearest area of natural greenspace of at least 2ha in size. â€¢ That there should be at least one 
accessible 20ha site within 2km of home. â€¢ That there should be one accessible 100ha site within 5km of home â€¢ That there should be one 
accessible 500ha site within 10km of home. â€¢ Statutory Local Nature Reserves at a minimum level of one hectare per thousand population A recent 
study has looked at accessible natural greenspace across the South East. You may find it useful to make reference the following publication â€œAn 
Analysis of Accessible Natural Greenspace in the South Eastâ€ which is available from this link. http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-7d4mgd

Natural England recommends that this 
section is amended to include reference to 
the landscape and biodiversity challenges 
facing the Borough and also the delivery of 
the Accessible Natural Greenspace 
Standards since the delivery of these will 
have wider benefits in terms of climate 
change adaptation, health and wellbeing of 
local residents and biodiversity benefits for 
example.

The PPG17 study currently underway is having regard to the "An Analysis of Accessible 
Natural Greenspace in the South East" study and hopefully the updated work for North 
Kent, currently being produced by Greening the Gateway Kent & Medway, will be 
produced in time to be taken account by our consultants.

Ms Carnall 2.3 Conditionally 
support

Section 2.3 of the document highlights challenges facing the borough. Higham Parish Council are concerned about the impact of development in the 
area on Higham. Higham is a historic village and therefore impacts will have to be carefully managed to ensure that the intrinsic character of the village 
is not lost. The document does not mention the proposed new settlement at Chattenden, which is located in the neighbouring authority of Medway. 
Currently the village suffers periods of significant congestion when the Wainscott By-pass and / or junction 1 of the M2 is congested. The effect is 
immediate on all routes through the village. Therefore the Parish Council believes that impact of cross-boundary issues, such as Chattenden are 
adequately considered in the Gravesham LDF and especially in respect to infrastructure provision. The consideration of transport infrastructure also 
needs to consider that Higham rail station is likely to be the station of choice for new residents of Chattenden.

- Agreed. Gravesham BC will liaise with Medway Council and KCC to ensure that the 
potential impact of Chattenden, especially in transport terms, is taken into account in the 
Gravesham LDF. This will also ensure that these parties are aware of the concerns of 
Higham PC and hopefully ensure that they are considered in future consultation 
arrangements.

Mr Kemsley 2.3.5 Conditionally 
support

As gravesham has four of the most densely populated wards it stands to reason it will have the highest overall energy use, especially when you take 
into account the fact that it has the highest energy consumption in the industrial section too..

you make it sound like it is abnormal for the 
energy consumption, surely you should be 
stressing the fact that at least we still have 
some industry in the Borough and if these 
companies need help with making 
themselves more efficient , it should be up 
to the council to suggest ways and means 
or refer the said companies to people that 
could help them

This is appears to be referring to 2.3.4 not 2.3.5. The text of 2.3.4 is stating facts only. We 
are looking at chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to see how the area's 
unique character, opportunities and challenges feed through to the strategic vision and 
objectives, and so this issue should be addressed through he re-drafting process.

Miss Shier 2.3.5 Conditionally 
support

Reference should be made to the 7 Air Quality Management Areas in the District, and the need to reduce air pollution. This could be included here 
either under Environment or Transport.

Reference should be made to the 7 Air 
Quality Management Areas in the District, 
and the need to reduce air pollution. This 
could be included here either under 
Environment or Transport.

Agree.  Text to be amended.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Trimmer 2.3.5 Object Given the riparian nature of the Borough, it is surprising that there is no reference to the role of the River Thames in the transport of freight and people 
and the potential for the increased use of the river for both these things which is supported in both national and regional policy.

Include a reference to the importance of the 
River Thames in the Borough in the 
transport of people and freight and the 
potential for the increased use of the river 
for both these things.

Agreed. The role of river is referenced elsewhere in the document but agreed this section 
could be clearer.

Ms Ryszkowsk
a

2.3.11 Conditionally 
support

The figure given for the percentage of dwellings owned by the Council in Dartford Borough is incorrect. The correct figure is 14%, rather than 11% 
which is stated. A more appropriate indicator is the proportion of social-rented housing as a whole in the Borough. This more relevant indicator is 16.3% 
for Dartford Borough (as at 2004).

- Agree.  Text to be amended.

SPATIAL VISIONSPATIAL VISION
GOSE 2.4.1 We note that you have included a “vision section” in the document, which is welcomed. However, we would recommend that you consider re-

addressing this section.  PPS12 (paragraphs 4.1, 4.2) provides advice on setting out the vision for an area. Your core strategy should set out how the 
area and the places within it should develop. The core strategy should be informed by an analysis of the characteristics of the area and its constituent 
parts, and the key issues and challenges facing them. The vision should be in general conformity with the South East Plan and closely relate to the 
Sustainable Community Strategy.  At present, the vision is not fully set out as we would expect. We note that there is a considerable amount of 
background information available within the document, so it may simply be a matter of presentation. You should make clear how the area and places 
within it should develop over the plan period.  We suggest that you redefine the vision for the next stage of document preparation. Without a well 
presented vision, you run the risk of being found unsound, as it calls into question the delivery policies which you have set out elsewhere in the 
document.

Agree that further work is required in this regard.

2.4 Object While we have no objection in principle to the broad strategy adopted, the spatial vision and the following spatial objectives should be more explicit in 
identifying the regeneration of riverside sites as a key issue to be addressed. A glance at the key diagram shows the extent to which Swanscombe 
Peninsula, Northfleet Embankment and the Canal Basin underpins the Core Strategy. However the spatial vision as currently expressed says little 
about the spatial implications of the growth that needs to be accommodated. New references should be added highlighting the ambitions to regenerate 
and revitalise the riverside, and to provide consistency with the South East Plan the prioritisation of previously developed land for new development. 
The Council should also reflect upon the extent to which the spatial vision and objectives protect the Metropolitan Green Belt from development.

Add new criteria to the spatial vision: That 
promotes the redevelopment of previously-
developed land through the comprehensive 
regeneration of riverside regeneration sites 
to create a vibrant, multi-functional riverside 
that creates a step change in environmental 
quality.

Some work will need to be carried out on the spatial vision and the spatial objectives to 
ensure that they comply with PPS12.  The role of the riverside regeneration sites in 
delivering the strategy will be taken into account in carrying out this work.

Mr Manns 2.4 Support Section 2.4 Graveshamâ€™s Spatial Vision Graveshamâ€™s spatial vision is set out in section 2.4 as prescribed by Planning Policy Statement 12. 
Kimberly-Clark support the Boroughâ€™s spatial vision and encourages the continuation of these themes throughout the document. The vision of 
sustainable economic growth is especially supported including the maximisation of the commercial potential of the riverside.

As above Support appreciated

Mr Trimmer 2.4 Conditionally 
support

The PLA is generally supportive of the spatial vision. It is hoped that the reference to sustainable transport options includes the use of the river for the 
transport of people and freight. The PLA supports maximising the commercial potential of the riverside but would wish to see more detail on how this 
can be achieved in conjunction with the Council's desire to achieve 'other key regeneration objectives'.

Confirm that sustainable transport includes 
use of the river. Provide details on how 
maximising the commercial potential of the 
riverside can be achieved in conjunction 
with the Council's desire to achieve 'other 
key regeneration objectives'.

Core Strategy Policies 10 and 15 set out the relevant policies in relation to economy and 
employment and transport.  Policy 10 seeks to support viable river-related employment 
uses and Policy 15 seeks to retain adequate wharf capacity and facilitate new shore 
based infrastructure to support certain river services. We are looking at chapter 2 in the 
round to ensure that it is easier to see how the area's unique character, opportunities and 
challenges feed through to the strategic vision and objectives, and so this issue should be 
addressed through he re-drafting process.

Couves 2.4 Support There is much to be welcomed in the Core Strategy. Much is unarguable - the need to improve health, provide economic growth, enhance countryside, 
leisure facilities, protection and enhancement of the historic environment and to provide new housing.

- Support appreciated

Couves 2.4 Object There is no clear vision for the role of the Gravesham urban area in the plan, no identification of what makes it distinctive and there is very little about 
how the River Thames could contribute to the vision for the town.

- Agree that further work is required in this regard.

Ms McDade 2.4.1 Support Paragraphs 2.4.1 - 2.4.11 set out the Councilâ€™s spatial vision for Gravesham and how the Borough will change by 2026. EHEL supports the Spatial 
Vision for Gravesham as set out in the draft document and considers that the proposals for the Heritage Quarter will have to achieve these in the 
following ways: -Increasing the profile of the Borough (para. 2.4.5); -Through its design excellence and by embracing change, modernity and innovation 
in the right location (para. 2.4.6); -Improves the quality of life and the provision of appropriate open spaces (para. 2.4.7); -Helping to create sustainable 
lifestyles though in-centre living, sustainable transport options, and reducing car-dependency and the length of journeys by increasing linked trips (para. 
2.4.8); -Providing a rich green environment (para. 2.4.9); and -Providing high quality market and affordable housing to meet the varied needs of all 
sections of the community (para. 2.4.10).

- Support appreciated

2.4.3 Support Feabrex is supportive of the Core Strategy vision for Gravesham and the objective of ensuring that the town is a high quality place to live and work. 
Feabrex has a long standing interest in Gravesend and owns a significant proportion of the industrial area within the Canal Basin, for which it has 
submitted a planning application for sustainable residential-led mixed use redevelopment. The redevelopment of this â€œstrategic siteâ€ will make a 
significant contribution towards achieving the â€œvisionâ€ set out in the Core Strategy and Feabrex wishes to continue to engage with the local 
authority to bring forward this opportunity.

No changes. Support appreciated and it is intended that the strategic site work will have regard to the 
views of landowners and developers as well as other stakeholders.  

Mrs Martin 2.4.3 Support Generally support the Spatial Vision for Gravesham as set out in paragraphs 2.4.3 to 2.4.11. - Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 2.4.3 Support - - Support appreciated
Ms Salmon 2.4.6 Conditionally 

support
The Trust would support the vision for the natural environment contained within paragraph 2.4.6 but would recommend that this vision be strengthened 
with the natural environment not only being respected but also being protected, created, enhanced and connected in line with PPS9 and NRM5 and 
CC8 of the South East Plan.

- This is too detailed for the spatial vision and no change is proposed.  The need to protect 
and enhance the natural environment is set out in Spatial Objective 7.

Mr Feetam 2.4.7 Support Sport England welcomes and supports this element of the vision and in particular the specific reference to increased opportunities to undertake sporting 
activities in the context of developing a healthy place with an improved quality of life. As mentioned in previous comments we would suggest for 
consistency with the developing evidence base reference to 'open spaces and playing fields' is replaced with 'open space, sport and recreational 
provision'.

Replace 'open spaces and playing fields' 
with 'open space, sport and recreational 
provision'.

Support appreciated.  Agree with the proposed change and the text will be amended 
accordingly.

Mr Wright 2.4.9 Support As a keen walker and supporter of public transport I welcome proposals for a sustainable transport provision to be embedded in to Gravesham's future, 
I would love to see 'Green Arteries' criss-crossing the borough and a reduction of the car traffic that sometimes brings the major through routes to a 
standstill.

none at this stage. This would be more 
appropriate when specific planning is in 
place

Support appreciated

Mr Hanna 2.4.9 Conditionally 
support

Natural England generally supports the spatial vision for Gravesham but are disappointed that the natural environmental assets of the Borough do not 
focus in the vision and we recommend the vision is amended â€“ a suggested text is provided below.

â€˜....that has an increasingly rich natural 
environment and seeks to reduce 
environmental impacts by...â€™

Agree with the proposed change and the text will be amended accordingly.

GOSE 2.4.12 Paragraphs 2.4.2 and 2.4.12 to 2.4.15 of the core strategy refer to a joint Sustainable Community Strategy with Dartford running from 2008 to 2011. Are 
there currently any plans to review this document? Your authority will be aware that the key spatial planning objectives for the area should be in 
alignment with priorities identified in the Sustainable Community Strategy (PPS12 paragraph 4.34).

The Vision for Kent is currently being refreshed and it is intended that the Dartford and 
Gravesham Sustainable Community Strategy will also be reviewed during 2010-11, so 
that this refreshed county-level document can be given due consideration in identifying 
our own priorities. We are working closely with policy colleagues to ensure that the LDF is 
the spatial delivery mechanism for our community strategy.

Mr Lynes 2.4.12 Support KTRP is keen to play an active role in supporting the Local Strategic Partnership and driving forward the economic development and environment and 
transport function of the Sustainable Community Strategy. We believe we can assist with this through our work on Employ Kent Thameside, inward 
investment promotion working with Locate in Kent, Fastrack network development and eco-assessment. We strongly support the role of the LSP in 
meeting the housing needs of the area and creating stronger, safer communities.

- Support appreciated

Mr Manns 2.4.14 Support Sustainable Community Strategy At section 2.4.14 Kimberly-Clark supports the recognition that the future of the regeneration of Kent is dependent on 
the direct involvement of key public services.

As above Support appreciated

Miss Shier 2.4.16 Conditionally 
support

Wildlife/biodiversity is not included as an objective. In particular Environment and Transport and Health and Well Being could include a specific 
objective. Air Quality could also be included under the Environment and Transport or Health and Well Being themes particularly as Gravesham now 
have 7 Air Quality Management Areas, one of the worst Districts in the County.

Specifc objectives should be included. These objectives are those set out in the Sustainable Community Strategy and no change 
can be made.

SPATIAL OBJECTIVESSPATIAL OBJECTIVES
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 2.5 We note the list of spatial objectives which we assume are intended to be the “strategic objectives” as defined in PPS12 paragraph 4.1.  PPS12 
(paragraph 4.3) states that the strategic objectives form the link between the high level vision and the detailed strategy. They should expand the vision 
into key specific issues for the area which need to be addressed, and how that will be achieved within the timescale of the core strategy.  In order to 
further guide you, you may wish to consider including the following aspects into the objectives, as at present a number cannot be easily measurable 
such as : Build x dwellings, provide x affordable homes, set milestones for certain objectives, i.e. by 2016 we will have achieved x and 2026 we will 
have achieved Y, how much employment land to be provided, extra greenspace, etc.  You may wish to consider adding to the objectives by setting out 
the critical success factors, which will assist with monitoring.

Comments noted and advice appreciated.

Mr Lloyd 2.5 Object We generally support the spatial objectives presented, but note that previous objectives SO15 and SO16 relating to the countryside and rural 
settlements respectively have been removed. We note from paragraph 3.2.58 that these objectives received very strong support during the previous 
consultation, and consequently consider that their deletion is a retrograde step. Whilst some of the matters covered by these objectives have been 
addressed in other of the Strategic Objectives, a large part of Gravesham Borough is countryside and there are a number of rural settlements. 
Consequently we feel that it would be appropriate to specifically recognise the importance of the countryside and rural settlments in the Spatial 
Objectives.

Re-introduce the former Spatial Objectives 
in relation to the countryside and the rural 
settlements.

PPS12 advises that core strategies need to include clear strategic objectives for the area 
which focus on the key issues to be addressed and the delivery strategy for achieving 
these objectives and deliver the spatial vision. Many aspects of this revised vision are the 
same as that included in the Nov 2007 Issues and Options document plus earlier 
corporate and planning documents as these are longstanding area objectives such as 
Brownfield regeneration, green belt protection etc. Rather this vision is more proactive and 
recognises that the area is changing. Now the vision is intended to give greater clarity 
about the type of area that Gravesham will be at 2026 as envisaged by the sustainable 
community strategy, Gravesham's Corporate Plan and the South East Plan. The spatial 
objectives have also been re-written and streamlined to reflect these changes. We are 
looking at chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to see how the area's unique 
character, opportunities and challenges feed through to the strategic vision and 
objectives, and in response to your concerns, we will look at these objectives again to 
check that approach to be taken to the countryside and rural settlements is sufficiently 
clear.

2.5 Object Spatial objectives relating to the regeneration of riverside sites are reflected in SO1 but a separate spatial objective Regenerating the Riverside should 
be added setting out the approach towards redeveloping sites, protecting deep water wharfage, relocating wharfage where required and creating an 
integrated Thames Path and Fastrack linkage. The previous issues and options consultation in November 2007 included the following: SO 14: Thames 
Riverside. To take full advantage of the Thames Riverside as a key asset underpinning the regeneration of the area by ensuring that it is a material 
consideration in both the development of the spatial strategy set out in the Local Development Framework and in our efforts to create a sense of place 
firmly based on local distinctiveness. In addition, to ensure that access to the river by boats and facilities to serve them are improved, to enable 
Gravesend to develop as a boating centre en-route from the English Channel to London and as a river related tourist destination. A revised version of 
this objective is suggested.

S011 Thames Riverside The regeneration 
of the Thames Riverside is a priority to take 
advantage of the Borough's location on this 
world river and create a vibrant and diverse 
river frontage that makes best use of 
previously developed land to meet 
development needs, protects essential 
industry and river related uses, relocates 
and rationalises uses where required, 
promotes Gravesend as a boating centre 
and as a river related tourist destination 
and creates a new environmental quality for 
the Thames waterfront.

PPS12 advises that core strategies need to include clear strategic objectives for the area 
which focus on the key issues to be addressed and the delivery strategy for achieving 
these objectives and deliver the spatial vision. Many aspects of this revised vision are the 
same as that included in the Nov 2007 Issues and Options document plus earlier 
corporate and planning documents as these are longstanding area objectives such as 
Brownfield regeneration, green belt protection etc. Rather this vision is more proactive and 
recognises that the area is changing. Now the vision is intended to give greater clarity 
about the type of area that Gravesham will be at 2026 as envisaged by the sustainable 
community strategy, Gravesham's Corporate Plan and the South East Plan. The spatial 
objectives have also been re-written and streamlined to reflect these changes. We are 
looking at chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to see how the area's unique 
character, opportunities and challenges feed through to the strategic vision and 
objectives, and in response to your concerns, we will consider whether a separate spatial 
objective relating to  "Regenerating the Riverside" should be added.

Couves 2.5 Object There is a stark divide between the aspirations of the plan and what is currently happening on the ground in Gravesham. Thus proposals for the Town 
Centre, such as the Heritage Quarter and Transport Quarter proposals being actively promoted by the Council, would directly conflict with many of the 
fundamental objectives of the Core Strategy. The Core Strategy seems to be in a parallel universe from what is actually happening. So while the Core 
Strategy promotes good practice, development is being promoted that is highly damaging to the historic character of the town centre, with no family 
housing, very little affordable housing on site, causing serious harm to the living conditions of existing residents, and providing large numbers of sub 
standard 1 and 2 bed new flats when there is already an oversupply of such accommodation. The Core Strategy fails to recognise the importance of 
continuing to drive forward heritage based regeneration which has successfully attracted major funding to the enhancement of the historic environment 
of Gravesham. The Town Pier, the High Street scheme, the Berkeley Crescent colonnades are all regarded with great pride.

- Comments noted. The Heritage Quarter Planning Application will be determined by 
Gravesham BC as the Planning Authority on its own merits.

Ms Wilson 2.5.1 Support We support the spatial objectives of interest to us, those being SO6 Physical, Social and Green Infrastructure, SO7 Built, Historic and Natural 
Environment and SO8 Climate Change.

- Support appreciated

Mr Manns 2.5.2 Support S01 Sustainable patterns of development and settlement hierarchy Kimberly-Clark supports the settlement hierarchy that includes previously developed 
land, land by the riverside, and close to Ebbsfleet as the preferred locations for urban regeneration.

As above Support appreciated

Mrs McBean 2.5.2 Object (Comments relate to summary document) â€¢ How do you plan to reduce the need for travel? Pg 6 NA Delivery of the levels of development required in the South East Plan will only be 
achievable In Gravesham through sustainable development with a very high emphasis on 
public transport provision to deliver the requisite modal shift.  It is not intended that the 
private car will be marginalised, rather options will be provided so that people can adopt 
more sustainable travel patterns if they so wish. We are aware that modal shift is more 
effective if car use is constrained but this is not being proposed by the Council.

Dare 2.5.2 Conditionally 
support

My comments arise from the Summary Document and I shall keep them brief. Green Belt. The Strategic Objective on page 2 is laudable. This apparent 
commitment becomes watered down further on in the document and gives far too broad a policy. If there is not a more stringent policy then the 
environment of Gravesham rural will be highly at risk. More attention should be given to a keen appraisal of brown field sites - far in advance of building 
on green belt. A short walk around Gravesend will provide food for thought

NA The Council has a strong focus on regeneration and therefore the Core Strategy takes a 
sequential approach of looking at brownfield sites for development prior to Greenfield and 
Green Belt

Mr Trimmer 2.5.2 Object This spatial objective makes reference to the use of previously developed land, especially along the Thames Riverside. It needs to be made clear that 
this should only be in appropriate locations and that river related facilities should be protected and encouraged as these actually require a riverside 
location.

Make it clear in relation to developing 
riverside land that river related facilities 
should be protected and encouraged as 
these actually require a riverside location.

Comments noted. We are looking at chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to 
see how the area's unique character, opportunities and challenges feed through to the 
strategic vision and objectives, and we will consider your concerns as part of this 
consideration.

Mr Manns 2.5.3 Conditionally 
support

S02 Employment and Skills Kimberly-Clark supports in principle the Boroughâ€™s aspirations to provide 10000 new jobs by 2026 however the 
Borough needs to recognise the potential changes to all industries within the period to 2026 and plan accordingly. A wider approach to economic 
development needs to be taken to ensure that existing and new employers in the Borough can react to potential shifts in market and economic 
conditions within the plan period. PPS 4 (para EC2.1a) directs local development documents to plan for sustainable economic growth and (EC2.1b) 
requires local planning authorities to support existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or contracting and identify and 
plan for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in the area. Furthermore it is recommended that policies be flexible enough to accommodate sectors 
not anticipated in the plan and allow a quick response to changes in economic circumstances. A target of 10,000 jobs to account for one job per new 
home does not take into account the type of job or skills level required. Kimberly-Clarke believes the Borough should plan for a range of jobs to suit 
several skill types rather than a notional target of 10,000.

As above Comments noted. To ensure that the policies and targets in the Core Strategy and 
Development Policies DPD are realistic and deliverable, they have been supported by a 
robust evidence base (as set out in Annex C of PPS4). Therefore a number of baseline 
and technical reports as well as the Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study 
(http://gravesham.limehouse.co.uk/file/1153721) were produced and these were made 
available for comment during the reg. 25 consultation. As the Retail and Commercial 
Leisure was not finalised, a retail expenditure baseline report was produced for reg. 25. 
Once finalised, the Gravesham retail and commercial study will be available for comment 
during the interim consultation to be carried out before reg. 27.

Mr Manns 2.5.4 Conditionally 
support

S03 Housing Kimberly-Clark supports the Councilâ€™s commitment to achieving 9,300 housing completions to 2026 but in order to ensure the 
economic well being of the area and properly plan for the future the 9,300 figure should be a minimum threshold to commit to and not a target or ceiling.

As above In accordance with PPS3 Housing, the level of housing provision in Gravesham is being 
determined that via a strategic, evidence-based
approach taking into account relevant local, sub-regional, regional and national factors.

Mr Manns 2.5.5 Conditionally 
support

S04 Transport Kimberly-Clark supports the delivery and new transport facilities but believes the Borough should aim to deliver a more integrated 
transport system not just for residents but also recognising the needs of local industry and the industrial core occupiers of the Borough. The South East 
Plan (policy 11) recognises the need for the railway system to be developed to carry an increasing share of freight movements although this is not 
recognised in the Core Strategy.

As above This is too detailed for an objective but the Core Strategy transport policy CS15 Point 22 
specifically recognises the reconnection of rail facilities at Northfleet.  

Miss Shier 2.5.5 Conditionally 
support

Need to encourage fully accessible transport. One wheelchair space for example is not sufficient. None Noted - DDA compliance of public transport and facilities

Mr Trimmer 2.5.5 Object There is no mention of freight transport and the potential for the increased use of the River Thames for the transhipment of freight, including the use of 
the river for the transport of materials to and from development sites.

Include a reference to the use of the river 
for the transport of freight, including the 
transport of materials to and from 
development sites where practicable.

These are very general level statements and not intended to be a fully comprehensive 
statement of policy which is covered elsewhere
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Initial officer comment

Ms Conacur 2.5.6 Conditionally 
support

We agree that the Council should seek to provide a wide range and quality of retail provision to meet the needs of the local population and visitors but it 
is also important that the Council is realistic in terms of the type of retail provision to ensure that this accords with market demand for retail floorspace in 
Gravesend. This will ensure that vacancies are kept to a minimum, while maximising the role of Gravesend town as a retail centre to the wider area. We 
note that this policy is to be updated with retail provision figures once this information.

- Comments noted. As highlighted, retail provision in the Core Strategy and Development 
Management Policies DPD will be evidence driven and the Gravesham Retail and 
Commercial Leisure Study, once finalised, will form part of the targeted consultation in the 
autumn.

Miss Shier 2.5.7 Conditionally 
support

Green space needs to be fully accessible and safe for people with physical disabilities. None Agreed. Our PPG17 study is considering quality, quantity and accessibility.

Mr Feetam 2.5.7 Conditionally 
support

Sport England welcomes spatial objective 6 but would suggest that it is expanded to ensure the promotion of upgrading/enhancing existing provision 
alongside providing new provision to meet the needs of existing and new residents, employees and businesses within the Borough.

Add reference to the promotion of 
upgrading/enhancing existing provision as 
well as providing new.

Comments noted. We are looking at chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to 
see how the area's unique character, opportunities and challenges feed through to the 
strategic vision and objectives. We will consider your concerns as part of this 
consideration but the principle of ensuring that existing assets are maximised as well as 
the provision of new assets is strongly supported.

Mr Hanna 2.5.7 Support Natural England welcomes the proposal that developments will ensure the protection and enhancement of the natural environment of Gravesham. - Support appreciated.
Ms Salmon 2.5.7 Conditionally 

support
Development can make a positive contribution to the connectivity of the urban green grid as well as contributing to the creation and connection of the 
Biodiversity Opportunity Areas and alleviating the effects of climate change on the natural environment. We would recommend that the following 
changes be incorporated into the spatial objectives to strengthen the protection of designated sites, the BOAs and biodiversity in general.

The Council will seek to protect, enhance 
and extend existing physical, social and 
green infrastructure and make the new 
provision necessary to meet the needs of 
existing and new residents, employees and 
businesses within the Borough and ensure 
that biodiversity is protected and enhanced 
within new development.

Suggestions welcomed and noted.

Miss Shier 2.5.8 Conditionally 
support

It should also aim to retain areas which ensure connectivity between habitats and that have high biodiversity value. The objective is focused on 
development â€“ but it should also highlight the need to retain areas for biodiversity and residentsâ€™ and visitorsâ€™ enjoyment.

It should highlight the need to retain areas 
for biodiversity and residentsâ€™ and 
visitorsâ€™ enjoyment.

Comments noted. Objective S06 includes protecting existing physical, social and green 
infrastructure.

Ms Salmon 2.5.8 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mr Manns 2.5.9 Conditionally 

support
S08 Climate Change Flood risk needs to be managed as part of the delivery of new development with a particular focus on new housing which will be a 
major contributor to the potential for flooding and therefore increase the risk of flood. The Borough should be more explicit in relation to renewable 
energy and energy consumption and fully encourage the generation and use of renewable energy systems in all types of development. The South East 
Plan (policy NRM12) refers specifically to Combined Heat and Power to be encouraged by local development documents. The Core Strategy should 
refer directly to CHP and encourage its use in all types of new development

As above .....until the KT Eco-assessment is published..... precedes the publication, in March 2010, 
of the draft PPS Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate and we will be 
considering the desire for site-specific rather than borough-wide targets in the future so 
long as that is warranted by the evidence.

Miss Shier 2.5.9 Conditionally 
support

Could mention the need for species to adapt to climate change and the need for connectivity between habitats. As above Agreed that it should make reference to helping wildlife adapt to climate change.

Mr Hanna 2.5.9 Conditionally 
support

Natural England generally welcomes the spatial objective S08 but the effects of climate change on biodiversity need to be considered here. Reference to the need for measures to help 
wildlife adapt to climate change should be 
included within S08.

Agreed that it should make reference to helping wildlife adapt to climate change.

Mr Lynes 2.5.9 Conditionally 
support

Could include mention of Low Zero Carbon sources and distribution networks. - .....until the KT Eco-assessment is published..... precedes the publication, in March 2010, 
of the draft PPS Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate and we will be 
considering the desire for site-specific rather than borough-wide targets in the future so 
long as that is warranted by the evidence.

Ms Salmon 2.5.9 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mr Trimmer 2.5.9 Object It is assumed that the 'high standards of sustainable construction' include the use of the river for the transport of materials to and from development 

sites.
Make it clear that high standards of 
sustainable construction include the use of 
the river for the transport of materials to 
and from development sites where 
practicable.

Too detailed for an objective but we will consider if detail should be addressed in policy 
CS4

Ms Salmon 2.5.10 Object The Trust has concerns regarding the increase in tourism and leisure envisaged within SO9 due to the possible increased impacts this may have on the 
Natura 2000 and Ramsar network and the species for which they are designated. The impacts of increased day and longer stay visitors will need to be 
assessed as part of the Habitats Regulations Assessment to ensure that all impacts are avoided or mitigated. If impacts cannot be mitigated this 
objective will need to be revised.

- Concerns noted and it is intended that the additional Habitats Regulation Assessment 
work will need to consider impacts in the round.

Mr Feetam 2.5.11 Support Sport England supports spatial objective 10 and the encouragement of healthier lifestyles by providing opportunities for people to be more active. 
However, we would suggest that the wording could be enhanced and more consistent with paragraph 2.4.7 of the spatial vision.

Amend to read 'The Council will encourage 
people to lead healthier lifestyles and 
improve their quality of life by providing 
opportunities for people to increase their 
levels of physical activity'.

Suggested amendments are appreciated and will be considered as part of the review of 
chapter 2.

STRATEGIC CONTEXTSTRATEGIC CONTEXT
GOSE 3 Chapter 3 states that Appendix 1 contains a list of saved policies. This is proposed for inclusion in Chapter 7. This will be corrected. 
GOSE 3 Whilst I am aware that strategic sites are proposed in the borough (paragraph 2.2.4), these need to be clearly indicated on the key diagram. Whilst the 

locations are shown, the key needs to make clear that these are strategic allocations (See PPS12, paragraph 4.1).
The site will be shown as a Strategic Site on the key diagram and, in line with para 4.7 of 
PPS12, a red line boundary will be included for the strategic sites on the submission 
proposals map. At reg. 25, the supporting draft SLAA did include a more detailed map 
with details of the development potential of the site. It is intended that a composite 
proposals map document showing changes to the development plan will be produced as 
part of future work, and this will be published as part of the interim consultation.

GOSE 3.1 PPS12 (paragraph 4.45) states that core strategies should be coherent with the core strategies prepared by neighbouring authorities, where  cross 
boundary issues are relevant.  Are you satisfied that you have fully taken into account the strategies of adjoining areas and any cross boundary issues, 
such as transport routes, ports, etc? This is particularly important as Gravesham is within a Growth Area along with 3 other authorities, and is a sub-
regional area within the South East Plan.

The North Kent MAA has been the forum for considering the key issues for Kent Thames 
Gateway and therefore many of the cross-boundary issues, especially for the themes, are 
already being considered and addressed through more detailed sub-groups.

Mr Ford 3.1 Conditionally 
support

The planned provision of housing and employment within the Borough is generally in accordance with the targets outlined within the South East Plan. 
The South East Plan indicates that 9,300 dwellings should be built in Gravesham between 2006 and 2026. Of this target, 9,200 should be built on the 
land to the north of the A2, adjacent to the urban area of Gravesend, while 100 should be built on rural land to the south of the A2. No specific target is 
provided in the South East Plan for employment provision in Gravesham, although a total of 58,000 jobs are predicted for the Kent Thameside Area 
between 2006 and 2026. The CSDPD states that it will aim to deliver 10,000 new jobs by 2026. This total has been derived from the Gravesham 
Economy and Employment Space Study (May 2009). The Highways Agency is concerned that these targets for housing and employment development 
are too ambitious and that they are only likely to be delivered in the Core Strategy time frame through sustainable development with a very high 
emphasis on public transport provision and constraints on car use.

- We appreciate that the Highways Agency recognises that we are currently expected to 
deliver the SE Plan housing and employment requirements. Delivery has been raised as 
an issue by a number of representers and in recognition of yours and their concerns, the 
implications of our regional housing and employment targets and our site-specific 
provision will be tested via detail transport modelling in partnership with the local 
Highways Authority and Highways Agency. It is intended that this will be published as part 
of the interim consultation this Autumn.

Mr Wilson 3.1.6 Object Your logic is fallacious. On average there will be at least 1.5 people wanting to work in each household, so to build 9300 new abodes and expect them 
to occupy 10000 local jobs, not needing to commute is wrong. You need to supply at least 14000 jobs locally. Otherwise it is just going to mean that all 
local transport systems are likely to grind to a halt. With the land Securities development in Eastern Quarry/ Ebbsfleet, this will just exacerbate this.

See above KCC demographic projections (South East Plan Strategy-based Forecasts (Sep '09)) have 
indicated that providing 9,300 dwellings equates to an increase of 15,400 people but only 
3,200 are aged from 16-64 (working age). 

Mr Manns 3.1.7 Object Section 3.1.7 Again we object to the Councilâ€™s notional target of 10,000 new jobs based on floorspace. We recommend that the Borough plan for a 
variety of skilled and unskilled jobs in order to achieve a successful and active economy which can react to changes in the economy.

As above The inclusion of a job creation monitoring target is driven from the supporting text to South 
East Plan policy KTG2 that 58,000 new jobs should be delivered across wider Kent 
Thames Gateway. The Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study examined 
the potential for delivering a component part of this through the LDF spatial strategy.  This 
is translated into a land supply requirement through the use of multipliers relating to 
different categories of employment land use to provide a policy framework that assists in 
the delivery of economic regeneration by providing sufficient flexibility of land supply to 
meet economic needs.
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changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Wilson 3.1.8 Conditionally 
support

Housing targets have been set by central government. Gravesend should only attempt to meet these targets if 1. No Green belt land is used for other 
than single houses (stpp) 2. That the right balance of housing types is adhered to. It is not acceptable to continue to build lots of Poky flats, to quote Cllr 
Snelling, merely in order to achieve the numbers target. If it can't be done without ruiniing Gravesend - don't do it.

see above Delivery has been raised as an issue by a number of representors and in recognition of 
these concerns, the implications of our regional housing and employment targets and our 
site-specific provision are undergoing further testing. The North Kent Strategic Housing 
Market Assessment (SHMA) provides information on the mix and type of housing required 
within the Borough, and regard will be had to this study when considering future provision. 
The North Kent SHMA was not available for the reg. 25 consultation but it will be available 
for comment during the interim targeted consultation planned between reg. 25 and 27.

3.1.8 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex generally supports the overall approach in the Core Strategy to accommodating development requirements but considers that this should 
reiterate the key role of those â€œstrategic siteâ€ allocations which are integral to achieving the Core Strategy objectives.

Criterion (b) should be amended as follows: 
To use previously developed land wherever 
possible, when it is sustainably located and 
to maximise the potential for delivery of 
new homes and supporting uses within 
those strategic sites identified in the Core 
Strategy

Suggested clarification welcomed and it is agreed that it should be clearer in 3.1.8 that the 
Council's intentions for development are focused on a number of strategic sites.

Mr Manns 3.1.8 Object Section 3.1.8 Flood risk needs to be appropriately managed but should not be a reason for preventing development. Specific measures to prevent 
flooding or reduce the risk of flooding need to be referred to specifically by the Core Strategy. PPS25 (Flood Risk) in Annex D requires local authorities 
to demonstrate in an open and transparent way that compliance with each part of the exception test (for locating new development in areas of flood 
risk) has been achieved. Kimberly-Clark does not accept that this has been demonstrated.

As above Para 3.2.80 explains that the Environment Agency has issued interim guidance on PPS25 
and development in the Thames tidal flood plain of the Thames Gateway. This states that 
the sequential test and exceptions tests, in parts a and b of PPS25, shall be considered 
adequately demonstrated for previously-developed sites that have been identified to meet 
the Thames Gateway Delivery Plan. This includes: Swanscombe Peninsula, Northfleet 
Embankment, Canal Basin and Gravesend Town Centre. It is still necessary for these 
sites to demonstrate that they are safe under part c of the exceptions tests.

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.1.8 Object Point (a) should also reflect the concentration of development into Ebbsfleet. Ebbsfleet has an extant planning permission whereby the development 
outlined above will be progressed over the plan period of the Core Strategy.

- It is agreed that it should be clearer in 3.1.8 that the Council's intentions for development 
are focused on a number of strategic sites.

Ms Wilson 3.1.8 Support We support the overall approach to accommodating development in Gravesham, in particular points b, c and h of this section. - Support appreciated
Mr Lynes 3.1.8 Support KTRP is supportive of the Council's overall approach to accommodating development requirements outlined. - Support appreciated
Ms Salmon 3.1.8 Conditionally 

support
Within the overall approach we support the need to conserve and enhance habitats and wildlife opportunities but would recommend that to strengthen 
the protection of biodiversity the following changes are made.

h. To conserve, enhance, extend and 
connect Graveshamâ€™s environment and 
preserve its quality and local distinctiveness 
so as to maximise the benefits to the 
environment - including the special beauty 
and characteristics of its countryside, river, 
buildings, and cultural and historic heritage 
- together with the diversity of its wildlife 
and habitats.

Suggested re-wording is appreciated. Criterion h) needs simplification and potential could 
read "To conserve, enhance, extend and connect Gravesham's natural, cultural and 
historic environment and preserve its quality, diversity and local distinctiveness" 

Mr Fuller 3.1.8 Conditionally 
support

All in all I welcome most of the proposals in the Plan subject to the misgivings set out previously (ID reps 807 - 812). The new transport links are good 
which include the Javelin trains and Fast Track buses and more should be done to encourage people to use these facilities. Making the most of the 
riverside area is also to be welcomed but at these sites something really needs to be done about the amount of litter. Although this isnâ€™t an 
important part of the Plan, I have to say that the litter and rubbish generally in this Borough is awful, particular that arising from Fast Food outlets and 
some onus on these premises to help either prevent or clear up should be implemented.

NA Support appreciated. Whilst litter is not an issue which can be addressed in the Core 
Strategy, Gravesham Borough Council is committed to improving the cleanliness of the 
local environment for Gravesham residents to enjoy. To keep the borough clean the 
council performs regular sweeping and inspections of all roads and open spaces, and if an 
area falls below the standards set out then additional cleansing is carried out. The Council 
recognises that this is becoming an increasing problem, particularly in our town and city 
centres. Clearly the individuals concerned are ultimately responsible for their actions 
which in some cases can result in criminal action being taken - the Council issues fixed 
penalty fines for offences such as litter under the provisions of the Clean Neighbourhoods 
and Environment Act 2005 . However we also expect the businesses themselves to take 
action to help prevent this happening and make our street an attractive environment for 
all. More information is available on our website http://www.gravesham.gov.uk/index.jsp?
articleid=4161 

.

SPATIAL STRATEGYSPATIAL STRATEGY
GOSE 3.2 Whilst Core Strategy Policy 1 sets out a hierarchy, a number of the other policies in this section read as development management policies, and are 

topic based, for example CSP7: Green Infrastructure. We suggest that you consider the format of the policies in this section of the document.  At 
present the core policies generally set out generic planning objectives, for example on sustainability and design. However, what is required is a strategy 
that has applied these and other factors. In addition, a number of the policies say “x development will be permitted”. If you are seeking to secure these 
types of uses in your area, did you consider their inclusion in the spatial distribution, with the necessary evidence base to substantiate their provision?  
PPS12 (paragraph 4.1) states that a delivery strategy should set out how much development is intended to happen, where, when and by what means. 
Having set out a spatial distribution, we would expect authorities to then address the means for delivery, etc. At present, the document is not sufficiently 
“place shaping” (see PPS12, paragraph 1.1).  An example where greater detail on place shaping could be addressed is the recognition in Core Strategy 
Policy 2 (paragraph 3.2.37) of Thames Riverside as a key asset underpinning regeneration. However, there is no indication in this section of the core 
strategy of the amount or type of development sought in this area or the actions of key partners required to secure delivery.  In addition, Core Strategy 
Policy 9 refers to addressing educational needs in accordance with the South East Plan, though this does not appear to have been addressed in terms 
of provision over the plan period. We suggest that you fully address place shaping as you prepare the next version of the core strategy.  Finally, we 
note that you have divided the document with the development management policies placed in the second half of the document. This presentation is to 
be welcomed.

The desire for a more concise document with less duplication between the Core Strategy 
and Development Management policies is noted. We are intending that future drafts have 
a more spatially explicit Core Strategy and that the more criteria-based thematic policies 
support rather than duplicate this.

Couves 3.2 Object Chapter 2 of the Plan clearly demonstrates the stark divide in wealth, health, life expectancy, quality of life between the rural community south of the A2 
and the urban community north of the A2. The redressing of this social, economic and environmental divide is a fundamental objective and should be 
given the highest possible priority. The enhancement of the attractiveness of the town centre with high quality housing for mixed communities in new 
development and the enhancement of the living standards of existing communities is essential. Policies should seek to ensure that new development 
provides family housing as well as flats, affordable housing on site in urban development - including Heritage Quarter, reducing or removing the harmful 
effects of traffic. It should seek to place enhancement of the quality of life through environmental improvements, the creation of new cultural and leisure 
facilities in the town centre. Massive new car parking in the town centre as in the present Transport Quarter proposals will cause harm to the urban 
environment.

- We are looking at chapter 2 in the round to ensure that it is easier to see how the area's 
unique character, opportunities and challenges feed through to the strategic vision and 
objectives, and eventually through to the policies in section 3.2. It is acknowledged that 
plans in the past have been clear about their intentions for the rural area and Core 
Strategy Policy 2: Urban Area is intended to address this by being equally clear about the 
Council's intentions for the urban area. In respect to the detailed comments, the Transport 
Quarter does not propose "massive new car parking", though it does offer some increase 
over the existing Rathmore Road and Station car parks. 

Miss Shier 3.2.3 Support The proposed settlement hierarchy and the strong emphasis placed on growth and change within the Gravesend/Northfleet urban area and at Ebbsfleet 
is considered wholly appropriate, consistent with higher level planning policy and provides for continuity with previous guidance in this area e.g. as 
contained in the former Kent and Medway Structure Plan. The emphasis placed on the Riverside as a key asset is also supported including the support 
for the retention and enhancement of the Thames as a â€˜working riverâ€™.

none Support appreciated
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 3.2.6 PPS12 (paragraphs 4.1, 4.4, 4.5) sets out advice on the delivery strategy. This should set out how much development is intended to happen where, 
when and by what means it will be delivered.  It needs to show how the objectives will be delivered, whether through actions taken by the Council as 
planning authority (e.g. by planning applications) or through other actions taken by the Council. Particular attention should be given to the co-ordination 
of these actions. The strategy needs to set out as far as practicable when, where and by whom these actions will take place. It is essential that the core 
strategy makes clear spatial choices about where developments should go in broad terms.  We note core strategy policy 1: spatial strategy and 
settlement hierarchy. This policy does not contain the information that we would expect to see, i.e. X development at Y locations.  Though reference is 
made to various locations throughout the borough, there is no indication of the types and quantum of development proposed at these locations. 
However, we are aware that you have an evidence base that could support a spatial distribution (for example, paragraph 2.2.11 refers to a Retail and 
Commercial Leisure study with floorspace provision set out), though we note that some studies have to be completed. If clear spatial choices are not 
made, the strategy will be undeliverable. As the locations set out in core strategy policy 1 are to include strategic allocations, you will need more detail 
on these sites than if they were broad locations, therefore the detail for these sites and the evidence base as a whole for the core strategy should be in 
a position to provide the delivery strategy for Gravesham.  We therefore strongly advise you to address this point as you prepare the next version of the 
document.  You may wish to consider including a distribution table indicating which uses, the amount and at which locations across the borough these 
would be located. It is important that there is a clear understanding of how the area will look as a whole. The distribution table could also easily relate to 
the key diagram.  You are also advised to set out the roles of any parties involved and any tools necessary to secure delivery, such as planning 
obligations (PPS12, paragraph 4.4).  We are pleased that you intend to allocate strategic sites in the core strategy. Be aware that there should be 
sufficient detail on these sites to provide certainty to those bringing forward the developments, in terms of what is to be delivered. Locations for 
strategic development should be indicated on a key diagram as advised by PPS12 [paragraph 4.1(3)]. Where core strategies allocate strategic sites, 
they must include a submission proposals map (PPS12, paragraph 4.7).  Finally, paragraph 3.2.10 provides housing numbers as a percentage. You are 
advised to include a quantum figure and not a percentage.

Agreed. 

Mr Lloyd 3.2.6 Support CPRE Protect Kent support the proposed spatial strategy and settlement hierarchy (but see comment on paragraph 3.2.10). None Support appreciated
Mr Thair 3.2.6 Support The sequence of allocation of land for development based upon the settlement hierarchy is supported. See above Support appreciated

3.2.6 Object While we have no objection in principle to the broad strategy adopted, as set out in our representations on the spatial vision and objectives greater 
clarity and consistency is required in expressing the strategy and in particular the emphasis that is place on the regeneration of riverside sites. While we 
are quite content with the settlement hierarchy the strategy would benefit from greater clarity by naming the key strategic sites within the first tier. This 
will also avoid the ambiguity inherent in paragraph 3.2.10 that refers to sites in and on the fringes of the urban area.

It is suggested that the core policies and 
key diagram might better communicate the 
development strategy through replacing a 
single reference to major/strategic sites 
through additional separate references (and 
policies) that reflect the differing 
characteristics of sites under the following 
categories: (i) Ebbsfleet Regional Hub, (ii) 
Gravesend Borough Hub, and (iii) Riverside 
Regeneration Sites (which would include 
Swanscombe Peninsula, Northfleet 
Embankment and Canal Basin).

Suggested clarification welcomed and it is agreed that the Council's intentions for 
development should be clearer and we are intending to develop the policies to a manner 
similar to that proposed.

Mr Manns 3.2.6 Support Core Strategy Policy 1: Spatial Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy Kimberly-Clark support the majority of new development taking place in and on the 
fringes of the urban area to include Northfleet.

As above Support appreciated

Mr Lieberman 3.2.6 Support Please refer to para 5.8 of Statement prepared by Boyer Planning on behalf of Bovis Homes and Persimmon Homes Ltd. N/A Support appreciated
Ms Wilson 3.2.6 Support We support sections 3.2.7, 3.2.11 and 3.2.12 of this policy. - Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 3.2.6 Support Support the settlement hierarchy as set out in Core Policy 1 and Table 3 paragraphs 3.2.7 to 3.2.13 and reserves their position 3.2.10 where details are 

to be added.
- Support appreciated.  Details to be added at the interim consultation stage.

Mr Hanna 3.2.6 Conditionally 
support

Natural England generally agrees with the proposed settlement hierarchy but any development of settlements within the Kent Downs Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) should be restricted to the existing built confines and they should have regard to the AONB Management Plan.

- The Green Belt in Gravesham constrains development to within defined infill boundaries 
which cover parts but not necessarily all of the rural settlement. All development, even 
that within these infill boundaries, needs to have regard to that area's local character and 
for some villages, the existing landscape character and quality (such as the AONB) is a 
fundamental component of that intrinsic character.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.6 Conditionally 
support

Accepts the settlement hierarchy and the policy subject to the "detail to be added" in paragraph 3.2.10 sub paragraph 2. - Support appreciated.  Details to be added at the interim consultation stage.

Mr Lynes 3.2.6 Support KTRP agrees with the settlement hierarchy proposed, the ambitions for sustainable development, the approach to the environmental issues outlined 
and fostering mixed, balanced communities.

- Support appreciated

Mr Rayner 3.2.6 Object We have concerns that some anticipated future changes (notably population growth in the area to the north of the A2) will lead to further traffic 
increases on the A227. As a result, quality of life for residents of Meopham will deteriorate, as there will be more traffic noise, the road will become 
more hazardous and air quality is likely to be reduced.

- Delivery of the levels of development required in the South East Plan will only be 
achievable in Gravesham through sustainable development with a very high emphasis on 
public transport provision to deliver the requisite modal shift.  It is not intended that the 
private car will be marginalised, rather options will be provided so that people can adopt 
more sustainable travel patterns if they so wish. We are aware that modal shift is more 
effective if car use is constrained but this is not being proposed by the Council. National 
research by the DFT has shown car ownership has been increasing due to increased 
disposable incomes coupled with a decrease in car ownership costs and this has meant 
that car traffic nationally has grown fifteen-fold since 1950, while bus traffic remained 
relatively static. Without intervention, it is assumed that these non-sustainable trends will 
continue and it needs to be apreciated that these trends are true irrespective of proposed 
Thames Gateway growth.  In recognition of these concerns, the implications of our 
regional housing and employment targets and our site-specific provision are being tested 
via detailed transport modelling in partnership with the local Highways Authority and 
Highways Agency. 

Ms Salmon 3.2.6 Conditionally 
support

Although the Trust would not object to the settlement hierarchy in principal it will be important to ensure that these sites are sensitively developed with 
any priority habitats or habitats used by priority species being replaced and connectivity being ensured. Many of the Brownfield sites to be developed 
are known to contain important populations of wading birds, water voles and rare invertebrates and may contain reptile and amphibian populations of 
equal note. It is imperative that up to date information is obtained regarding these populations with full mitigation and compensation measures being 
factored into any consent given. This may include off site mitigation measures.

The Trust would therefore recommend that 
the policy be reworded to incorporate the 
need for connectivity, mitigation and 
compensation.(For further information on 
the wildlife known to be present on 
Brownfield sites see The information on the 
Thameside Green Corridors BOA within the 
Green Infrastructure Assets background 
document).

Comments noted. Core Strategy Policy 1 needs to be simplified as there is too much 
overlap with later Core Strategy policies where the detailed comments made by KWT 
would be better reflected. It is intended that more detail will be given in the strategic sites 
as appropriate recognising that many brownfield sites within the Thames Gateway contain 
nationally important populations and habitats.
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Title Family 
Name

Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Simpkin 3.2.6 Object The settlement hierarchy is unclear and a distinction should be made between second tier and third tier settlements with the second tier settlements 
comprising Rural Service Centres where there are already higher order community facilities and services present in the settlement and the lower order 
settlements in the tiers below. It is confusing to have Hook Green, Meopham in a seperate tier from Meopham Green. The settlement of Meopham 
should be regarded as one community and the range of services that exist would identify this community as being a Rural Service Centre, ie comprising 
the following - railway station with frequent and good quality services/regular bus service/post office and range of shops/restaurants and public houses/
secondary school/primary school/special needs school/library/doctors surgery/dental surgery/vetinary surgery/churches etc. In this context Meopham 
stands head and shoulders above the other communities and should be accorded a higher status. The split of development in the Borough seems to 
reflect an arbitrary distribution but it should reflect the percentage split in population between the urban and rural areas so that approximately 10% of 
new development should be apportioned throughout the rural settlements with the major element of this going to the Rural Service Centres. The 
aspirations of the policy that follows in respect of rural areas cannot reasonably be delivered if the rural communities are in a "strangle hold" of Green 
Belt restraint without any flexibility for the provision of additional new housing, new employment opportunities and the ability to provide new community 
facilities.

The second tier settlements should be 
called Rural Service Centres to reflect the 
higher level of services available. The 
settlement of Meopham (Hook Green and 
Meopham Green) should be regarded as 
one community. The split of development 
between the urban area and the rural area 
should reflect the population split between 
these two parts of the Borough.

The justification for the hierarchy of settlements is contained in the settlement hierarchy 
technical paper and have been developed according to their sustainability i.e. access to 
facilities and services. Policy SS7 of the expired Kent & Medway Structure Plan 2006 
referred to Rural Service Centres but none of these were in Gravesham (table SS2) and 
the policy is no longer relevant. It is recognised that Meopham Green and Hook Green 
Meopham share some services but their access to shops and services varies which is 
why they are contained in different settlement tiers. The split of development between 
urban and rural reflects national and regional planning policies and the availability and 
suitability of sites for accommodating future development.

Ms McDade 3.2.6 Support EHEL supports the allocation of Gravesend town centre within the first tier of settlement hierarchies as an urban area, and agrees that â€œpriority 
should be given to supporting the regeneration priorities in the main urban areaâ€. EHEL also supports the Councilâ€™s emphasis on the 
redevelopment on brownfield land, such as within the Heritage Quarter.

- Support appreciated

Mr Cox 3.2.6 Object A development strategy based primarily upon regeneration focused upon the urban areas is too restrictive and limiting in the current economic climate 
and will not deliver the housing needs of the Borough in the foreseeable future. There must be greater flexibility in the scale, type and location of new 
housing development and every opportunity must be taken to create mixed developments in higher land value locations (i.e. the rural areas) if the very 
significant shortfall in affordable housing, and particularly social rented housing, is to be addressed. A regeneration driven development strategy in the 
current climate will not deliver the number of housing unites required to meet the identified need within the stipulated timescale. The strategy requires a 
radical re-appraisal so that it more clearly reflects and accommodates the constraints and limitations placed upon housebuilders and provides a more 
flexible approach which will have a more realistic chance of delivering the housing that is needed in the Borough in the short to medium term future.

- Comments noted. The development strategy in the draft CS+DM DPD relies on bringing 
forward previously developed land primarily in the main urban area to deliver most of its 
housing supply to meet the SE Plan target, before looking to develop other sites. We are 
aware that a number of representors have raised concerns in their representations, and at 
the workshop on 25th February 2010, that the reg. 25 stage plan has limited flexibility.  
PPS12 requires that we address contingencies, as a strategy is unlikely to be effective if it 
cannot deal with changing circumstances. Therefore it is intended that future documents 
indicate how we plan to handle contingencies as we recognize that it is not always 
possible to have maximum certainty about the deliverability of the strategy. The future 
core strategy will show what alternative strategies have been prepared to handle 
uncertainty and what would trigger their use, within the parameters of the Council’s spatial 
strategy.

Mr Kemsley 3.2.7 Object At present there are 3000 people in the Hook Green area of Meopham, I feel that is quite enough. Services are limited as it is. There is a mile and a 
half's walk to the doctor's surgery. The bus service is sporadic and inadequate to support mor people. The schools are already causing a massive 
problem with parents parking. The only areas available for development are green belt and |I do not feel it is a good idea to develop green belt land. 
Their is also a shortage of parks and play space available too.

The removal of green belt land from the 
policy.

Comments are noted.  The Spatial Strategy is supporting the continued protection of the 
Green Belt in line with PPG2 and SE Plan and proposes to focus development in the main 
urban area.  The policy states that rural settlements, such as Meopham, will only support 
development to meet identified local needs (para 3.2.9).  

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.7 Object In balancing conflicts between flood risk and regeneration, the policy should not only emphasise the sustainability credentials of development but also 
acknowledge the importance of delivering regeneration and job creation as important factors.

- As explained in para 1.3.9, this Gravesham Core Strategy and Development Management 
DPD is being produced with full regard for the principles of sustainable development and 
thereby respecting all five principles whilst recognising that some policies, while 
underpinned by all five, will place more emphasis on certain principles than others.

Mr Smith 3.2.7 Support Support the regeneration priorities in the main urban area and the emphasis on guiding development away from areas of flood risk and supporting 
redevelopment on brownfield sites.

- Support appreciated

Mr Fuller 3.2.7 Conditionally 
support

Why are so many residential areas being provided on very low ground such as the area known as Heron Fields which is more or less built on 
Gravesend Marshes? I was under the impression that seal levels were predicted to rise and this being the case then a lot of existing dwellings in the 
Borough and many proposed will be at risk.

NA A Kent Thameside Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) has been produced to inform 
and accompany the reg.25 Core Strategy and Development Management Policies DPD. 
The spatial strategy is clear that future development will avoid areas at risk of flooding 
whilst managing residual flood risk. It will also have regard to the need to ensure that 
future flood defence measures can be accommodated.

Mr Kemsley 3.2.8 Support It makes sense to develop the urban area over the rural area as the services for the rural areas are stretched as it is. Living out of town also puts a 
financial burden on to people whose finances are already at their limit.

Removal of rural areas from the document. Support for CS policy 1 is appreciated.  It is not appropriate to remove the rural area from 
this document as its purpose is to set the planning framework to guide development in the 
Borough as a whole over the next 20 years.  Without such guidance in the rural area there 
is no certainty or clarity as to the amount or type of development is or is not acceptable in 
this area.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.10 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent generally supports this paragraph, but we have two comments as follows: 1. With regard to the percentage split of residential 
development between the urban area and the rural area, we assume that this reflects the 9,200/100 dwelling split set by the South East Plan as 
explained in paragraph 3.1.6 of the consultation document. However, we wonder whether it reflects the sources of housing supply identified in Table 6 - 
i.e. the specific locations of the completions since 2006; the existing commitments; and the sites identified in the SLAA. The ambition of Core Strategy 
Policy 1 must reflect the reality of the situation. 2. Whilst we support the intention to restrict development in the rural area in accordance with the South 
East Plan, point 2 of paragraph 3.2.10 suggests that 1% of residential development will be in the whole of the rural area. If this 1% is intended to reflect 
the 100 dwellings to be provided in the rural area outside of the Thames Gateway Sub-region, it in fact only relates to the rural part of the Borough 
south of the A2/M2. If this is so, then paragraph 3.2.10 needs to be amended accordingly (and having regard to our point 1. above).

Paragraph 3.2.10 needs to be amended 
along the following lines:"This means: 1. 
Approximately **% of new residential 
development and **% of new employment 
development will be provided in the 
Thames Gateway area entirely on sites in 
and on the fringes of the urban area 
(Gravesend/Northfleet). 2. Approximately **
% of new residential development and **% 
of new employment development will be in 
the rural area outside of the Thames 
Gateway area south of the A2/M2."

Apologies for the confusion caused and the proposed clarification is appreciated. The 
draft Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) was undertaken to demonstrate how 
we can meet the housing requirement in the SE Plan namely 9,200 dwellings in the Kent 
Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. north of the A2) and 100 in the non-Kent 
Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. south of the A2). Existing commitments in the 
area South of the A2 would deliver most of the 100 unit requirement and therefore the 
focus for new allocations is in the Kent Thames Gateway area. It is recognised that the 
Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough contains a significant rural component and we 
will ensure that this is clear.

Mr WOOD 3.2.10 Support THIS MEANS, WITH THE REGIONAL HOUSING REQUIREMENT FOR THE KENT THAMES GATEWAY GROWTH AREA (AREA NORTH OF THE 
A2) BEING AT 9200 RESIDENTIAL DWELLINGS AS INDICATED IN POLICY KTG4 TO BE ACCOMMODATED. THE COUNCIL HAS THEREFORE 
APPORTIONED 99% OF NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT TO BE ACCOMODATED ON THE SITES IN AND ON THE FRINGES OF THE 
URBAN AREA. THAT LEAVES 1% TO BE ACCOMMODATED ON SITES WITHIN THE RURAL AREA. THAT MUST MEAN WITHIN POLICY KTG4, 
APPROX 92 DWELLINGS (1% OF 9200) MUST BE THE REGIONAL REQUIREMENT TO BE FOUND IN THE SETTLEMENTS OF HIGHAM AND 
SHORNE PARISHES FOR THIS PLAN PERIOD, BEING THE RURAL AREA NORTH OF THE A2 AND WITHIN THIS PARTICULAR POLICY.

THE COUNCIL'S PLANNING POLICY 
MIGHT HAVE TO CONSIDER VILLAGE/
INFILL BOUNDARY AMMENDMENTS TO 
ACCOMODATE AND APPORTION THESE 
DWELLINGS IN FULFILLING THE 
REGIONAL NEEDS THAT ARE 
REQUIRED. WATCH THIS SPACE

Apologies for the confusion caused. The draft Strategic Land Availability Assessment 
(SLAA) was undertaken to demonstrate how we can meet the housing requirement in the 
SE Plan namely 9,200 dwellings in the Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. 
north of the A2) and 100 in the non-Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. south 
of the A2). Existing commitments in the area South of the A2 would deliver most of the 
100 unit requirement and therefore the focus for new allocations is in the Kent Thames 
Gateway area. It is recognised that the Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough 
contains a significant rural component and we will ensure that this is clear.

Mr Howe 3.2.10 Object I feel that 99% of development being in the Gravesham Area does not allow enough housing development to the rural areas. I think that more considiration should be 
given to the villages to allow the local 
schools and services to be maintained. 
Also it would give people more of a choice 
of areas of which to live in, rather than all in 
one area.

The draft Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) was undertaken to demonstrate 
how we can meet the housing requirement in the SE Plan namely 9,200 dwellings in the 
Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. north of the A2) and 100 in the non-Kent 
Thames Gateway part of the Borough (i.e. south of the A2). Existing commitments in the 
area South of the A2 would deliver most of the 100 unit requirement and therefore the 
focus for new allocations is in the Kent Thames Gateway area. It is recognised that the 
Kent Thames Gateway part of the Borough contains a significant rural component and we 
will ensure that this is clear.

Miss Shier 3.2.11 Conditionally 
support

Should make reference to the need for new development to incorporate water efficiency measures. As above Comments noted. Core Strategy Policy 1 needs to be simplified as there is too much 
overlap with later Core Strategy policies where the detailed comments made would be 
better reflected.

Ms Wilson 3.2.11 Support We support this policy in particular sections 3.2.111, 3.2.112 (3), (4) and (7) and 3.2.113. - Support appreciated.  
Mr Trimmer 3.2.11 Object This paragraph seeks for new developments to contribute to the delivery of sustainable development. This should include the use of the river for the 

transport of construction and waste materials to and from development sites where practicable.
Include a reference to the use of the river 
for the transport of materials to and from 
development sites where practicable.

Comments noted. Core Strategy Policy 1 needs to be simplified as there is too much 
overlap with later Core Strategy policies where the detailed comments made would be 
better reflected.
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Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Trimmer 3.2.12 Object Reference is made to making maximum use of renewable energy sources. It needs to be ensured that any wind turbines that are proposed do not 
detrimentally affect the PLA's navigational aids which are essential for the safety of vessels navigating on the Thames.

Make it clear that renewable energy 
sources such as wind turbines should be in 
appropriate locations and should not have a 
detrimental impact on navigational safety.

Comments noted. Core Strategy Policy 1 needs to be simplified as there is too much 
overlap with later Core Strategy and Development Management policies where the 
detailed comments made would be better reflected.

Mr Archer 3.2.12 Support We welcome the encouragement of renewable energy installations, particularly if local sources of biomass fuel are used. Another increasingly popular 
project is anaerobic digestion (AD) on farms, using manures and/or vegetable waste as feedstock. Where this is produced on the same farm, applicants 
seldom encounter planning problems. If waste is imported form other farms or from catering or food processing operations, the project becomes 
industrial and a waste management operation, with associated county council planning obstacles. AD is a sustainable means of disposing of waste, 
producing renewable energy and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Any policy that would de-conflict renewable energy and waste disposal 
strategies, and enable AD projects to be given favourable consideration in the planning system, would be welcome.

- Comments noted. Core Strategy Policy 1 needs to be simplified as there is too much 
overlap with later Core Strategy and Development Management policies where the 
detailed comments made would be better reflected. Renewable energy requirements will 
be informed by Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment. 4.4.9 may be revisited in the light of 
this also but reflects current South East Plan position at Policy NRM11. The Kent 
Thameside Eco-Assessment has focused on the main regeneration area, although it does 
recognise the potential for renewable energy generation and bio-mass sourcing from the 
rural area to the south of the A2.

Mr Lieberman 3.2.13 Conditionally 
support

Please refer to para 5.9 of Statement prepared by Boyer Planning on behalf of Bovis Homes and Persimmon Homes Ltd. N/A Support appreciated.  It is agreed that housing developments should provide a range of 
housing opportunitites to meet current and future needs.

Mr Feetam 3.2.13 Support Sport England welcomes the requirement within Core Strategy Policy 1 (paragraph 3.2.13) for new development to promote healthier lifestyles. . Support appreciated.  
URBAN AREAURBAN AREA
Mr Manns 3.2.15 Object 3.2.15 The list of major regeneration opportunities that include Northfleet Embankment should have reference to East and West removed. This implies 

that the Industrial Core is incapable of providing any regeneration opportunities in the period to 2026. This approach is incorrect and fails to consider 
the considerable multi functional development opportunities that could be realised from these sites to include all uses and thereby facilitate the 
renaissance of the Northfleet and Ebbsfleet area as a whole. PPS 4 states in Policy EC2.1 (h) recognises that if there is no reasonable prospect of a 
site being used for the allocated economic use within the plan period (for reason of vacancy etc) the allocation should not be retained and wider 
economic uses or alternative uses should be considered. The Core Strategy must take into account the potential of all areas within the Northfleet 
Embankment to deliver regeneration objectives.

As above The objection is based on Policy EC2.1(h) which relates to the safeguarding land to 
facilitate economic development but guards against this where there is no reasonable 
prospect of the land being used for the allocated use so that wider economic or alternative 
uses may be considered.  In this instance, there is a reasonable prospect that the central 
area of Northfleet Embankment (currently occupied by the Lafarge cement import terminal 
and land subject of the current industrial use classes application; the Kimberly Clark sites; 
and the Lidl distribution centre site) will remain in employment use.  The nature of these 
uses would also preclude the introduction of residentially-led mixed use in their midst and 
it is likely that buffer uses may be required to the east and the west.  However, there 
would be benefits in dealing with this as one strategic regeneration area to improve the 
spatial coherence of the mix and to develop possible synergies between the parts.  
Having said this, it will remain important that clear direction is given as to the sense of 
place to be created and what the area as a whol;e and component parts are expected to 
deliver to add certainty to the planning process.

Mr Fuller 3.2.15 Support My main interest relates to the Northfleet Embankment East and West and I am pleased to see that there are proposals to regenerate the areas and 
hopefully also to make the most of the riverside aspect which at present is in a deplorable state with an inordinate amount of rubbish around Granby Hill 
and the entrance to the cement factory currently being demolished. You say in your summary document that the area could provide â€Sustainableâ€ 
neighbourhoods â€“ can you please explain what that means?

NA Support for the overall approach is noted and welcomed.  The notion of what sustainable 
neighbourhoods means in the Gravesham context is implicit in the Spatial Vision for 
Gravesham set out at paragraphs 2.4.3 - 2.4.11 of the document.  However, this is likely 
to be realised in different ways in different places so the spatial strategy should be 
amended to provide a clearer vision of how we expect the strategic sites to develop over 
time and the sense of place we are attempting to work towards.

Mr Feetam 3.2.17 Object The wording of the paragraph could be amended to better reflect the policy requirement regarding healthier lifestyles. Amend to add reference to the promotion of 
healthier lifestyles as set out in the policy 
and either delete 'recreational' so it just 
reads 'social needs' or add 'open space, 
sport and recreational needs' rather than 
just 'recreational'.

Objection noted.  Wording of paragraph should be amended accordingly to reflect policy 
objective of promoting healthier lifestyles.

Mr Hawkins 3.2.18 Support We wholly support the underpinning of this plan by a sustainable public transport network. None Support appreciated
Mr Feetam 3.2.18 Object As mentioned in earlier comments it is suggested that rather than just reference to 'open spaces' the reference should be to networks of 'open space, 

sport and recreational provision'.
Delete 'and open spaces' and add ', open 
space, sport and recreational provision.

Open space here is used as shorthand for various forms of green infrastructure implicit in 
the PPG17 typology.  However, wording could be amended to reflect objector's point to 
add clarity.

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.20 Object In this paragraph the wider role of Ebbsfleet should also be acknowledged. The Ebbsfleet Valley scheme is not just about generating jobs. Although 
important, employment is just one element of the Ebbsfleet Valley vision. Creating sustainable new communities (which is the objective for Ebbsfleet 
Valley) requires the development of housing, retail, leisure, community and open space/recreational facilities as well as ensuring public transport 
accessibility and job opportunities.

The paragraph should include: "This 
will...jobs, homes, facilities and services as 
part of the wider development of Ebbsfleet 
Valley as a thriving and sustainable new 
community at Ebbsfleet (a regional hub). 
The objective will also be achieved through 
strengthening..."

Agree that more emphasis should be placed on Ebbsfleet within the pre-amble to Core 
Strategy Policy 2, especially as this is a key driver for regeneration not only on Kent 
Thameside but within the sub-region as a whole. Ebbsfleet is part of the overall urban 
structure of the area, and sits in a context and is not an island and cannot be viewed as 
such. A clearer impression of the spatial strategy might also be afforded by restructuring 
the document so that the strategic sites and town centre policies immediately follow the 
urban area policy.

Mr Lynes 3.2.24 Conditionally 
support

KTRP support paragraph 3.2.24 (b) that urban forms of development should be developed using public transport orientated mixed use communities. In 
particular we would like the plan to further acknowledge the importance of Fastrack.

- 3.2.24 refers to the way in which preferred options were set out in a previous consultation 
document.  It would therefore be inappropriate to change this at this stage to place greater 
emphasis on Fastrack, although the point is well made and noted. Further ongoing 
transport work will clarify the transport provision required, including by Fastrack and other 
buses.  There will be a consultation on this in the autumn following further technical work.

Mr Smith 3.2.27 Conditionally 
support

The introduction of Green Grid improving access to and along the waterside should not conflict with commercial uses. Expand/reword the text to refer to the need 
to not conflict with commercial and other 
sensitive uses.

3.2.27 refers to previous consultation responses.  3.3.37 is part of Core Strategy Policy 2 
on Urban Areas where sub-section 4 specifically refers to the need for any proposed 
Thames Path (as part of Green Grid) not to conflict with the need to retain commercial 
uses.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.27 Object Reference is made to the 'best and most versatile wharves and land-side infrastructure' necessary to support a working river being retained and 
enhanced. No information is provided on what makes a wharf or land-side infrastructure the best and the most versatile. Additionally, what is the 
evidence base for adopting this approach? The PLA is pleased to see the reference to creating a section of the Thames Path where this does not 
conflict with the need to retain commercial uses. As you will be aware, there are operational, security and health and safety issues associated with the 
routing of a path through a cargo handling terminal. The PLA would welcome discussions with the Council about how their desire for Gravesend to 
develop a boating centre could be achieved.

Reword this policy to make it clear what the 
Council is seeking to achieve.

COMMENT TO BE RE-CODED AGAINST PARA 3.2.37. Objection raises issue of how 
policy would be interpreted and implemented in practice.  Agreed that further clarity is 
required on this point and further discussions will be had with PLA to make the approach 
more robust and workable given pressure for alternative uses may place port related and 
other key riverside uses at risk. Regard will be had to the approach in the upper parts of 
the Thames via the London Plan to ensure continuity. Support for approach to Thames 
Path welcomed and further discussions should be had with this key stakeholder regarding 
boating potential.

3.2.28 Object In line with our previous comments we consider that in terms of clarity strategic sites should be named and identified within overarching Core Strategy 
policy such as this. Swanscombe Peninsula should also be identified within this policy as part of the urban area. As shown in the key diagram it forms 
part of the urban area and it is identified as a strategic site for employment and assembly and leisure uses.

It is suggested that policy CSP2 might 
make reference to the strategic sites by 
name - Ebbsfleet Regional Hub, Gravesend 
Borough Hub, Riverside Regeneration Sites 
(which would include Swanscombe 
Peninsula, Northfleet Embankment and 
Canal Basin). Swanscombe Peninsula 
should clearly be identified as falling within 
the urban area.

Agree that Core Strategy Policy should be re-worded to clearly identify the strategic sites 
and the role they are to play in defining the new urban structure of the borough.  This is 
consistent with 3.2.32 which otherwise treats the town centre differently from other 
strategic sites.  Further consideration is needed in respect of Swanscombe Peninsula to 
determine its precise role within the spatial strategy so this is clearly defined.
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Initial officer comment

3.2.28 Object Feabrex is supportive of a number of the key policy objectives set out in the policy for the â€œurban areaâ€ including the importance of regenerating 
strategic sites and improving access to the riverside. However, the current drafting of the policy lacks focus and currently reads as a long list of 
aspirations for the area, including a significant amount of repetition with other Core Strategy policy objectives. In its current form the policy objectives 
overlook a number of key issues and deliverables for the urban area. For example there is a significant amount of reference to the Riverside yet the 
there is only indirect reference to maximising opportunities to deliver high quality new homes. A key objective for the urban area should be to maximise 
the redevelopment potential and make most efficient use of previously developed brownfield sites. However no reference is made to this objective 
within the policy.

The drafting of the policy would benefit from 
identifying those key strategic objectives 
and deliverables for the urban area in a 
shorter form and then setting out the key 
considerations for achieving those 
objectives through policy and supporting 
text, rather than providing a long list of 
aspirations. Key objectives and deliverables 
for the urban area should include, as a 
priority, the delivery of high quality new 
homes and maximising the potential for 
redevelopment and regeneration of 
previously developed sites including those 
identified strategic sites which are within 
the urban area. The LPA should encourage 
and promote development proposals which 
bring forward the objectives for this area at 
the earliest opportunity.

Agree that Core Strategy Policy 2 should have greater focus and clearly identify the 
rationale for bringing forward each strategic site and the role it should play in the overall 
spatial strategy for the area.  This could then be elaborated upon in the strategic sites 
policy by identifying the key range of deliverables applicable to each site.  Disagree that 
the policy should set out to maximise redevelopment potential as this implies that the sole 
criterion for determining acceptability of design led solution is density - aim should be to 
set out the sense of place we are trying to create given context so that an appropriate 
design response assists in determining quantum.

Mr Manns 3.2.28 Conditionally 
support

3.2.28 The reference to managing potential conflicts with existing uses needs to be clarified. The recognised industrial core of the Northfleet 
Embankment has been in industrial use for decades and potentially will continue. The introduction of new non-industrial uses must be assessed in the 
context of the continuing use of the industrial sites including the potential for perceived environmental nuisance including road traffic. In addition to this, 
an assessment must be made in the context of the potential growth, enhancement and expansion of the industrial uses in the Northfleet area. It is 
crucial that the Kimberly-Clark retain the ability to operate with optimum efficiency without the constraint of potential objections from the introduction of 
residential and non industrial occupiers.

As above Conditional support is welcomed as is recognition that industrial uses within central core 
of Northfleet Embankment are likely to remain in-situ.  However, it is an integral part of the 
sub-regional strategy that our brownfield  riverside sites should work more efficiently and 
assist in the delivery of new development.  The approach therefore must be one of 
managing potential constraints and conflicts rather than sterilising valuable land assets.

Miss Shier 3.2.28 Conditionally 
support

Green space should also enhance areas for biodiversity â€“ it will also increase usersâ€™ enjoyment of the area and provide additional habitat for 
wildlife and increase the available connectivity between sites.

As above Conditional support is welcomed.  Importance of bio-diversity as part of the multi-
functional role of green infrastructure is recognised and implicit in approach to open space 
in LDF document.

Ms Wilson 3.2.28 Support We support sections 3.2.26, 3.2.37 (2), (4) and (5) and 3.2.38. - Support noted.
Ms Salmon 3.2.28 Conditionally 

support
The wording within this policy seems to imply that networks of accessible space will be connected up via the transport network. Although it is important 
that pedestrian, cycle and public transport routes are established between local services to reduce to need for car use and so reduce emissions, to 
ensure connectivity for wildlife strategic natural habitat links should also be established within the urban environment. These can consist of wildflower or 
rough grassland strips and hedgerows alongside pedestrian and cycle ways, natural habitat road verges, green roof, balconies and walls valuable to 
wildlife that can fly and the sensitive management of open spaces for wildlife within the urban environment. If only hard surfacing connects open spaces 
then species that cannot fly will be unable to move through the built environment and habitat fragmentation will occur. It is important to identify and 
enhance important wildlife corridors e.g. rivers and railway lines as opportunities arise with new development pulling back from these features and 
bank-side and rail-side vegetation being re-established. We welcome the clause within this policy to ensure no detrimental impact on the natural assets 
and the provision of green spaces along the river. We recommend that these spaces contain natural habitat to re-establish the bank-side vegetation 
along the river and improve its biodiversity value. However when considering riverside tourism and access arrangements along and on the river the 
impacts of these plans should be assessed in regards to protection of the Thames and Medway Estuaries and associated habitats and species. 
Recreational disturbance from boats, walkers and dog walkers are known to have an impact on wading birds, disturbing their feeding and roosting 
behaviour leading to loss of condition and mortality. Other impacts may be identified within the HRA. Tourism should be assessed as part of the 
Habitats Regulations Assessment both individually and in combination with other plans within Gravesham and in the surrounding districts, with 
appropriate mitigation and avoidance strategies formulated within the Core Strategy policy. If impacts cannot be mitigated then the proposed plans for 
tourism will need to be revised. All development both employment and residential planned within the borough will need to be assessed in regard to their 
individual and cumulative effects on the European sites and associated species and appropriate avoidance and mitigation measures formulated to 
ensure no impact from proposed development. If the impacts identified cannot be mitigated or avoided then the plans will need to be revised.

- Conditional support noted.  The need to ensure that there is no conflict between different 
policies in the LDF is an important one, as is the need to have regard to individual and 
cumulative impacts.  These aspects should also be picked up through the SA/SEA 
process and Appropriate Assessment. However, it is also important to recognise that the 
LDF is only intended to set out policy principles and it will never be possible to provide a 
detailed narrative on every aspect within such a document.

Ms McDade 3.2.28 Support EHEL notes that Gravesend Town Centre is identified in paragraph 3.2.15 as a major development opportunity in the urban area, and Graveshamâ€™s 
spatial strategy will â€œdrive forward the mixed-use regeneration and renaissance of previously-developed sites within the Town Centreâ€ (paragraph 
3.2.19). EHEL supports Core Policy 2 in so much as it encourages new mixed-use communities in the urban area with opportunities to live, work, shop 
and socialise locally; the strengthening of Gravesend Town Centre through an improved retail offer; and the driving forward of the regeneration of 
strategic sites. EHEL considers that the granting of planning permission for the Heritage Quarter and its early delivery will help to achieve the objectives 
of this draft policy.

- Support for policy stance noted.  However, it is not appropriate here to comment on 
individual live planning applications before the Borough Council for determination.

Mr Manns 3.2.30 Conditionally 
support

3.2.30 Kimberly-Clark supports the Boroughâ€™s approach to encouraging a variety of transport modes but considers that the document should clarify 
where new services need to be created. The South East Plan advocates a Manage and Invest Strategy which: Delivers efficiency through the better 
use of existing infrastructure Reducing demand by promoting behavioural change Providing additional capacity by extending or providing new 
infrastructure. We object to the Policy approach which fails to identify the areas of inadequacy in existing utilities and infrastructure and does not 
account for the current need for new infrastructure or utilities. Therefore the management and investment strategy is non existent. The Borough needs 
to go back and assess this in more detail.

As above Noted. Additional transport work to be consulted upon in the autumn will provide more 
specificity about where additional provision is required.  This also depends on the final 
spatial strategy and the Borough Council is committed to producing an infrastructure plan 
and a developers contribution document that will support the delivery. 

Mr Feetam 3.2.30 Object See comments for paragraph 3.2.18 See comemnts for paragraph 3.2.18 Noted - see response at 3.2.18 above.
Mrs Martin 3.2.30 Object The re-organisation of local government in 1972 was intended to integrate town and country. This paragraph is intended to discriminate against the 

private car which is often the only practical means of transport for people in rural areas needing to access the town.
- Objection noted. Not clear what the relevance of the 1972 Local Government Act to the 

LDF.  A significant shift to public transport is required to support the proposed levels of 
development, but there is no intention to discriminate against the private car but to provide 
options so that people can adopt more sustainable travel patterns if they so wish.  It has to 
be recognised that there is a finite amount of road space, which cannot be rationed to 
particular groups of users.  That said public transport is less easy to provide in rural 
environment. Suggest change wording of 3.2.30 so that sentence 2 begin "In addition to 
the private car, these will be accessible ......"

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.30 Object The Society accepts Core Strategy policy 2 except paragraph 3.2.30. In the Society's view excluding the private car is neither desirable nor practical 
and will discriminate against those wishing to access facilities from the rural area.

- Objection noted.  The aim here is not to discriminate against the private car but to provide 
options so that people can adopt more sustainable travel patterns if they so wish.  
Suggest change wording of 3.2.30 so that sentence 2 begin "In addition to the 

Mr Thair 3.2.31 Support The driving forward of regeneration of strategic sites which deliver the regeneration ambitions set for Kent Thames Gateway and the Borough is 
supported.

See above Support noted.

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.31 Object This should specifically identify Ebbsfleet. - Objection noted.  This relates to point made at 3.2.20 above and the response there also 
applies.

Mr Manns 3.2.34 Object 3.2.34 Kimberly-Clark supports the principle of retaining employment uses but objects to this section of the policy because it fails to take into account 
Policy RE1 of the South East Plan which clearly states that â€œLocal Planning Authorities will ensure that local development documents will be 
sufficiently flexible to respond positively to changes in the global economy and the changing economic needs of the region.â€ The South East Plan also 
advises: â€œPolicies should be flexible enough to accommodate sectors not anticipated in the plan and allow a quick response to changes in 
economic circumstancesâ€ Policy EC2.1 (h) recognises that if there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for the allocated economic use 
within the plan period (for reason of vacancy etc) the allocation should not be retained and wider economic uses or alternative uses should be 
considered.

As above Objection noted.  A balance is required within the LDF policies that ensures employment 
areas required to support jobs are maintained long-term whilst not frustrating innovation or 
the introduction of alternative uses where land is no longer needed or appropriate for 
employment.  In so doing, policy also needs to reflect the wider definition of what may 
constitute employment in PPS4.  Having said this the LDF cannot be made so flexible so 
as to have no meaning.  However, Core Strategy Policy 10 sets out the detailed policy on 
employment and there is a potential conflict between 3.2.34 and 3.2.237 which allows for 
the loss of employment areas under certain circumstances.  This section therefore require 
revisiting. 
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Initial officer comment

Mr Thair 3.2.38 Object We have concern that the statement in para.3.2.38 is too vague and with the absence of commitment to the SPG this statement should be deleted or at 
very least relegated to the supporting text.

See above Objection noted.  Whilst it is likely that the LPA will bring forward a Riverside Strategy 
SPD, there is no need for this intent to be signalled within the policy itself and it would be 
possible to indicate commitment within the supporting text only with no detriment to policy.  
SPD would itself need to be firmly based on the LDF policies and in particular paragraph 
3.2.37

Mr Lynes 3.2.38 Support KTRP support paragraph 3.2.38 to develop a Riverside Strategy as a Supplementary Planning Document. We would suggest that this should build on 
and utilise the KT Waterfront Framework - A Strategic Agenda.

- Support for production of Riverside Strategy SPD is noted.  KTS Waterfront Framework is 
not a statutory planning document but it can be taken into account as part of the evidence 
base underpinning the production of the SPD.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.38 Support The PLA would welcome a Riverside Strategy SPD and would wish to be consulted on it and provide comments on it. - Support noted.
RURAL AREARURAL AREA

Dare 3.2.39 - RE-
ASSIGN TO 
3.2.44

Object My comments arise from the Summary Document and I shall keep them brief. Summary document page 5 "Rural Area and Green Belt" says: We 
believe that the Culverstone Valley Area should continue to be located within the Green Belt. We consider that it should no longer have a separate 
policy for replacement dwellings. It will be treated the same as other areas located within the Green Belt to provide a consistent approach and protect 
the openness of the Green Belt. The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided plot owners with sufficient opportunity to improve 
their accommodation. This is explained in greater detail in the Culverstone Valley Area Background Paper. Culverstone Valley. We believe and we 
consider are weak statements. There should be a defined policy. Furthermore the area requires a detailed review, including the roads. There is a nettle 
to be grasped and as a long term plan the documented comments are surely inadequate.

NA Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.

Mr Archer 3.2.39 Conditionally 
support

The attached document lists planning matters of concern to farmers and growers. - Noted.

DR HARVEY 3.2.44 Object As I have written to the council on several ocassions. This policy deos not make sense. There a number of plots owned by myself ( Title No: K112880) 
and my family in Leafy Lane ans surrounding areas. These plots have been owned for over 40 years and now have houses adjacent and behind. The 
policy for granting building persmission has seemed to be negatively biased against those land owners who have in the past followed council policy and 
removed dwellings. It seems those that have flouted the law have eventually been granted an authoried plot on which to build. The area has long been 
a dumping ground for old cars/ rubbish and we have spent money and time annually keeping the plots clear. There is still a mixture of houses, 
caravans , shed and outhouses that do nothing to add to the esthetic value of the area. Authorised plots have been granted on the basis of buidlings 
being present at times of surveys with little regard to the fact that these buildings would be consided unihabitable in many cases.

My proposal is that owned plots in areas 
adjacent to current authorised plots be 
granted Authorised status. The council 
should determine that these plots can be 
used to build sustainable dwellings which 
be in keeping with other houses in the area 
and remove any temporay dwellings. This 
will exapnd the housing area, but keep a 
limit on the developments and make good 
use of current land bewteen authorised 
plots which adds no value to the green belt.

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.

Miss Shier 3.2.44 Conditionally 
support

Reference is made to a number of changes being made to green belt boundary and it says these are shown on the Proposals Map but it is not clear 
where this is. The key diagram on Page 30 does not appear to show it.

As above Maps will be provided to show the changes to the adopted Local Plan Proposals Map 
when future consultations take place.

Mr Rayner 3.2.44 Support We note the proposal to change the Planning Policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and recognise the case being made. - Support appreciated
Mrs McBean 3.2.44 Object (Comments relate to summary document) â€¢ What are the minor changes to green belt boundaries? Pg 5. Is this an increase or decrease in green 

belt provision?
NA Maps will be provided to show the changes to the adopted Local Plan Proposals Map 

when future consultations take place.  The changes proposed would result in an increase 
in green belt provision of approximately 83 hectares.

Mr Meek 3.2.44 Object Objects to the proposal to change the Green Belt boundary at North East Gravesend for the reasons given in the supporting statement. - The Green Belt boundary at North East Gravesend currently follows the line of a drainage 
ditch at the eastern end of residential development on the northern side of Lower Higham 
Road.  The land between the Green Belt boundary and the existing built development at 
North East Gravesend is open, flat, low lying marshland (Great Clane Lane Marshes) 
some of which (in the northern part) lies with in a SSSI and a Ramsar site.  A range of 
physical constraints, including flood risk and flood defence protection, coupled with the 
South East Plan priority to develop previously developed land before greenfield sites, limit 
further development opportunities within this area.  In view of this, it is considered that 
there is justification to change the Green Belt boundary in this location.  No change 
proposed.
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Initial officer comment

Mr and Mrs Syrett and 
Loe

3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Kennett 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Mr Chivers 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Mr Bestel 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Thomas 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Mr Shepherd 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.
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plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Dr Harvey 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Mr and Mrs Granieri 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Rochford 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Mr Cramer 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.
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Mrs Liffen 3.2.44 Object GRAVESEND BOROUGH â€“ CORE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DPD CONSULTATION CULVERSTONE VALLEY AREA 1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 The purpose of this 
Representation is to object to the deletion of a distinct policy for the Culverstone Valley Area which has previously benefitted from a unique Local Plan Policy C14. 1.2 The objectors comprise a group of 
owners of unauthorised plots as defined under the present Policy C14. They feel most strongly that they have been treated unfairly under the terms of the operation of this policy and they consider that 
the preparation of the Core Strategy and Development Management DPD provides an opportunity for the Council to correct what they regard as an injustice in the operation of the planning system in this 
area. 1.3 The objectors have previously put forward responses to consultations since 2000 in respect of the review of policy for the Culverstone Valley Area and they feel that their representations have 
been ignored. 2. BACKGROUND 2.1 The history of this area pre-World War II and during the 1950â€™s is well-known to the Council and the sub-division of land to provide leisure plots left a legacy of 
development within what would otherwise have been open countryside. 2.2 The problems of the area were exacerbated by an ad-hoc approach to dealing with applications for planning permission and 
control of development by the former Strood Rural District Council up until 1974 and then by Gravesham Borough Council during the period until 1983 after which regular surveys were introduced. 2.3 A 
particular policy was introduced in the 1987 Gravesham Borough Local Plan and this was brought forward into the adopted 1994 Gravesham Borough Local Plan First Review. Policy C14 is a most 
unusual policy insofar as the land upon which it authorises development, is not identified definitively on a map but is to be defined and identified by applying particular criteria that seek to define â
€œauthorised plotsâ€ for the purpose of the policy. 2.4 The operation of the policy allows plots to become authorised either as a result of planning permission being granted or as a result of a plot: â
€œhaving been known to exist for a period of 10 yearsâ€. Plots may become unauthorised if they become derelict/abandoned. The effect of this is that plots may slip into or slip out of authorised status. 
2.5 The issue that has affected many of the objectors is that they had chalets or caravans on their land and would therefore have been regarded as â€œauthorised plotsâ€ under the operation of the 
policy. However, there was a spate of vandalism and arson attacks throughout the area particularly during the early 1980â€™s and this resulted in the loss of chalets and caravans from plots. The nature 
of the ownership of the plots is that they were purchased for weekend and holiday use by people living outside of the area, mainly in London, and they were not aware of the losses until some time 
afterwards. Many were not in a position to put matters right fearing that any repairs or any replacements would be the subject of similar attacks. 2.6 The root of the problem is that many people in the 
area who have benefitted from the policy have actually flouted planning rules by replacing chalets or bringing caravans onto the land without planning permission and in some cases living permanently 
on the land without benefit of planning permission. It follows that people who have not broken the planning rules have been at a disadvantage often through no fault of their own because of arson and 
vandalism which has destroyed their chalets and caravans and as a result they have lost their â€œauthorisedâ€ status. 2.7 The records held by the Council including surveys carried out every three 
years are not generally available to the public and they are not therefore transparent as a basis for the operation of Policy C14. It is difficult to relate survey results and photographs to particular plots 
because in many cases the plots are not actually identified by postal addresses or other reference points. As a result, it has been difficult to administer the policy and some people have taken advantage 
of this to their benefit. 2.8 The objectors perception is that the operation of Enforcement powers in the area appears to have been on an ad-hoc basis with many examples of development going 
unnoticed and then becoming lawful. This is another example where those flouting the rules have benefitted because breaches have not been the subject of timely enforcement action. 2.9 The policy has 
in practice operated to allow very small chalets and often touring caravans to be replaced with new permanent dwellings, having a footprint of 1,000 sq.ft. and containing rooms in the roof space with 
some in addition containing basement accommodation, together with garages and outbuildings. In the context of Government policy in PPG2, policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling 
policy, but has permitted new residential development in this area. 2.10 It is apparent that although the policy refers to â€œoccupied plotsâ€ that has not in practice meant that they have had to be 
occupied as permanent residential units. Many of the plots that have been accorded â€œauthorised statusâ€ have amounted to no more than effectively a small holiday chalet in the woods. 2.11 In the 
opinion of the objectors the effect of the policy has been to authorise substantial new housing development within the C.V.A. on the basis of determining the â€œauthorisedâ€ status of a particular plot, 
sometimes based upon a less than robust evidential basis. 2.12 There are many examples of the operation of this policy, some of which are attached to these representations that illustrate the effect of 
the operation of this policy. The objectors who have observed the operation of this policy in practice from their own knowledge of their neighbourâ€™s property, witnessed the substantial gains made by 
former plot owners and they rightly feel aggrieved that they have not benefitted from this policy and that they have been penalised for obeying the planning rules. They consider that this is blatantly unfair 
and unjust and the Council should take the opportunity to put matters right and restore to the remainder of the plot owners the same rights that have benefitted other plot owners in this area. 3. POLICY 
APPLICATION APPROACH TO THE C.V.A. 3.1 It is apparent that the C.V.A. is distinct from other settlements within the Gravesham rural area and as a result of its different character, background and 
history, it exhibits a unique range of problems that now need to be addressed in the future Local Development Framework. It therefore follows that a different approach is required in the C.V.A. to that 
which has been adopted in other rural settlements which have been excluded from the Green Belt because clearly, development at higher densities which may be appropriate in other rural settlements 
would be inappropriate in the C.V.A. and would effectively destroy its present particular character and landscape features, and would be unsuitable given its undulating topography. 3.2 There are 4 clear 
reasons why a different policy approach is now required in the C.V.A. to that which is found in other rural settlements. These are: 1) The present policy has enabled many permanent new dwellings to be 
built in this area and considerable investment has been made by individuals over the past 20-30 years to establish good quality homes. 2) The infrastructure of the area has been left behind in these new 
developments because this issue was never addressed in the previous policy and there is a legacy of unmade roads, unsatisfactory drainage, limited community facilities, etc. A new policy could enable 
funds to be established to upgrade these facilities within the C.V.A. based upon contributions from future developments. These could be administered by the use of the new Community Infrastructure 
Levy. 3) It is apparent that in between pockets of new housing there remain undeveloped sites, many of which are overgrown and prone to rubbish dumping, antisocial behaviour or other unauthorised 
developments. These detract from the overall character and appearance of the area and are harmful to the amenities of the permanent residents who have invested in the area. These areas undermine 
the benefits achieved by the present policy because the resulting development is sporadic with no overall continuity of land and property management. Whilst there is no doubt that some piece-meal 
improvements have been made within the C.V.A., the area is continually under threat from unauthorised development, gypsy encampments and disturbance from unauthorised uses on the vacant plots. 
There are continuing problems to the local community, Gravesham Borough Council, the Police and other Agencies. What is clearly needed is a spatial policy to solve these inter-related problems and 
this can be delivered by a positive policy within the L.D.F. Core Strategy and Development Management DPD. 4) There is a clear perception that the present policy is unfair. It is considered that many of 
the landowners who have benefited from the current policy, originally achieved their â€œauthorised statusâ€ by flouting the planning laws to establish use of their plots by constructing buildings or 
bringing caravans onto their land without planning permission. A number of cases have been highlighted where it is believed that authorised status has been achieved by deceit and despite the best 
efforts of the local planning authority, there seems to be a considerable degree of truth in these allegations. It follows that those plot owners who previously abided by the rules have as a result of their 
adherence to the planning laws been denied the authorised status achieved by other groups. In addition, there are a number of cases where plots that previously enjoyed authorised status for weekend 
and holiday use have, as a result of vandalism, arson or theft to their buildings/chattels/ caravans, have lost more than the value of their buildings/chattels/ caravans because they have actually lost their 
rights. These are the reasons why the present system has been regarded as unfair and the opportunity should be taken now to change the policy to put matters right and restore to those plot holders 
who have abided by planning laws the same authorised status as many others who have achieved that status by flouting the planning laws. 3.3 It is considered that a place-making spatial planning 
approach to the policy is needed and this is an appropriate time for it to be fully considered. The previous representations and suggestions made by this group of land owners seem to have been ignored. 
4. PRESENT CHARACTER OF C.V.A. 4.1 The result of the operation of Policy C14 over the past 25 years is that of the original 422 plots provided for leisure purposes, some 250 plots had achieved 
permanent residential uses in 2007 (1) and 254 plots have part residential uses now (3). There are of course still some plots with extant planning permissions for development. This compares with the 
situation in 1983 (2) when there were 18 plots in residential occupation. There has therefore been a substantial increase in the number of residential properties in the area during this period. It is 
therefore apparent that the operation of Policy C14 was not a replacement dwelling policy within the context of PPG2. 4.2 The policy has enabled a substantial new community to be built within the 
boundary of the C.V.A. Area. Of the original leisure plots it is apparent that approximately 168 remain undeveloped and this represents only a small part of the original leisure area. 4.3 The new housing 
development now dominates the character of substantial parts of the C.V.A. and it has an appearance similar to that found in parts of other villages in the rural area of Gravesham that are regarded as 
settlements outside of the Green Belt. (1 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2007) (2 Properties Registered in the Register of Electors 2008) (3 Properties Registered in the Register of 
Electors 2010) 4.4 The new settlement has been developed without any thought to the provision of new infrastructure such as roadways, drainage, sewers etc. and although in places residents have got 
together to improve the roadways, the frontages adjacent to unauthorised plots do not benefit from such road improvements and therefore there are no connections between various parts of improved 
roads in the area. 4.5 There remains a legacy of former leisure plots, many of which are unmanaged and that provide a dumping ground for waste and places where anti-social behaviour is apparent. 
This detracts from the attractive character of the remainder of the area. The contribution that the undeveloped plots make to the area is therefore generally negative and due to the dominance of the new 
housing development throughout much of the area, the vacant plots make little contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 4.6 The undeveloped plots have an unkempt appearance with poor 
boundary treatment. Much of the vegetation is overgrown and not maintained. Because they are obviously unmanaged they attract rubbish dumping and provide a place for children and young adults to 
congregate or to use it for off road motorcycling and other anti-social activities. They also pose a security risk for routes of entry to occupied homes and gardens. The roadways in front of such plots are 
unmaintained and overall these features seriously detract from the character of adjacent residential development. 5. FUTURE POLICY APPROACH 5.1 The first question that needs to be considered in 
determining the future policy for this area is, in the light of developments that have taken place over the past 25 years, is whether this area should properly remain within the Green Belt. The purposes of 
the Green Belt are as follows: - to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; - to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another; - to assist in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment; - to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and - to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 5.2 In this case, it is 
considered that the new development has compromised the openness of the Green Belt to a point where it is no longer an â€œopenâ€ area but one of substantial built development. As explained above,  
it is similar to many other villages found within the rural part of Gravesham Borough. 5.3 It therefore follows that the most logical approach would be to identify the C.V.A. area as an extension to the 
village of Culverstone but with a special density policy allowing the provision of one new dwelling on each of the original leisure plots. This would provide a finite number of dwellings which could be 
provided in the future and would maintain the spacious quality of this residential area consisting of one detached dwelling on each of the 422 plots. 5.4 This would be beneficial in providing additional 
housing in the rural area of Gravesham. In recent years the development of plots within the CVA has provided opportunities for self builders to create their own homes. There are generally very few 
opportunities for self builders to obtain suitable land. This would contribute towards meeting housing need in Gravesham and would provide some balance to the distribution of new housing which is 
primarily to be provided in the northern part of the Borough in the Thames Gateway. It could enable the land to the west side of Wrotham Road in Gravesend to be protected from development, by relying 
on the development of vacant plots in the CVA as an alternative. 5.5 The recently adopted South East Plan 2009 allows for adjustment of Green Belt boundaries at Policy SP5. It refers to particular areas 
where selective revisions are required but it also states that small scale local reviews are likely to be required in other locations and these should be prepared through the local development framework 
process. This policy therefore provides the basis on which a review of the Green Belt boundary could be made. 5.6 It is therefore suggested that the following policy should be adopted: â€œWithin the 
Culverstone Valley Area new development will be restricted to no more than one new dwelling on each of the original plots within the Area. The size and design criteria for new development is to conform 
to guidelines in a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be subject to a requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund improvements to community infrastructure to serve this area, 
in accordance with criteria set out in the SPDâ€. 5.7 The policy would be related to a map identifying the extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the attached plan. 5.8 This is the preferred approach of the 
objectors who are concerned about the deletion of the C.V.A. C14 policy from the latest document, and to the lack of any specific new policy to replace it in the CVA. Alternative Approach 5.9 If it is not 
considered appropriate to remove the area from the Green Belt altogether then it is suggested that there is scope within Government advice in PPG2 to allow for an alternative approach within the Green 
Belt. 5.10 It is not considered that the list of policy options set out in the background document to the LDF is exhaustive and Government advice in PPG2 offers further alternatives in respect of 
development in the Green Belt at paragraph 2.11 which deals with the treatment of existing villages in the Green Belt as follows: â€œDevelopment plans treat existing villages in Green Belt areas in one 
of the following ways: A. If it is proposed to allow no new building beyond the categories in the first three indents of paragraph 3.4 below, the village should be included within the Green Belt. The Green 
Belt notation should be carried across it. B. If infilling only is proposed, the village should either be washed over and listed in the Development Plan or should be inset (that is excluded from the Green 
Belt). The Local Plan should include policies to ensure that any infill does not have an adverse effect on the character of the village concerned. If the village is washed over, the Local Plan may need to 
define infill boundaries to avoid dispute over whether particular sites are covered by infill policies. C. If limited development (more than infilling) or limited expansion is proposed, the village should be 
inset. Development control policies for such settlements should be included in the Local Plan.â€ 5.11 It is apparent that the approach currently adopted in respect of settlements in the Green Belt in 
Gravesham is that small settlements, such as Harvel, fall within Category A above, but other settlements such as Culverstone, Meopham and Vigo fall within Category C. In these settlements, 
development may comprise infilling and minor development. 5.12 At present, the approach set out in paragraph B above is not put forward in the adopted Gravesham Local Plan, or the emerging Core 
Strategy or DPD. 5.13 It is therefore suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of designating the Culverstone Valley Area as an area falling within the terms of paragraph B above, where 
infilling only may be permitted with the Green Belt notation washed over the whole of the area, but infilling permitted within the boundary of the C.V.A. as presently defined in the adopted Local Plan. This 
could allow for one new dwelling to be built on each of the original plots within the CVA, as follows: â€œWithin the CVA development will be restricted to infill development consisting of no more than one 
dwelling on each of the original plots to limit impact on the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be designed to accord with the criteria set out in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will be subject to a 
requirement to contribute to the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund future improvements to infrastructure in the area.â€ 6. EXAMPLE OF INFILLING ONLY POLICY 6.1 I attach an extract of a policy 
included in the adopted Chiltern District Local Plan adopted in 1997 and this Plan identifies two types of settlement in the Green Belt, i.e. those falling within paragraph C above which are excluded from 
the Green Belt, and some settlements falling within paragraph B above where the Green Belt is washed over the settlement and only infilling permitted. This approach is set out in Policy GB5 with cross 
references to various definitions of infilling, the size and type of plots to be acceptable etc. 6.2 It is apparent that some of the settlements listed, e.g. South Heath, identified within Policy GB5 in the 
C.D.L.P. are similar to the Culverstone Valley Area having been subdivided into plots and sold for weekend and holiday use in the 1920â€™s and 30â€™s. However, the settlement of South Heath is 
also within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Nevertheless, infilling is permitted in certain circumstances by Policy GB5 and this has enabled the settlement to become properly 
established whilst at the same time maintaining a low density of development, distinct from other settlements which are excluded from the Green Belt where higher densities may be achieved. 7. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 7.1 It is therefore the objectors case that the operation of Policy C14 has been unfair with many of the landowners benefitting from the Policy as a result of breaches of 
Planning Control. They have enjoyed substantial benefits from their actions. By contrast, the objectors and many other land owners who have not flouted the planning laws, have been placed at a 
disadvantage from the unique way that the Policy operates and has been operated by the Council during the past 25 years. 7.2 Policy C14 has not operated as a replacement dwelling policy evidenced 
by the fact that there has been a substantial increase in the number of dwellings existing in the area in the period between 1983 and 2009 there have been 236 new residential dwellings created. This 
has resulted in a substantial new community becoming established. 7.3 The legacy of the operation of this Policy is that new development has occurred on a large proportion of plots but without the 
provision of the necessary infrastructure to serve the substantial new community. There remains a significant negative impact from the undeveloped plots that detract from the character of this new 
community and the introduction of a new Policy could allow scope for significant future improvement to the area. 7.4 There is an opportunity to review the operation of Planning Policy in this area and to 
restore the owners of unauthorised plots to the same position of those owners of authorised plots. This would restore fairness to the area and ensure that any injustice that has occurred can effectively 
be put right. 7.5 For all these reasons, the Council are respectfully requested to introduce a new Policy either as set out in paragraph 5.3 or paragraph 5.9 above.

It is suggested that the following policy 
should be adopted for the Culverstone 
Valley Area: â€œWithin the Culverstone 
Valley Area new development will be 
restricted to no more than one new dwelling 
on each of the original plots within the Area. 
The size and design criteria for new 
development is to conform to guidelines in 
a separate SPD. All new dwellings will be 
subject to a requirement to contribute to the 
Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
improvements to community infrastructure 
to serve this area, in accordance with 
criteria set out in the SPDâ€. The policy 
would be related to a map identifying the 
extent of the C.V.A. as shown on the 
attached plan. If it is not considered 
appropriate to remove the area from the 
Green Belt altogether then an alternative 
policy is suggested that allows for one new 
dwelling to be built on each of the original 
plots within the Culverstone Valley Area as 
follows: â€œWithin the CVA development 
will be restricted to infill development 
consisting of no more than one dwelling on 
each of the original plots to limit impact on 
the Green Belt. Each new dwelling is to be 
designed to accord with the criteria set out 
in the SPD. All new dwellings permitted will 
be subject to a requirement to contribute to 
the Community Infrastructure Levy to fund 
future improvements to infrastructure in the 
area.â€

Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.

Mr Bull 3.2.44 Support Support the proposal to change the Green Belt boundary at North East Gravesend as they do not want development on Westcourt marshes. The 
majority would not be in favour of further development here.

- Support appreciated
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Mr Thomas 3.2.44 Object Objects to the omission of a separate policy for Culverstone Valley Area and the fact that owners of unauthorised plots do not benefit from this policy. - Culverstone Valley Area is currently within and proposed to remain within the Green Belt.  
Its built character is clearly different to the close knit development pattern found in the 
main villages in the Borough such as Culverstone and Meopham, which are inset and 
excluded from the Green Belt.  Allowing minor development such as infilling in these 
villages, which will be defined on the Proposals Map by the infill boundaries, will not have 
an adverse impact on the built character or the openness of the Green Belt.  This is not 
the case with the Culverstone Valley Area which is characterised by small clusters of 
mainly suburban development within a wider woodland landscape setting.  The 
development pattern is dispersed and quite distinct from the pattern of development in the 
main village.  Allowing infill development would adversely affect the rural woodland 
landscape of the area and the openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the advice set out 
in PPG2.  It would also provide an additional 100 dwellings on greenfield land, in a 
location which is not as well served with services and facilities as other larger settlements.  
Such an approach runs contrary to national planning policies contained in PPS1 
Delivering Sustainable Development and PPS3 Housing, as well as the South East Plan 
and the Council’s Spatial Strategy, all of which seek to focus new development within the 
urban area using previously developed land before greenfield sites.  The policy approach 
for this area will be brought into line with the approach for the rest of the Green Belt to 
provide consistency.  The current policy has been in place for 15 years and has provided 
owners of authorised plots with sufficient opportunity to secure improvements in their 
accommodation and the environmental quality of their plots.  The owners of unauthorised 
plots have no legal right to occupy the land for residential purposes and to allow 
permanent dwellings to be built on these plots would be contrary to national planning 
policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts.  No change proposed.

GOSE 3.2.45 PPS7 is referred to. PPS4 also applies to rural areas PPS4 was not adopted at the time when the document was finalised.  It will be taken into 
account when changes are made to the document.

Mr Archer 3.2.47 Support We welcome the acceptance that managing the green belt requires a balance to be struck between protective policies and the encouragement of a 
thriving and sustainable rural economy. Farmers and growers often provide valuable landscape management services as a by-product of their day-to-
day operations. Reasonable agricultural development in the green belt will ensure their survival and continued contribution to environmental 
management for the wider good.

- Support appreciated and comments noted

GOSE 3.2.48 Reference is made to identifying areas for infill development in the green belt, in accordance PPG2 (paragraph 2.11). It is not clear in the core strategy 
whether this has been taken forward

Noted. The Green Belt Technical Paper identifies infill boundaries around some of the 
settlements in the Borough where minor development such as infilling will be permitted.  
We will make our approach clear in future documentation.

Mr Archer 3.2.48 Support We agree that non-agricultural diversification remains important for the economic survival of many farm businesses and appreciate the inclusion of this 
statement in the document. We would add that since the Common Agricultural Policy reforms of 2005, which abolished production-based subsidies, 
farm businesses are expected to become more market-led. This may lead to applications for new infrastructure projects to support new agricultural 
ventures. Existing enterprises may also seek to update or replace infrastructure to meet new regulation (for example: slurry storage facilities to meet 
recent Nitrate Vulnerable Zone regulations; new or modified packing facilities to meet enhanced food hygiene standards). The main point is that 
agricultural applications are as important as non-agricultural diversification, and may be needed by farm businesses in the green belt.

- Support appreciated and comments noted.The importance of agriculture to the 
Borough is recognised in the Rural Area and Settlements Baseline Report http://
gravesham.limehouse.co.uk/file/1153739)

Mr Horton 3.2.49 Object In circumstances where the views of the public are being sought on specific proposals, and their implications on the planning and use of specific areas 
of land within the Borough - as is the case in the suggestion that the Green Belt boundary at North East Gravesend be rolled in to abut the existing built 
up area - it is imperative that the precise detail of this is clearly shown. Whilst the Green Belt Technical Paper does illustrate what is intended in that 
instance, the fact that it is only by reading this background document that the detail of what is intended becomes clear is a concern, as it seems very 
likely that the public at large will not have the time - or indeed the inclination - to read the background documentation that has been produced given the 
number of such documents. This could, and should, have been avoided by including specific proposals of this nature within the DPD documents 
themselves, and by publishing the draft Proposals Map for consideration alongside the draft Core Strategy and Development Management Policies 
DPD. That this was not done puts in question the validity and soundness of the current consultation process. Given the comments of the landowners 
received by email from Natural England dated 10th March 2010 (see attached), rolling in the Green Belt at North East Gravesend would be a 
retrograde step in nature conservation and enhancement terms and non compliant with government policy.

Site to remain allocated mixed use site. Maps will be provided to show the changes to the adopted Local Plan Proposals Map 
when future consultations take place.  The Green Belt boundary at North East Gravesend 
currently follows the line of a drainage ditch at the eastern end of residential development 
on the northern side of Lower Higham Road.  The land between the Green Belt boundary 
and the existing built development at North East Gravesend is open, flat, low lying 
marshland (Great Clane Lane Marshes) some of which (in the northern part) lies with in a 
SSSI and a Ramsar site.  A range of physical constraints, including flood risk and flood 
defence protection, coupled with the South East Plan priority to develop previously 
developed land before greenfield sites, limit further development opportunities within this 
area.  In view of this, it is considered that there is justification to change the Green Belt 
boundary in this location.  No change proposed.

Miss Shier 3.2.62 Object The document indicates (Table 6 page 84) the sufficiency of housing land supply to meet residual requirements to 2026 derived from South East Plan 
housing provisions for the Borough. Amendments to the existing Green Belt boundary around the urban area are indicated in the supporting paper i.e. 
in the Westcourt area to the north east of Gravesend although this change is not specifically referenced at present in Core Policy 3. This area currently 
constitutes safeguarded land outside the Green Belt but not allocated for development. National planning guidance requires the identification of 
safeguarded land to meet development needs in the longer term â€“ well beyond the current horizon of plans. A specific test for safeguard land is that it 
should be genuinely capable of development when needed . Whilst the extension of the Green Belt boundary in the West court area may well be 
justified given environmental and other constraints applicable to the area the Core Strategy should make clear the consequent approach to be taken to 
safeguarded land for the long term ( beyond 2026) in the Borough. Planning permission was granted by KCC in September 2009 for the A2 Activity 
Park (Cyclopark) in the area of land between the urban boundary and the realigned A2. Discussions with GBC influenced the final conditions so that the 
development was considered appropriate given the adjacent residential areas and the existing Green Belt status. The development of Cyclopark will be 
undertaken in stages as funds are secured over the next 2 to 5 years. Whilst a comprehensive submission was made and permission given for the full 
scheme the long term evolution of Cyclopark should not be constrained by the proposed realignment of the Green Belt. The Cyclopark concept is an 
appropriate use (recreation/leisure/sports) within the green belt in terms of national guidance but the need to allow for future development should be 
considered positively to ensure Cyclopark is allowed to reflect the needs of the local community and the expected overall growth within Kent Thameside 
over the next 10/15 years.

As above It is recognised that national policy contained in PPG2 Green Belts states that local 
planning authorities should satisfy themselves that Green Belt boundaries will not need to 
be altered at the end of the plan period.  In order to ensure protection of Green Belts 
within this longer timescale, this will, in some cases, mean safeguarding land between the 
urban area and the Green Belt which may be required to meet longer term development 
needs.  The Green Belt boundary review sought to examine the existing Green Belt 
boundaries in accordance with a set of criteria, taking account of the guidance in PPG2, 
the needs of the rural area at this point in time and any changes that have occured on the 
ground since 1994.  It sought to draw a strong defensible boundary to endure until 2031 in 
line with South East Plan requirements and protect the openness and rural character of 
the surrounding countryside from encroachment.  At the same time, the draft SLAA 
assesses whether there is sufficient land available within the urban area and rural 
settlements to meet our development needs up to 2031 and whether there is a need for a 
release of land from the Green Belt. Both these comments will be reviewed in light of the 
comments received.

Mr Simpkin 3.2.62 Object The objective of creating thriving and sustainable communitites with opportuntities to live, work and socialise locally and in the Borough, cannot 
reasonably be provided within the tightly drawn village boundaries presently existing. There is no flexibility and without growth there is only stagnation, 
this is the basic underlying principle of economics. Rural exception sites should be identified in the relevant DPD document and there should be a cross 
reference to this in the main policy. In addition, there should be allocated sites for additional housing development targeting in particular new housing 
development to correct a mismatch between existing housing provision and the requirements of the population of the area. This goes beyond what is 
likley to be acheived through affordable housing on rural exception sites because it is likely that this will release those properties that are blocked by 
under occupancy from being freed up for wider use unless suitable alternatives are provided within the locality. Such requirements are unlikely to be 
met by new development in the urban area because residents of rural communitites do not wish to move out of their community and they should not be 
forced to move to find good quality housing to meet their needs. The result of this is likely to be further stagnation unless some positive approach is 
taken. There is no policy that promotes rural employment and a policy approach that merely protects existing rural employment sites is plainly 
insufficient to meet the aspirations of the policy. The provision of a local cremation facility is supported The aspirations and policy ignore the major land 
use of the rural area which remains as agriculture. It is essential that the policy recognises the importance of agriculture, both in terms of food 
production and as custodians of the countryside. There should be a positive approach to new development required for agriculture to meet changing 
agricultural practices and this should be a fundamental objective of the policy. The framing of these policies fundamentally misunderstands the nature 
of the rural area and the communtites within it and looks at it purely from a protectionist Green Belt perspective without any consideration of positive 
policies for the area. It should be noted that the South East Plan at Policy SP5 recognises that Green Belt boundaries need to be changed in many 
locations and provides the opportunitites for LDF's to review such boundaries and make necessary provision for new development.

Rural exception sites should be identified in 
the relevant DPD. There should be 
allocated sites for new housing to to correct 
a mismatch between existing housing 
provision and the requirements of the 
population of the area. The policy should 
promote rural employment and not merely 
protetc employment sites.The policy should 
recognises the importance of agriculture, 
both in terms of food production and as 
custodians of the countryside. There should 
be a positive approach to new development 
required for agriculture to meet changing 
agricultural practices and this should be a 
fundamental objective of the policy. 
Suggesting that a Green Belt Review as 
advocated in SEP Policy SP5 would enable 
provision to be made for new development.

There is a clear process behind the consideration of rural exception sites as set out in 
4.10.88 of the reg. 25 CS + DM DPD and we would not want to circumvent this process by 
allocating Rural Exception sites in the CS + DM DPD. In relation to rural employment, the 
policy not only seeks to protect rural employment sites but also seeks to support the 
sustainable economic diversification of the rural area.  In relation to agriculture, 
paragraphs 3.2.42 and 3.2.45 refer to agricultural land and the Rural Area and 
Settlements baseline report includes a section on agriculture.  However, the planning 
system has limited control over agricultural development and therefore is not referred to in 
the policy.  The vast majority of agricultural land is within the Green Belt and any 
development requiring planning permission would be considered in accordance with 
Green Belt policies.

Mr Bull 3.2.62 Support Continue to protect the villages. - Support appreciated
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Initial officer comment

Mrs Coulter 3.2.63 Support It is important that the Green Belt is kept intact as once it has gone, it can never be reclaimed. With increased building of houses and roads and other 
transport infrastructure, which generate heat, it is vital to have open grass and woodland to absorb some of the carbon emissions and produce some 
clean air. Concrete makes the climate hotter (you could not walk barefoot on concrete that had been in the sun all day but you could walk barefoot on 
grass) and buildings give out heat (from heaters or air conditioners), so it is necessary to have some grass nearby to counteract this. Gravesend has 
been the hottest place in the country on a number of occasions so we need some relief, especially with a more extreme climate likely in the future. 
Another reason to keep the Green Belt safe and not to build more housing within it is flooding. With more households concreting over their drives and 
building extensions and selling off gardens for development, it is important to keep grassland and woodland to absorb water in times of extreme 
weather conditions. These heavy rainfalls are likely to coincide with higher levels of water in the Thames and if there were also a tidal surge it could be 
devastating for the parts of Gravesend and other areas which could be liable to flooding. I notice that there is the possibility of a road being built from 
the A2 at Cobham to cross the Thames, which would cross Shorne Park. With all the building work, extra traffic and loss of the Park, it is vital to be very 
strict on the remainder of the Green Belt. With global climate change, the production of food worldwide will be affected and other countries will 
obviously feed themselves before they want to export to us, so the Green Belt could be vital for growing food (organically, without pesticides) in the 
future.

- Support appreciated and comments noted.

Mrs Martin 3.2.63 Conditionally 
support

Conditionally supports Core Policy 3 paragraphs 3.2.63 and 3.2.65 to 3.2.72 subject to consideration of the details to be given in the Proposals Map. - Support appreciated.  Maps will be provided to show the changes to the adopted Local 
Plan Proposals Map when future consultations take place.

Mr Rayner 3.2.63 Support We are pleased that the importance of maintaining the Metropolitan Green Belt as a natural lung for Kent Thameside has been recognised. Locations 
for development should be identified that do not prejudice this. We support the principle that the existing Village Envelope should be maintained as far 
as possible. We continue to believe that in the interests of sustainability, established villages should not be expected to extend beyond their existing 
natural boundaries so as to prevent urban sprawl from taking over areas between communities which can then maintain their individual identity.

- Support appreciated and comments noted.

Mr Smith 3.2.63 Support The MPA support resisting inappropriate development in the Green Belt, and support the changes to the extent of the Green Belt. This includes 
proposed changes to the Green Belt boundary at Eastern Fringe, land to the east and south of the Metropolitan Police Service Training Centre, i.e. to 
move the Green Belt out to follow the link of the access road to the flood defence, and to move the whole of the SSSI and Ramsar sites within the 
Green Belt. This will offer greater protection to the land within the noise contour of the Training Centre which has not been allocated for development.

- Support appreciated and comments noted.

Mr Bull 3.2.63 Support Wants the continued protection of the Green Belt. - Support appreciated
Mr Houghton 3.2.63 Object PETITION CONTAINING 223 SIGNATURES The plan includes retaining Green Belt in Culverstone Valley, limiting new building which could damage 

the rural environment there. In the plan, there is no mention of Culverstone Village. Does this mean we will have large scale new housing in the Village 
in the next few years? We would like to protect the countryside, the rural character, the trees and wildlife in Culverstone Village. Therefore, we want the 
same Green Belt protection in the Village as that granted to the Valley.

- MR HOUGHTON HAS BEEN CONTACTED TO REQUEST CLARIFICATION ON THIS 
REPRESENTATION. Response expected by early July.

Mrs Martin 3.2.64 Object Hoo Junction is located in the Green Belt and has very poor road access. There has already been significant damage to highway verges and property 
in Green Farm Lane as a result of heavy lorries accessing Hoo Junction. The Council was successful in obtaining some restraint after petitioning the 
Channel Tunnel Rail Link Bill. The Council is strongly opposed to expansion of the site or any intensification of its use.

- Designation of Hoo Junction as a major developed site in the Green Belt allows for 
infilling or redevelopment to take place.  Any such development must not have a 
greater impact on the Green Belt than the existing development and may offer the 
opportunity for environmental improvement. The potential impact on the adjacent 
European sites will be a key consideration for determing its future.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.64 Object The Society supports the Core Policies for the Rural Area as set out in paragraphs 3.2.63 to 3.2.72 subject to consideration of the details given in the 
Proposals map, except paragraph 3.2.64 subject to viewing the Proposals Map. Hoo Junction is located in the Green Belt in the strategic gap between 
Gravesend and the Medway Towns. The site has very poor access and in the Society's view a policy of containment should be pursued and no 
expansion of the site should be permitted.

- Designation of Hoo Junction as a major developed site in the Green Belt allows for 
infilling or redevelopment to take place.  Any such development must not have a 
greater impact on the Green Belt than the existing development and may offer the 
opportunity for environmental improvement. The potential impact on the adjacent 
European sites will be a key consideration for determing its future.

Ms Carnall 3.2.64 Conditionally 
support

Para 3.2.64 of Core Strategy Policy 3: Rural Area includes â€œAppropriate employment development which seeks to improve the quality of the built 
environment at Hoo Junction and enhances the local environment will be encouragedâ€. This policy needs to recognise that the impacts of Nuralite can 
be wider than just the local environment. The size and weight restrictions at Shorne mean that much of the HGV traffic from Hoo Junction is re-directed 
through Higham village. This can be exacerbated by Sat Nav.

- Designation of Hoo Junction as a major developed site in the Green Belt allows for 
infilling or redevelopment to take place.  Any such development must not have a 
greater impact on the Green Belt than the existing development and may offer the 
opportunity for environmental improvement. The potential impact on the adjacent 
European sites will be a key consideration for determing its future.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.67 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent generally supports Core Strategy Policy 3, but in regard to this clause we consider that it needs to be clarified what will happen to 
an identified rural employment site if it is demonstrated that it is no longer viable. What alternative uses might be appropriate?

Paragraph 3.2.67 needs to be expanded to 
explain what will happen if an identified 
rural employment site is no longer viable. 
This may involve cross-referencing to 
appropriate Development Management 
policies.

The criteria for assessing whether a rural employment site could be used for an alternative 
use are set out in Development Management Policy 14.  Alternative uses would be 
considered according to the site characteristics and national, regional and local policies.

Miss Shier 3.2.71 Conditionally 
support

Should also ensure the connectivity between habitats is protected. As above This issue is covered by Core Strategy Policy 7 Green Infrastructure.

Ms Wilson 3.2.71 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mr Hanna 3.2.71 Conditionally 

support
Natural England welcomes the commitment that areas with biodiversity, geodiversity and landscape value will be enhanced where possible but 
recommend that reference is made to the Biodiversity Opportunity Area mapping contained within the Southeast Plan which is available from 
www.sebiodiversity.org.uk.

- This is more relevant to Green Infrastructure and has been used to identify the 
Biodiversity Opportunity Areas shown in the Strategic Green Infrastructure Network 
diagram.  The Green Infrastructure Assets baseline report will be amended to refer to the 
Biodiversity Opportunity Area mapping contained within the South East Plan. 

Ms Salmon 3.2.71 Conditionally 
support

The Trust welcomes the commitment to conserve and enhance the areas of biodiversity geodiversity and landscape value however to achieve the 
ambitious aims of the Core Strategy to create and connect the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas as well as protection and enhancement we recommend 
that creation and connection of priority habitats be added as aims of this policy.

- Areas of biodiversity value include priority habitats. Agree that the policy should be 
amended to refer to the creation of areas of biodiversity and landscape value where 
possible and to the creation of links between them.

Miss Shier 3.2.72 Support The inclusion of the historic environment in Core Policy 3 for the protection of the Rural Area is welcomed. None Support appreciated
Miss Shier 3.2.72 Support The inclusion of the historic environment in Core Policy 3 for the protection of the Rural Area is welcomed. None REPEAT OF THE ABOVE REPRESENTATION.
CLIMATE CHANGECLIMATE CHANGE
Ms Wilson 3.2.73 Support We support the Flood Risk Management policies proposed within this document. The sequential approach has been embedded throughout all of the 

policies involving flood risk. Also, the recognition that re-developing on brownfield land may involve developing in flood risk areas but that this should 
only occur where there are wider sustainability benefits. We are pleased that the document covers all of the principles we are interested in, using both 
the Code for Sustainable Homes (CfSH) and the Kent Thameside Water cycle strategy for indicators and that it also references the Water Framework 
Directive (WFD).

- Support welcomed.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.83 Object Whilst in many cases it might be appropriate for flood gates to be replaced with solid defences, care needs to be taken with a blanket approach like 
this. For example, flood gates provide an essential access to the PLA's facility at Denton Wharf and London River House. If a solid defence was to be 
constructed in these locations it would seriously constrain the PLA's activities. (N.B. Same comments made in relation to 3.2.117)

Seek to replace flood gates with solid 
defence where appropriate, i.e. not where it 
will interfere with river related facilities such 
as the PLA's facilities at Denton and 
London River House.

3.2.83 refers to recommendations arising from the Kent Thameside Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment and are reported here as part of the evidence base underpinning the LDF.  It 
would therefore be inappropriate to change the wording of this section, albeit the point 
made by the PLA is taken and should be reflected in final policy form. 

Ms Wilson 3.2.84 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Lynes 3.2.84 Conditionally 

support
KTRP is pleased that the KT Water Cycle Study is being used as part of the LDF evidence base. However we would emphasise that continual liaison 
with water companies is still required.

- Point noted.  Water Companies will be consulted as part of on-going LDF process.

Ms Wilson 3.2.85 Conditionally 
support

This sections refers to the outputs of Phase 1 Kent Thameside Eco Assessment. We are pleased that this paragraph acknowledges Demand 
Management. However, this paragraph would be stronger if it acknowledged that Demand Management refers to both Energy and Water Demand 
Management. This point is supported by a paragraph in the Phase I report that acknowledges that we must look at both Energy and Water Demand 
Management together.

- Pointed noted.  However, 3.2.85 is a position statement relating to progress on the study 
to date and this is likely to be replaced by a later version as and when the final report has 
been completed.  Having said this, the LPA recognises the important contribution that 
water demand management can make to reducing carbon as part of an integrated 
approach.  This should be reflected in final policy form.

Mr Lynes 3.2.85 Conditionally 
support

We would recommend that the eco-assessment is referred to as a sustainable energy feasibility study and noted that this is the first study of its kind for 
the Thames Gateway (a pilot).

- Point noted.  
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 3.2.94 Core Strategy Policy 4 (1) refers to the application of the advice in PPS25, in particular the sequential test, and you will be aware of the exception test 
which is also set out in PPS25. Whilst this reads as a development management style policy, it is essential that these issues have been fully taken into 
account when formulating the strategy in the core strategy.  In addition, reference is made to an approach agreed with the Environment Agency. Has 
this been formally agreed with the EA and agreed in writing? If not, we advise you to do so.  Core Strategy Policy 4 (4) refers to incorporating 
renewable energy within major developments. However, we are aware that the strategic allocations set out in Core Strategy Policy 16 do not include 
any specific requirements. What is the justification for this approach? As you carry out further work on these sites for inclusion in the core strategy, we 
suggest that you consider this issue.  Core Strategy Policy 4 (3) refers to the Code for Sustainable Homes and Core Strategy Policy 4 (5) refers to the 
Kent Thameside Eco Assessment which will be used to inform the standards for sustainable homes in your area. We would advise you to complete this 
in order to provide clarity in the document in terms of what is expected within development schemes.  Finally, in preparing your strategy, have you 
considered proposing renewable energy projects (South East Plan policies NRM13, NRM14)? This policy in part duplicates Core Strategy Policy 5 (7).  
You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate” was recently published for comment.  

PPS25 was taken into consideration when developing spatial strategy in current version of 
the LDF and 2.2.94 provides the context for this approach.  Approach has been discussed 
with the EA and this is reflected in their response to this consultation, broadly supporting 
the strategic allocations etc.  Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment will provide evidence base 
to support detailed requirements in terms of renewable energy.  To have set targets at this 
stage would have been premature, so further consultation will take place on this prior to 
Regulation 27 submission.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.94 Support CPRE Protect Kent support this policy. None Support appreciated
Mr Manns 3.2.94 Conditionally 

support
Core Strategy Policy 4: Climate Change Kimberly-Clark supports the requirement for all new major development to incorporate means to generate a 
proportion of their energy from renewable sources. Clearer guidance needs to be given to set out what will be appropriate including combine heat and 
power, ground source heat pumps and tidal energy sources. PPS1on Planning and Climate Change (para 26 (i)) requires that local authorities set out a 
target percentage of the energy to be used in new development to come from decentralised and renewable energy resources. The Core Strategy fails 
to meet this requirement and is inconsistent with national guidance. The Policy does not accord with the South East Plan Policy NRM12 which 
specifically encourages the use of CHP in new development. The Policy needs to be more explicit in recommending the use of renewable energy 
resources. Kimberly-Clark objects to the aspiration of Code Level 3 or 4 for new development. The Council should lead the way in directing 
sustainability and believes that all new development should achieve level 4 unless it can be demonstrated that this is unviable. We do not support the 
retrofitting of existing housing stock as a means of achieving the Councilâ€™s sustainability objectives.

As above Point made is noted.  The completed Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment will provide the 
evidence base for detailed requirements in line with PPS1 and South East Plan policy as 
the LPA wishes its response to climate change to be realistic and achievable.  Disagree 
with point that retro-fitting of existing housing stock should not be considered as even at 
the end of the LDF period the majority of stock will comprise existing and ability to combat 
climate change cannot be focused on new build alone.

Miss Shier 3.2.94 Conditionally 
support

The intent to develop a bespoke policy addressing mitigation and adaptation to climate change is supported. Following completion of the Eco 
Assessment study it will be helpful to indicate whether there is an intent to provide for (and justify) adoption of sustainable construction standards that 
exceed , or apply more rapidly, those prescribed nationally e.g. through application of the Code for Sustainable Homes to the building regulations. 
Policy DMP1 on Sustainable Energy, represents a holding position pending completion of the Kent Thameside Eco Assessment. However, the 
appropriateness of the thresholds set out in 4.4.9 is questioned. Given the growing importance now attached to the construction of sustainable 
buildings, the policy should apply universally to all new buildings and in particular all new houses. The policy is derived from the SE Plan but it should 
be considered that the terms of this policy were set during a time when targets for carbon reduction and renewable energy generation were lower. They 
are now much more onerous and the LDF should recognise this in its policies. Policy 4.4.9 parts 1 and 2 are confusing and lack clarity as to what is 
being required. While the Kent Thameside Eco Assessment will provide a useful insight into future sustainable energy opportunities, the study does not 
cover the whole of the Gravesham district. It is not clear how the potential of the rest of the district is being assessed. Reference to PPS25 and the Kent 
Thameside SFRA is welcomed particularly in relation to Swanscombe Peninusla. Northfleet Embankment East and West, Canal Basin and Gravesend 
Town Centre. Ensure that species can adapt to climate change by ensuring there is no loss of connectivity between habitats. â€“ This links to 
paragraph 3.2.143 which provides details of the green grid.

As above Conditional support welcomed.  Renewable energy requirements will be informed by Kent 
Thameside Eco-Assessment and it would be premature to include targets here in advance 
of the completion of that work.  4.4.9 may be revisited in the light of this also but reflects 
current South East Plan position at Policy NRM11.  The potential for significant 
sustainable energy initiatives relating to built development in the rest of the borough is 
likely to be limited because the South East Plan identifies only a limited need for new 
housing or other development.  For this reason, the Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment has 
focused on the main regeneration area, although potential for renewable energy 
generation and bio-mass sourcing from the rural area to the south of the A2 may also be 
considered subject to environmental and other constraints.  Points made in relation to 
PPS25 and eco-connectivity and Green Grid are noted.

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.94 Object Whilst achieving the highest levels of sustainability is universally desirable, the policy requirements should not go beyond national planning policy 
boundaries and should not be applied in such a way that it stifles development.

- Whilst there is no intent to go beyond 'national planning policy boundaries', it is 
appropriate to consider whether the special circumstances of Gravesham afford 
opportunities to achieve higher levels of sustainability than may otherwise be set through 
Building Regulations or the application of the Code for Sustainable Homes.  The Kent 
Thameside Eco-Assessment is intended to consider what opportunities may exist but any 
application through policy will take into account the need to maintain viability and not stifle 
development.

Ms Wilson 3.2.94 Conditionally 
support

(1) We support this aspect of the policy. (2) We support this aspect of the policy. (3) We support this aspect of the policy. However, we note that whilst 
section 3.2.84 refers to some developments being expected to achieve code level 5/6 in relation to water efficiency, this has not been reflected in 
CSP4. As such, we would expect an amended policy to be in the final CS that does promote this level of water efficiency. As you are aware the South 
East of England is water stressed. As such, we are seeking all local councils to state within their core strategies a requirement for developers to build 
residential home to a minimum of code level 3/4 (105 litres/person/day) for water efficiency of the CfSH by 2013 and code level 5/6 (80 litres/person/
day) by 2016. It is good to see that commercial properties have been addressed in water efficiencies with the requirement of â€˜excellent ratingâ€™ 
under BREEAM contained within this policy (3.2.94 (3)). It should be acknowledged that whilst the chalk aquifers beneath Gravesham are a major and 
strategically source of potable water, Gravesham receives the least amount of rainfall in Kent and the lowest in the country, with climate change 
predictions forecasting significant reductions in late summer rainfall and river flow leading to a smaller groundwater recharge season significantly 
affecting groundwater storage levels (UKCIP02 Report). Regarding economic and climate change issues, using less water results in less water being 
heated reducing energy requirements and ultimately meaning householders bills will reduce, furthering reduction in the districts carbon footprint, 
encouraging these sorts of behavioural patterns amongst the community could provide some substantial gains towards reducing the ecological footprint 
of the district. (4) We support this aspect of the policy. (5) We support this aspect of the policy.

- Conditional support is welcomed although comments in relation to 3.2.84 and Core 
Strategy Policy 4 and any changes must be evidence led.  Whilst rainfall in Gravesham 
may be low, the water resource management plans of the water companies and the water 
resource work underpinning the South East Plan suggests that there could be sufficient 
potable water to meet requirements through to 2035 .  Under these circumstances and the 
fact that achieving CSH 5/6 in terms of water potentially adds considerable additional cost 
to development, special circumstances would be required to justify it.  Exemplar projects 
may therefore be welcome providing they do not undermine viability or the case can be 
made that this should be a requirement.  Further discussions with the EA would be 
welcomed to investigate the case for detailed policy requirements leading to CSH 5/6 on 
certain sites.

Mrs Martin 3.2.94 Support - - Support welcomed.
Mr Hanna 3.2.94 Conditionally 

support
As mentioned previously, it is important that a coherent network of habitats are provided across the Borough to help facilitate species adaptation to 
climate change and this should be based upon the Biodiversity Opportunity Area mapping.

We recommend an additional bullet point is 
added to this policy and an indicative text is 
provided below: â€˜Creating a coherent 
network of wildlife corridors to help facilitate 
the movement of wildlife through the 
Borough to help mitigate the effects of 
climate change on wildlife.

3.2.94 currently addresses issues in relation to flooding, water supply, renewable energy 
and carbon saving.  However, it does not address mitigation which may be necessary to 
assist in combating climate change affects on nature conservation and  biodiversity nor 
provides links to green infrastructure provision.  This goes beyond the contribution made 
by Mr Hanna but consideration should be given to including references to these and links 
to other related policies in the LDF document.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.94 Support - - Support welcomed.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Sims 3.2.94 Conditionally 
support

In periods of flooding, surface water can inundate the public sewerage system thereby exceeding its capacity. The extra pressure can cause flows from 
the main sewer to surcharge up tributary sewers. As a result, properties may become flooded by foul water, even relatively remote from the flooded 
site. Southern Water therefore supports Core Strategy Policy 4 as it will (a) minimise the risk of flooding in new development, (b) ensure that mitigation 
measures are put in place if development in areas at risk from flooding cannot be avoided and (c) ensure that the risk of flooding is not increased 
elsewhere as a result of new development. Southern Water is fully committed to minimising its carbon footprint. We currently look to generate 10% of 
our energy requirements from renewable sources and seek to increase this proportion to 20% by 2020. These targets are calculated for Southern 
Waterâ€™s operational area as a whole and represent averages. The proportion of renewable energy generated at individual sites may be higher or 
lower than this average. It is not always feasible to achieve a target percentage of renewable energy generation at a particular site as the energy that 
can be created depends on site-specific circumstances. We propose that the policy should include text which recognises that it is not always feasible or 
viable to achieve a target percentage at individual sites. Southern Water supports the use of the Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM standards 
in new residential and non residential development. Efficient use of water is important at a time when the demand for water is rising both as a result of 
population growth and increased per capita consumption. Southern Water promotes efficient use of water as part of a twin-track approach of managing 
demand for water as well as providing additional resources. This strategy has been developed in collaboration with the Environment Agency and helps 
to minimise the volume of water abstracted from the environment. Managing demand could be achieved through metering of new properties and 
incorporation of water efficient water fittings and appliances, such as, low flow taps, showers, low flush toilets and water butts. Reducing growth in per 
capita consumption through water efficiency will help to limit the amount of water that needs to be abstracted from the environment. It is important that 
new developments incorporate suitable arrangements for surface water drainage. Southern Water is supportive of the objectives of SUDS provided 
arrangements exist for the long term maintenance of them, so that their effectiveness is maintained in perpetuity. This is because such systems rely on 
facilities which are not adoptable by sewerage undertakers. Good management can avoid flooding and subsequent inundation of the foul sewerage 
system. Where SUDS are not appropriate, alternative arrangements must be made. Surface water should not be drained to foul sewers, as this will 
increase the risk of foul water flooding. Southern Water is fully committed to minimising its carbon footprint. We currently look to generate 10% of our 
energy requirements from renewable sources and seek to increase this proportion to 20% by 2020. These targets are calculated for Southern Waterâ
€™s operational area as a whole and represent averages. The proportion of renewable energy generated at individual sites may be higher or lower 
than this average. It is not always feasible to achieve a target percentage of renewable energy generation at a particular site as the energy that can be 
created depends on site-specific circumstances.

We propose that the policy should include 
text which recognises that it is not always 
feasible or viable to achieve a target 
percentage at individual sites.

Conditional support welcomed.  Point made in relation to the ability to achieve percentage 
of energy generated by renewable on site and the need to take into account wider 
operational plans of organisations such as Southern Water is a good one.  Potentially this 
could be a more cost effective route to achieve such savings and synergies between sites 
within such an organisation may reap wider environmental benefits.  Consider adjusting 
LDF policies accordingly.

Ms Salmon 3.2.94 Support The Trust welcomes this policy, in particular the provision of water saving methods and Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems. Many of the features 
incorporated into a SUDS system if sympathetically designed can also have benefits for biodiversity and these systems can have a multifunctional role.

- Support welcomed.

Mr Veasey 3.2.94 Conditionally 
support

The Governmentâ€™s proposed approach to delivering zero carbon buildings means that the on site renewables policy in the South East Plan (Policy 
NRM11) is to be superseded. The definition proposes a hierarchy approach prioritizing energy efficiency followed by on-site followed by off-site 
generation of renewable energy, as the means of reducing carbon emissions. Reducing the demand for energy from new buildings represents the most 
sustainable and cost effective option for delivering zero carbon homes and up to level 3 of the CSH for energy and carbon dioxide emissions can be 
achieved through building fabric improvements. It is important that measures should be taken to maximise energy efficiency of new dwellings first 
before delivery of a percentage of energy from on site renewables (see fig 5, page 19 of the climate change guide www.southeast-ra.gov.uk/
documents/regional_planning/ldf/climate_change/Climate_Change_LDFguide_Main_Content.pdf). Therefore, we support a policy approach that sets 
standards according to the CSH that reflects this. If local circumstances warrant it, then higher levels of the code can be specified on strategic sites if 
there are opportunities to deliver on site renewable energy generation. The definition of zero carbon homes also proposes offsetting of carbon 
emissions from new development via allowable solutions. Consideration should be given to the allowable solutions that will be appropriate in 
Gravesham, which may include maximising on-site renewable energy generation, connection to CHP networks, off-site generation and contribution to 
an offset fund to provide clarity for developers. There should be a target for CO2 emissions reduction set out in policy to help deliver Policy CC2 of the 
South East Plan. In accordance with Policies NRM14-16 the core strategy should encourage renewable energy development in policy and there should 
be a criterion based policy to assess proposed developments. A renewable energy generation target should be set out in policy.

- Conditional support is welcomed.  Final form of policy will be informed by outputs from the 
Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment, taking into account emerging national policy under 
PPS1.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.94 Object This policy should make it clear in relation to renewable energy that any wind turbines that are proposed should not have a detrimental impact on the 
PLA's navigational aids and that the river should be used for the transport of construction and waste materials to and from development sites where 
practicable.

Make it clear that renewable sources such 
as wind turbines should be in appropriate 
locations and should not have a detrimental 
impact on navigational safety. Include a 
reference to the use of the river for the 
transport of materials to and from 
development sites where practicable.

Objection noted.  May be better if riverside policies have a blanket requirement that 
development of any sort should not have an impact on navigational safety.  Transport 
policies should include reference to preference for river based transport where practicable 
and where sustainability benefits accrue.

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PRINCIPLESDEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PRINCIPLESDEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PRINCIPLESDEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Ms Burgess 3.2.95 Conditionally 

support
Unfortunately, due to limited resources, we are unable to comment on this document. However we would like to make some general comments which 
you should consider. It is also important that there is a clear priority for design quality and place-making objectives in the core strategy, setting out the 
key principles. This needs to be explicit so that it cannot be challenged when applications are being determined.

NA Conditional support is welcomed.  Policy within LDF document should make it clear that 
high quality design and place making objectives are a priority so as to reinforce and 
enhance a distinctive sense of place.  However, in so doing, the LDF will need to make it 
clear what 'high quality design' actually means in practice and the sense of place we wish 
to create, reinforce, or enhance both overall and in strategic locations.  Ensuring Design 
and Access Statements are properly prepared and considered as part of the planning 
process will be key to ensuring that coherent and consistent decisions are made.

Mr Manns 3.2.98 Conditionally 
support

3.2.98 Kimberly-Clark accepts and supports the approach taken to encourage good design but the Core Strategy needs to recognise the needs of 
industrial business users when preparing a planning scheme. Operationally the requirements of a facility may need to compromise on design in order to 
achieve other objectives in National Policy including meeting the Boroughâ€™s sustainability objectives.

As above Conditional support is welcomed.  Paragraph refers to a statutory requirement under the 
2008 Act.  It is accepted that in large scale industrial process plants, form is likely to follow 
function.  However, even here it needs to be recognised that built form can impact on 
surroundings and there is a need to achieve a good standard of design on a case by case 
basis.

Mr Rayner 3.2.103 Support We are pleased that the Meopham Parish Plan and Design Statement have been recognised within the LDF. - Support welcomed.
Mr Hawkins 3.2.104 Support We support the consideration of sustainable public transport provision when assessing new sites. Expand "transport" to read "sustainable 

public transport".
Support welcomed.  3.2.104 refers to Building for Life (BfL) standards and aspects of a 
development to be considered.  It is transport that would therefore be considered and a 
sustainable transport solution expected as an output.  On this basis, no change to text 
required.

GOSE 3.2.106 Reference is made to consulting on a policy that would require certain developments to have lower air pollution emissions. Do you have the evidence 
base to justify this approach?

Position on air quality is  set out at 4.5.5 - 4.5.9 and 4.5.28 on the document.  Policies are 
being developed in line with the Borough Council's adopted air quality management 
strategy which is evidenced based.

GOSE 3.2.106 Core Strategy Policy 5 refers to use of previously developed land. What is the Council’s previously developed land target, in accordance with PPS3 
(paragraph 43)?

Point noted - target and trajectory should be included in later versions of LDF based on 
SLAA outputs and AMR work.

Mr Thair 3.2.111 Support The sequential approach to site selection is supported. See above Support welcomed
Mr Manns 3.2.111 Object Paragraph 3.2.111 is inconsistent with the earlier stated approach regarding flood risk. This section needs to be amended to be explicit on meeting the 

exception test criteria as set out in PPS25.
As above. Agreed.  Amend final sentence of 3.2.111 to state steering all  development towards areas 

of lowest flood risk in accordance with national policy as set out in PPS25.
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Initial officer comment

Miss Shier 3.2.111 Conditionally 
support

The recognition given to the influence that the character of the historic environment should exert on development and design in CP5 is particularly 
welcomed. The historic environment can be used proactively to help guide successful housing development. If the new developments have no sense of 
place, then they are more likely to experience social and economic problems. To achieve this sense of place it will help if the new communities worked 
with the â€˜grainâ€™ of existing patterns of settlement and landscape in Gravesham, complementing what has gone before. Proposed Development 
Management Policy (DMP) 4 requires development to â€œrelate to and respect any historic context of the site, including plot patterns, street layout and 
block size and â€œdevelopment should pay due regard to traditional design and forms of construction, and avoid the use of inappropriate details. This 
will be a particular issue in Gravesend Town Centre. The document clearly recognises the importance of the historic environment as a contributor to 
landscape and urban character (para 3.2.102), and it is particularly pleasing to see the prominence given to the urban surveys of Gravesend and 
Northfleet. The Councilâ€™s commitment to conserving and building on the historic environment is welcomed. The historic environment can be used 
proactively to help guide successful housing development. If the new developments have no sense of place â€“ no sense that they belong to the towns 
and villages to which they will mostly be appended â€“ then they are more likely to experience social and economic problems. To achieve this sense of 
place it will help if the new communities worked with the â€˜grainâ€™ of existing patterns of settlement and landscape in Gravesham, complementing 
what has gone before. Promote and enhance biodiversity. Incorporate habitats in to developments and create space for wildlife should be included. 
Although air quality is mentioned in the preamble it is not included in CP5.

As above Conditional support welcomed - point in relation to air quality being mentioned in preamble 
and not policy to be addressed.

Mrs Martin 3.2.111 Support - - Support welcomed
Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.111 Support - - Support welcomed
Mr Smith 3.2.111 Support The MPA support the sequential approach to site selection which directs development in the first instance to sustainable and accessible brownfield 

locations and towards areas of lowest flood risk.
- Support welcomed

Ms McDade 3.2.111 Support EHEL supports the Councilâ€™s encouragement of a sequential approach to site selection, as set by national guidance, that directs development in 
the first instance to sustainable and accessible brownfield locations (such as town centre sites like the Heritage Quarter). EHEL also supports the 
requirement for high quality design for all development in Gravesham and considers the current proposals for the Heritage Quarter represent a high 
quality of design that has been developed in consultation with key stakeholders.

- Support welcomed.  However, it is not appropriate here to comment on individual live 
planning applications before the Borough Council for determination.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.112 Support CPRE Protect Kent support these criteria of Core Strategy Policy 5, and the other components of the Policy. None Support welcomed
3.2.112 Conditionally 

support
Feabrex welcomes the policy objectives for delivery of high quality design but considers that the policy overlooks the importance of maximising the 
potential of redevelopment opportunities at previously developed sites. In accordance with PPS1, the policy should encourage developments to be of 
an appropriate density to make the most efficient use of land.

The policy should be amended to include 
an additional criterion which sets out 
objective to ensure that new developments 
make the most efficient use of land by 
developing at an appropriate density.

Conditional support welcomed.  However, high quality design should under PPS1 be 
distinctive and respond positively to context.  Whilst ensuring developments make efficient 
use of land in the interests of promoting sustainability, maximising density is not the only 
or key driver in this process. Suggest amending policy accordingly to better reflect PPS1 
in local context.

Mr Manns 3.2.112 Object 3.2.112 Kimberly-Clark supports the requirement for high quality design within the Borough but objects to the policy wording because it does not 
consider the occasions where the operational requirements of a proposed use may require a compromise between design quality and operational 
necessity. This may conflict with landscape initiatives, views or other design related policy. Increased building efficiency is encouraged but Kimberly-
Clark believes that new housing development should have clear requirements for a minimum of Code Level 4 especially in areas of high flood risk.

As above  It is accepted that in large scale industrial process plants, form is likely to follow function.  
However, even here it needs to be recognised that built form can impact on surroundings 
and there is a need to achieve a good standard of design on a case by case basis.  Policy 
basis for adoption of CSH level will be determined on the basis of evidence and be 
informed by the Kent Thameside Water Cycle and Eco-Assessment studies.

Mr Feetam 3.2.112 Object Comment Only. Sport England would suggest an additional criterion should be added within the paragraph which links to the need for development to 
promote healthier lifestyles as set out in Core Strategy Policy 1 and paragraph 4.2. of the Vision.

Additional criterion: Development (and 
redevelopment) proposals will be permitted, 
which: encourage and facilitate healthier 
lifestyles (e.g. through increased 
opportunities for people to be more 
physically active). Alongside this addition 
we would suggest that reference could be 
made in the supporting text to Sport 
England's 'Active Design' Guidance which 
was developed with a number of 
stakeholders including the Department of 
Health and CABE Space. The guidance 
promotes the development of healthy and 
sustainable environments through design 
which facilitates healthy living choices and 
increased physical activity. For information 
the Active Design principles are included 
within the minimum standards set out in 
CLG's Eco Towns supplement to PPS1. 
Web Link: www.sportengland.org/
activedesign

Agree that 3.2.112 should be amended to include criterion that proposals will be permitted 
which encourage and facilitate healthier lifestyles.

Mr Hanna 3.2.112 Support - - Support welcomed
Ms Salmon 3.2.112 Conditionally 

support
The Trust welcomes the commitment to enhance the landscape and promote biodiversity within development design. Within point 4, where there is 
promotion of movement through accessibility, connectivity, permeability and legibility we recommend that extra wording be added for people and 
wildlife. We support the provision of high quality open space however we would recommend that a clause be added including natural open space to 
ensure clarity as to the provision of natural habitat enhancement. Enhancements can also be valuable within the public realm to aid permeability for 
wildlife within the built environment.

- Conditional support welcomed and points noted.  Agree that policy wording be amended 
accordingly to provide greater emphasis for wildlife and habitat creation through design.

Mr Sims 3.2.112 Conditionally 
support

Efficient use of new and existing infrastructure is an important component of sustainable development. Southern Water has identified four ways in 
which the planning authority can assist in achieving this objective in relation to wastewater infrastructure: â€¢ Protect existing underground wastewater 
infrastructure so that the sewers can continue to fulfil their function. In addition, future access will need to be secured for the purposes of maintenance 
and upsizing. Existing sewers must not be built over, and easements of 6 to 13 metres wide will be required, dependent on the size and depth of the 
infrastructure. The layout of the proposed development should take this into account, or make allowance for diversion of the plant. Any diversion must 
be at the developerâ€™s expense, and is subject to a feasible alternative route being available. â€¢ Ensure that surface water is separated from 
existing foul or combined sewers. This approach is particularly relevant at infill sites, where surface water may currently enter a combined system. 
Separation of surface water will release capacity in the foul sewer thus making more efficient use of it, and reducing the risk of sewer flooding. â€¢ 
Require construction of on-site and off-site sewers to adoptable standards to ensure that they function effectively, and to prevent leakage of sewage 
into the environment. â€¢ Promote pre-construction agreements at large and/or mixed ownership sites to facilitate a co-ordinated whole-site approach. 
This will promote sustainable sewerage and water supply networks, and prevent the proliferation of smaller, less efficient networks. Southern Water 
recognise that the Core Strategy is an overarching document and would not expect it to cover the detailed points made above. However, we consider 
that the Core Strategy should be amended to include policy provision which ensures and facilitates efficient use of new and existing infrastructure. The 
more detailed points can then be elaborated in a subsequent development plan document.

We propose the following text to be 
included in Core Strategy Policy 5: 
Development and Design Principles. 8. 
ensure efficient use of new and existing 
infrastructure.

Conditional support welcomed and points noted.  Agree that policy wording be amended 
to include that new developments should ensure efficient use of new and existing 
infrastructure.

PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTUREPHYSICAL AND SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTUREPHYSICAL AND SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTUREPHYSICAL AND SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
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Initial officer comment

Mr Manns 3.2.114 Object Kimberly-Clark accepts that the Council include transport, utility services and flood defences within the â€˜known infrastructure requirementsâ€™ within 
the Borough but objects to the way these are set out within the overall approach to infrastructure provision. Table 4 includes â€˜Transportâ€™ as a 
known requirement and states that developers will be expected to contribute to unfunded schemes required to deliver the overall spatial strategy. It 
needs to be made clear that the introduction of 9,200 new homes in the Urban Area will have a significant negative impact on the local and strategic 
road network as well as increase the requirement for the rail providers to enhance the rail service. The costs of mitigating these impacts need to be 
borne entirely by the developers of the residential developments and the relevant public sector bodies. These costs need to be assessed and outlined 
in an infrastructure delivery plan. The Policy does not incorporate the Manage and Invest Strategy set out by the South East Plan (para 5.20) and fails 
to take into account the lack of adequate infrastructure in the existing area. The table also fails to recognise the already inadequate electricity and gas 
supplies to Northfleet. The existing utility services will not be able to cope with the introduction of thousands of new homes. Again this needs to 
assessed and the cost of upgrading borne entirely by the residential developers, the relevant utility providers and public bodies.

As above The Infrastructure Delivery Plan will include the detailed requirements for infrastructure 
arising from proposed development in the Borough.  Additional transport work is being 
undertaken that will provide a clearer picture of what infrastructure is required to support 
the spatial strategy.

GOSE 3.2.117 ALSO RELATES TO SECTION 4.11.  Paragraph 3.2.116 and table 4 set out your currently known infrastructure requirements.  We would suggest that 
you consider the advice on infrastructure planning set out on the PAS website, in terms of setting out the information and the level of detail needed, in 
an Infrastructure Delivery Plan. You have included infrastructure requirements in the broader sense which is to be welcomed and not referred just to 
transport schemes, however, you do need to give consideration to the programme for delivery, the responsibility for provision, i.e., key partners, and 
how schemes will be funded. This information is not included in Table 4. You need to clearly identify the critical infrastructure which is necessary to 
deliver the strategy. We strongly advise you to address this issue in order that the core strategy is supported by an evidence base which can secure 
delivery of the amount of development proposed for your borough, taking account of its type and distribution (see PPS12 paragraph 4.8). The outcome 
of the infrastructure planning process should inform the core strategy and be part of a robust evidence base (PPS12, paragraph 4.10).  Local 
authorities should undertake timely, effective and conclusive discussions with key infrastructure providers when preparing a core strategy (PPS12, 
paragraph 4.10). However, it is recognised that the budgeting processes of different agencies may mean that less information may be available when 
the core strategy is being prepared than would be ideal. Therefore, it is important that the core strategy makes proper provision for this uncertainty and 
does not place undue reliance on critical elements of infrastructure whose funding is unknown. The test is whether there is a reasonable prospect of 
provision. Contingency planning may be necessary where provision is uncertain (PPS12 paragraph 4.10). If there is any uncertainty, we strongly 
suggest that you address this issue.

The evidence base was not available to be able to provide this information at the time of 
the Regulation 25 consultation.  Work is being carried out to identify the infrastructure 
requirements to support future development in the Borough.

Mr Stead 3.2.117 Conditionally 
support

We support the current requirement within the infrastructure for the need for â€œnew or expanded places of worshipâ€. 1. As such a need is present already, how 
much more will there be a need once the 
establishment of the 9,300 new dwellings, 
outlined in the policy, is well under way? 
This commitment is supported by the 
adopted South Plan which states 
"Sustainable communities depend on the 
effective delivery of community 
infrastructure. Given the expected growth in 
the regionâ€™s population, there will 
inevitably be a need 
for......additional....places of 
worship." (Section 15, paragraph 29). Also, 
Section 5, Cross Cutting Policies, 
paragraph 22 directs " Implementation of a 
strategy that ties together additional 
population growth and movement with 
supporting infrastructure" including, places 
of worship. This need for new facilties 
catering for additional population growth 
needs to be met by this policy. 2. 
Additionally, the phrase â€œfor certain 
religious groupsâ€ is used. What would the 
criteria for assessment be to identify these 
â€œcertain religious groupsâ€? We would 
like to see a change in the wording to â
€œfor those religious groups that 
demonstrate a clear need for new or 
expanded facilitiesâ€.

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan will need to consider in detail the future requirements for 
places of worship.  As part of work on this, a letter was sent to all religious organisations 
and places of worship operating in the Borough in November 2008 to find out what their 
future infrastructure planning needs were.

3.2.117 Object The table identifies currently known infrastructure requirements and indicates that developers will be expected to make contributions to a range of 
identified requirements. This includes â€œun-funded transport schemes, required to deliver the overall spatial-strategyâ€. Contributions should only be 
sought where these meet the relevant tests for planning obligations set out in Circular 05/05, which includes that obligations must be â€œnecessaryâ€, 
â€œrelevantâ€ and â€œreasonably related in scale and kindâ€. Depending on the nature and scale of development contributions may be required 
towards those identified infrastructure requirements. However, the Core Strategy should not be based on an assumption that developers will pay for â
€œun-funded schemesâ€ where there is no requirement or basis for this and/or the level of funding makes development unviable.

Additional supporting text should be 
included to clarify the basis on which s106 
contributions would be sought having 
regard to Circular 05/05 tests and 
development viability, as referred to in 
section 6.1.15 of the Core Strategy

Agree that the background text needs to reflect the changes to planning obligations, the 
introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy and the issue of development viability.  

Mr Feetam 3.2.117 Conditionally 
support

Sport England welcomes the reference to the PPG17 study and therefore the inclusion of sporting provision under the social infrastructure heading. It is 
hoped that the PPG17 study will provide the necessary robust evidence base to provide clear infrastructure requirements to feed into the Regulation 27 
document.

. Noted.  It is intended that the PPG17 study will set out clear open space, sport and 
recreation infrastructure requirements for the LDF.

Ms Wilson 3.2.117 Conditionally 
support

Table 4: Currently Known Infrastructure Requirements (page 51-52) The regeneration of the Thames Gateway will generate a large quantity of waste 
and place additional pressure on waste infrastructure. The demolition, excavation and construction of new development alone will generate an 
additional 70 million tonnes of waste. There will also be a significant rise in domestic, commercial and industrial waste produced during the operation of 
new developments. Waste needs to be managed sustainably and all opportunities taken for exploitation. Further work is planned through the â€˜Eco-
Region: a Prospectusâ€™ to investigate opportunities to expand the â€˜Pathway to Zero Wasteâ€™ initiative and support â€˜WRAP Construction 
Commitment: Halving Waste to Landfillâ€™. These initiatives involve South East of England Development Agency, Environment Agency and WRAP. 
Unlike other environmental topics this policy contains no specific chapter to cover waste or recycling. There are minor references to waste through the 
document under topic areas (Waste management is referenced under Public Services in section 3.2.117 and under Climate Change section 3.2.77), 
but none primarily referring to waste. Whilst it is true that some waste matters will be covered by the County, for example the document makes no 
reference to the use of recycled materials or materials with recycled content in the construction of new properties. A policy to advocate this would bring 
environmental benefits as such materials have a lower embedded energy content than their virgin counterparts. Energy used in their extraction, 
processing and transportation are minimised and thus they can contribute to carbon savings in the construction of new developments. We would 
encourage minimum levels of recycled content to be adopted by the council for new build. Research by Wrap has found that recycled content of 20% is 
easily achievable by product substitution at no extra cost, and higher recycled contents of 30% are attainable through best practice materials 
specification. Referring to Table 4, Flood Defences section, it would appear that the known infrastructure requirement do not accurately reflect the 
recommendations in the Thames Estuary 2100 (TE2100) document. The proposed new developments must not just be protected for the planning 
period but beyond this timescale.

- Agree that the issue of waste needs to be more clearly addressed.  Also agree that 
the table should be amended to accurately reflect the recommendations in the 
TE2100 document. We will need to liase with KCC as the waste planning authority. 
There is also a recognition that inert waste is needed to delivery some of the 
strteagic sites, e.g. landraising.  

Mr Trimmer 3.2.117 Object Whilst in many cases it might be appropriate for flood gates to be replaced with solid defences, care needs to be taken with a blanket approach like 
this. For example, flood gates provide an essential access to the PLA's facility at Denton Wharf and London River House. If a solid defence was to be 
constructed in these locations it would seriously constrain the PLA's activities. (N.B. Same comments made in relation to 3.2.83)

Seek to replace flood gates with solid 
defence where appropriate, i.e. not where it 
will interfere with river related facilities such 
as the PLA's facilities at Denton and 
London River House.

Agree.  Text to be amended.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Fuller 3.2.118 Conditionally 
support

You may also be ware if you live in Kent that the provision of drinking water can be a problem in hot summers. With all the proposed new residential 
development where is all the additional water likely to come from? The demand is likely to increase dramatically with the development of the proposed 
Thames Corridor and not only is the provision of water likely to be an issue but also the disposal once used. Are there proposals for new water 
treatment works or improvements to the existing? I have asked these questions of some developers already but none seem to have proper answers 
only to say that the water authority has been told to make adequate provision. Presumably the same applies to Electricity and Gas? If you read the 
National Press then there are worries already that the existing demand might not be met let alone an increase to what is envisaged in the Thames 
Corridor.

NA The infrastructure providers, including Southern Water, Thames Water, EDF Energy and 
Scotland Gas Networks, have been consulted on the Core Strategy and the draft SLAA.  
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan will include the detailed requirements for infrastructure 
arising from proposed development in the Borough.

Mr Fuller 3.2.118 Conditionally 
support

A new Hospital does not seem to be included in the proposals although I see that a possible new Burials Site has been suggested. The Darent Valley 
Hospital had a shortfall of beds when opened when compared to the hospitals which closed at the same time. Are there any proposals for a new 
Hospital in this area with A&E provision? If not are the planners satisfied that the existing facilities, which are already stretched in my opinion, will cope?

NA There are no plans for a new hospital in the area with A&E provision.  The West Kent 
Primary Care Trust is responsible for providing advice in relation to the health needs of 
the existing and future population.  The PCT has not identified the need for any additional 
hospital provision.

Mr Fuller 3.2.119 Conditionally 
support

The traffic generated by the proposed residential and commercial development will add to already congested roads, particularly at peak times. The 
massive new development in the pits as Swanscombe will for instance will exit onto Southfleet Road which is currently little more than a lane and at a 
busy roundabout at Bluewater. Having spoken to a representative of the developer Land Securities, I am told that the impact is predicted to be small. In 
any event there were apparently contingency plans but he couldnâ€™t elaborate. I get the impression that the priority here is making as much money 
as possible from the development and worry about the consequences later. How do you see the increased traffic movement being dealt with? Do you 
agree that the roads around the Borough are already nearing saturation point at peak times?

NA The planning permission for Ebbsfleet took account of the transport impacts of the 
proposal and the advice of the Highways Agency and Kent Highways Services, and 
there will infrastructure triggers within the respective planning permissions. It is a 
complex area and it is not just the Ebbsfleet that is expected to contribute to 
infrastructure development. For example, the Northfleet West Sub Station 
development, which is located within Dartford Borough, is also expected to 
contribute towards the costs of the Southfleet Road Study and to the Southfleet 
Road improvements.

Mr Stead 3.2.121 Support We are pleased to note the policy highlights the "important role" that places of worship play in "the social and cultural infrastructure of a settlement". We 
support the notion that these community facilities "can add vibrancy to communities and can often provide a focus for activities and foster community 
spirit, and indeed represent essential ingredients contributing to the quality of life for many residents." This is in harmony with the objectives laid out in 
your policy to â€˜ensure a strong and healthy societyâ€™ [1.3.6], â€˜the priority to foster vibrant and cohesive communitiesâ€™ [2.4.20] and â
€˜community cohesionâ€™ [2.5.11]. The preservation and expansion of places of worship is entirely in line with the adopted South East Planâ€™s 
direction. For example, page 186, POLICY S6: COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE, paragraph 15.29 Sustainable communities depend on the effective 
delivery of community infrastructure. Given the expected growth in the regionâ€™s population, there will inevitably be a need for additional investment 
in community infrastructure - childcare, community centres, village halls, places of worship, fire and rescue stations, leisure centres, libraries, police 
stations, prison provision, social services facilities, and waste and recycling facilities.

No changes required Support appreciated

Ms Freeman 3.2.121 Object For clarity and greater certainty of intended outcomes and so that guidelines are clear and consistent, a definition of community facilities should be 
included. It is important that your interpretation is understood in the context of your policies which are intended to serve as clear statements to let 
communities, developers and others know the basis and criteria by which planning decisions will be made by Local Planning Authorities.

We recommend the description 
"Community facilities provide for the health, 
welfare, social, educational and spiritual 
needs of the community and include 
hospitals, libraries, schools, churches, 
police, fire stations."

Agree that a definition should be included.  Text to be amended.

Ms Emerson 3.2.122 Object I am concerned that the plan to designate a new burial ground in Gravesham will lead to the Dashwood Recreation ground next to the existing 
cemetery being built on. This is another urban green space which should be left as it is.

- It is not intended to develop Dashwood Recreation ground.  The Crematorium and Burial 
Facilities baseline report identifies sites to the east of Gravesend as potentially being 
suitable for a new cemetery.

GOSE 3.2.124 Reference is made to section 106 agreements (Town & Country Planning Act 1990). The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations came into force 
on 6th April 2010. A Planning Obligations consultation paper was recently published for comment.

Noted.  Text to be amended.

3.2.131 Object Table 4 and text accompanying Core Strategy Policy 6 includes numerous references to infrastructure that developers 'will be expected' to provide or 
support including transport, affordable housing, education, health, social infrastructure, libraries etc. Paragraph 3.2.125 notes that an SPD will be 
produced setting out 'what developers will be required to provide'. Reference needs to be made to the tests within circular 05/05 for the use of s106 
agreements. In particular the need for a flexible approach should be identified taking account of the viability of development and the ability to make the 
required contributions, particularly on complex brownfield sites and in light of the challenging economic conditions as identified elsewhere at paragraph 
3.2.284. In considering viability attention must also be paid to the phasing of development and contributions.

Paragraphs 3.124 and 3.125 need to set 
out a more flexible approach to 
contributions noting that the impact on 
viability will be taken into account and that 
contributions must b to make development 
acceptable in planning terms, are 
necessary, relevant to planning, directly 
related to the proposed development, 
directly related to the proposed 
development, fairly and reasonably related 
in scale and kind to the proposed 
development and reasonable in all other 
respects.

Agree that the background text needs to reflect the changes to planning obligations, the 
introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy and the issue of development viability.  

Mr Manns 3.2.131 Object Core Strategy Policy 6: Physical and Social Infrastructure The policy wording needs to be changed to include the requirement that the cost of 
infrastructure delivery is to be borne by the developer and provided prior to any development taking place. The Policy needs to include a Manage and 
Invest Strategy as recommended by the South East Plan. This section should encourage the creation of renewable sources of energy as a way of 
meeting demand for energy in the future including CHP.

As above Agree and the text will be amended except for renewable energy which is covered by 
Core Strategy Policy 4 Climate Change.

Miss Shier 3.2.131 Conditionally 
support

A Planning Obligations and Infrastructure SPD will be produced to replace the current interim document. Gravesham will need to consider the 
relationship of this proposed SPD to the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations and clarify whether it intends to pursue the Community 
Infrastructure Levy route. If not then the Council will need to consider how it will respond to proposed changes to the Section 106 regime especially in 
the collection of development contributions. The Core Strategy should set the framework and provide the context for the Planning Obligations SPD. In 
particular it should explain, in the supporting text, the matters that need to be dealt with: prioritisation of funds; forward funding of infrastructure 
payments; indexation; pooling of monies; trigger points for phased payments on large sites; auditing and monitoring and model forms of agreement. 
The approach taken in South East Plan Policy CC7 should be used as regards the effective management of facilities. In some circumstances it may be 
necessary for reasons of service efficiency to close a particular facility and provide the service in an alternative and more cost effective manner. KCC 
acknowledges and generally supports the approach taken on viability. The Council is concerned however, that viability is now being used in many 
instances to resist all development contributions, particularly on smaller sites, where the cumulative impact is often disregarded. Viability needs to be 
balanced with identified need. In some cases planning permission has been granted or sites included in LDF allocations documents, where there is no 
evidence of how the necessary infrastructure might be funded. In consequence there may be significant funding gaps particularly where no other 
external funding streams have been identified. Gravesham has a number of very large and strategically significant sites where negotiations are either in 
hand or about to commence. It is essential that viability issues are critically challenged before planning applications are determined, where arguments 
might be used to refute all claims for community infrastructure contributions due to other externalities and costs relating to off-site physical 
infrastructure, such as transport. A total package needs to be agreed to ensure that sustainable communities result from the extensive developments 
now being promoted. A partnership approach will be required. The recognition given to the impact of the ageing population and the needs of older 
people is welcomed. As people get older; more people need to be supported to live independently in their own home. More people will require 
assistance to enable them to live independently for longer. The government's Independent Living agenda is about enabling older people (and other 
vulnerable groups) to live independently and to be part of their community for longer. Facilities and infrastructure such as community hubs, specialist 
housing etc to help older people to live independently need to be taken fully into account. Special needs housing and specially adapted housing is also 
essential. There are many different client groups who require different types of housing, such as Lifetime Homes, wheelchair accessible homes, extra 
care sheltered housing. Social infrastructure is important to prevent social isolation; reference should be made to the need for community halls, places 
where people can meet and for agencies both statutory and voluntary can provide services.

As above Noted.  Agree that the Core Strategy policy should set the context for the Planning 
Obligations and Infrastructure SPD.  Gravesham Borough Council looks forward to 
receiving the evidence base from Kent County Council on existing and future 
infrastructure needs to be able to take forward its Infrastructure Planning work and the 
SPD.

Mr Feetam 3.2.131 Support Sport England supports this policy which seeks to protect and promote physical and social Infrastructure. . Support appreciated
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Initial officer comment

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.131 Object This policy should reflect: The introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Whilst facilities may be lost, alternative provision or replacement 
may well respond to the mitigation of development proposals satisfactorily. Any mitigation required to off-set the impacts of proposed development must 
satisfy the tests set out in the Obligations Circular, including a robustly based need being established, with contributions being directly related to the 
development proposed.

- Agree that the background text needs to reflect the introduction of the Community 
Infrastructure Levy and changes to planning obligations.

Ms Wilson 3.2.131 Conditionally 
support

We support sections 3.2.131 â€“ 3.2.134 but believe this policy should be amended to state that the infrastructure must be in place to support new 
development.

- Agree.  Text to be amended.

Mr Rayner 3.2.131 Support It remains essential to emphasise the provision of supporting infrastructure, including water supplies, waste services, education, health facilities and 
transport in all future developments.

- Support appreciated

Mr Sims 3.2.131 Support Southern Water would always require adequate water and wastewater infrastructure to be in place in advance of the development or certainly a co-
ordinated phased implementation during development. Co-ordinating the rate of development with provision of water and wastewater infrastructure will 
help to ensure that a high level of service can be maintained to both new and existing customers. If development takes place before the necessary 
infrastructure is available, new and existing customers may experience unsatisfactory levels of service.

- Support appreciated

Mr Smith 3.2.131 Support The MPA welcome the support to activities that protect, retain or enhance physical and social infrastructure which includes the police as outlined in 
Table 4.

- Support appreciated

Miss Shier 3.2.132 Conditionally 
support

This statement needs to reflect the approach taken in SEP CC7 as regards the effective management of facilities. In some circumstances it may be 
necessary for reasons of service efficiency to close a particular facility and provide the service in an alternative and more cost effective manner.

As above Agree.  Text to be amended.

Miss Shier 3.2.133 Conditionally 
support

It would be helpful if the Council could clarify what is meant by the phraseâ€ planning permission will only be granted where suitable arrangements 
have been made for the provision of improved... infrastructureâ€ and what arrangements it would accept as being in compliance with this term.

As above Agree that the policy should be clarified to require the provision of essential infrastructure 
necessary to serve the development.

GOSE 3.2.135 ALSO RELATES TO PARAGRAPH 3.2.70.  You make reference to the provision of a crematorium in the green belt. You are advised to take account of 
PPG2 (paragraph 3.4) which sets out that the construction of new buildings within the green belt is inappropriate unless it is for the types of uses then 
set out, with paragraph 3.5 providing further guidance on essential facilities.

It is understood that crematoria are not within the list of buildings/uses appropriate in the 
Green Belt and that very special circumstances would need to be demonstrated to justify 
such a facility.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.135 Object CPRE Protect Kent has reviewed the draft report entitled 'Future Requirements in Relation to Cremation and Burial Facilities: Evidence Base and Site 
Search Methodology' dated December 2009. We note the recommendation given in paragraph 7.8 of the draft report that in regard to the provision of a 
crematorium "no further action be taken at this stage but that the situation be kept under review, particularly in relation to capacity at existing facilities 
within adjoining areas and any plans to bring forward new crematoria elsewhere on Kent Thameside."As explained in the draft report (paragraph 5.11), 
a crematorium does not fall within the categories of development considered acceptable within the Green Belt. Consequently very special 
circumstances would have to be shown to exist to justify the identification of a site in the LDF. In the light of the recommendation in the draft report, we 
consider that such 'very special circumstances' cannot be claimed until all other possible options that would not involve development in the Green Belt 
have been thoroughly explored. We would not oppose the Core Strategy identifying the potential need for a crematorium as an issue, and stating that a 
site may need to be identified subject to further assessment of all the options. However, we do not consider that this is a piece of infrastructure that 
should be the subject of a strategic allocation in the Core Strategy as it cannot be " considered central to the achievement of the strategy" (paragraph 
4.6 of PPS12). Also, as we state above, the very special circumstances to justify such an allocation have not been demonstrated. Therefore, in terms of 
potential site identification, at most this is a matter that the Core Strategy should defer for further detailed consideration through the preparation of the 
Site Allocations DPD.

A crematorium should not be allocated in 
the Core Strategy.

Agree that very special circumstances would need to be demonstrated to justify the 
location of a crematorium within the Green Belt and that the evidence to support this is not 
currently available.

Mrs Martin 3.2.135 Conditionally 
support

The Council gives conditional support to Core Policy 6 paragraphs 3.2.131 to 3.2.134. The Council would generally support the provision of a 
Crematorium provided it was appropriately sited and did not result in increased traffic on rural roads.

- Support appreciated.  Comments in relation to a proposed crematorium are noted.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.135 Conditionally 
support

The Society supports the Core Policies for Physical and Social Infrastructure as set out in paragraphs 3.2.131 to 3.2.134. The Society would suport the 
provision of a crematorium provided it was appropriately sited including in the Green Belt proving it did not result in the loss of high grade agricultural 
land, important wildlife habitat and the access was direct from a major road.

- Support appreciated.  Comments in relation to a proposed crematorium are noted.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTUREGREEN INFRASTRUCTUREGREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Couves 3.2.136 Conditionally 

support
The countryside east of Gravesend is a fabulous opportunity to enhance a resource for the urban community, removing pylons and other industrial and 
mineral scars. A crossing in this landscape would be uniquely damaging due to the vast scale of the flat river marsh landscape. It would be seen for 
miles. The special ecology of this area, particularly for migrating birds is at risk from such a project. Instead there should be clear proposals to enhance 
this exceptional landscape and ecology - the countryside of Great Expectations.

- Noted.  The Green Infrastructure SPD will consider opportunities to improve provision 
across the Borough as a whole.  The Government is giving consideration into ways to 
address capacity constraints at the Dartford-Thurrock River Crossing.  This includes the 
option of a link to the east of Gravesend.  Gravesham Borough Council has responded 
that this option is not acceptable on environmental grounds.

GOSE 3.2.137 You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy Environment” was recently published for comment. Noted
Mr Feetam 3.2.139 Object Comment only. It would be useful for this section to indicate the nature of provision included within the 'green space' definition as set out in 

Development Management Policy 6.
See above. Agree that a definition should be included.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.154 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Core Strategy Policy 7. None Support appreciated
Mr Feetam 3.2.154 Support Sport England supports the protection and enhancement of the green infrastructure network of green spaces and the green grid links between them. 

However, as mentioned under paragraph 3.2.139 it would be useful for the supporting text to define what is included in 'green space' or show a clear 
link to the list of provision set out under Development Management Policy 6.

. Agree that a definition should be included.

Miss Shier 3.2.154 Conditionally 
support

The word maintained should be included. Protected, enhanced and maintained As above Agree.  Text to be amended.

Miss Shier 3.2.154 Conditionally 
support

The Green Grid network has the potential to contribute greatly to the protection and enhancement of the heritage of the Borough). There are currently 
underused assets which need to be fully accessible to the public to secure further tourism spend. There is also opportunity for the two Boroughâ€™s 
premier heritage assets, the Ebbsfleet valley, with its archaeological sites of national importance including the nationally important Springhead Roman 
town and the development of the A2 Linear Park to be linked via a heritage trail, and supported by interpretation materials, that would link the riverside 
with the countryside south of the A2. It is considered that reference to wildlife or biodiversity should be included in the Spatial Objectives particularly 
SO7 Built, Historic and Natural Environment or SO8 â€“ Climate Change to sit alongside the elements of CP7 which provide for no net loss of 
biodiversity which are supported. The supporting text to CP7 should include reference to the high biodiversity value often exhibited by brownfield sites. 
Biodiversity should be promoted and enhanced and incorporated into new developments creating space for wildlife. Connectivity between habitats is 
also important.

As above Agree that biodiversity should be referred to in SO7 Built, Historic and Natural 
Environment.  It is considered that the other references to biodiversity are too detailed to 
be included in the background text of a Core Strategy policy and should instead be used 
in support of Development Management Policy 8 Biodiversity and Geological Diversity.

Ms Wilson 3.2.154 Conditionally 
support

We support this policy however there is no reference to new GI or the potential for new GI. It currently only refers to the protection and enhancement of 
existing GI networks etc. Once amended as suggested we would fully support this policy.

- Agree that the policy should refer to the provision of new green infrastructure.

Mrs Martin 3.2.154 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.154 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Hanna 3.2.154 Conditionally 

support
Naturally England is generally very supportive of this policy but with one minor amendment as detailed below. Paragraph 3.2.156 should make reference 

to the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty Management Plan.

Agree.  Text to be amended.
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Initial officer comment

Ms Salmon 3.2.154 Conditionally 
support

The Trust is very impressed by this comprehensive policy and would welcome the opportunity to work in partnership with Gravesham Borough Council 
to deliver the Green Infrastructure within the urban environment. We would wish to be consulted on the PPG17 Assessment and would recommend that 
the recommendations contained within the Graveshamâ€™s Parks Report be integrated into any management plans prepared for the open spaces. 
Within Paragraph 3.2.144 there is a vision to connect the pedestrian and cycle paths to the local and long distance countryside trails. Although the 
Trust would support this in principal as we recognise the value contact with nature has to peoples health and wellbeing, we would caution Gravesham 
Borough Council to ensure access that may lead onto the European sites and associated areas used by designated species is factored into the HRA 
with any impacts due to disturbance being avoided or fully compensated within Core Strategy policy. We welcome the commitment to adopt the 
Biodiversity Opportunity Areas as this will increase all designated sites resilience to development pressures, extend rare priority habitats within the area 
and provide further connected habitat to aid in the survival of the rich community of Priority species present within Gravesham Borough. The Trust 
congratulates Gravesham Borough Council on the clarity of the Green Infrastructure map. This demonstrates admirably the connections between the 
urban and rural Green Infrastructure. The movement corridors roughly correspond to those identified within the Gravesham Parks Report. We would 
recommend that preferably within the submission Core Strategy a detailed urban Green Infrastructure is formulated. If timescales do not allow this work 
to be completed this should be incorporated within the proposed SPD. We would suggest that the following changes be incorporated into CP7 to 
strengthen this policy still further. There will be no net loss of biodiversity and geological diversity in the Borough, and opportunities to enhance restore 
and re-create habitats will be sought, especially in the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas and within new development. Work is needed to formulate policy 
regarding the delivery of the urban Green Grid and the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas. This should include clear targets and time scales, identification 
of funding streams and will require partnership working from different interest groups, public bodies, communities and developers to achieve these 
ambitious aims. The Trust would feel privileged to be part of this delivery partnership.

- Support appreciated.  It is unlikely that a detailed urban Green Infrastructure map will be 
developed for the submission stage but this is likely to be included in the proposed SPD.  
Agree to proposed change to the policy.  Agree that further work is required in relation to 
the implementation of the policy.

Mrs McBean 3.2.154 Support Comments relate to summary document Some interesting ideas are included, which would surely gain support. Eg: â€¢ Protecting and enhancing 
existing parks ,etc, pg 8

NA Support appreciated

Mr Smith 3.2.154 Conditionally 
support

The MPA conditionally support the provision of a multifunctional network of green spaces and the green grid links but this should be expanded to reflect 
the need to not conflict with commercial and other sensitive uses. The Metropolitan Police Service Training Centre is considered of national importance 
and would not function if public access is granted across the firing range area. Therefore the MPA recommend that any future Green Grid proposals 
should be mindful of the training centre's operational need and that no public access should be provided across its range area.

Expand/reword to refer to the need to not 
conflict with commercial and other sensitive 
uses.

This is a detailed matter not relevant to a Core Strategy policy and should instead be used 
in support of Development Management Policy 7 Green Grid.

Miss Shier 3.2.155 Conditionally 
support

The word maintained should be included. Enhance, restore, re-create and maintain habitats. It should not only be in the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas 
that habitats are created â€“ habitats should be created throughout the borough and in addition provide connectivity to the site.

As above Agree.  Text to be amended.

Mr Veasey 3.2.155 Conditionally 
support

Policy NRM5 of the South East Plan sets out that local planning authorities should actively pursue opportunities to achieve a net gain in biodiversity 
across the region, and the core strategy will need to address this. Policies should clarify that the degree of protection for a site will be appropriate to its 
status of in terms of its international or national importance as per Policy NRM5.

- The policy should result in a net gain in biodiversity, especially when implemented in 
conjunction with the Green Infrastructure SPD.  Agree that the degree of protection for a 
site will depend on its importance and the policy will be changed accordingly.

HERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTHERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTHERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTHERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
Mr Lloyd 3.2.175 Conditionally 

support
CPRE Protect Kent generally support Core Strategy Policy 8, but we consider that the words "will accord a high priority" are a little weak and do not 
reflect the more positive wording of Strategic Objective SO7 that "ensures the protection and enhancement ...". The opening sentence of the Policy 
needs to be re-worded.

The start of the opening sentence should 
be amended to read as follows:"The 
Borough Council will protect and enhance 
the architectural, heritage and historic 
environment, recognising that it is a non-
renewable resource and central ....".

Conditional support welcomed.  Accept rewording of policy and amend accordingly.

Miss Shier 3.2.175 Conditionally 
support

The inclusion of a specific policy on heritage and the historic environment is welcomed, in particular, the recognition given to the need to protect the 
historic environment as an asset in its own right, but also as a contributor to regeneration, tourism and as an important element in the boroughâ€™s 
sense of place. The text rightly emphasizes the importance of non-designated assets, whether archaeological sites or locally listed buildings, parks or 
gardens. It is noted that the Borough Council plans to revise its locally listed buildings in due course and look forward to including these on the County 
Historic Environment Record. The locally listed parks and gardens (from the Kent Compendium of Historic Parks and Gardens) are also important and it 
is suggested that the Borough Council consider carrying out a review of its locally listed parks and gardens similar to that recently carried out by 
Tunbridge Wells Borough Council. This would enable greater confidence in the local listing and also provide an opportunity to add new assets. The 
policy identifies the heritage assets of the Borough as crucial to the regeneration of the area. This is indeed so but there is a risk that if key assets are 
not made fully accessible to the public then the potential of the town may be under-developed. Although open to the public, New Tavern Fort, Milton 
Chantry and Shornemead Fort are underused at present. Targeted investment here would help secure the tourism spend in the town that will be at the 
heart of its regeneration and will deter some of the anti-social behaviour that these locations are occasionally plagued by. There are many elements of 
the historic landscape that give character to the Borough and which should be conserved and if possible enhanced. The Kent Historic Landscape 
Characterisation (2001) identifies the broad historic character of the landscape of Kent and this study is an essential resource for consideration of the 
landscape impact of new development. The Borough would benefit, however, from a more detailed survey to make the information more relevant at a 
local level.

As above Conditional support and accompanying advice welcomed.

Mrs Martin 3.2.175 Support - - Support welcomed
Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.175 Support - - Support welcomed
Ms McDade 3.2.175 Conditionally 

support
EHEL notes that paragraph 3.2.160 acknowledges that the Gravesend has been designated a major growth area within the Thames Gateway, which 
means major regeneration schemes are likely to come forward in the Town Centre. However, the Council states that its heritage as a historic riverside 
town should be a firm basis upon which to found the vision for the future of Gravesend (para. 3.2.161). EHEL has developed the current proposals for 
the Heritage Quarter in detailed consultation with English Heritage, GBC Conservation Officers, And other key stakeholders to respect the heritage of 
the Town Centre. In this respect, EHEL notes the objectives of the draft policy to accord a high priority toward the preservation and enhancement of the 
architectural, heritage and historic environment, and place it central to regeneration and promoting the identity of the Town Centre. EHEL considers that 
the preservation of heritage assets should be one of a number of key considerations in the assessment of regeneration in Gravesend Town Centre, 
although considers it should be given equal weight to other economic and planning benefits that a comprehensive regeneration scheme can deliver. 
Nevertheless, EHEL considers that the current proposals for the Heritage Quarter accord with this draft policy.

- Conditional support welcomed.  Whilst weight should also be accorded other economic 
and planning benefits, the conservation heritage of the borough should remain a key 
factor in assisting the development and enhancement of  distinctive sense of place that 
can set Gravesham apart from other locations in the wider Thames Gateway.

EDUCATION SKILLS AND LEARNINGEDUCATION SKILLS AND LEARNINGEDUCATION SKILLS AND LEARNING
Mr Manns 3.2.180 Support Education skills and learning 3.2.180 Kimberly-Clark supports the Core Strategyâ€™s inclusion of a Learning and Skills Strategy and the aim of 

delivering sustainable employment based regeneration. This approach therefore needs to include the recognition that existing businesses can assist in 
this and help provide a range of opportunities for a variety of skills.

As above Support appreciated.  Agree that the role of local businesses in improving the local skills 
base should be acknowledged.

Miss Shier 3.2.189 Conditionally 
support

The document mentions support for improvements to special educational needs (SEN) as appropriate. In line with national strategies on learning 
disability, mental health (about to be published on autism) and employment we need to ensure that we are growing the presumption of employability 
amongst these groups that face the greatest risk of social exclusion and this needs to be happening from primary school. Also need to ensure that SEN 
provision is supporting pathways to employmen

As above Noted.  No change to text required.

Mr Lynes 3.2.191 Conditionally 
support

Employ Kent Thameside itself will require additional funding in order to support these objectives through to 2026 to enable it to successfully continue to 
deliver training and job brokerage services out of neutral sites guaranteeing that it continues to engage the harder to reach residents in job related 
training, progression to employment and job related skills enhancement.

- Noted.  No change to text required.

Mr Feetam 3.2.196 Support Sport England supports the policy commitment to work with KCC and all relevant partners to develop a comprehensive extended school service within 
Gravesham.

. Support appreciated

Mr Manns 3.2.196 Support Core Strategy Policy 9: Education, Skills and Learning Kimberly-Clark supports the policy in principle. As above Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 3.2.196 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.196 Support - - Support appreciated
Ms Salmon 3.2.196 Conditionally 

support
For information the grounds of education facilities provide an important resource for Green Infrastructure as well as providing a learning opportunity for 
natural history if enhanced for biodiversity.

- Noted

ECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENTECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENTECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENT
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Initial officer comment

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.197 Conditionally 
support

Land Securities is committed to the delivery of a sustainable community at Ebbsfleet Valley and, as part of this, the creation of a new business location 
focused mainly around the stations. However, given the scale and density of development needed to fulfil the ultimate vision, to kick-start the 
employment element of Ebbsfleet Valley will need a significant pre-let commitment. To date this has not been achieved but Land Securities remains 
committed to achieving this. It is therefore right for the Core Strategy to consider different employment build-out rates at Ebbsfleet to reflect possible 
market conditions. Land Securities is reviewing its own expectations for Ebbsfleet presently and so no specific comments are made in relation to the 
analysis set out in the Reg 25 Consultation document but may well wish to discuss matters with Officers in due course.

- Conditional support and offer to discuss issue of different build out rates for Ebbsfleet 
relative to market conditions is welcomed.

Mr Manns 3.2.197 Support Para 3.2.197 Kimberly-Clark supports the reference made to the Regional Economic Strategy and its recognition that the economic health of the region 
will be underpinned by global competitiveness, smart growth and sustainable prosperity. These principal components of economic growth should be 
taken forward within the Gravesham Core Strategy with careful thought given to how they can be applied effectively and successfully at the local level 
including with individual firms and businesses.

As above Support welcomed.

Mr Manns 3.2.199 Conditionally 
support

Para 3.2.199 Kimberly-Clark supports the approach whereby Gravesham is promoted as a place where enterprise can thrive in a sustainable and 
responsible way by building upon the specific strengths of the local area including that of transport connectivity, the employee skills base and 
environmental quality. This focus on enterprise is, for Kimberly Clark, centred on a flexible policy approach that recognises that industrial and 
manufacturing practices are not stagnant but characterised by constant change set within a competitive global economic environment. In order to foster 
the economic competitiveness of Gravesham, the Core Strategy should introduce a flexible and enabling policy approach that allows global firms such 
as Kimberly-Clark to respond quickly and proactively to industrial, manufacturing, distribution or technological changes. This approach would accord 
with Policy RE1 of the adopted South East Plan that advises â€œLocal Planning Authorities (to) ensure that Local Development Documents will be 
sufficiently flexible to respond positively to changes in the global economy and the changing economic needs of the region.â€

As above Conditional support welcomed.  The policy approach set out in the LDF document is 
intended to reflect that of the RES and the South East Plan by being responsive and alert 
to the needs of modern business whilst recognising the local context within which that 
business takes place.  A thriving local economy and creation of a variety of high quality 
well paid job opportunities is vital for the future well being of the borough hence the input 
from one of its major employers is valuable.  Overall, it is considered that the policy 
approach set out in the document provides for the flexibility required by modern business 
by attempting to provide the environment within which they can adapt and respond to 
changing circumstances.

Mrs McBean 3.2.199 Object (Comments relate to summary document0 â€¢ How do you plan to improve education and skills? Pg 7 NA The LDF should be read in the context of it being a reflection of wider co-operative 
working between regeneration partners on Kent Thameside where support for the 
enhancement of skills and training is necessary to support growth in the local economy 
and jobs.  The LDF has a part to play in this process by ensuring that sufficient land 
resources are kept available in the right places to support the provision of educational 
infrastructure and a high quality environment within which to teach and learn.

Mr Manns 3.2.202 Conditionally 
support

Para 3.2.202 The Core Strategy recognises that the supply of employment space in Gravesham is dominated by Class B2 and B8 industrial and 
warehouse type uses, with Class B1(a) office accommodation representing only a small proportion of overall supply. Policy EC2(b) of Planning Policy 
Statement 4 (PPS4) advises that Development Plan policies should â€œsupport existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are 
expanding or contracting and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in their area.â€ This existing pattern of 
over-supply of industrial and warehouse employment land compared to the under-supply of office accommodation suggests that in the past, 
Gravesham has not proactively responded to (perhaps through the introduction of an inflexible policy context) economic changes that would have 
allowed employment sites or land previously used for industrial or warehouse purposes to be redeveloped to provide contemporary office 
accommodation. It is imperative that the Core Strategy provides flexibility to allow such sites to be redeveloped for the type of employment floorspace 
for which there is a discernable demand. If Gravesham fails to provide sufficient flexibility, the Council risks artificially preventing changes in the type of 
employment space demanded by an ever changing global market.

As above Conditional support is welcomed.  3.2.202 is a statement of fact rather than intent but the 
comments provided are useful.  The approach in the LDF document is based on the 
Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study which looks at both the need for 
traditional B class employment sites and also the potential to release those which are 
redundant or poorly located.  Whilst there is currently a considerable supply of previously 
developed industrial land on the riverside, the spatial startegy set out in the LDF 
consultation document assigns this to a range of different uses.  The important point here 
is to maintain sufficient supply of a variety of quality sites to accomodate employment 
development and to provide reasonable choice so as not to constrain entrepreneurs from 
growing business.  It is considered here therefore that whilst there has been a significant 
oversupply in the past and a slow rate of market take-up, the spatial startegy set out in the 
LDF consultation provides an appropriate balance.

Mr Manns 3.2.203 Conditionally 
support

Para. 3.2.203 Kimberly-Clark would like to see the paragraph go further by not only recognising that the stock of employment land and sites in the 
Borough tends to be older than the regional average but simultaneously recognising that the role of the Core Strategy is to positively respond to this 
existing situation by supporting existing firms and businesses who wish to upgrade and improve their commercial and industrial sites and premises. 
This type of proactive and supportive policy approach towards the renewal of existing employment sites will meet a number of strategic aims set out 
within PPS4, the South East Plan and the Regional Economic Strategy including facilitating regional competitiveness; attracting high quality firms; and 
improving the environmental quality and attractiveness of the Borough. If the Core Strategy supports the improvement and upgrading of existing 
employment sites, the Borough will ultimately become a much more attractive location for regional, national and international businesses as a result of 
being able to offer to potential investors the right kind and type of employment sites and premises that are capable of providing contemporary 
accommodation of the highest quality and specifications.

As above 3.2.203 is once again a statement of fact and the point made here does not appear to be 
inconsistent with the aims and objectives of Core Strategy Policy 10 at 3.2.230 onwards.

Mr Manns 3.2.206 Support Para. 3.2.206 The wording is supported as it recognises that modern economic activity is exceptionally diverse and that the role of planning policy 
should not be to try to direct or control economic development but rather to provide a flexible and responsive framework that recognises that 
established global firms such as Kimberly-Clark should be provided with the level of support needed to allow them to respond to the changing needs of 
their business and market. This could be in terms of manufacturing processes; the storage of raw materials and goods; technological advances; 
increased market competitiveness; or the changing demands of consumers â€“ all of which can influence how a particular employment site can operate 
to the best of its ability in order to remain globally competitive.

As above Support welcomed.

Mr Manns 3.2.209 Support Para. 3.2.209 The wording is supported as it moves away from the more interventionist policy agenda of the past and towards a more flexible and 
supportive framework whereby Gravesham aims to respond positively to economic change and to support nationally and regionally important sectors. 
Kimberly-Clark is particularly welcoming of the emphasis placed upon the supportive role of the Council who have introduced a policy framework that 
provides firms and businesses with the ability to respond to changes in economic activity in a timely and proactive manner. This will ensure that 
Gravesham is promoted as a Borough where firms and businesses are provided with a supportive and flexible policy framework that recognises the 
plethora of changes in economic activity that must be responded to in order for them to remain financially viable and globally competitive. Para. 3.2.209 
The Core Strategy recognises that there is value in providing some policy protection to existing industrial and commercial employment sites that 
prevents them being lost to alternative non-employment uses. However, it is imperative that the Core Strategy introduces sufficient flexibility that allows 
sites and premises that were previously used for employment generating uses, but for which there is no longer a viable need, to be redeveloped for 
alternative uses. This is an important consideration as Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1) promotes as a key principle the more efficient use of 
previously developed land and buildings. Gravesham should therefore recognise that there will be occasions when employment sites or premises have 
lain vacant and that there is no realistic prospect for their re-use for employment purposes in the short to medium term. In such circumstances, it is 
important that policies set out in the Core Strategy allow for the sustainable and efficient re-use of previously developed land. This approach to 
protecting existing employment sites but allowing flexibility to allow for the introduction of alternative uses if it can be demonstrated that there is no 
demand, is clearly set out in para. 6.15 of the South East Plan which states that â€œas more goods are manufactured outside the UK there is an 
increasing need to protect the best industrial land as well as to make the most efficient use of existing and surplus industrial land.â€

As above Support welcomed.  Clearly, the LPA would wish to keep an adequate land supply 
available to support traditional B class employment floorspace and it would be 
inappropriate to allow alternative uses into areas which might constrain the continued 
operation of such employment forms.  However, Core Strategy Policy 10 allows for the 
loss of land to such uses where the premises are no longer suited for employment 
purposes; are incapable of being made suitable at a reasonable cost; and it has been 
shown there is no demand for it through an appropriate marketing exercise.

Mr Lynes 3.2.209 Support KTRP is pleased to see that priority is being given to the allocation of land for employment uses, and retaining existing employment sites. - Support welcomed.
Mr Manns 3.2.210 Support Para. 3.2.210 The wording is supported as it promotes the introduction of a range and mix of employment uses on individual sites. Such an approach is 

attractive to Kimberly-Clark both as a company who currently operate from a site that includes elements of industrial, warehousing and office based 
employment and in the context of changing industrial / manufacturing practices that may allow for the siteâ€™s reconfiguration or intensification to 
allow for the introduction of other employment generating uses alongside the existing.

As above Support welcomed.  Paragraph sets out policy as contained in adopted South East Plan.

Mr Manns 3.2.212 Conditionally 
support

Para. 3.2.212 This is a very important paragraph for Kimberly-Clark as it starts to consider the viability of employment sites in Gravesham and 
mechanisms for ensuring that barriers preventing their delivery, improvement or reconfiguration are removed. Kimberly-Clark would like to see much 
more detail included in the Core Strategy regarding how the Council would seek to support businesses in quickly and efficiently responding to changes 
in economic circumstances (PPS4). This is tied into ensuring that existing and future businesses who operate from Gravesham have the support of the 
Council to respond to changes in industrial and manufacturing processes. The Core Strategy must ensure that there is a sufficiently robust policy 
approach that supports businesses and firms in positively and proactively responding to changes in economic activity and identifying any barriers that 
may be present that could fetter the ability to do so.

As above Conditional support welcomed.  Discussions with Kimberly-Clark as a key employer and 
stakeholder would be useful in order that their future requirements could be better 
understood.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Manns 3.2.215 Conditionally 
support

Para. 3.2.215 The Core Strategy sets out realistic numbers of jobs that could be expected to be delivered over the period 2008-2026. In order to 
achieve these levels, the Core Strategy must provide flexibility to allow existing employment sites to be redeveloped, upgraded or reconfigured to 
provide the type of accommodation that is attractive to firms within the growth sectors of professional services, IT and banking and finance. This links 
back to para. 3.2.203 which identifies an over-supply of industrial and warehousing premises that do not offer the type of accommodation that is 
attractive to modern business occupiers. The Core Strategy should therefore support the more efficient use of sites used for industrial or warehousing 
purposes that have the potential to be reconfigured or intensified to introduce a mix of employment uses that includes an element of modern office 
accommodation. This approach accords with Policy RE3 of the adopted South East Plan which states that Local Authorities should â€œmake efficient 
use of existing and underused sites and premises, through increasing the intensity of use on accessible sites.â€ This approach meets a number of 
strategic aims through promoting the use of previously developed land (PPS1); introducing a mix of employment uses; promoting employment growth 
(PPS4); and facilitating a shift in employment floorspace from an over-dominance of industrial and warehousing accommodation towards larger 
floorplate buildings offering space for modern office occupiers.

As above Conditional support is welcomed, although it should be recognised that not all sites would 
be suitable for large floor plate buildings for modern office development as the 
juxtaposition of there with large scale B2 type employment may not be acceptable.  The 
synergies which may be developed by directing such development to key nodes such as 
Ebbsfleet and Gravesend town centre may also allow multiplier effects to operate that 
result in increased rates of economic and employment growth.

Mr Manns 3.2.220 Conditionally 
support

Para. 3.2.220 Paragraph 27 of PPS1 advises that Development Plans should â€œpromote the more efficient use of land through higher density, mixed 
use development and the use of suitably located previously developed land and buildings.â€ The Core Strategy does start to recognise the value of 
making more efficient use of existing employment sites but should include a more explicit policy approach that makes it clear that the Council will 
support the reconfiguration or redevelopment of sites currently used for industrial or warehousing purposes to provide a mix of employment uses 
including commercial offices. This approach is valuable not only from the perspective of making better and more efficient use of existing employment 
sites for a range of commercial and industrial purposes, but also in ensuring that previously developed land is prioritised for the delivery of new 
development.

As above Conditional support welcomed.  However, need to be careful here as PPS4 directs office 
type uses to town centres and South East Plan emphasis is on Ebbsfleet as the key large 
scale office location as a sub-regional driver within Kent Thames Gateway.  Dispersing 
large scale office uses to a variety of existing industrial sites may undermine this spatial 
strategy.  Case may be made for office developments that support industrial/port related 
uses in such areas, particularly where clear linkages can be demonstrated and there are 
synergies with locations such as Ebbsfleet and the town centre.

GOSE 3.2.221 Paragraph 3.2.221 indicates that the evidence base (Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study – May 2009) sets out a case for an 
additional 5 hectares site for employment use if some of the more difficult sites fail to deliver an adequate supply or range of provision, though the core 
strategy document does not take this issue forward and address it.  We strongly advise you to address this issue as you prepare the core strategy, as 
at present your approach does not recognise the advice in PPS12. This states that core strategies represent a considerable body of work and are 
intended to endure and give a degree of certainty to communities and investors. In particular they give a guide to where long term investment in 
infrastructure should be made. The need for frequent updating may be reduced by taking a long term view and providing some flexibility (paragraph 
4.14). It goes on to say that a strategy is unlikely to be effective if it cannot deal with changing circumstances. Plans should be able to show how they 
will handle contingencies, as it may not always be possible to have maximum certainty (paragraph 4.46).

Point noted and to be addressed as LDF is revised for further consultation.

Mr Manns 3.2.222 Conditionally 
support

Para. 3.2.222 The Core Strategy identifies a need for sites to accommodate marine related industries. It is important that the Council considers those 
limited number of sites that have direct access to the river and therefore may be suitable to accommodate such occupiers with locational and site 
specific requirements.

As above Point noted and should be related to those made elsewhere by the PLA.

Ms Carnall 3.2.229 Object Firstly Higham Parish Council disagrees with the principle of the borough being allocated with a defined number of Gypsy and Traveller pitches, 
currently by the South East Plan through its partial review. This strategic process has had insufficient regard to the green belt designation of much of 
the borough and the potential to encourage development of Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showpeople sites in districts with less environmental 
constraints. It is contended that the development of good quality sites in these less constrained boroughs would be attractive to the Gypsy, Travellers 
and Travelling Showpeople communities rather than trying to cram everything into boroughs such as Gravesham. Not withstanding the above point, the 
Parish Council welcomes this opportunity to comment on the site identification methodology in advance of potential sites being identified. Paragraph 
3.2.356 advises that the Borough Council will focus initially on 3 options in the urban and rural settlements. The Parish Council supports that this should 
be the initial focus for identifying sites but recognises that delivering sites from these options may be difficult. For example, we have been advised that 
the new Springhead gypsy and traveller site was the only option for the Borough Council on its own land, but we are assuming that public land in the 
round will be considered including that owned by KCC, West Kent PCT etc. When considering sites the Parish Council believes that Councilâ€™s 
settlement hierarchy also needs to be followed e.g. potential sites in or near the main urban area should be prioritised. Paragraph 3.2.357 then advises 
that if these initial 3 options fail to identify sufficient land to meet the Boroughâ€™s requirements as set out in the South East Plan, consideration will 
also be given to 3 additional options for the provision of Gypsy and Traveller sites: a. Expansion of existing authorised Gypsy and Traveller sites 
(Horseshoe Meadow and Oâ€™Del Tan); b. Existing Gypsy and Traveller sites with temporary planning permission; c. Existing unauthorised Gypsy 
and Traveller Sites. We support the consideration of option â€œaâ€ but not options â€œbâ€ or â€œcâ€. Options â€œbâ€ and â€œcâ€ may 
preferentially consider sites which are less suitable than sites which would potentially be identified under paragraph 3.2.358, which highlights the need 
to consider releasing land in the Green Belt. Existing Gypsy and Traveller sites with temporary planning permission are only given temporary planning 
permission because permanent planning permission is not considered appropriate. Often they start as â€œunauthorised Gypsy and Traveller Sitesâ€ 
and may be subject to enforcement, but personal circumstances of some of the residents may justify temporary planning permission being given for a 
set period. This often does not mean that the site is suitable for permanent occupation. This gives the wrong messages and may encourage people to 
illegally occupy land as a Gypsy and Traveller Site because they assume they can make a case for temporary planning permission and have high 
hopes that this eventually will be made permanent. The parish has an existing Gypsy and Traveller site with temporary planning permission, located to 
the edge of Lower Higham on Cuckoldâ€™s Corner, which should not be made permanent. Taylors Lane is very narrow, Cuckoldâ€™s Corner is 
slightly wider but also not suitable for traffic. Also the site is located in the Green Belt and its character, prior to the recent development of stables, 
hardstanding and caravans, made a clear contribution to the openness of this area (see related contribution to Green Belt technical paper). There are a 
number of fields surrounding the temporary site which would be vulnerable if the site was made permanent because, as you have highlighted above, if 
further pitches are required you would consider expanding existing sites with permanent permission.

- Comment does not relate to employment but Gypsy and Traveller issues - needs to 
be relocated within document. The government has placed a requirement on local 
authorities to assess and make provision for the accommodation needs of Gypsies and 
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople who resort to or reside in their area.  The level of 
new pitch provision for each local authority area in the South East will be set by the South 
East Plan Partial Review following the outcome of the EiP (due in Autumn 2010).  The 
process of determining the level of new pitches for each local authority area sought to 
ensure that new provision is shared across the region and not concentrated in areas of 
current high provision, taking account of local accommodation need and planning and 
environmental constraints such as Green Belt.  In the case of Gravesham, this process 
has resulted in a reduction in the level of new pitch provision required compared with that 
identified in the Gypsy and Traveller accommodation assessment. The Council notes the 
support for the initial area of search for new sites and agrees that the settlement hierarchy 
should be taken into account when assessing the suitability of sites for allocation as stated 
in para 3.2.360. The Council notes the Parish Council’s concerns about including existing 
Gypsy and Traveller sites that are either unauthorised or with temporary permission within 
the area of search.  In allocating sites it is important to ensure that sites are deliverable 
over the plan period.  Sites that are currently in Gypsy and Traveller use are most likely to 
be deliverable and therefore the Council considers it is legitimate to include these sites 
within the area of search.  Whether they are taken forward and allocated in the Core 
Strategy will depend on how well they perform against the assessment criteria as will be 
the case with all sites that come forward through the site search.  The council does not 
therefore propose to discount such sites from the area of search.

GOSE 3.2.230 Core Strategy Policy 10: Economy and employment sets out what the borough wishes to see within its area, but there is not the means of delivery that 
we would expect.  There also does not appear to be the linkage that we would expect to see with Core Strategy Policy 1. For example, if there is to be x 
metres of employment floorspace at a variety of locations across the borough, you need to set out the means and promotion of that delivery. As PPS12 
(paragraph 4.1) states, the delivery strategy should set out how much development is intended to happen, where, when and by what means it will be 
delivered.  At present, we suggest that Core Strategy Policy 10 in conjunction with Core Strategy Policy 1 does not fully address all these factors. You 
are advised to address this as you prepare the document for publication at Regulation 27.  We are also aware that Core Strategy Policy 16 addresses 
strategic allocations, so you will also need to consider how Core Strategy Policy 10 interlinks with that on strategic sites and avoid any duplication.  We 
are concerned at the amount of duplication with the core policies and those set out in the development management section.  Paragraph 3.2.239 refers 
to economic diversification in the rural area and in particular providing “direct employment benefits to people living in the immediate locality”. Do you 
have the evidence base to support this approach?  Another example of where further consideration should be given is paragraph 3.2.234. This refers to 
higher value activities, a step change in the economic profile and a reference to particular support for small/flexible firms. Again, we suggest you give 
consideration to the “when aspect” of the stepped change. Also, you make reference to “particular support” but there is no further information on the 
“how” aspect. This is one example, but these points apply to other aspects of the core policies set out in this section of the document.  Paragraph 
3.2.240 refers to working with regeneration partners. However, there is no indication in the core policies section how objectives will be delivered, for 
example by other bodies in addition to the Council. Attention needs to be given to the co-ordination of different actions in order to secure delivery. As 
stated in PPS12 (paragraph 4.4), the delivery strategy needs to demonstrate that the agencies/partners necessary for its delivery have been involved in 
its preparation.

Point noted and to be addressed as LDF is revised for further consultation. Recognition 
that delivery of majority of employment floorspace is likely to be via the private market.  
Where site assembly and infrastructure requirements are evident, mechanisms by which 
these issues are to be addressed (together with contingencies) should be stated.  

Mr Lloyd 3.2.230 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports the approach towards employment and Economic Development presented in Core Strategy Policy 10. None Support welcomed.
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Initial officer comment

Miss Shier 3.2.230 Support The strategic framework for economic development in Gravesham, including the pivotal role of Ebbsfleet, is well established and supported as a 
foremost priority for Kent Thames Gateway. The interpretation and application of sub regional employment targets to Gravesham appears appropriate 
on the evidence and analysis available although the timescale and trajectory will undoubtedly be affected by the recent economic downturn. The 
support given to river based economic activity is welcomed not least given the importance of the Thames wharves as regionally significant locations for 
the import and handling of minerals. Page 152 Table 9 of the Issues document indicates a policy approach to Employment Sites. A number of these are 
important in terms of their existing role in aggregate/waste handling which KCC will be addressing through its Minerals and Waste Development 
Framework (MWDF). It is important that there is an integrated and compatible approach adopted respectively by the LDF and MWDF to these locations. 
Specifically: â€¢ Imperial Business Estate and Wharf - KCC likely to seek protection of the wharf facilities for potential aggregate/waste use. â€¢ 
Northfleet Embankment - KCC strongly supports the retention of Red Lion Wharf for aggregate import and would only support its relocation if a suitable 
and deliverable alternative site had been found. In the interim safeguarding of the site and retention of a buffer to it with any neighbouring residential 
use should be sought. â€¢ West of Grove Road Northfleet - KCC would support the retention of the wharves. â€¢ Northfleet Cement Works â€“ KCC 
supports the safeguarding of the cement import facility and the potential for redevelopment of 42 Wharf for crushed rock and sea dredged aggregate 
importation. Appropriate buffer should be provided to protect the site from non compatible uses. â€¢ Swanscombe Peninsula â€“ KCC support the 
safeguarding of the existing aggregate importation facility, KCC would also support the identification of other aggregate import facilities on the 
Peninsula as potential alternative locations to less well located aggregate wharves in Gravesham. â€¢ Riverside East Mark Lane â€“ KCC support the 
potential of the aggregate import facility at Denton Wharf and will look to safeguard the site. CP9 refers to support for skill improvements initiatives for 
local residents of working age whilst CP10 refers to access of a wider range of higher skilled employment. Consideration of wider inclusivity need to 
apply across the piece e.g. in relation to people with learning disabilities and mental health conditions. The overall rate of employment amongst the 
disabled working age population is 48%, but the rates for people with learning disabilities (7.5%) and mental health conditions (3.5%) is much lower. 
This gap needs to be closed and opportunities associated with provision for an additional 10,000 jobs over the plan period taken to support groups that 
face the greatest level of social exclusion.

As above Support welcomed.  Points in relation to compatibility of Minerals Development 
Framework and LDF are important and any potential conflicts should be resolved prior to 
Regulation 27 submission.  Although not something that can be directly dealt wit through 
the planning system, point in relation to inclusivity and ensuring that employment 
opportunities are available to otherwise excluded or disadvantaged groups is also 
important.

Mrs Martin 3.2.230 Support The Council supports Core Policy 10 paragraphs 3.2.230 to 3.2.240. The Council considers it is particularly important to achieve the objective set out in 
paragraph 3.2.231. The employment profile of Gravesham lacks commercial office based employment and relies heavily on London. Providing this type 
of employment locally would reduce the need to travel.

- Support welcomed.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.230 Support The Society supports the Core Policies for Economy and Employment as set out in paragraphs 3.2.230 to 3.2.240. The Society considers it is 
particularly important to achieve the objective set out in paragraph 3.2.231 as this will reduce the reliance on commuting to central London and the 
need to travel.

- Support welcomed.

Ms Salmon 3.2.230 Object The Trust would have concerns regarding some of the plans contain within CP10 and their impacts on the European sites. These include â€¢ 
Increased boat traffic on the River Thames. Although this may not be an issue if boats are scheduled to sail at high tide and do not access the estuary 
impacts will need to be assessed as part of the HRA. â€¢ Increased employment space along the river frontage. Recreational pressures from workers 
during lunch breaks will need to be assessed due to the connectivity between the river and the European sites. â€¢ Within the script marine related 
activity is mentioned, again this will need to be assessed regarding its impacts on the quality and health of habitats and the impact on marine species. â
€¢ Hotels and Catering services and the extra visitors such facilities may attract will need to be factored into the HRA. All the above factors if found to 
impact on the European site network will need to be mitigated. If impacts cannot be avoided or fully mitigated the plans should be revised.

- Points noted.  Potential impacts will need to be addressed through HRA/Appropriate 
Assessment and SA/SEA process.

Dare 3.2.230 Object My comments arise from the Summary Document and I shall keep them brief. New Jobs. This aspect of the plan is more like a wish list than a plan. can 
the market sustain 10000 new office jobs when numbers are being drastically reduced. You should rather be looking at your plans to attract some 
industry to the area-and say how you propose to go about this.This is one of the least impressive aspects of the plan.

NA The LDF consultation document is based on the Gravesham Economy and Employment 
Space Study which sets out how jobs total is derived and the split between Ebbsfleet 
office based jobs and other forms of employment.  Whilst it is anticipated that Ebbsfleet 
will deliver a significant proportion of new jobs in the office sector, the strategy is not 
totally dependent on them and the Borough Council has also attempted to ensure that a 
reasonable land supply is kept available to support a variety of employment opportunity.  
As the LDF must be in general conformity with the South East Plan and Ebbsfleet already 
benefits from planning permission, it is inevitable that it will feature as a key economic 
driver within the LDF spatial strategy.  A study undertaken on behalf of the Kent 
Thameside Partnership in 2006 indicated that Ebbsfleet would be an attractive location for 
office based employment, whilst Land Securities have said that they are still committed to 
bring forward this part of the development.

Mr Simpkin 3.2.230 It is agreed that opportunities to secure economic diversification in the rural area are 
limited and further clarity is required about where and how this can be achieved.  

Ms McDade 3.2.230 Support EHEL notes that the Council seeks, in conjunction with the private sector and its regeneration partners, delivery of 10,000 net new full-time equivalent 
jobs over the LDF period. In light of this target, EHEL supports the Councilâ€™s view that there is potential to grow an ancillary niche office market 
based on the locational advantages of Gravesend town centre (para. 3.2.231). EHEL believes that the current Heritage Quarter proposals will help to 
create new office floorspace in a sustainable town centre location and will contribute circa 1,000 new jobs to the Borough.

- Support welcomed.  However, it would be inappropriate here to comment on a live 
planning application before the Borough Council.

Mr Boam 3.2.231 Object No recognition is given to suitable locations elsewhere for employment development (for example as at Coldharbour Road; recognised as an 
accessible site in the A2 corridor, as highlighted in Table 9 of the document). This part of the policy is not therefore consistent with other parts of the 
document and therefore 'Effective' in PPS12 terms.

Amend to include recognition of the 
suitability of other locations for employment 
development, such as accessible sites 
along the A2 corridor.

3.2.231 refers specifically to Ebbsfleet and the Gravesend town centre as key locations 
within the borough.  However, point is taken and consideration may be given here to 
amending policy to more clearly set out how and where employment may be delivered to 
link into strategic sites section.

Mrs McBean 3.2.231 Object Comments relate to summary document Potential cause for concern: â€¢ Do we really want town centre to be full of offices, Pg 7? Shops and houses 
might be preferable.

NA PPS4 as national planning guidance directs office uses to town centres as a suitable 
location.  To adopt an alternative strategy would therefore run counter to national planning 
guidance.

Mr Boam 3.2.232 Object Whilst the strategic significance of Ebbsfleet in providing for new employment development is recognised, the Gravesham Economy and Employment 
Space Study 2009 identifies a 'gap' in supply of employment space in for small businesses (see paragraphs 4.24-4.28 of the document). It is not 
consistent with the evidence base in this regard.

Policy CS10 should be amended to 
recognise the 'gap' referred to in the 
Gravesham Economy and Employment 
Space Study 2009 and make specific 
reference to suitable opportunities for new 
employment development in accessible 
locations in the A2 corridor to address this 
gap.

Response as per 3.2.231 above.  Point is taken and consideration may be given here to 
amend policy to more clearly set out how and where employment may be delivered to link 
into strategic sites section.

Mrs McBean 3.2.232 Object (comments relate to summary document) â€¢ Where are the major development sites for employment space? Pg 7 NA Major development sites for employment are set out in the Gravesham Economy and 
Employment Space Study and within the main LDF document, particularly under the 
strategic sites section.

Mr Boam 3.2.234 Support Support encouragement given to proposals for new B class premises being of high quality sustainable design and, in particular to schemes 
incorporating small and flexible industrial and/or office workspaces intended to support the start-up and expansion of small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs).

No change required. Support welcomed.

Mr Manns 3.2.236 Conditionally 
support

CS Policy 10 (3.2.236) Kimberly-Clark supports the wording of the policy to retain, expand and upgrade existing sites used for industrial and 
commercial purposes. This approach recognises that planning policy should be both supportive and responsive to the needs of existing firms and 
businesses, allowing them flexibility to respond to changes in production, manufacture, distribution and overall economic activity. Part 3.2.234 and 
3.2.236 of CS Policy 10 talks about the need for Gravesham to attract higher value activities and initiate a step-change in the economic profile of the 
area. Kimberly-Clark would like to see more explicit recognition of the ability of existing employment sites (and particularly industrial and warehousing 
sites) to be reconfigured or redeveloped to provide for a mix of employment uses that can include the type of modern, commercial office premises that 
can contribute to the diversification and development of the local economic base. This policy approach also ensures that the best use is made of 
previously developed land by introducing a mix of employment uses onto existing sites in a compatible and integrated manner.

As above Conditional support welcomed.  Comments provided above at 3.2.215 and 3.2.220apply.

Mr Thair 3.2.237 Conditionally 
support

This policy is supported on the basis, as set out in para 3.2.237, that the loss of B Class Floorspace would not be a constraint to residential 
redevelopment of the Grove Road component of the Northfleet Embankment West Strategic Site.

See above Conditional support welcomed.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Manns 3.2.237 Support CS Policy 3.2.237 This policy approach is supported by Kimberly-Clark as it recognises the importance of protecting sites last used for employment 
generating purposes where there is a continuing viable need. It does however include the necessary level of flexibility that recognises that there will be 
certain circumstances where sites previously used for B Class purposes can be lost for alternative uses. This level of flexibility must be retained in the 
adopted version of the Core Strategy allowing the re-use of sites last used for employment generating purposes where there is no longer a viable 
demand for the site from a market perspective. CS Policy 3.2.237 The wording of this part of the policy is also supported as it recognises that whilst it is  
important to ensure river-related employment sites are protected, it nevertheless recognises that flexibility must be built-in to ensure that if the viability 
of, or demand for, such sites falls away, that redevelopment for alternative uses should be allowed. Kimberly-Clark are welcoming of the support given 
to the presence and expansion of river-related employment uses but only where they remain viable and attractive to employment generating firms and 
businesses.

As above Support welcomed.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.238 Object The policy states that subject to the policies set out elsewhere in the document provision will be made for the continued presence and expansion of 
viable river related employment uses. These require a riverside location whereas other developments do not. It is not clear what the continued 
presence would be and what makes a river related use viable.

Reword the policy to make it clear what the 
council is seeking to achieve.

Point noted and suggested that wording of policy be revisited following discussions with 
PLA.

TOWN CENTRES AND RETAILINGTOWN CENTRES AND RETAILINGTOWN CENTRES AND RETAILING
GOSE 3.2.241 Correction. Reference should be made to PPS4 and not PPS6. PPS4 has not been published at the time when the document was finalised.  It will be 

taken into account when changes are made to the document.
Mr Meakins, 

Barton 
Willmore

3.2.241 Object As noted, Ebbsfleet is an extant planning permission allowing the delivery of retail floorspace to underpin the creation of the sustainable Ebbsfleet 
Valley Community. This floorspace commitment should be reflected in the retail calculations in Table 5 and priority should be given to both the Town 
Centre and to the implementation of development at Ebbsfleet before development outside of these centres is permitted.

The retail commitments allowed for at 
Ebbsfleet should be reflected in the text at 
paragraphs 3.2.262, 3.2.263 and 3.2.266.

The retail issues will be subject to a targeted consultation in the autumn.  The table does 
not include commitments as these will change over time.  Ebbsfleet will need retail 
floorspace to support its housing and employment development, but that has to be in a 
context of what is happening elsewhere.  Planning conditions and PPS4 apply

Ms Conacur 3.2.243 Conditionally 
support

Representations on behalf of the Wilky Fund Management who manage the Focus Wickes property on Stuart Road, Gravesend on behalf of the 
property owners (Merchant Navy Pension Admin Ltd). Retail Issues Paragraph 3.2.243 states that a Retailing and Commercial Leisure Study has been 
undertaken to inform the Core Strategy on future retail floorspace requirements for the Borough and set outs the extent of Gravesend town centre, 
including the core retail area and primary and secondary retail frontages. This document is unavailable at present so it is not possible to provide 
comment on this key planning issue. We do, however, welcome the acknowledgement that our clientâ€™s property functions a part of the town centre. 
We understand from Council officers that a further public consultation will take place later this year once the Retailing and Commercial Leisure Study is 
complete. We will provide further comment on this issue at this consultation

NA Noted

Ms Conacur 3.2.243 Conditionally 
support

This section refers to PPS6: Planning for Town Centres, however, this document has been superseded by PPS4 (Planning for Sustainable Economic 
Development). Paragraph 3.2.243 states that a â€˜Retailing and Commercial Leisure Studyâ€™ has been undertaken to inform the Core Strategy on 
future retail floorspace requirements for the Borough and set outs the extent of Gravesend town centre, including the core retail area and primary and 
secondary retail frontages. This document is unavailable so it is not possible to provide comment on this key issue. We await further information on this 
issue.

- The document will be available for consultation in a targeted consultation in the autumn.  
PPS4 came out after the document was written and it will be updated to reflect the new 
policy guidance.

Ms Conacur 3.2.249 Object Table 5 is entitled â€˜Future Retail Expenditure Potentialâ€™ but does not provide retail expenditure figures. This provides an extract from the draft 
Retail and Leisure Study in relation to retail capacity (sq.m net) over the period 2016 â€“ 2026. It is difficult to provide comment on this table without the 
accompanying Retail and Leisure Study to which it relates (which, as noted above, is unavailable). The identified comparison retail capacity is divided 
into â€˜non foodâ€™ and â€˜retail warehousingâ€™ but no clarification is provided on the meaning of either term. We have some concerns about the 
assumptions and methodology set out in the â€˜Retail Expenditure Potential Baseline Reportâ€™ but will provide comment on this once the final â
€˜Retailing and Commercial Leisure Studyâ€™ is published. Paragraph 3.2.250 refers to â€˜conventional non-foodâ€™ retailing but does not provide 
clarification as to the meaning of this term. This paragraph also states that â€˜significant out of centre non food development would undermine the 
regeneration of the town centreâ€™, but this is not justified in the document. Significant new retail development at out of centre locations could have a 
negative impact on the town centre but this is not necessarily the case. New retail development can be managed to ensure it complements rather than 
competes with the town centre. Table 5 identifies capacity for 16,000 sq.m net of new â€˜retail warehousingâ€™ over the period to 2026 at a low 
growth scenario, increasing to 20,000 sq.m net at a high growth scenario. This is a â€˜significantâ€™ amount of new floorspace. The term â€˜retail 
warehousingâ€™ is not clear but, due to the nature of this type of retailing (i.e. large format stores), it is likely that a significant proportion of this 
identified capacity will need to be accommodated outside Gravesend town centre. Paragraph 3.2.250 notes that Imperial Business Estate is adjacent to 
the town centre and that there is scope to reconfigure with area and better connect to it. We agree with this statement. Further retail development could 
be achieved through expansion and reconfiguration of the existing retail and business park. This is a logical, sustainable location to provide additional 
retail development to accommodate an identified retail capacity in the catchment. The creation of additional retail floorspace would add to the 
attractiveness of this existing retail destination, which would benefit Gravesend as a whole.

- Points noted and will be subject to clarification.

Mr Miles 3.2.249 Object Table 4 sets out the requirements for new retail floorspace within the Borough over the plan period. The sums of comparison goods space required 
have been divided into 'non-food' retail floorspace and 'retail warehouse' floorspace. PPS4 paragraph EC5.1 requires that planning authorities identify 
an appropriate range of sites to accommodate the identified need for retail floorspace. Paragraph EC5.5 of PPS4 states that planning authorities should 
allocate sufficient sites in development plan documents to meet at least the first five years identified need. Paragraph EC5.2 states that the sites for 
town centre uses should be identified through a sequential approach to site selection. In the first instance sites should be identified in existing town 
centres, then edge of centre locations, then out of centre locations. Therefore the entire quantum of retail need is subject to the sequential approach 
and it is misleading and inappropriate to stipulate that some of the identified retail need is retail warehouse space, and some of it conventional High 
Street retail space. This approach may lead to pressure for additional out of centre retail development contrary to the process set out in PPS4 which 
directs the 'need' for all retail floorspace on a sequential town centre first basis.

- The document was written prior to PPS4 and will be amended in the light of that and 
further work on the evidence base.

GOSE 3.2.252 Paragraph 3.2.252 refers to the location of employment and services in the town centre, and the benefits of this approach. However, there is no 
indication of the quantum figure either in this policy section of the core strategy or in Core Strategy Policy 1. You are strongly advised to address this 
point.

The publication of the Retail Study will provide an opportunity to consider the spatial 
specivity of any retail allocations.

Mr Hawkins 3.2.252 Support We agree entirely with locating activities to enable sustainable public transport provision. None Noted
GOSE 3.2.254 We note that the boundaries of the local and large centres are shown on the proposals map. We suggest that for clarity, it would be useful if these 

areas could be listed in the document.  Whilst we note that the retail hierarchy and the settlement hierarchy in Core Strategy Policy 1 are not the same, 
you will need to set out in the core strategy the proposed quantum of town centre uses at locations across the borough.  

Noted
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Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 3.2.262 PPS4 (paragraph EC3.1) states that local planning authorities should define a network and hierarchy of centres. This is set out in Core Policy 11, but it 
is not clear why the Imperial Retail Estate is included in the list [paragraph 3.2.262 (2)]. Development Management Policy 18: Policies for Gravesend 
Town Centre refers to expansion of the town centre and it is not clear whether this has been addressed in the core policies section. PPS4 (paragraph 
EC3.1) provides advice on designating new centres and extensions to centres, which we suggest you refer to.  Paragraph 3.2.255 refers to new 
developments at Ebbsfleet, Northfleet Embankment and Canal Basin making provision for “local centres and /or enhanced provision at existing 
centres”. This does not exactly mirror the wording in Core Strategy Policy 11, which states that there will be “potential new or enhanced retail provision”. 
In addition, paragraph 3.2.242 states that there will be “ancillary” retail provision at Ebbsfleet, in accordance with the South East Plan Policy KTG5. You 
need to be clear as to what your proposals are for each of these locations and have the evidence base to support them. In addition, as the 3 locations 
referred to are strategic allocations, we would expect you to have the necessary floorspace figures for each of the separate allocations. However, these 
figures are not included in Core Strategy Policy 16.  Core Strategy Policy 11 paragraph 3.2.263 seeks to refer to the application of the sequential test, 
but does not fully reflect the advice in PPS4. The development management section of PPS4 (EC14 to EC16) set out the various considerations, which 
are not all covered in this policy. In particular, in considering edge of centre locations, that if there are no town centre sites, preference is given to “edge 
of centre locations which are well connected to the centre by means of easy pedestrian access” (PPS4, EC15.1c). By duplicating national guidance, 
authorities run the risk of omitting/providing a lack of clarity.  PPS4 also refers to other guidance which does not appear to be included in the core 
strategy. For example, did your authority consider setting floorspace thresholds for the scale of edge of centre and out of centre development which 
should be subject to an impact assessment and specifying the geographic areas where these thresholds would apply? We suggest that you consider 
the content of PPS4 as you progress the core strategy to the next stage.  Paragraph 3.2.264 refers to promoting leisure, arts etc in town centres. Whilst 
this reads as a “development management” style policy, in terms of plan making it is not clear how this will be achieved. If these uses are not included 
in the core strategy as strategic allocations, do you intend to address such allocations in a separate allocations DPD? If you  have an evidence base 
supporting the provision of and quantum figures for uses across the borough, you will need to be clear on the plan led mechanism for their delivery.  
Paragraph 3.2.265 sets out considerations for decision making on planning applications. As set out above, the development management section of 
PPS4 applies, which is not all reflected in paragraph 3.2.265. If your authority is seeking to apply national policy, it will be sufficient to say so without 
duplicating national policy (see PPS12 paragraph 4.32).  Paragraph 3.2.266 refers to no loss of facilities unless satisfactory alternative provision is 
made or the facility can be demonstrated to be not financially viable. Do you have the evidence base to support this approach in the borough?  Also see 
comments on Development Management Policy 18: Policies for Gravesend Town Centre. 

Noted

3.2.262 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex agrees with the sequential approach to new retail development to focus such development within existing identified centres, in accordance 
with guidance set out in PPS6. The policy identifies â€œpotential for new or enhanced retail provision on the major sitesâ€ including the Canal Basin. 
Feabrex agrees that there is potential for the strategic sites to provide for neighbourhood retail for the new communities where this does not undermine 
the vitality and viability of the existing centres, especially where these sites, such as the Canal Basin have good access to the exiting Town Centre.

Feabrex agrees with the sequential 
approach to new retail development to 
focus such development within existing 
identified centres, in accordance with 
guidance set out in PPS6. The policy 
identifies â€œpotential for new or 
enhanced retail provision on the major 
sitesâ€ including the Canal Basin. Feabrex 
agrees that there is potential for the 
strategic sites to provide for neighbourhood 
retail for the new communities where this 
does not undermine the vitality and viability 
of the existing centres, especially where 
these sites, such as the Canal Basin have 
good access to the exiting Town Centre.

PPS4 is now the relevant national guidance and the retails section will need to be 
amended to reflect this.  A targeted consultation on retail issues will be carried out in the 
autumn.

Mr Bashforth 3.2.262 Object Please see attached:  Support the identification of Gravesend as the primary town centre in Gravesham.  Bluewater offers complementary comparison 
'day-out' shopping and leisure, with a much more extensive catchment.  This catchment has within it major expansion proposals at Lakeside and 
Stratford and Bluewater needs to respond to these.  Concerned that the evidence base does not reflect the current and future importance for 
Bluewater, which provides many jobs locally and is a major attraction.  Over the next 15 years Bluewater could build on its strength as a 'day-out' retail 
and leisure destination, distinct from the nearby town centres, and become more sustainable and mixed use. (summary of longer letter)

see attached The retail issues will be subject to a targeted consultation in the autumn, and the Borough 
Council is keen to engage with Bluewater.  The role of Bluewater is defined in the South 
East Plan, and the continuation of that role as a high order comparison goods centre 
would be supported but not if that were at the expense of Gravesend Town Centre.  
Gravesend and Dartford are defined as secondary centres, and is PPS4 terms should be 
the first locations considered for retail or leisure expansion.  There is a need to articulate 
the role of Bluewater and Ebbsfleet in Kent Thameside

Miss Shier 3.2.262 Support This approach is supported although the relationship between the range of retail expenditure /floorspace potential identified (Table 5) and the centre 
hierarchy including locations for new development could be more fully described.

As above Noted and further technical work will be consulted upon in the autumn

Ms Salmon 3.2.262 Conditionally 
support

Within this policy plans for provision of housing and delivery of leisure, entertainment, offices and tourism are likely to increase both the resident 
population and visitor numbers and thus increase the risk of recreational and other impacts on the European Sites. These effects will need to be 
assessed within the HRA both individually and in combination. If impacts cannot be avoided or mitigated plans should be revised to ensure no impact 
on the international sites. Regard will need to be given to the design of all town centre and retail development to ensure there is no impact on 
biodiversity in general and that the sites are enhanced and where possible incorporated into the Green Infrastructure. Enhancements could include 
green roof, walls and balconies, bat and bird boxes and green links and stepping stones throughout the town centre.

- The plan is subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment to deal with such issues.

Mrs McBean 3.2.262 Object Comments relate to summary document Potential cause for concern: â€¢ Developments on the edge of the town centre, Pg 7. How would non-car 
users access them?

NA Agreed greater clarity is needed, but the phrase "edge of town centre" refers to edge of 
main retail area not the wider town centre so such sites are likely in a centre the size of 
Gravesend to be readily accessible to public transport users

Ms Conacur 3.2.262 Support We support the identification of Imperial Retail Park as being â€˜Edge of Town Centreâ€™ in Figure 9 (Town Centre and Edge of Centre Boundaries). - Noted
Mr Simpkin 3.2.262 Object The approach to neighbourhood centres and local centres is inadequate as explained in the comments on Policy 1 (paragraph 3.2.6). The rural service 

centres should be identified as distinct from other categories. Higham is not shown on the plan attached to the policy. There is no explanation as to how 
the neighbourhood and smaller village centres have been identified and some locations are identified where there isn't even a village shop.

Rural service centres should be identified 
as distinct from other catagories. Amend 
the plan to show Higham Clarify how the 
neighbourhood and smaller village centres 
have been identified.

Map has been printed omitting Higham - that will be corrected. Identification details are 
contained in the Rural Area and Settlements Baseline Report. Some confusion has arisen 
between the settlement hierarchy and the retail hierarchy which are not the same thing.

3.2.262 Object On behalf of our client, Sainsburyâ€™s Supermarkets Ltd, we wish to make representations upon the Issues & Options paper of the Gravesham 
Borough Core Strategy. Our client is represented in the area with a store at Pepperhill, Northfleet, which is currently subject to a planning application for 
a store extension and associated works (application ref. 20090726). This store makes a valuable contribution to the economy of the areas as a 
significant employer as well as serving valuable community functions. Accordingly, our client is taking an active interest in the development of the 
Gravesham LDF. Sainsburyâ€™s are generally supportive of the emerging policies within the Core Strategy but have several concerns with Core 
Strategy policy 11: Town centres & retailing. Firstly, the document relies heavily upon the Councilâ€™s Retail and Commercial Leisure Study which has 
not yet been made publicly available. Informal discussions with your team tell us this it is not expected to be published until the end of April 2010. As 
the provenance of the retail floorspace capacity figures is unclear, it is impossible to comment on the methodology and the conclusions reached. For 
example, Table 5 contains a non sequitur where in 2016 the low growth scenario for comparison goods expenditure appears to suggest a requirement 
for over 8,000 sq.m. but there is no capacity under the high growth scenario. Secondly, the town centre and retail policy is based on the plan-making 
guidance contained in PPS6, and not PPS4 which was published in December 2009. Policy 11 will need to be amended significantly to reflect PPS4. 
Finally, we seek clarification of the methodology used to compile the retail hierarchy of the Borough. Whilst a Local Planning Authority can define their 
own hierarchy, it should be based on national guidance, in particular PPPS4 â€“ which the Core Strategy is not. An explanation as to how this has been 
derived is advisable. Given the above, we consider Core Strategy Policy 11 to be unsound and premature, and would recommend that the document 
be reconsidered to take account of PPS4 and the forthcoming Retail and Commercial Leisure Study. The document would then need to be re-issued for 
consultation.

Policy 11 will need to be amended 
significantly to reflect PPS4. The Town 
Centre and Edge-of-Centre boundaries 
shown on the plan on page 77 do not 
reflect the definitions contained within 
PPS4. For the purpose of interpreting 
national policy on retail development, the 
Council must define a Primary Shopping 
Area (PSA), comprising the Primary 
Shopping Frontages and those Secondary 
Frontages which are contiguous with, and 
closely related to, the Primary Frontages. 
The PSA should act as a focus for retail 
development and would provide the datum 
by which edge-of-centre locations are 
assessed in relation to â€˜easy walking 
distancesâ€™. The Edge-of-centre 
boundary shown on the plan should be 
removed.

The document was prepared before PPS4 was issued and therefore does not reflect its 
provisions.  The retail study will be subject to a targeted consultation in the autumn which 
will give an opportunity to address the issues raised in the comment.
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Initial officer comment

Ms McDade 3.2.262 Conditionally 
support

As discussed earlier, the draft document needs to remove any references to PPS6 (such as paragraph 3.2.241) as this has now been superseded by 
PPS4 â€˜Planning for Sustainable Economic Growthâ€™, which sets out, amongst others, policies for town centre uses. EHEL requests that the DPD 
is updated to reflect the most recent national guidance on Economic Growth, including town centres. EH notes that the draft document states at 
paragraph 3.2.244: â€œGravesend town centre is the main retail centre for the Borough, as well as providing services for the local community. It has a 
unique character and atmosphere due to its heritage and links to the River Thames. The preservation and enhancement of the town centreâ€™s offer, 
retail, services and leisure and heritage are the driving forces behind the regeneration of the town centre.â€ The proposals for the Heritage Quarter, 
and the Western Quarter in particular, are based on an identified need for an enhancement of Gravesend Town Centre. Indeed, paragraph 3.2.250 
states that there is scope for additional conventional non-food retail floorspace in the Town Centre which the Heritage Quarter proposals for the town 
centre would address. EHEL supports the draft policy in that it seeks to identify centres as being â€œthe focus for new retail development, providing a 
range of servicesâ€. EHEL also supports the Council promoting a strategy that recognises the distinctive role and character of Gravesend Town 
Centre, and other centres, and supports the Primary Town Centre as being the principal choice for retail uses, including widening the range and type of 
facilities. EHEL considers that Town Centres are increasingly competing with out-of-centre retail and leisure facilities where larger floorspace areas and 
ample adjacent car parking provide solid commercial rationale for retailers to locate. Bluewater is an example of this where retailers have taken 
advantage of the opportunity it presents in part as a response to a lack of provision in Town Centres including Gravesend. The growth of out-of-centre 
shopping was followed by out-of-centre leisure facilities, integrated into retail parks so providing a more diverse range of attractions for visitors. In 
addition to the retail facilities referred to above, Bluewater includes a multi-screen cinema, as well as fast food and at-seat restaurants. It is within this 
landscape that EHEL considers Gravesend Town Centre must compete if it is to retain its position as a retail centre, serving their catchment and the 
wider area and resisting the challenges of out-of-centre locations. EHEL, therefore, considers that the policies in the draft document should focus new 
comprehensive mixed-use development in Gravesend Town Centre (such as the Heritage Quarter proposals) to assist in retaining, and making a step-
change, in its retail offer to draw back trade and spending that is lost to Bluewater and Town Centres elsewhere in the catchment. In addition, EHEL 
supports the application of the sequential approach outlined in paragraph 3.2.263 for use in the assessment of sites for new retail development, and the 
Councilâ€™s stance that new retail development proposals will generally be acceptable where they are in accordance with the proposed hierarchy. 
The Council will also support proposals which enhance the range and quality of retail, leisure, office, cultural and tourist facilities or increase the vitality 
and viability of the existing Town Centre. EHEL supports this where the proposals are of a scale and nature appropriate to the size and function of the 
centre. In this regard, EHEL supports figure 9 of the draft document in that it identifies the Heritage Quarter proposals as being within the Primary Town 
Centre. The Western Quarter of the current proposals seeks a contiguous extension to the existing Primary Shopping Area (PSA) (from the adopted 
Gravesham Local Plan 1994) in the form of an extension to the existing St. Georgeâ€™s shopping centre. EHEL considers that when the detailed 
Proposals Map for the Town Centre is prepared by the Council as part of its LDF process, it is reasonable to assume that the PSA will be redefined to 
include those contiguous parts of the extension in line with PPS4. EHEL also considers that the new retail routes created as part of the proposals in the 
Western and Eastern Quarters should be defined as Primary and Secondary Retail Frontages where appropriate. EHEL will comment on the draft 
Proposals Map separately once this is published for consultation.

- Noted

Mr Miles 3.2.262 Object Stockland welcomes and supports the Council's aim to strengthen the retail offer of Gravesend's town centre. Stockland notes the provision of policy 
TC1 of the South East Plan which identifies Gravesend as a Secondary Regional Centre. Accordingly, the draft Core Strategy states that Bluewater is 
an out of centre regional shopping centre, and that Ebbsfleet will have ancillary retail space to serve the resident and daytime populations. We note that 
paragraph 3.2.6 states that development will be directed in accordance with a sequence that places Gravesend in the first tier, along with Northfleet 
and Ebbsfleet. This contradicts the retail hierarchy presented at paragraph 3.2.262 which places the Primary Shopping Area of Gravesend in the first 
tier and Ebbsfleet and Northfleet towards the bottom of the hierarchy. Retail hierarchies cannot be changed arbitrarily and should only be amended in 
the light of an RSS review. It is evident that Gravesend should be placed in the first tier of network of centres as the primary location for new retail 
development. While the overall thrust of the Core Strategy seems to support this aim, this is not clear from the presentation of the settlement hierarchy 
in paragraph 3.2.6. Gravesend should be disaggregated from Northfleet and Ebbsfleet to clarify its position as the primary location for new retail 
development, consistent with the hierarchy set out in paragraph 3.2.262.

- The settlement hierarchy and the retail hierarchy are not identical, though obviously 
related.  The retail hierarchy relates to that contained in the South East Plan and the 
appropriate tests in PPG6 (which needs to be amended to PPS4).  The settlement 
hierarchy refers just to Gravesham and the settlements that make it up.  Greater clarity is 
required.

Mr Miles 3.2.262 Object Paragraph 3.2.254 and the plan on page 77 show Imperial Retail Park included as an edge of centre location. PPS4 defines edge of centre locations as 
"a location that is well connected to and within easy walking distance (i.e. up to 300 metres) of the Primary Shopping Area (PSA)". The plan on page 77 
does not define the extent of the PSA, which is defined in PPS4 as:"Where retail development is concentrated (generally comprising the primary and 
those secondary frontages which are contiguous and closely related to the primary shopping frontage)"The PSA as defined on the currently adopted 
Proposals Map is closest to the Imperial Retail Park at the corner of Bath Street and New Road, and at the exit of the St Georges Shopping Centre on 
Bath Street opposite Clifton Road. The attached plan shows the most direct pedestrian routes from the PSA which is closest to the Imperial Retail Park. 
The length of the lines represents the most direct 300m walk from the PSA locations to the Imperial Retail Park. It is clear that they fall considerably 
short of the Retail Park. It should also be noted that all pedestrian routes between the PSA and the Imperial Retail Park require pedestrians to cross 
several roads; the Imperial Retail Park is not well linked to the town centre. The actual closest distance from the PSA (at the exit to St Georges opposite 
Clifton Road) to the entrance to the Imperial Retail Park is 465m - from elsewhere in the PSA the distance is much further. It is evident from the 
enclosed plan that the Imperial Retail Park does not fall within an edge of centre location and should not be identified as such. In accordance with 
PPS4, the Imperial Retail Park is an out of centre location. Therefore it should not be identified specifically and any proposal can be judged on its own 
merits in the normal way. Thus several problems arise with the retail hierarchy presented in paragraph 3.2.262 which sets out the proposed sequential 
approach to development in the Borough. Under this hierarchy, the Imperial Retail Park (erroneously identified as an edge of centre location) should be 
considered before correctly defined edge of centre locations and other town centre locations such as within local centres. This approach is clearly 
inappropriate and is contrary to Policy EC15 of PPS4 which states that "local planning authorities should ensure that all in-centre options have been 
thoroughly assessed before less central sites are considered" and that where there are no town centre sites, preference is then given to edge of centre 
locations which are well connected to the centre by means of easy pedestrian access".

- The document was written before PPS4 was published.  Imperial has already been 
identified by a Planning Inspector as part of the town centre, so making edge is actually a 
downgrade.  The matter will be reviewed.

Mr Miles 3.2.262 Object Our client is concerned that the disaggregation of non-food and retail warehouse floorspace and the erroneous identification of the Imperial Retail Park 
as an edge of centre location could lead to pressure for inappropriate out of centre retail development contrary to the approach set out in PPS4, which 
could be harmful to the viability and vitality of the town centre. Our client has additional concerns that this pressure may be accentuated by the 
assertion at paragraph 4.9.59 that the town centre should be 'expanded', and the assertion at paragraph 3.2.250 that Imperial Retail Park is 'adjacent' 
to the town centre and has scope to better connect to it. Gravesham Council has undertaken no exercise to identify the capacity of the town centre to 
accommodate the identified retail need. Paragraph EC5.1 of PPS4 also states that sites must be allocated in accordance with the sequential approach 
and that authorities need to test the impact of allocations on existing town centres. Until these exercises have been undertaken as part of an updated 
evidence base, it is not appropriate to plan for expansion to the town centre and in particular not to plan to expand the town centre to encompass the 
Imperial Retail Park. The consultation implies an emerging strategy not backed up by a robust evidence base. In the town centre, the Thamesgate 
Centre has potential for redevelopment during the plan period and could accommodate at least some of the identified need for additional retail space. 
The Thamesgate Centre should therefore be allocated for development within the plan period prior to consideration of edge of centre sites, which in 
term should be considered prior to the Imperial Retail Park.

- The document was written before PPS4 was published.  Imperial has already been 
identified by a Planning Inspector as part of the town centre, so making edge is actually a 
downgrade.  The risk referred to is acknowledged but will exist regardless of the precise 
designation of Imperial.  The Retail Study, to be consulted upon in the autumn, will 
provide the basis for further discussion of the issues raised.

Ms Freeman 3.2.264 Support We support this policy as it includes the growth of arts and cultural facilities and also will enhance existing facilities in town centres provided they 
conform to certain criteria.

- Noted

Mrs Martin 3.2.265 Object The Council supports Core Policy 11 except paragraph 3.2.265 sub-paragraph 3 which discriminates against the private car. - 3.2.265 point 3 is about public transport accessibility for those without cars or choosing 
not to use them, not about excluding the private car.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.265 Object The Society supports the Core Policies for Town Centre Retailing as set out in paragraphs 3.2.262 to 3.2.266 except paragarph 3.2.265 sub-paragraph 
3. In the Society's view excluding the private car is neither desirable nor practical and will discriminate against those wishing to access facilities from the 
rual area. The Society questions the exclusion of Harmer Street from the edge of town centre on Figure 9.

- Harmer Street is not part of the main retail area, as opposed to the wider town centre.  
3.2.265 point 3 is about public transport accessibility for those without cars or choosing 
not to use them, not about excluding the private car.

CULTURE, TOURISM AND LEISURECULTURE, TOURISM AND LEISURECULTURE, TOURISM AND LEISURE
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changes

Initial officer comment

Ms Freeman 3.2.267 Object For clarity and greater certainty of intended outcomes and so that guidelines are clear and consistent, a definition of cultural facilities facilities should be 
included. It is important that your interpretation is understood in the context of your policies which are intended to serve as clear statements to let 
communities, developers and others know the basis and criteria by which planning decisions will be made by Local Planning Authorities.

We recommend the description "Cultural 
facilities provide for the pursuit of leisure, 
recreation, sport, arts and music activities 
and include a range of uses that add 
greater diversity to the cultural scene, such 
as concert and theatre venues; artists' 
studios; street events; public art; 
community music and dance venues; 
galleries, and facilities for film and digital 
media."

Agree that a definition should be included.

Mr Simpkin 3.2.267 Object There is no reference to the need to provide additional hotel and self catering accommodation. It would be helpful to indicate that such development 
could be permitted also within the rural area.

The policy should refer to the provision of 
additional hotel and self catering 
accommodation, and that such 
development is appropriate in the rural 
area.

Agree that this section should more explicitly be informed by the Kent Thameside Hotel 
Futures Study.  It could also refer to opportunities for tourist facilities in the rural area.

Mr Feetam 3.2.268 Support Sport England welcomes points e and f which highlight the importance of providing for sporting activities and facilities. . Support appreciated
GOSE 3.2.270 Correction. Reference should be made to PPS4 and not PPS6. PPS4 was not adopted at the time when the document was finalised.  It will be taken into 

account when changes are made to the document.
Mr Feetam 3.2.272 Support Sport England welcomes the principle of this paragraph in highlighting the importance of open space, sport and recreational provision to wider agendas 

asset out by PPG17. It is noted that the Community Context baseline report indicates low levels of physical activity in the Borough compared to national 
levels. The source of this data is not clear but we would suggest that within this paragraph, and as mentioned under paragraphs 2.1.3 to 2.1.7, data 
from our Active People surveys for Gravesham could be included. Web Link: www.sportengland.activepeople

Add data to provide indication of the current 
levels of participation in sport and physical 
activity in Gravesham compared to 
national, regional, county and comparable 
local authority areas.

Provision of this data is too specific for the Core Strategy but can be included in the 
Community Context baseline report.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.275 Support Support references to enhancing river related transport links, a pontoon at town pier and a cruise liner terminal within or near the town centre. - Support appreciated
GOSE 3.2.282 Core Strategy Policy 12 sets out what the borough wishes to see within its area, but there is not the means of delivery that we would expect. There also 

does not appear to be the linkage that we would expect to see with Core Strategy Policy 1, which sets out the hierarchy of areas within the borough. 
PPS12 (paragraph 4.1) states, the delivery strategy should set out how much development is intended to happen, where, when and by what means it 
will be delivered.  You are advised to address this as you prepare the document for publication at Regulation 27.

Policy requires revision to take on board these points.

Mr Feetam 3.2.282 Object Whilst Sport England supports the principle of this policy point 7 suggests that the policy will only safeguard sports facilities that are deemed to be 
viable. The introduction of viability and no supporting information on how this will be judged is a concern and in contrast with other policies in the 
document along with the vision and objectives and PPG17 which seek to protect and promote sporting provision based on the assessment of need. It is 
noted that elements of this policy and supporting test such as point 7 may resulting some repetition with other sections and policies in the document.

Remove the reference to viability so that 
the policy safeguards existing cultural and 
sporting provision in line with the 
assessment of need and other relevant 
policies in the document. Add reference to 
the need for the policy to seek to extend 
and supplement existing facilities with new 
and upgraded provision to meet identified 
existing deficiencies and projected future 
demand. New provision should seek to 
broaden the range of opportunities 
available to people.

Agree that national policy contained in PPG17 makes no reference to viability.  PPG17 
advocates the formulation of planning policies for open space, sport and recreation based 
on an assessment of need and the policy will be amended accordingly.

Miss Shier 3.2.282 Support The scope and terms of this policy are supported As above Support appreciated
Mr Manns 3.2.282 Conditionally 

support
CS Policy 12 The promotion of cultural and tourism related development in the Borough is supported. The Council may wish to reiterate the value of 
including cultural and tourism related uses as part of wider mixed-use developments and to recognises the value of specific parts of the Borough which, 
for example, benefit from a riverside location and provide specific opportunities for sport and recreation.

As above Support appreciated.  Agree that it would be helpful to refer to culture and tourism 
opportunities presented by future developments and to recognise the value of specific 
parts of the Borough.

Mrs Martin 3.2.282 Support The Council supports Core Policy 12. The Council is surprised there is no direct reference to Cobham Hall and Gads Hill. - Support appreciated.  Cobham Hall and Gads Hill can be referred to in the Culture, 
Leisure and Tourism baseline report.

Ms Freeman 3.2.282 Conditionally 
support

Parts of this policy overlaps Policy 11 as it also encourages provision of cultural facilities in town centres and we suggest that item 2 of this policy is 
unnecessary. Item 5 should be amended to PPS4. We also suggest that there is a description of the term 'cultural facilities' in the Glossary as well as a 
description of the term 'community facilities' for clarity and to provide further amplification of Table 4 on page 51/52.

- Agree that point 2 is unnecessary.  Also agree with the changes suggested which will 
reflect more recent national planning policy and provide improved clarity.

Mr Boam 3.2.282 Support Firmly suupport part 4 of Core Strategy Policy 12 to improve the quality and quantity of visitor accommodation in the Borough. No change sought to part 4 of the policy. Support appreciated
Mr Boam 3.2.282 Object Object to part 5 of Core Strategy Policy 12 which states the intention to "Make the most of opportunities to provide appropriate leisure and cultural 

facilities as part of new development in accordance with PPS6 and the sequential test". PPS4 has replaced PPS6 and is therefore not consistent with 
national policy in soundness terms. The PPS4 Practice Guidance urges Local Authorities to recognise the differing operational and market 
requirements of uses when considering sequential assessments. The example is given that a hotel associated with a motorway service area is likely to 
cater for a distinct market compared to a traditional city/town centre hotel. Core Strategy Policy 12 does not reflect this and infers a 'town centres first' 
approach to hotel development.

Amend text in part 5 of the policy to reflect 
the importance of catering for the differing 
operational and market requirements of 
hotels - i.e. hotel 'need' is not necessarily 
within centres.

PPS4 was not adopted at the time when the document was finalised.  It will be taken into 
account when changes are made to the document.

Ms Freeman 3.2.282 Conditionally 
support

We wish to be sure that the policies are robust enough to include specific guidance on protecting and encouraging theatre provision. - The provision of a definition of cultural facilities which includes theatres should help to 
make clear that the policy is intended to protect existing and encourage the provision of 
new theatre facilities.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.282 Conditionally 
support

The Society supports the Core Policies for Culture, Tourism and Leisure as set out in paragraph 3.2.282 but considers it to be incomplete and having 
an urban bias. In the Society's view there should be specific references to Cobham Hall, Gads Hill and Cobham village as tourist attractions. The North 
Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is also important in terms of its leisure use for informal recreation as are parts of the North Thames 
Marshes and these should also be specifically referred to.

- Agree that the policy and background text should make more reference to rural facilities.  
Also agree that the value of specific parts of the Borough should be recognised.

Mr Hanna 3.2.282 Conditionally 
support

Natural England is generally supportive of the proposed policy but feel that it would be appropriate to promote access to the countryside and areas of 
semi-natural habitat for the health and wellbeing benefits that these bring.

We therefore recommend that an additional 
section be added and a suggested text is 
provided below: â€˜...Promote access to 
the countryside and areas of greenspace 
for informal recreationâ€™

Green Infrastructure core strategy policy 7 seeks to protect and enhance green grid links.  
The background text outlines that the green grid is intended to link open spaces and 
improve access to the countryside.  It also makes reference to the health benefits of green 
infrastructure.  Therefore, it is considered that no change is required to this policy.

Ms Salmon 3.2.282 Conditionally 
support

In relation to the health effects of natural green space Natural England have produced the health manifesto this can be found at http://
www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/enjoying/health/ournaturalhealthservice/default.aspx Other conservation activities that can improve the health and 
wellbeing of residents include green gyms and establishing voluntary groups to undertake practical habitat enhancement activities. All tourism, visitor 
accommodation and river transport and structural work such as a pontoon uses planned for the area will need to be assessed regarding its impact on 
the European network. (See previous comments for further details).

- All the policies will be subject to detailed Habitats Regulations Assessment which will 
assess their impact on the European network of wildlife sites.

Mr Trimmer 3.2.282 Support Support the reference to greater use of the river. - Support appreciated
Ms McDade 3.2.282 Support EHEL supports the Councilâ€™s objectives to realise the cultural and tourism potential of the area and maximise the opportunities for expansion in the 

visitor economy, tourism-related development, and visitor accommodation. EHEL considers that the proposals for the Heritage Quarter will assist in the 
achievement of these objectives through the provision of a new hotel and improvements to the overall Town Centre.

- Support appreciated

Couves 3.2.282 Conditionally 
support

Although there are general proposals for enhancing leisure and cultural facilities, which is welcomed, there is no recognition of the exceptional cultural 
deprivation of the Borough. This is a community of 100,000 people with no cinema, no theatre, no concert hall, no proper museum or gallery (even 
though there is a wealth of local archaeological material from recent digs associated with the CTRL and A2 widening). All we have is the Woodville 
Halls, closer in its offer to a 1970s school assembly hall than a place for modern cultural events and the small part time museum at the Chantry. In 
recent years we have lost our courts, police station and other civic functions. Gravesend should remain the centre of civic, cultural and community 
activity for the whole of the Borough. That should be part of the vision. The development of the Heritage Quarter would be an ideal location for such 
development.

- The Retail and Commercial Leisure Study provides the relevant evidence base in relation 
to culture and leisure facilities.  It found scope for a new cinema, either a small multiplex 
or an arthouse/independent cinema, but did not consider there to be a need for additional 
theatre provision.  It outlined that there may be scope for a museum of purely local 
significance and Gravesham Borough Council's Cabinet agreed in January 2010 that a 
feasibility study should be carried out on this.  The evidence will inform future decisions on 
planning policies for the Borough.
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Initial officer comment

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTRESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTRESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
GOSE 3.2.283 ALSO RELATES TO PARAGRAPHS 4.10.67-68.  Paragraph 3.2.287 indicates that the North Kent Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) and 

the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) were not complete in order to inform this early stage core strategy document – in draft 
only. The same applies to the Affordable Housing viability assessment (paragraph 3.2.301). We strongly advise you to complete these documents, 
which are essential as part of the evidence base which underpins the core strategy and the policies which you will eventually include within it.  Table 6, 
criterion b – This includes a figure for those sites with planning permission. By including this aggregated figure, have you taken into consideration the 
advice in PPS3 (paragraph 58) which states that local planning authorities should not include sites in their assessment for which they have granted 
planning permission unless they can demonstrate, based upon robust evidence, that the sites are developable and are likely to contribute to housing 
delivery at the point envisaged. We suggest that you address this point.Table 6, criterion c – reference is made to no discounting. You are advised to 
prepare the SHLAA in accordance with CLG guidance “Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment”.  Table 6 criterion c – Reference is made to 
excluding Wrotham Road. You will be aware of the guidance in PPS12 (paragraph 4.43). This states that the Sustainability Appraisal should inform the 
evaluation of alternatives. Have you taken this advice into consideration?  Table 6, criterion c – This refers to an included windfall rate, though there is 
no indication in the document what the level is as the figure is not disaggregated, or is it indicated at what stage windfalls have been calculated as 
contributing towards the borough’s housing supply. PPS3 (paragraphs 52 to 59) sets out clearly how local planning authorities should deliver housing 
over a 15 year period. An allowance for windfalls should not be included in the first 10 years of land supply unless local planning authorities can provide 
robust evidence of genuine local circumstances that prevent specific sites being identified. In these circumstances, an allowance should be included but 
should be realistic having regard to the SHLAA, historic windfall rates and expected future trends (PPS3, paragraph 59). You are strongly advised to 
address this point as you prepare the document for the next stage.  Table 6 sets out the boroughs housing requirement of 9,300 dwellings between 
2006 and 2026. However, as stated above on the hierarchy set out in Core Strategy Policy 1, we do not have a clear indication where this will be 
provided.  In setting out the housing figure of 9,300, we suggest that you consider the breakdown of the figure – 9,200 & 100 units. Are the majority of 
the sites you have established through the SHLAA process meeting the 9,200 figure? Have you disaggregated the SHLAA figures to the areas within 
the growth area and that outside?  You may wish to consider this point so that the sub-regional housing figure can be monitored.  Paragraph 3.2.294 
refers to allocating and releasing sites solely for affordable housing in rural areas, subject to a proven local need as is the case with rural exception 
sites. Do you have the evidence base to justify this policy approach?  Paragraph 3.2.298 refers to the affordable housing figure of 35% for that part of 
Gravesham outside the growth area. Have you also considered the overall regional target of 25% for social rented accommodation and 10% 
intermediate housing (South East Plan Policy H3ii). We would also suggest clarification on the terms used. 30% (within the growth area) and 35% 
(outside the growth area) are used in paragraph 3.2.298, where as Core Policy 13: Residential Development (paragraph 3.2.323) refers to urban (30%) 
and rural (35%).  Paragraph 3.2.298 states that there may be scope for meeting some of the needs for social rented accommodation in neighbouring 
districts. In view of South East Plan Policy H1 (that local authorities will prepare plans, etc to ensure the delivery of the annual average net additional 
dwelling requirement set out in Table H1b), we would question the justification for the approach set out here.  Paragraph 3.2.301 refers to differential 
affordable housing targets. As the viability study is in draft, we would advise you to finalise the study, in order to justify the figures included in the core 
strategy.  Clarification required. Reference is made to a 50:50 split of affordable housing units between social rented and intermediate housing. Is this 
for that part of the borough in the growth area soley?  Core Strategy Policy 13: Residential Development is not a delivery focused policy, and aspects of 
it read as a development management style policy. Examples include (in paragraph 3.2.16) the intention to “allocate” sites, where as the core strategy 
should include strategic allocations if considered appropriate and include the broad locations for growth over the plan period.  In addition, paragraph 
3.2.17 refers to “encouraging” the inclusion of residential dwellings in mixed use schemes. However, as the core strategy includes strategic allocations 
(as set out in Core Strategy Policy 16:  Strategic Allocations), this provides the opportunity to address this issue.  Paragraph 3.2.321 refers to promoting 
the conversion/sub-division of larger properties. As the Strategic Housing Market Assessment is still in draft, we suggest that you consider your policy 
stance in the light of the final document, once published.  Paragraph 3.2.322 refers to permitting a range of residential dwelling types, sizes etc. There 
appears to be duplication as Development Management Policy 20 addresess dwelling type, size and mix – see comments below on this policy.  
Paragraph 3.2.323 (1) refers to thresholds in urban (15 units/0.5) and rural (3/0.1). Again we suggest that this is clarified. Is this referring to the growth 
area and the area outside it?  Paragraph 3.2.325 refers to the council using its power to bring forward “allocated land” for development. This criterion 
shows intent but it does not fully reflect the advice in PPS12 (paragraph 4.4) which refers to setting out as far as practicable the actions needed for 
delivery and by whom, etc.  Paragraph 3.2.327 (number 3) addresses residential use, but then goes on to refer to “proposed use being appropriate and 
sympathetic to the location of the dwelling……”. which suggests a change of use though this did not appear to be the intent of the policy. We would 
suggest further clarity in accordance with PPG2.  This policy and the accompanying text does not address density levels and we suggest that you 
consider the advice in PPS3 (paragraph 47). This states that planning authorities may wish to set out a range of densities rather than one density range 
although 30dph should be used as a national indicative minimum until local density policies are in place. It is not clear that you have addressed the 
advice in PPS3, for example the strategic allocations proposed in the core strategy provide the opportunity to consider operating a range of density 
levels (see paragraph 3.2.320).

Comments noted. Issues will be addressed as part of the targetted interim 
consultation in the Autumn 2010.

GOSE 3.2.283 PPS3 (paragraph 55) states that local authorities should illustrate the expected rate of housing delivery through a housing trajectory for the plan period. 
Were you intending to provide an updated version of the housing trajectory with the publication version of the document?

A housing trajectory will be updated and included within the publication version of the 
document which will illustrate the expected rate of housing delivery for the plan period.

Mr Manns 3.2.283 Support Paras 3.2.283 to 3.2.292 This part of the Core Strategy sets out a sequentially led approach to future housing sites that is in line with the guidance set 
out within PPS3 at para. 10 which advocates â€œa flexible, responsive supply of land â€“ managed in a way that makes efficient and effective use of 
land, including re-use of previously-developed land, where appropriate.â€ This sequential approach is supported as it recognises that the delivery of 
the 9,300 dwellings set out within the South East Plan (2006-2026) should be focused upon previously developed land within the main Gravesend / 
Northfleet urban area.

As above Support appreciated.

Mr Manns 3.2.283 Conditionally 
support

Table 6 Paragraph 52 of PPS3 states that Boroughâ€™s should â€œdevelop policies and implementation strategies to ensure that sufficient, suitable 
land is available to achieve their housing and previously-developed land delivery objectives.â€ One of the main focuses of PPS3 is to ensure that 
emerging Development Plan policy identifies a sufficient supply of land to deliver housing targets set out within Regional Spatial Strategies. There is 
some concern that whilst Table 6 identifies capacity â€“ through housing completions, housing commitments and site allocations â€“ to deliver just over 
the number of new residential dwellings required for delivery in the context of Policy H1 of the South East Plan (by only 133 dwellings) this is not of a 
quantum that is sufficient to allow for any changes in the availability of identified sites to be developed for housing. This includes allocated housing sites 
not being brought forward for development due to issues of funding, ownership or site constraints. In order to provide more flexibility to Table 6, the 
Council should be more explicit in the context of Core Strategy Policy 10 that recognises that in those cases where the requirements of paragraph 
3.2.237 can be satisfied regarding the loss of existing employment sites, that redevelopment for housing may be acceptable. This approach recognises 
that whilst there is a policy presumption in favour of the retention of viable employment sites, where it can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the 
Council that the requirements of Core Strategy Policy 10 paragraph 3.2.237 can be satisfied, the character of employment land â€“ in terms of being 
previously developed land often well connected to public transport and located in the main urban area of Gravesend / Northfleet - makes them suitable 
as future housing sites. This approach would provide more certainty that housing delivery targets set out within the South East Plan could be met 
having regard to a variety of sources of residential development land.

As above Support appreciated (albeit conditional). The SLAA will be reviewed annually in 
accordance with PPS3 which will provide flexibility and identify the most appropriate land 
required to meet any shortfalls in housing land supply. Para. 3.2.237 to remain unaltered 
since reference to 'development resulting in the loss of B class floorspace' may not 
exclusively relate to housing but may relate to other alternative uses. Also, subject to 
meeting the requirements of Para. 3.2.237, that housing may not always be the most 
suitable alternative use to employment on a particular given site. Further, by giving 
preference to housing as an alternative use would constrain flexibility in the consideration 
of alternative uses.

Mr and Mrs Beagle 3.2.292 Support We have lived in the area for 40 years and regularly walk round the whole area and there are not many places left like this. The Council should work on 
all the empty shops and surrounding areas which look such a mess.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Blake 3.2.292 Support I have lived in this area all my life, and have seen it become more and more congested and feel that the land is needed to provide some green space 
for the people living around it. At present, it provides a valuable service as it is farmed and provides local produce. Too much traffic/people in area. 
Iimportant open space.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Clinch 3.2.292 Support Loss of green space. Like where the lost green space and football pitches at Springhead. - Support appreciated.
Ms Furrents 3.2.292 Support It will be a great loss of greenspace for the area. People are always walking with their families and dogs on the area and also jogging. Please stop 

building on every bit of green belt and develop brown sites instead. This town is being crammed with ugly plots everywhere. Get out and talk to your 
residents, they will soon say the same.

- Support appreciated.

Ms Pearce 3.2.292 Support Insufficient infrastructure to support such development, i.e. schooling, roads, shopping, medical facilities. Destruction of green space leading to loss of 
public right of way and loss of providing a space for walkers, joggers, dog exercise. Roads such as Coldharbour Road and Wrotham Road are already 
bottle necked a peak times. Increase in noise and pollution to current residents and hospice. Area should be developed as a park/bird sanctuary/park 
for dog walkers/man made lake.

- Support appreciated
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Mr Reeves 3.2.292 Support Over development of the site. More pressure on services. Loss of green farmland space and natural habitats. More congestion to an already busy area. 
I also totally agree with my ward councillor that the site should not have been proposed for development in the draft strategic land availability 
assessment as it is an important and valued green space in the urban area. Too much green space is being lost in the South East of England.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Ruff 3.2.292 Support In my lifetime, this area has become built up and the traffic has increased alarmingly. At times (school times, when there is an accident on the A2 at 
Christmas etc) this area becomes so busy with traffic that it is difficult to get out onto Coldharbour Road. It is important to our quality of life that not all 
green areas are built over and this area is especially important as it is farming land. There is too much traffic and building in this area and the new area.

- Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Tomkins 3.2.292 Support The reason we bought this house 3 years ago was for the open view and a feeling of open space, which we all seem to be losing all too often. How on 
earth are are we going to cope with all the extra people. We cannot get a doctor's appointment now for over a week or two weeks. You promised a new 
doctor's surgery in Lawrence Square which never materialised.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Tomsett 3.2.292 Support I am raising my concerns and fears over the proposed development of this land. So many pieces of open land where I live have been developed 
spoiling the estate's appeal. Such a large development would end the country feel to the area where I have lived for 40 years. The larger developments 
close to the area have had a big impact on the wildlife and on the estate. I have seen a big increase in the bird population over recent years. This 
development would also scatter the wildlife especially rodents over the estate, causing a health risk. Massive earth works would have to be carried out 
because the land is on a slope and the land may have underground streams or dene holes. The noise, dust and stench emanating from the 
development would be unbearable to live with. The increase in traffic from the development would make the area unsafe for pedestrians crossing 
Wrotham Road and Coldharbour Road. What assurances do I have that traffic from the development will not overspill onto the estate? The history of 
the land is uncertain and this uncertainty may lead to a lengthy archaeological excavation prolonging the development by months or even years. Once 
the development is finished, whatever it is would cause large traffic jams at peak times whether it is residential or commercial. What assurances do I 
have that the number of pedestrian crossings would be increased and the roads redeveloped with adequate traffic management in place. Thank you for 
your time reading my concerns and fears for an estate I love living in.

- Support appreciated.

Wikeley 
Family

3.2.292 Support We have lived in this house for 57 years and seeing the green fields and open space and not any houses makes people here feel better. Why do you 
need to keep building everywhere? Down near the cemetery you are now building. Soon we will have nowhere to be even buried! And so I think it is 
disgraceful building on those only few fields we have left in this area. What happened to green issues? All talk as usual no doubt and all classic political 
promise and no action as usual. Let us have some fields so we can remember what nature is and our children who will pay for it.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Bayley 3.2.292 Support Having gone through this a few years ago, I am utterly disgusted and find it most appalling that we have to go through all this again. Why do you keep 
picking on one field when you have other areas that are equally, even probably, better to pursue (Higham, for instance). The land between Wrotham 
Road and Lanes Avenue is a beautiful entrance to our great heritage town of Gravesend. Please, please do not be so intent on destroying our beautiful 
countryside, the wildlife, etc. The quality of life gets taken away from the ordinary people, especially if you are old and cannot get around to make 
yourself heard. Many of the residents have lived in Lanes Avenue over 35 years and will have their lives blighted by any development on this land. We 
already have a parking problem during school term which the Council has failed to do anything about. Keep our heritage town of Gravesend entrance 
and exit a welcome site, not tomorrow's slums. It is beautiful and needs to stay that way. Do not erode our countryside.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Hornby 3.2.292 Support Approximately 20 years ago a distinguished Gravesend Councillor stated that this land should be kept as an open space as it was the gateway to 
Gravesend town and also Northfleet needed an area of open countryside, however small that may be. In fact it was mentioned at the meeting on 23 
February 2010 at Shears Green Junior School that Gravesham Council are against development of these fields. A development such as this would 
involve further traffic on the already overcrowded Coldharbour and Wrotham Roads which are used continually by heavy lorries for access to the A2 
and the petrol station which is also becoming a bone of contention to residents living in the houses leading up to the garage. The Coldharbour 
roundabout has become a "rat-run" for lorries. It was our understanding that when the A2 was moved it was to reduce air pollution. Surely the increased 
vehicle activity can only increase the noise and air pollution! We already have the planned erection of offices and light industrial units on land south of 
Coldharbour Road for which permission has accordingly been granted. Further, the Activity Park will also incur increased traffic on these roads. What 
provisions have been made to deal with supplies of water, gas and electricity, all of which we are constantly being reminded that there will be shortages 
resulting in power cuts. With already overcrowded schools, surgery and dental practices, how will the town cope with a further influx of residents. 
However, the worrying concern is how Darent Valley Hospital, the only National Health hospital within the area, will cope with the increase in residential 
homes. It cannot cope with the current population of the area at the moment and I know that from my own experience of being an in-patient for several 
weeks at a time spread over the past 3 years. It is already experiencing difficulties in coping with patients from Gravesham, Dartford and outlying areas. 
Is the police service going to be able to cope with another large housing development? This area has seen enough development over the past years to 
the extent that nearly every spare piece of land has been concreted over. We still have enough brownfield sites within the area to accommodate further 
housing development. We need open spaces for peace and quiet and green areas for the local population to enjoy.

- Support appreciated.

Ms Emerson 3.2.292 Support I oppose any plans/proposals to allow building on the land to the West of Wrotham Road. This is particularly as the hospice overlooks this green space 
and it provides a beautiful view and a comfort to people in their dying days. There are plenty of other brownfield sites in the Borough.

- Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Hann 3.2.292 Support It has been brought to our attention that the above land is zoned for development. After just moving in to our property at 372 Wrotham Road we get this 
horrendous news. We strongly oppose the use of this land mentioned above for building houses or any other type of development, we did not move to 
the area and want to see new housing developments on our door step. With new housing comes increased traffic and noise and light polution, also, it 
will desimate the wild life in the area and what was once Gravesend's nicest residential areas will go down hill fast and devalue surrounding properties.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Plumridge 3.2.292 Support Loss of green space which provides a breath of air in the town rather than becoming another overdeveloped space. I agree with my ward councillors 
that the site should not have been proposed for development in the Draft Strategic Land Availability Assessment as it is important and valued green 
space.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Molloy 3.2.292 Support Development of the site would in my opinion deprive local people of this valuable greenfield open space, within a predominantly urban conurbation. 
This land has long been held sacred by local residents and therefore should not have been placed in this Core Strategy consultation. Key objections 
are: - overdevelopment of valuable greenfield site - the land adds to and enhances the area's biodiversity - any housing development would inevitably 
put a strain on local schools, roads and other services. I agree with my ward councillors that the site should not have been proposed for development in 
the SLAA due to its value as an important and valued urban green space.

Remove the inclusion of the site in the 
assessment study in full entirety.

Support appreciated. West of Wrotham Road remains in SLAA as it meets the 
requirements for inclusion under the Government SLAA Guidance.

Mrs Taylor 3.2.292 Support I agree with the ward councillors that one site should not have been proposed for development in the SLAA. I have lived at Lanes Avenue for 16 years 
and feel that this is one of a few places in the area that have not been ruined by development. The view as you enter the borough is wonderful and 
should be preserved for future generations. Do we really want our borough to look like any other concrete jungle? Let's keep something to be proud of. I 
hope the opinions of the people in the area are taken into consideration as it's these people you are supposed to be representing.

- Support appreciated.

Ms Bayley 3.2.292 Support I agree with our ward councillors that the land between Wrotham Road/Lanes Avenue should not be proposed for development. It's a welcome sight to 
see a field and golf course as you come off the A2. We are proud of our heritage town and want people to come and visit. 490 houses is over 
development on a large scale. It adds to the biodiversity fo the area. Lanes Avenue will become the Kings Farm of the future. We need to breathe. Do 
not erode our countryside. This side of the A2 has not got a lot of green space. Let's keep what little we have. Do not develop this land, please.

- Support appreciated.

Ms Clark 3.2.292 Support A few years ago this area was declared a green belt area. How can this have changed? I have lived in this house since it was built, and looking out to 
this green site makes a lot of difference to everyone's welfare

The only thing I would agree on is to leave 
trying to take away every bit of green.

Support appreciated. Council prioritises development on PDL before greenfield land but 
some greenfield land will be necessary to be released in order to meet the requirements 
of the South East Plan housing allocation.

Ms Dunhue 3.2.292 Support North Kent does not have the infrastructure in place to support more residential development. There is not enough water for domestic use and the A2 is 
one of the busiest roads in the country.

The site should not have been proposed for 
residential development. It might be better 
used in conjunction with the recreational 
park being developed where the old A2 
used to be.

Support appreciated. The Government SLAA Guidance does not preclude individual sites 
from being promoted in the 'call for sites'. West of Wrotham Road was included within the 
SLAA as it meets the requirements for inclusion under the Government SLAA Guidance. 
PPG17 Open Space, Sport & Recreation Study will identify any deficiencies in open 
space, sport and recreation provision.  

Ms Graham 3.2.292 Support I have stated in previous letters what a joy it is when coming off the motorway to see open land and greenery and it should remain as such. - Support appreciated.
Ms Hills 3.2.292 Support The open space opposite the golf course and from Higham Road provides a view that many people like to see. No one likes to live in a concrete jungle. 

People need space and open green fields - it enriches their lives. Please do not build on these fields, it will spoil the view for many people. We need 
green open spaces. It gives people a lift. Lots of people take their exercise by walking or jogging or walking their dog around the perimeter of this green 
open space just for the joy of feeling free and the view.

- Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Baker 3.2.292 Support Loss of green space. The open fields provide a green lung for Gravesend and Northfleet which adds to the biodiversity of the area. - Support appreciated.
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Mr Spencer 3.2.292 Support I have always coveted that space just behind the hedge, an open area where one can walk the dog or just go for a ramble. I feel that if filled with 
houses we would be overcrowded. I am sure our road would be widened, with lots of fast traffic. I of course do not want my development and I think it is 
a shame people keep on trying. I think there are plenty of brown sites to clear and build on. After all, they are only an eyesore. I am thinking of old 
factory sites, such as along the waterfront. Henlys is an example. After all, builders do not shy from building in chalk pits these days.

Get the land farmed again. Support appreciated. West of Wrotham Road is intermittently used for agricultural 
purposes. The land's suitability for the continuance of agricultural use will be determined 
against the criteria of 'best and most versatile agricultural land'.

Mr Lucas 3.2.292 Support No provision for extra services is being made. Schools in the area area already over subscribed. It is already difficult to get an appointment at the local 
doctors. Finally, the loss of more countryside around the town.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Whitehouse 3.2.292 Support I for one am opposed to this plan. We have very little open green land left as it is and I agree with Kathryn Smith that the Coldharbour is just as 
important to us locals as Higham is to Mike Snelling. When my children were young, I can remember pea picking with them in the summers. Also it will 
destroy the wildlife habitat in the area. Surely it could be used more environmentally.

- Support appreciated. PPG17 Open Space, Sport & Recreation Study will identify any 
deficiencies in open space, sport and recreation provision.  

Miss Mowbray 3.2.292 Support I strongly object to the proposed development of land between Lanes Avenue and Wrotham Road. Our area has already been seriously overdeveloped 
with housing estates etc being put on the big farmers field that backed on to Wombwell Hall Tech and Northfleet School for Girls, the big playing fields 
either side of Bennett House and Martins House, Lawrance Square, the strip of land between Lawrance Square shops and New House Lane, Lions 
Hospice, Sainsburys and Morrisons, along with all the development of the A2, and planning permission given to build on the small field between 
Westcott Avenue and Lanes Avenue. All these have happened in less than a 2 mile radius of Westcott Avenue. I am horrified that yet again proposals 
are being made to build on this land. I was one of the people that protested against this move in 1996 and my views are as strong now as they were 
then. We have already lost a number green fields to development and we must keep the developers off our few last green/open spaces. The farmers 
field is vital for our wild and bird life. It gives us locals a feeling of not being hemmed in. From my bedroom window I can see right across to the far side 
of the golf course and scan the horizon right round to Windmill Hill. It is a view that in sunshine, rain or snow for 49 years I have never tired of and I 
absolutely hate the thought that one day it will be covered in houses and the noise of the traffic that would ruin the peaceful summer weekends. The 
majority of my neighbours moved in when this estate was first built, and are elderly and frail. They quite possibly will not have the energy to put up yet 
another fight against development and most likely do not have computers to use the websites or emails. Therefore, I believe that the true extent of any 
protests may not be truly portrayed. I have often been asked why I have never moved and the answer has alwasy been that I love the area where I live, 
I am not overlooked by any houses, it is peaceful and the views are fantastic. I fear that should this small remaining piece of countryside be taken, all 
that my house means to me will be gone. We must not let this take place. I agree with Sue Howes my ward councillor that this site should not have 
been proposed for development in the Draft Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) as it is a very important and much valued rare green space 
in the urban area.

This land should not be built on. Support appreciated.

Mr Taylor 3.2.292 Object This area should be used to provide 100 one and two bedroom bungalows for the elderly whilst also retaining footpaths for walking and general 
landscaping with trees and other shrubs. This could be done if the Government stopped pouring money into the pockets of greedy bankers.

- Providing 100 one and two bedroom bungalows for the elderly on a single site would be 
contrary to Para. 24 of PPS3 because as applicable to large strategic sites, the proposed 
mix of housing being 100 one and two bedroom bungalows exclusively for the elderly 
would not reflect the proportions of households that require market or affordable housing 
and would not achieve a mix of households as well as a mix of tenure and price. By not 
allocating the site for development means that existing footpaths, landscaping and other 
features will be retained. The Council is not able to prevent the Government from 
financing bankers. 

Bayley 3.2.292 Support I totally agree with our ward councillors that the land between Lanes Avenue and Wrotham Road should not be developed. It should not have been 
proposed. It is a very important green space to the local community, also wildlife, and adds to the biodiversity of the area. Keep our entrance/exit off the 
A2 to our heritage town a place to be proud of. Do not over develop this area. Any houses will not improve this lovely field, only to become the slums of 
the future like certain parts of Gravesend which are now being demolished. Let us breathe, do not erode our countryside.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Stevens 3.2.292 Support We feel that nothing has changed since planning permission was applied for previously, and that this valuable space is needed to provide local produce 
and a green space. There are still plenty of brown field sites in the area if it is necessary to build more housing. This area is a haven to wildlife and an 
important lung and buffer to the A2 and railway. With the proposed leisure facilities going onto the old A2 route, an already congested area will be made 
much worse. The new position of the A2 seems even noisier possibly because it is higher, and the new fast trains are also noisier. When there is an 
accident on the A2 (which happens on a regular basis), this area is grid locked and just cannot take any more traffic. The hedgerows around and within 
the fields are home to lots of insects (including the protected stag beetles), small mammals and birds. It would be vandalism to destroy mature trees 
(especially the old oak and hedgerow along Lanes Avenue).

- Support appreciated.

Ms Stevens 3.2.292 Support The situation now is the same as last time planning permission was sought. This is an open space - a green lung vital to the area. There are other 
brown field sites available. The area is becoming over development and traffic is appalling. With the opening of the proposed sports site, this will get 
worse. My ward councillors think the site should not be proposed for development.

This land is prime agricultural land and 
should continue to provide local produce.

Support appreciated. West of Wrotham Road is intermittently used for agricultural 
purposes. The land's suitability for the continuance of agricultural use will be determined 
against the criteria of 'best and most versatile agricultural land'.

Mrs Strong 3.2.292 Support I am proud of our heritage town and would like to keep it that way. With a golf course and our lovely field outside my house, any development on this 
land will turn this area into another Kings Farm or Denton Estate which we do not want. I have never regretted living for 35 years in Lanes Avenue and I 
love it here. Please do not build on our field. Please do not grant the draft SLAA.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Thomas 3.2.292 Support I support my ward councillors 100%. In my opinion, enough is enough. This is all that is left of England's green and pleasant land. Let us leave it at that. 
I served in the forces for this. My brother gave his life for this.

A remembrance park for those lads whose 
names only appear 1940-45 in a book at 
the Council office.

Support appreciated. PPG17 Open Space, Sport & Recreation Study will identify any 
deficiencies in open space, sport and recreation provision.  

Ms Cockburn 3.2.292 Support I would like to lodge my objection to the development of the land west of Wrotham Road, as this site is an important and much needed green space for 
residents in the urban area. It is obvious that you cannot keep on building and building without providing people with suitable green areas to counteract 
the impact of row upon row of brick built structures. If the government has its way, Kent will gradually become a concrete jungle and part of the Greater 
London sprawl, and it will be the developers and other interested parties who benefit financially at the expense of the residents. People need open 
spaces in which to breathe and enjoy. The land in question is situated alongside one of the Borough's main roads and provides an attractive approach 
to the town; this aspect will be lost if the plan goes ahead. The extra traffic generated by this development would place further strain on the 
infrastructure in the area. It is a known fact that utilities and services are hard pushed to meet current demands not only in the Gravesham area but in 
the south east generally, as witnessed over recent years by frequent power cuts and depleted water levels; additional large developments would place 
even greater pressure on such services. The use of brownfield sites in the Borough should be fully evaluated first, and I question the need for more 
industrial units in view of the fact quite a few are still standing empty. Couldn't land set aside for units be used for housing? I certainly agree with the 
ward councillor for this area that the site should never have been proposed for development in the draft SLAA. I am given to understand that the 
majority of the Council is opposed to this development, and I sincerely hope they take into account the interests of the residents before anything else.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Bay 3.2.292 Support Overdevelopment of the site. Loss of green space. The open fields provide a green lung for Gravesend and Northfleet. Adds to the biodiversity of the 
area. The open space, opposite the golf course, provides an attractive entry to our town from the A2.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Barton 3.2.292 Support Planning permission being sought for housing development on the land to the west of Wrotham Road and extending from St.George's School to the 
Morrison roundabout......... I wish to register my objection to this proposed change of use believing that this area remains a "lung" between the urban 
development of Gravesend and Northfleet, is of great scenic value to those entering Gravesend on the main approach road from the A2 (with the added 
attraction to visitors and tourists) and the fact that Gravesend north of the A2 is already sparse of green spaces and that there is ample room for 
required housing on brown field sites close to the river. I also believe that the view towards St.George's and the river from the Morrison roundabout is 
the best one in the town and I suggest that open space approximate to the Hospice is considerably important to the vulnerable people that stay there. I 
have lived in Singlewell Road for 40 years.

- Support appreciated.

Ms Giles 3.2.292 Support I object to once again open space being developed in an already congested town. To continue to concrete over large open land would as widely 
reported add to flood risks. The approach to the town has always been regarded as part of Gravesend's character and to lose that would be detrimental 
to the whole area and its residents. To develop this open space would ruin the environment. This area has spectacular views from many sides which 
can not be repeated or replaced.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Giles 3.2.292 Support Being the only resident actually on this land, my objections are obvious but this open space has always been seen as the open approach to an already 
busy and built up area. From various view points, the views are something that must not be lost as they cannot be replaced. Land owners and builders 
looking to make a quick buck if allowed leave our area with a concrete jungle while retreating and leaving the residents to cope with the outcome. This 
area needs to be saved to preserve the natural environment.

- Support appreciated.
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Initial officer comment

Ms Trigg 3.2.292 Support Open fields provide a green lung for Gravesend and Northfleet unlike new parks alongside of A2. When we look through windows it makes a change to 
see open land instead of buildings. There's not a lot of people that see open fields.

- Support appreciated.

Mrs Hammond 3.2.292 Support Does an interest in aesthetics, in environmental 'pleasantness', preclude an individual from a voice in development issues for Gravesham? Who is there 
to speak up for a 'green and pleasant' opening to Gravesend from the A2? Legitimate research has demonstrated that a flourishing tree, seen by a 
patient in hospital, will positively feed that patient's recovery - how much more a free 'green lung', visible to residents and motorists, will feed a positive 
response. The Council should offer a greater choice of house and location to those people who must look to the Council for accommodation but there 
are plenty of old buildings, brownfield sites that should be developed. Gravesend's Regency villas, Victorian terraces, are all being ignored - the 
'Heritage Quarter' is a dismal joke, the girdle of green is being swallowed. Wake up and see the advantages that are there before you and that should 
be used as tourist bait - bringing money and attention - stop drowning us all in brick and concrete.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Catling 3.2.292 Support This would be a loss of green space, and green lung for Gravesend. Do we just keep building on every plot of land until there is no green space left. 
Kent is supposed to be the garden of England. I utterly oppose it and it would put a strain on local public services.

- Support appreciated.

Miss Foster 3.2.292 Support This site is one of the only green spaces in this area as most have been or are going to be built on in recent years. This site is still used by a local 
farmer, it is not untidy, local people in the area use it for walking and there is lots of wildlife because of the fields. It gives a great view as you enter the 
area from the A2. There is also the issue of the Lions Hospice, which is a vital service in this area, being disrupted if this area is built on, as peace and 
quiet is very important to terminally ill residents and their families.

- Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Wenban 3.2.292 Support We seem to have lost our green spaces in our borough, please let's keep this one. It provides a green lung just before we get to the very busy A2. Our 
children need to be able to explore fields in their neighbourhood, they need to see the wildlife that live there, they need to learn respect for the 
environment. How can they do this is all the local green spaces have disappeared. We need to develop more brownfield sites not greenfield sites, this 
is much more environmentally friendly. This site should not have been considered for development under the SLAA as it is an important and valued 
green space in this urban area. My husband has lived his whole life in Lanes Avenue, my mother in law has lived here for 57 years, myself I have lived 
here since my marriage 19 years ago. Over the years our neighbourhood has changed but one thing that has remained the same is the lovely green 
field. Please don't allow this to be developed on, please allow future generations to be able to enjoy the green field that my husband, his mother and 
myself have loved and benefited from.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Etchells 3.2.292 Support The farm land is far nicer for the environment than more houses. I am sure all local residents wouldn't want housing built. I am sure there are old brown 
belt sites available for housing. The whole area will become clogged with traffic and more CO2.

Leave the land as it is! I agree with my 
ward councillors that the site should not 
have been proposed for development in the 
Draft Strategic Land Availability 
Assessment (SLAA) as it is an important 
and valued green space in the urban area.

Support appreciated. The Government SLAA Guidance does not preclude individual sites 
from being promoted in the 'call for sites'. West of Wrotham Road was included within the 
SLAA as it meets the requirements for inclusion under the Government SLAA Guidance. 
Although the site is greenfield it is not defined as open space but is classified as 
agricultural land.

Mr and Mrs Scarff 3.2.292 Support We understand that the Council is proposing to zone the land west of Wrotham Road from Coldharbour Road to St Georgeâ€™s school for 
development. We wish to object to this proposal in the strongest possible terms. The grounds for our objection are as follows â€“ The Gravesham Local 
Plan 2nd Review states, â€˜At Gravesend and Northfleet, the emphasis for new development will be on the re-use of redundant and derelict sites and 
premises.â€™ This proposal is contrary to this fundamental principle: the site is agricultural land which should not be considered for development until 
all suitable brownfield sites, of which there is an ample supply locally, have been used. The site is close to and links visually to the Mid Kent Golf 
Course. Both these areas have previously been identified in Local Plans as Areas of Local Landscape Importance. The Local Plan Review states that â
€˜this area provides an important green buffer within the urban context on one of the major transport routes into Gravesend.â€™ Development would 
be detrimental to the integrity and continuity of the rural/semi-rural character of the surrounding area, which includes an Area of Local Landscape 
Importance and Green Belt land. This land is now virtually the only piece of open land between the Springhead and Tollgate junctions on the A2 that 
has not been developed over the last twenty or thirty years. It is important that it is retained to prevent this stretch of land being totally developed, 
especially as in 2007 the council gave planning permission for development of the land adjacent to Coldharbour Road to the east of Morrisonâ€™s 
supermarket. It is not clear what type of development is proposed. If it is for industrial or commercial uses this would be completely inappropriate as 
existing development nearby is primarily residential. Development for whatever purpose will generate additional traffic in an already very busy area, 
adding to noise, pollution and congestion. Coldharbour Road is now frequently jammed from the roundabout at the junction with Wrotham Road as far 
back as Ladyfields. Traffic in the area has increased considerably in recent years and the noise it produces has become well-nigh intolerable for local 
residents. Several years ago the Borough council was concerned about the levels of pollution from traffic in the area, to the extent that one option 
proposed was compulsory purchase and demolition of houses in the area. While much of the pollution originates from the A2, a significant proportion 
must also be caused by traffic in Wrotham Road and Coldharbour Road. While the new A2 alignment has probably made a temporary overall 
improvement, it will not reduce the noise, pollution and congestion from local traffic. We hope these points make it clear that this proposal is entirely 
inappropriate, unnecessary and contrary to several important local planning policies and would have a detrimental effect on the local area and its 
residents. On these grounds it should be refused.

- Support appreciated.

Miss Shier 3.2.292 Conditionally 
support

The table excludes Land West of Wrotham Road, This has some implications for the redevelopment and reconfiguration of the St. George's School site 
under the Building Schools for the Future programme. In this context, it is assumed that land on the northern edge of the school site still has potential 
for release for housing development, but that will be the subject of officer level discussions in due course.

As above Support appreciated (albeit conditional). The merits of any housing applications applicable 
to St. George's School will be considered on their individual merits at the time that such 
applications are made. St. George's School has not been promoted as a site within the 
SLAA.  

Mr Carter 3.2.292 Support This greenspace is already actively in use for a variety of purposes. The land is still used for farming. There is a lot of wildlife on this greenspace, such 
as foxes, hedgehogs, crows, sparrows, field mice and even crickets that you can hear chirruping in the evenings. Undoubtedly there are other species 
that use this land. Building on this land will remove their habitat. Building on this land is also likely to cause field mice to seek shelter in nearby housing; 
this is exactly what happened in Gordon Road when the public house on the corner of Gordon Road, Northfleet was demolished and it caused major 
problems for residents of Gordon Road. The land is also used constantly by families for walking, and also by many local residents with dogs, so 
development of this land will take this away from them. Industrial vehicles, noise, pollution, building etc necessary to build on this land will cause major 
disturbance to terminally ill residents and their families, in the Lion's Hospice for months, if not years. It will also directly disturb 100 or so families 
whose houses overlook the fields, if not more. I am under no illusion that there will be a significant ecological impact for everyone in this area; when the 
fields are harvested our pond is covered with a fine mist of dust from the harvested crops, so all the resulting pollution, etc required to build these 
houses and roads will definitely affect the residents in the Hospice and in this area. My girlfriend and I bought my home a year ago in Marks Square 
because of the peace and quiet and because of the beautiful view of these fields. All this will be taken away from us with the introduction of more roads, 
more houses, more traffic and more people directly in front of us. The same will apply to everyone along this side of Marks Square and Lanes Avenue. 
There is also the question of flooding. At the moment all the water on this side of Coldharbour Road (as well as water from Wrotham Road) drains on to 
this greenspace. We have been told that the land next to Morrison's will be used for a hotel, and possibly for industry. If the greenspace west of 
Wrotham Road is built on as well then it is a definite possibility that the residents of these houses will experience regular flooding issues. As well as the 
hotel and industry to be built on the site next to Morrison's we know the activity park will be developed in 2012. The work inovlved for this alone will 
involve increased noise, pollution, extra traffic, etc both during and after building. To build an additional 500 houses on the greenspace west of 
Wrotham Road will make this even worse. It is alarming how much of our greenspace has been built on in recent years. This area in particular is heavily 
used by residents, provides home to much wildlife and is an area of environmental importance, of which there are very few left in Gravesham. There is 
other brown-belt land in the area that can be used. For example, the Lord Street multi storey car park has been levelled and is not being used. For the 
aforementioned reasons, I agree with our Ward Councillors that this site should never have been proposed for development in the draft SLAA.

- Support appreciated.

Mr & Mrs Bhathal 3.2.292 Support Not happy with the idea of development on Land West of Wrotham Road because it will create congestion in traffic, parking problems during school 
terms. Greenery and openess of area will be ruined and this is why they paid high prices for properties in the area. Draw attention to an alternative site 
where development could be located - plan shows land to east of Castle Lane, Chalk bounded by A226, Church Lane and Lower Higham Road.

- Support appreciated.
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Initial officer comment

Mr and Mrs Field 3.2.292 Support The loss of green space is an issue as it provides open fields and makes a green lung for Gravesend and Northfleet. The easy solution to housing 
issues is to build on any available plot of land. Green space is often a casualty of 'development' and 'progression'. We as a community should be 
looking at the improvement, enhancement and reallocation of existing built areas. We must not be responsible for our children's only experience of 
open spaces to be limited to formal school trips and car journeys at weekends. We need space to live as well as living space. Don't let short 
sightedness and the willingness to meet short term targets be at the expense of their quality of life for the residents of Gravesham. This open space 
opposite the golf course provides an attractive entry to our town from the A2. As you approach Gravesend and Northfleet from the Tolgate junction of 
the A2 you are greeted with an attractive view that demonstrates the town's commitment and understanding of biodiversity. If development goes ahead, 
it will result in overdevelopment of the area. We agree with our ward councillors that the site should not have been proposed for development in the 
draft Strategic Land Availability Assessment as it is an important and valued green space in the urban area.

- Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs O'Brien 3.2.292 Support The open fields provide a green lung for the Gravesend and Northfleet area, especially being so close to the A2. The site should not have been 
proposed for development. It is an important and valued green space in the urban area.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Harpin 3.2.292 Support Support decision to exclude West of Wrotham Road. The open fields provide a green lung for Gravesend and Northfleet and provides an attractive 
entry to our town from the A2, and I don't think the area can afford to lose another green space.

NA Support appreciated.

Mrs McBean 3.2.292 Object Comments relate to summary document. Some interesting ideas are included, which would surely gain support. Eg: â€¢ Retaining a green breathing 
space west of Wrotham Road, pg 10

NA PPG17 Open Space, Sport & Recreation Study will identify any deficiencies in open 
space, sport and recreation provision.  

Mr Aucott 3.2.292 Support Concerned about proposal to build on agricultural land bounded by Wrotham Road, Coldharbour Road and Lanes Avenue. I don't doubt that builders 
have been 'salivating' over the prospect of building on this land for a very long time, but this would be a tragic loss of space in an already overcrowded 
town - as every spot of land, small or large is in-filled with expanded or new properties, or existing houses are pulled down to build multiple houses on 
the plot. The town is becoming stifled and suffocating with so much building and so little clear space. Gravesend does not have the resources to 
support all this additional housing and the loss of scenic land such as mentioned here can only add to the growing deterioration of Gravesend as a 
place to live. As a citizen of Gravesend, I wholly object to this proposal.

See above. Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Durling 3.2.292 Support We have very little green belt land left in our area and should do what we can to preserve this land. The area is built up enough and more houses on 
this land will put even more of a strain on local resources.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Bull 3.2.292 Support Does not want development on land west of Wrotham Road. - Support appreciated.
Mrs Moody 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 

The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Summers 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Jewsbury 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Gill 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

McCarthy 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Trigg 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Savill 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Clark 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Initial officer comment

Ms Bayley 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Murphy 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms McAllister 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Cowell 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Pankhurst 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Moore 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Corby 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Corby 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Graham 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

The 
Occupier

3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

3.2.292
Ms Sheppard 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 

The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Lines 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Hatcher 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Miss Foster 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Pidwill 3.2.292 Support I and my family are disgusted and dismayed at the proposal to develop the land to the west of Wrotham Road. This open green space is a green lung 
for the area and adds greatly to the biodiversity of the area. It is used by many local people and provides an attractive entry to our town. All this will be 
lost if development is approved and the residents of the area will no longer be able to enjoy this great natural asset. I agree with my ward councillors 
that the site should not have been proposed for development in the draft SLAA as it is far too important to be allowed to disappear under concrete.

Any plans for development should be 
removed and a policy put in place to protect 
areas such as this.

Support appreciated. GBC Cabinet resolved to remove site as a Strategic Site for housing 
from the Core Strategy. However, West of Wrotham Road site remains within the SLAA 
because the site meets the criteria for inclusion based upon Government SLAA Guidance. 
Whether or not a policy is put in place to protect West of Wrotham Road would need 
further consideration.

Ms Ward 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

The 
Occupier

3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Lucas 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Ramsell 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr McCarthy 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Wenban 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Field 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

The 
Occupier

3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Mr Curran 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Harrington 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mrs Taylor 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs Tomkins 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Norman 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Clarke 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mrs Clarke 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Wood 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Pidwill 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Wikeley 
Family

3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr McGlinn 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

The 
Occupier

3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Initial officer comment

Couves 3.2.292 Support We have sought to question the basis for the SHLAA in previous correspondence but received no reply. In particular the inclusion of the land West of 
Wrotham Road, initially as a strategic site in the Core Strategy, but even after its removal as such, its continuing inclusion as a suitable site for housing 
development in the SHLAA is misconceived. This site is a vital part of the open space provision for the town centre and the setting for the urban area. It 
should be identified in the PPG17 study and protected from development in open space policies.

- Support appreciated.

Councillors Howes and 
Leadley

3.2.292 Support Object to the development of the open space land to the West of Wrotham Road due to: -over development of the site -loss of green space -the open 
fields provide a green lung for Gravesend and Northfleet -adds to the biodiversity of the area -this open space, opposite the golf course, provides an 
attractive entry to our town from the A2 It should not have been proposed for development in the draft SLAA as it is an important and valued green 
space in the urban area.

- Support appreciated.

Ms Taylor 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Stapleton 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Jewsbury 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms McCarthy 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Maxwell 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Clark 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Crust 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Pook 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Cowell 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Coveney 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Initial officer comment

Akinboye 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Roberts 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Allen 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Bacon 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Meen 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Clarke 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Pullar 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Childs 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Randall 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Wade 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Webster 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Clear 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Ms Clement 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Vaughan 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Barnes 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mrs Alderson 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Glew 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Randall 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Ponter 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Dodd 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Johnson 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Cashman 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Harvey 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Fry 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Ms Raine 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Lock 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr and Mrs O'Brien 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Pearce 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Wallace 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Brown 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

The 
Occupier

3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Ford 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Martin 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Ollier 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Greenstreet 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Tomsett 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.
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Ms Merchant 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Youseman 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Gray 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Harrington 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mr Saunders 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mrs Tomsett 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Ms Luckhurst 3.2.292 Support LETTER OF OBJECTION (Wenban / Field) I am writing to object to the proposed development of the Land West of Wrotham Road (Lanes Avenue). 
The proposal is that 490 new homes be built on this green field. I feel that we need to keep the few green spaces we have left in our town for future 
generations to enjoy. If we allow the development to go ahead where will our green spaces be? Our local primary school is already oversubscribed, our 
local roads are severely congested at school times, with cars parked illegally on every verge. The waiting times at our local doctorâ€™s surgeries are 
already at unacceptable high levels, we often have to wait up to 10 days for an appointment. Our neighbourhood already suffers from young people 
roaming the streets with no purpose and with 490 new homes this can only worsen. Please, letâ€™s keep our green field green, letâ€™s not allow this 
development to turn this green site into another housing estate, with the same problems we are facing now.

NA Support appreciated.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.294 Conditionally 
support

Affordable housing that necessitates overriding Green Belt policy should only be permitted against proven local need. The Society is not satisfied that 
the existing criteria for determining local need are sufficiently rigorous and there is a risk of breaching policies with insufficient justification.

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Intention is that all affordable housing 
requirements within the rural area are based upon identified local need in accordance with 
Government Guidance and Parish Housing Needs Surveys in conjunction with the Action 
with Communities in Rural Kent.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.295 Object CPRE Protect Kent supports the use of exception sites to meet identified local need for affordable housing and where appropriate sites are supported 
by the local community. Paragraph 3.2.295, however, suggests that there needs to be a more proactive approach towards rural exception sites and 
reference is made to the recent CLG consultation that is intended to help incentivise landowners. However, other than this central government initiative 
the Core Strategy document makes no suggestion as to what a more pro-active approach towards exception sites might be. PPS3 quite clearly 
explains what the exception policy approach should be, and as far as we can see Proposed Development Management Policy 26 is consistent with 
PPS3. Consequently, we find it difficult to comment on what a more proactive approach might be, or indeed how it would be justified under national or 
regional planning policies.

None Para. 3.2.295 relates to seeking views and does not provide a definitive approach. 
Depending upon comments received and set against the recent DCLG publication on 
incentivising landowners, will help to inform the approach to be followed.

Mr Kemsley 3.2.295 Object no building on green belt. Housing needs can be met in the thames gateway. none I can think of except as above Market housing is not proposed to be built on Green Belt land. However, under the Rural 
Exceptions Policy, affordable housing may be built on Green Belt land.

Mrs Martin 3.2.295 Conditionally 
support

Since in most cases the provision of affordable homes in the rural area necessitates overriding Green Belt policy, they should only be permitted against 
proven local need. The Council is concerned that the current criteria of assessing local need are too widely drawn. In particular the residential 
qualification period is too short.

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Identified local need criteria based upon 
Government Guidance.

Mr Hanna 3.2.295 Conditionally 
support

As mentioned previously, Natural England recommends that any future housing within settlements within the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty are confined to the existing built confines and any development which does occur within the AONB has regard to the Kent Downs AONB 
Management Plan.

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Rural Exceptions Policy can not guarantee that 
development (affordable housing) will be confined to the existing built confines of 
settlements. DM Policy 9: Landscape refers to the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan 
in the context of its protection.

Mr Kemsley 3.2.296 Object First I would like to know how this NEED was decided upon. My children have grown up in Meopham and of course would love to have been able to 
stay in Meopham in a home of their own. However being sensible this is just not possible. Children grow up, go to college then get a job it is not written 
in stone that they then stay where they were brought up. Sometimes they have to move away. This is ife. They don't have a 'right' to be given affordable 
housing on the doorstep of their parents. I do not agree with the use of green belt land for the provision of this sort of housing.

Use infill or brownfield sites by all means 
but not green belt.

Need is based upon identified local need following Housing Needs Surveys using 
Government Guidance. Green Belt land for affordable housing can only be permitted 
under the Rural Exceptions Policy.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.302 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent strongly support the use of differential affordable housing targets and thresholds in the urban and rural areas as suggested. We 
fully agree that the site size threshold should be lower and the target higher in the rural areas, as opportunities to provide affordable housing are much 
lower. Consequently we support the proposed 3 dwelling or 0.1 hectare threshold and the 35% target. In the urban area we support 30% as a minimum 
provision, but we would favour a 10 dwelling/0.3 hectare threshold if it was considered viable.

See comments. Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Viability modelling work will inform final threshold 
within urban area.

Mrs Martin 3.2.302 Conditionally 
support

The Council is not generally in favour of target setting but it is considered there may be a case for lowering the threshold in the rural area. - Support appreciated (albeit conditional) especially regarding support for reducing the 
affordable housing threshold within the rural area.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.302 Conditionally 
support

Does not support the setting of targets and considers there may be a case for lowering thresholds for affordable housing in the rural areas. - Support appreciated (albeit conditional) especially regarding support for reducing the 
affordable housing threshold within the rural area.
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Initial officer comment

Couves 3.2.302 Object There is a lack of new family housing in the town centre, lack of affordable housing in new development sites (rather than commuted payments). PPS3 
paragraph 24 means that affordable housing should be on site rather than by commuted payments, to achieve mixed communities. The percentage of 
affordable housing should be a higher proportion of new development where viability will support it. There is no reason why it should not be a target of 
40% in the urban area and 100% on greenfield sites in the rural area. A lower figure may be negotiated where viability demands it, in difficult or 
contaminated sites. The percentage in London is 50%.

- The percentages of affordable housing contained within the Core Strategy have been 
informed by the SHMA. London's affordable housing percentage is not a matter for 
Gravesham.

Miss Shier 3.2.304 Conditionally 
support

Special needs housing and specially adapted housing is essential. However there are many different client groups who require different types of 
housing, such as Lifetime Homes, wheelchair accessible homes, extra care sheltered housing.

As above Support appreciated (albeit conditional). The requirements of all Special Needs Housing 
will be taken into account under CS Policy 13: Residential Development (Para. 3.2.322.) 

GOSE 3.2.315 The Core Strategy should include a Housing Implementation Strategy (PPS3, paragraph 62). We suggest that you consider this point. Issue acknowledged. (Question - Do we need to produce a Housing Implementation 
Strategy on GOSE's advice?)

Mr Lloyd 3.2.315 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent generally supports the approach to residential development advocated in Core Strategy Policy 13. We note in part C of Table 6 that 
reference is made to windfalls as forming part of the identified housing supply. However, Core Strategy Policy 13 makes no reference of windfalls 
contributing towards meeting the South East Plan housing target. We agree that an allowance for windfalls should be made if identified brownfield sites 
in the SLAA (together with completions and existing commitments) are not sufficient to meet the South East Plan target. This must be preferable to a 
potential strategic review of the Green Belt, and can be justified under the terms of PPS3. This is exactly the approach being taken by Sevenoaks 
District Council in their Publication Core Strategy, so is not without precedent. See also our comments on paragraphs 3.3.323 and 3.2.327.

Include a clause in Core Strategy Policy 13 
to refer to use of a windfall allowance, 
together with what this would be.

Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Agree that CS Policy 13 needs to clarify 
reference to use of windfalls.

Mr Thair 3.2.315 Support The policy for focusing high-density residential developments in the most sustainable locations and using the wide ranging powers of the Council as a 
local authority and local planning authority, including the use of compulsory purchase orders, to ensure allocated land is brought forward for 
development is supported.

See above Support appreciated.

Mr Lieberman 3.2.315 Conditionally 
support

This comment refers to Policy CSP13 (Residential Development). Please refer to para 5.10 of Statement prepared by Boyer Planning on behalf of 
Bovis Homes and Persimmon Homes Ltd.

N/A Support appreciated (albeit conditional). The draft SLAA has identified sufficient 
deliverable housing land supply to meet SEP housing allocation over the Plan period.  The 
SLAA is based upon Government Guidance which prioritises PDL sites.  Delivery of this 
housing is the responsibility of the private sector.

Miss Shier 3.2.315 Support The approach taken to housing provision and supply is generally supported. There is no substantive case for departing materially from the housing 
provision for Gravesham in the South East Plan (9300 homes over 20 years) which represents a challenging agenda for growth and change. The 
essence of Thames Gateway strategy in this area is founded on a regeneration led approach primarily addressed to the re-use of previously developed 
land within the Thameside urban area. Given the strong dependence on the 5 strategic sites ( expected to contribute two thirds of the residual dwelling 
requirement it will be important to understand the expectations for delivery of new homes at these sites over the plan period. A question is posed as to 
how requirements for affordable housing identified through local needs surveys should be met especially on parishes that have settlements within tiers 
2 and 3 of the settlement hierarchy. The approach currently taken by the Core Strategy that need should be met through minor and infill development 
within settlement infill boundaries and via the use of a rural exceptions policy is appropriate supported by a proactive approach to both local needs 
surveys and to the identification of rural exceptions. There is merit in the differential affordable housing targets and thresholds between the urban and 
rural areas and these are supported given the pressures on development value within the major regeneration sites within the urban area, the 
constraints on land supply in the rural area especially in a Green Belt context and differential positions on viability between urban and rural Gravesham.

As above Support appreciated.

Mrs Martin 3.2.315 Conditionally 
support

The Council generally support Core Policy 13. The Council considers the targets being imposed on the area for the supply of new housing are too high 
and will have an unacceptable impact on the area. Referring to paragraph 3.2.320, the Council would wish to avoid high density high rise development.

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Once the South East Plan became adopted, the 
district housing allocations could not be changed. Para 3.2.320 does not refer to 'high rise' 
development. However, viability is a constraint which affects development density within 
Gravesend Town Centre, and at Ebbsfleet with regard to the funding of new infrastructure.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.315 Conditionally 
support

The Society generally supports the Core Policies for Residential Development as set out in paragraphs 3.2.315 to 3.2.328. In the Society's view the 
demands being made on the area for the provision of new housing are too high and will place unacceptable pressure on the existing infrastructure. With 
reference to paragraph 3.2.320, the Society would favour a cautious approach to high density and in particular high rise development.

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Once the South East Plan became adopted, the 
district housing allocations could not be changed. The Council, in consultation with both 
private and public infrastructure providers is currently identifying the required levels of 
infrastructure provision required as a consequence of the South East Plan allocations. 
Para 3.2.320 does not refer to 'high rise' development. However, viability is a constraint 
which affects development density within Gravesend Town Centre, and at Ebbsfleet with 
regard to the funding of new infrastructure. 

Ms Salmon 3.2.315 Conditionally 
support

All residential development within the borough will need to be assessed in regards to its impact on the Natura and Ramsar network as part of the HRA 
with all impacts being fully mitigated or avoided. . (See previous comments for further details).

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). The HRA will identify if there is to be any required 
impact mitigation or avoidance.

Mr Veasey 3.2.315 Conditionally 
support

Housing Provision â€“ Policy H1 requires Gravesham to allocate sufficient land and facilitate the delivery of 9,300 net additional dwellings between 
2006 and 2026. However, Gravesham is a â€˜split districtâ€™ as part of the district lies within the Kent Thames Gateway sub-region therefore the 
housing distribution set out within core strategy should distinguish between the housing requirement within the sub-region and â€˜rest of areaâ€™ to 
provide clarity for the purposes of delivering the regional planning objectives. Affordable Housing - We support the exploration of different site size 
thresholds and percentages for affordable housing and the potential split between social rented and intermediate housing. The preferred approach will 
need to reflect the results of the SHMA and evidence on viability and deliverability. We are currently in the process of developing an affordable housing 
guide which has a focus on affordable housing viability and delivery. This guide will be published on our website in early April 2010.

- Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Will consider amending Table 6 to show split 
between Gravesham Kent Thames Gateway sub-region and Gravesham Non-Kent 
Thames Gateway sub-region. 

Mr Simpkin 3.2.315 Object It is considered that additional housing development should be permitted within the rural area adjacent to existing villages to enable existing dwellings 
to be freed up by providing housing particularly for older people who currently occupy unsuitable proerties within the area enabling these to be used for 
occupation more appropriate to their size. Such development should be spread more evenly throughout the area including within the rural areas.

n/a Government Guidance only allows for affordable housing within the rural area adjacent to 
existing villages under the Rural Exceptions Policy.

Ms McDade 3.2.315 Support EHEL notes that draft Core Strategy Policy 13: Residential Development states that the delivery of the Councilâ€™s residential targets will be achieved 
though a number of requirements including: -â€œEncouraging the inclusion of residential dwellings in mixed-use schemes, where such dwellings can 
be accommodated in an acceptable manner without compromising other planning objectives; -Ensuring effective use of urban land for residential 
dwellings by focusing high density residential developments in the most suitable locations, such asâ€¦Gravesend town centreâ€¦; -Permitting a range of 
residential dwelling types, sizes and tenures that contribute to meeting the identified current and future housing needs of all sectors of the communityâ
€¦; -Developments will need to meet the Councilâ€™s design and housing standards requirements.â€ EHEL supports the objectives set out above and 
considers that the Heritage Quarter proposals accord with adopted and emerging policies in this respect. EHEL considers that any future development 
within Gravesend Town Centre should be high-density, ensuring an appropriate mix of unit types, sizes and tenures. Affordable housing provision for 
major Town Centre sites should be discussed with GBC planning officers on a site by site basis and reflect the individual circumstances and 
characteristics of the site.

- Support appreciated.

Mr Manns 3.2.317 Support CS Policy 13 3.2.317 The wording of this part of the policy is supported as it promotes the delivery of housing as part of mixed-use redevelopment 
schemes where it can be demonstrated by the applicant that an acceptable residential environment could be created.

As above Support appreciated.

Mr Manns 3.2.320 Conditionally 
support

CS Policy 13 3.2.320 The sequential approach to the release of land for housing is supported with a focus on making the most effective use of urban 
land within the most sustainable locations. We would reiterate the point made above that the Core Strategy should recognise the role of surplus 
employment land as reiterated in the context of para. 36 of PPS3 which states that â€œthe priority for development should be previously developed 
land, in particular vacant and derelict sites and buildings.â€ The Core Strategy should recognise that if the requirements of Core Strategy Policy 10 
paragraph 3.2.237 can be satisfied, that the residential redevelopment of sites last used for employment generated purposes should be supported. This 
would also accord with para. 6.16 of the adopted South East Plan which states that â€œland identified as surplus by employment land reviews may be 
released for other uses, including housing, provided it meets locational criteria and can contribute towards meeting identified local or strategic needs.â€

As above Support appreciated (albeit conditional). Whilst the priority for new housing development 
is on PDL, it does not always follow that surplus employment land should be given to 
housing without considering the requirements of other land uses. 

Mrs McBean 3.2.320 Object (comments relate to summary document) â€¢ Which are the areas suitable for high density development? Pg 6 NA Areas with excellent access to public transport interchanges and a broad range of 
services e.g. Gravesend town centre.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.323 Conditionally 
support

See CPRE Protect Kent's comments on paragraph 3.2.302. See CPRE Protect Kent's comments on 
paragraph 3.2.302.

Support appreciated (albeit conditional). See corresponding comments relating to CPRE's 
comments ref. Para. 3.2.323. 
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changes

Initial officer comment

3.2.323 Object Feabrex supports the commitment to making provision for 9,300 homes within the plan period and the focus for delivery of these within the Kent 
Thameside sub-region. This should be treated as a minimum target for the plan period. Feabrex also agrees with the sequential allocation of sites 
based on existing settlements and notes that strategic sites such as the Canal Basin will play a key role in meeting this target. Feabrexsâ€™ current 
application for part of the Canal Basin would enable delivery of over 800 new homes which represents approximately 9% of the housing for the plan 
period or nearly 2 years of the annual housing requirement. This underlines the importance of this key site in meeting the housing policy requirements. 
The objective at 3.2.30 to ensure the most effective use of urban land for new dwellings is welcomed and it should also be noted that, in additional to 
Gravesend town centre, there is potential to deliver high density development in other urban locations where supported by a good level of public 
transport accessibility and necessary improvement measures. The range, type, size and tenure of new homes should have regard to the circumstances 
of each redevelopment and the nature of the development in order that new homes can contribute towards overall borough-wide need. For example, in 
areas such as the Canal Basin it has been acknowledged that family housing is not as appropriate given the flood risk considerations and associated 
design measures to deliver the most appropriate form of development for the site. The policy refers to 30% affordable housing provision on viable sites 
in the urban area. Feabrex agrees that a 30% target should be subject to development viability and this must take account of exceptional development 
costs and any s106 obligations considered necessary in relation to development. Feabrex objects to the â€œexpectationâ€ that most developments 
which deliver affordable housing will have an affordable housing mix of 50:50 social rented and intermediate housing. Again, the tenure mix should be 
considered flexibility having regard to the circumstances of development such that a 50:50 split is treated as an overall borough-wide target.

The policy should be amended to make it 
clear that the 30% target is subject to 
development viability and remove the 
reference to an expectation for 50:50 
tenure split on most developments in order 
that the tenure split is reviewed in relation 
to each site having regard to the overall 
target for the borough.

No amendments required. Para. 3.2.323 explicitly refers to "viable sites". Tenure split of 
50:50 social rented and intermediate housing applies to "most developments", therefore a 
degree of flexibility exists. 

Mr Lieberman 3.2.324 Object Please refer to para 5.11 of Statement prepared by Boyer Planning on behalf of Bovis Homes and Persimmon Homes Ltd. As above.  Five year supply can deal with any shortfalls in the first place by taking into account any 
prevailing surplus in years 4 and 5 of supply. Subsequently, should any shortfalls be 
identified, the fundamental review of the SLAA will identify new sites to meet any shortfall 
in supply. No amendments proposed.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.326 Object CPRE Protect Kent consider that before a strategic review of the Green Belt is considered the Council should identify suitable brownfield sites within 
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th tier settlements.

Amend paragraph 3.2.26 to read: In the 
event that Tier 1 brownfield sites, as 
identified within the Strategic Land 
Availability Assessment, fail to meet the 
Borough's residential needs the Council will 
seek to identify suitable brownfield sites 
within the Tier 2, 3 and 4 settlements to 
meet the residual requirement. If sufficient 
sites are still not identified, and as a last 
resort (after making an allowance for 
windfalls), the Council will undertake a 
strategic review of the Green Belt.

Acknowledge objection. Will need to re-word Para. 3.2.326 to take into account KTG SEP 
housing allocation, non-KTG SEP housing allocation and PDL sites within Tier 1, 2, 3 and 
4 settlements before undertaking a strategic review of the Green Belt. 

GYPSIES, TRAVELLERS AND TRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLEGYPSIES, TRAVELLERS AND TRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLEGYPSIES, TRAVELLERS AND TRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLEGYPSIES, TRAVELLERS AND TRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLEGYPSIES, TRAVELLERS AND TRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLE
GOSE 3.2.329 ALSO RELATES TO PARAGRAPHS 3.2.50 AND 3.2.296.  Paragraph 3.2.335 criterion c states that Gravesham intend to allocate sites for gypsies and 

travellers in the core strategy as opposed to another DPD and that a local authority should set out criteria based policies in their core strategies to guide 
the allocation of sites and meet future demand (criterion d).  In view of this proposed approach, it is not clear why a policy is included in the “core policy 
section” and also in the development management section (see Circular 1/2006 (paragraphs 30 and 31).  Paragraph 3.2.336 refers to “avoiding” areas 
of national landscape and nature conservation value. This does not reflect the advice in Circular 1/2006 (paragraph 52). This states that in areas with 
nationally recognised designations, planning permission should only be granted where it can be demonstrated that the objectives of the designation will 
not be compromised by the development.  Paragraph 3.2.336 also states that environmental constraints should be avoided. This approach should not 
conflict with Circular 1/2006 (paragraph 53) which states that local landscape and local nature conservation should not be used to refuse planning 
permission.  Paragraph 3.2.337 states that while alternative sites should be explored first, if no other sites exist, consideration can be given to 
amending the green belt boundary to accommodate the need for new pitches. This wording does not appear to fully reflect the advice in Circular 1/2006 
(paragraphs 50 &51). This states that green belt boundaries should only be altered exceptionally.  Paragraph 3.2.340 states that the advice in Circular 
1/2006 is the same as that in 4/2007 and refers to the one difference. This statement does not reflect the advice in Circular 4/2007 (paragraph 9) which 
sets out the differences and the justification for a separate circular. Also, Circular 4/2007 (paragraph 43) sets out the approach to sites for travelling 
show people in the green belt. We note the inference in paragraph 3.2.340 that the allocation of sites for gypsies and travellers are acceptable green 
belt uses. This wording does not fully reflect the guidance in Circular 1/2006 (paragraphs 49 to 51).  Paragraph 3.2.371 states that until the outcome of 
the South East Plan partial review, it is not intended to identify sites, though elsewhere in the document (paragraph 3.2.335, Core Policy 13: Residential 
Development – paragraph 3.2.315) it is stated that sites will be allocated in the core strategy. You will be aware of the advice in PPS12 (paragraph 
4.46) on flexibility and contingency planning.  Finally, you are also reminded that strategic sites should be those considered to be central to 
achievement of the strategy and that progress on the core strategy should not be held up by inclusion of non strategic sites (PPS12 paragraph 4.6).

A policy is included in both the Core Strategy and Development Management policies 
section at this stage because the methodology for identifying and allocating sites is being 
developed and the scale of new provision will not be known until the outcome of the South 
East Plan partial review.  At this stage the CS policy sets out how we intend to identify and 
allocate sites, the DM policy  sets out the policy approach for future windfall sites.  The 
draft methodology for allocating sites and the DM policy will be re-examined to ensure 
compliance with the advice in Circular 1/2006 and 4/2007. Comments on the inclusion of 
non strategic sites in the Core Strategy are noted. 

Mr McCann 3.2.337 Object Because the Council have no sites at present and have always struggled to find sites, this policy is very weak. Looking at the policy, all the present 
unlawful sites in the Green Belt would automatically gain a full permission unless alternative sites were found. This simply encourages unlawful 
behaviour in the Green Belt. Sole Street, where the Council spent over Â£100,000 evicting the travellers, would be approved under the proposed 
criteria. The Council would not be safeguarding the Green Belt. Latest case law results show that sites within 5 miles of schools/shops are counted as 
sustainable and permission granted by inspectors in the Council do not have alternative sites.

Alternative sites should be at least half a 
mile from the nearest residential property. 
This half mile criteria should be the first 
criteria and apply to both Council sites and 
privately bought sites in the Green Belt. 
This half mile criteria goes some way to 
protect home owners who have paid a lot of 
money purchasing their homes only to find 
an illegal site adjacent to their property 
which causes immediate blight to their 
homes.

Concerns about including existing Gypsy and Traveller sites that are either unauthorised 
or with temporary permission within the area of search are noted.  In allocating sites it is 
important to ensure that sites are deliverable over the plan period.  Sites that are currently 
in Gypsy and Traveller use are most likely to be deliverable and therefore it is considered 
legitimate to include these sites within the area of search.  Whether they are taken forward 
and allocated in the Core Strategy will depend on how well they perform against 
assessment criteria (which is currently being developed) as will be the case with all sites 
that come forward through the site search.  It is not proposed to discount such sites from 
the area of search.

Mrs Martin 3.2.371 Conditionally 
support

The Council acknowledges the need to provide pitches for Gravesham's own population of travellers but provision should not be made for people who 
move into the area.

- The Core Strategy will identify land to meet the council’s requirements for new pitches for 
Gypsies, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople as set out in the South East Plan partial 
review, once adopted.  Circular 1/2006 states (para 22) that Gypsies and Travellers by 
their very nature are nomadic and therefore will not always have local connections.  In line 
with government advice and good practice set out in the Circular, it is not proposed to 
restrict occupation of or proposals for new Gypsy and Traveller sites to those with a local 
connection.  

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.371 Conditionally 
support

The Society accepts the need to provide pitches for the Borough indigenous population of travellers but is concerned that unreasonable demands may 
arise from people moving into the area or people adopting the lifestyle.

- The Core Strategy will identify land to meet the council’s requirements for new pitches for 
Gypsies, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople as set out in the South East Plan partial 
review, once adopted. Circular 1/2006 states (para 22) that Gypsies and Travellers by 
their very nature are nomadic and therefore will not always have local connections. In line 
with government advice and good practice set out in the Circular, it is not proposed to 
restrict occupation of or proposals for new Gypsy and Traveller sites to those with a local 
connection.  

Mr Hanna 3.2.371 Conditionally 
support

Natural England recommends that the selection of such sites should be based on robust evidence and situated in areas where the landscape and 
ecological impacts (both direct and indirect) are avoided wherever possible.

- The Council acknowledges the need for robust evidence to support site selection and the 
need to ensure that landscape and ecological impacts are avoided.  The Council will 
consult with Natural England as part of the development of the site selection and 
assessment methodology it proposes to adopt
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Initial officer comment

Miss Shier 3.2.372 Support The proposed inclusion of a criteria based approach alongside site specific allocations is supported. If the latter are to form part of the Core strategy will 
there be separate consultation on site specific proposals prior to the pre submission stage of the Core Strategy?

As above Support for the inclusion of a criteria based approach alongside site allocations is 
appreciated.  An interim public consultation on a range of issues, including specific 
site allocations for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople (unless we 
propose to do something with adjoining authorities as we only have a need for 1 
pitch via the SE Plan, no locally defined need) is proposed to enable the public to 
comment on the site search and assessment methodology and potential sites prior 
to submission of the Core Strategy for examination.  

Ms Wilson 3.2.372 Support We support this policy in particular section 3.2.377 (1), (5), (6) and (7). - Support for the policy criteria` is appreciated
Mrs Martin 3.2.372 Support - - Support for the policy criteria is appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.372 Support - - Support for the policy criteria  is appreciated
Ms Salmon 3.2.372 Conditionally 

support
The Trust welcomes the safeguards within this policy to ensure no demonstrable harm to the natural environment, Local Wildlife Sites and trees and 
woodland. Again increase in the resident populations of gypsies, travellers and travelling show people will need to be assessed regarding impacts to 
the European sites both individually and in combination with other plans.

- Support for the policy is appreciated. New site provision will be subject to SEA and AA 
prior to allocation in the submission Core Strategy.

Mr Veasey 3.2.372 Conditionally 
support

It is important that the core strategy is flexible enough to accommodate the outcomes from the South East Plan partial review relating to Gypsies and 
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople.

- The Council notes the comments raised and will ensure that the wording of the policy is 
sufficiently flexible to accommodate the outcome of the South East Plan partial review 
relating to Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople.

TRANSPORTTRANSPORT
Mr Lynes 3.2.378 Conditionally 

support
KTRP is pleased to see support for development of Fastrack in Policy 15, in particular the desire to ensure segregation, priority and quality to ensure 
the delivery of a reliable system. However, we would like to see greater emphasis on Fastrack in the preceeding discussion on pages 97-99, given the 
vital importance of Fastrack to addressing transport issues in the area. There should be specific reference to Fastrack within 'the vision' at paragraph 
3.2.389. The success of Fastrack noted at paragraph 3.2.383 is not 'job done' as Fastrack still requires much further development.

- Further work is ongoing on transport issues, including the role of Fastrack.  Transport will 
be the subject of further consultation in the autumn.  The Borough Council is keen to work 
with  KTRP and KCC to define what Fastrack and  bus infrastructure and services are 
required to support the spatial strategy.

Mr Simpkin 3.2.378 Object There is a need for improved facilities for walking and cycling in the rural area particlarly along the roads linking isolated communitites with the rural 
service centres and the urban area. The A227 is an obvious example with improvement required between Meopham and Istead Rise to facilitate 
walking and cycling and improvements to the existing footway to allow cycling throughout the rest of the length of this road. Similarly, improved facilities 
should be provided along the A226 linking Higham and Shorne to the main urban area.

n/a Agree that provision for walking and cycling in the rural area needs to be enhanced and 
A227 corridor has been specifically identified by KCC for improvement

Mr Ford 3.2.378 Conditionally 
support

Although a transport modelling evidence base is referred to in the CSDPD, no results from the model are presented and therefore the impact of the 
proposed development locations on the road network cannot be assessed. It is important that the transport evidence base is referenced in the final 
CSDPD or supplementary planning documents so that the Highways Agency can fully understand the predicted traffic generation from the proposed 
development sites and the impact of this traffic generation on the strategic road network, including which links and junctions will be overloaded by 2026 
and whether the development proposals result in them being worse off. Due to the quantum of development proposed for the borough it is likely that 
there will be a significant impact on the strategic road network, including at junctions of the A2, M2, A282 and M25 and the free flow traffic on the 
connecting links. This transport modelling evidence could also be used to support the transport infrastructure proposed to mitigate the impacts of the 
development up to 2026. A number of public transport and road infrastructure schemes are identified but no evidence is provided to support the choice 
of these schemes and indicate that they will be sufficient to mitigate the impact of the development on the strategic road network. It is important confirm 
that where the capacity of the strategic road network is predicted to be overloaded that the schemes indentified to will ensure that it is no worse off 
following development. It is understood that the Kent Thameside (KTS) Model has been used to undertake the assessment of the development options. 
The Highways Agency also understands that the KTS Model may assume a different distribution of development across Gravesham than is indicated in 
the CSDPD. This may result in the identification of transport schemes that are not the most appropriate for mitigating the impact of the development 
locations outlined in the CSDPD. The funding of these transport schemes is discussed briefly within the CSDPD. A supporting document, the â
€˜Infrastructure Planning Progress Reportâ€™, refers to the KCC Guide to Development Contributions and Provision of Community Infrastructure, 
which indicates that Gravesham will be required to negotiate with developers for contributions towards infrastructure improvements. This is a result of 
the withdrawal of an interim transport tariff policy. The approach to be adopted with respect to the funding of transport schemes identified should be 
made clear. An explanation should be provided of the status of transport tariff policy and how and if this will integrate with the Community Infrastructure 
Levy, or any other alternative funding mechanism that may be adopted. The CSDPD should outline how the transport infrastructure schemes will be 
funded if the contributions from various sources, including developer contributions, result in a funding shortfall. The CSDPD should identify how 
schemes will be prioritised within the actual funding available and in the event a funding shortfall cannot be met.

- Accepted that the evidence base supporting the regulation 25 was deficient because work 
is ongoing on this topic.  New KTS Transport Model runs and other work should help 
clarify highway and other schemes needed to support the spatial strategy.  These will 
provide input to the Core Strategy, Development Management policies, Infrastructure Plan 
and Developer Contributions DPD as appropriate.   This will be subject to further 
consultation.  This context is though one where the main routes already carry significant 
volumes of traffic, and the South East Plan provides for certain levels of development.  
Modal shift will be required at both local and national level to make the transport system 
work as a whole, strategic or otherwise.

Mr Hawkins 3.2.383 Support Fastrack and Kickstart schemes have enabled atteractive public transport services to be provided earlier than would otherwise have been possible. We have also invested substantially in a 
new fleet of vehicles on routes 480 and 490 
bus routes on a purely commercial basis 
and we would seek to include a reference 
to this in this paragraph.

Point noted.  Further technical work on transport is being undertaken and Borough 
Council intends that the contribution of private sector investment, in the past or the future, 
will acknowledged in that.

Mr Hawkins 3.2.389 Support We would support this section but would also add "visitors" to the first line of the first paragraph as an important consideration. See above. No intention to exclude them and visitors could be added to encompass those on 
business and tourism trips when the section is rewritten to accommodate ongoing 
technical work.

Mr Manns 3.2.389 Conditionally 
support

Para 3.2.389 Kimberly-Clark would like to see more weight provided to the opportunities to facilitate the movement of freight using the strategic rail 
network and the river. The Core Strategy should be advocating a more proactive approach whereby the Council is committed to engaging with major 
industrial and warehouse operators to better understand the benefits that an inter-connected network of rail, river and, to a lesser extent, road linkages, 
can bring to the commercial and economic attractiveness of Gravesham. The Core Strategy should make a clear link between the benefits of the 
Borough in terms of connectivity to the strategic rail, river and road network and how this can be further developed in order to attract new businesses.

As above Points 21 & 22 in Core Policy 15 para 3.2.399 pick up on freight, as does point d in 
3.2.389 in relation to the river.  Further technical work on transport is ongoing and in 
rewriting this section the role of the transport system in supporting the spatial strategy will 
be clarified.

Ms Salmon 3.2.389 Conditionally 
support

The Trust welcomes the aim (b) to increase the public transport links and feels this will make a valuable contribution to the lowering of carbon 
emissions in the fight to alleviate the effects of climate change. We are also pleased to note plans to deliver and integrated walking and cycling network 
and feel this is an important use within the multifunctionality of the Green Infrastructure. Although we are not against river transport in principal an 
assessment is needed regarding its impact both from increased disturbance by boats of migratory and resident bird species and of additional 
infrastructure on the European site network and the associated species. We would agree with the position adopted by Gravesham Borough Council in 
point g regarding the Lower Thames Crossing as regards the environmental impacts. The Trust would feel that other options should be explored which 
are less environmentally damaging and do not affect international, national or locally designated sites.

- Noted.  Contribution by wharves in Gravesham to overall river traffic movement is likely to 
be small, but needs to be accounted for in the strategic environmental assessment.  The 
issue overall is of regional and national significance and may need to be addressed at 
those levels.  

Mr Trimmer 3.2.389 Object Pleased to see a reference in the vision to provision for river transport for passengers, freight and leisure, including suitable support facilities (point d). 
However, any additional crossing capacity across the Thames will need to ensure that it does not have a detrimental impact on navigation, river regime 
and the environment (point g).

Make it clear that any river crossing should 
not have a detrimental impact on 
navigation, river regime and environment.

Noted.  Height requirements will no doubt be a  significant factor in the choice between 
bridge or tunnel, depending on location, if any additional crossing capacity is  proposed.  
PLA will no doubt be consulted by any promoter of such a scheme but it is also a relevant 
criteria for 3.2.389 g as height will have a significant knock on effect on overall design of 
any additional crossing capacity.

3.2.398 Object The reference to the reconnection of rail sidings at Northfleet is supported. A reference should be included at 3.2.398 regarding the promotion of modal 
shift away from road-based transport which is implicit in the support for measures such as Fastrack and the reinstatement of rail links into Northfleet.

Add to point 4 Provide key transport 
schemes that are needed to support the 
existing communities and new development 
and that promote modal shift away from 
road-based transport.

Agree modal shift objective could be made clearer - ongoing technical work will help to 
define this more clearly
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Initial officer comment

3.2.398 Object The application of car parking standards for new residential development is referred to. It is noted that SPG4: Kent Vehicle Standards was published 
(July 2006) operates as supplementary design guidance for new development, however of note this document was prepared with reference to the draft 
PPS3 document (2005), RPG9 and the draft South East plan. Since the publication of SPG4, there is clarity on policy with the adoption of PPS3 â
€˜Housingâ€™ in November 2006, and the publication of the South East Plan in May 2009. With regard to car parking for residential development, 
PPS3 states in paragraph 51 that â€œLocal Planning Authorities should, with stakeholders and communities, develop residential parking policies for 
their areas, taking account of expected levels of car ownership, the importance of promoting good design and the need to use land efficiently.â€ Policy 
T4 of the South East Plan states: â€œapply guidance set out in PPS3: Housing on residential parking, reflecting local circumstancesâ€ Both PPS3 and 
the South East plan ask that local circumstances are considered when considering the appropriate level of car parking for new development. This local 
consideration is not a formal part of the assessment of car parking provision within SPG4. In May 2007, the Department for Communities and Local 
Government published a supplementary document to PPS3, named â€˜Residential Car Parking Researchâ€™. The document provides a methodology 
for considering the likely level of car parking demand for new residential development.

We advocate the use of the above 
mentioned methodology as a starting point 
for the consideration of car parking 
provision for new development. The use of 
this methodology means that potential 
levels of car ownership are duly considered 
such that car parking for new development 
can be provided at a level to meet potential 
demand, but not at a level that could 
encourage car borne travel at the expense 
of sustainable modes. It should also be 
recognized that the application of the 
maximum standards advocated by SPG4, 
could have a negative impact on the 
operation of measures designed to support 
sustainable travel. For example, â€˜Making 
residential travel plans work: good practice 
guidelinesâ€™ identifies that the optimal 
parking ratio for a development supporting 
a car club is reported to be 0.8 or less.

SPG4 was retained as the operative guidance as it had been subject to a formal 
consultation and adoption process and was therefore robust.  Technical work is being 
carried out on the trip rates from new development in Kent Thameside and that together 
with other evidence such as that referred to, will be used to formulate a new set of 
standards for discussion, consultation and adoption.

Miss Shier 3.2.398 Conditionally 
support

In terms of transport it is understood there is on going work in terms of highway infrastructure improvements. This will no doubt lead to more specific 
spatial detail in CP15 or the Infrastructure Plan in subsequent iterations of the Core Strategy along with identification of delivery/implementation 
arrangements. It is not clear from the document whether and if previous proposals for a strategic transport tariff are to be taken forward and/or 
absorbed within a Community Infrastructure Levy approach and how this might find reflection in the Core Strategy. The intention is to develop a 
Supplementary Planning Document on residential parking standards using, as a basis, KCCâ€™s current Informal Guidance Note 3. If this is to be the 
approach it would be useful if this were developed in consultation with KCC, Dartford Borough Council and potentially Swale and Medway Councils in 
the interests of a consistent approach for Kent Thames Gateway.

As above As stated further technical work is ongoing on transport issues involving the Kent 
Thameside transportation model and other approaches.  The outputs from this work will 
feed into the Core Strategy, Development Management policies, Infrastructure Plan, 
Developers Contributions DPD and any other relevant documents.  These will set out the 
policies and schemes necessary to support the spatial strategy.  Members have yet to 
formally considered the appropriateness of using CIL, but that or some replacement would 
be a logical way forward.  Part of the consideration of the evidence base will be how far 
any policy can be joint or at least consistent .

Mr Manns 3.2.398 Object CS Policy 15 The policy starts to recognise the advantages of Gravesend and Ebbsfleet in terms of connectivity to the strategic transport network 
including that of freight. Kimberly-Clark does not feel that the transportation needs of industrial and commercial users are adequately reflected in the 
scope of the Core Strategy as currently drafted. In order to meet the economic and job creation targets set out elsewhere within the document, 
industrial and commercial firms need to be incentivised to both stay within, or relocate to, Gravesham, in order to benefit from the strategic transport 
infrastructure provided. It is therefore imperative that the wording of Core Strategy Policy 15 is revised to emphasise the role that the strategic transport 
network plays in determining the economic attractiveness and competitiveness of the Borough. The Council should be committed to engaging with 
existing employment users to understand how the transport network â€“ and particularly rail and river modes â€“ can be improved to better meet the 
needs of commercial and industrial occupiers. The Core Strategy should then go on to recognise the benefits (environmental, pollution, congestion etc) 
that investment made in rail and river transport (especially freight) would bring to the Borough as an attractive place to both live and to carry out 
business.

As above Points noted and dealt with in other responses

Ms Ryszkowsk
a

3.2.398 Conditionally 
support

There is no reference to the Strategic Transport Infrastructure Programme or the need for this to be partly funded from development. Policy 15 should 
include specific information about how the transport capacity to meet the needs of new development is to be provided, together with a delivery 
mechanism for achieving this.

- Additional transport work is ongoing which will need to update the STIPS approach and 
list of schemes to support the spatial strategy.  When this is available it is intended to 
carry out a fresh round of public consultation on both the evidence and a more detailed 
strategy.

Ms McDade 3.2.398 Support EHEL supports the Councilâ€™s objectives to enhance public transport and develop the key transport node of Gravesend. The current proposals for 
the Heritage Quarter will provide new dedicated bus and cycle routes and contribute to improving pedestrian and vehicular transport in the Town 
Centre.

- Noted.  It is intended to provide more detail on the strategy for the Town Centre, which 
can address these issues.

Mr Lloyd 3.2.399 Object CPRE Protect Kent generally supports Core Strategy Policy 15 on Transport. We object, though, to point 15 which refers to the possible provision of 
park and ride. Unless this is to be provided in a town centre location, we do not consider that this is an efficient use of brownfield land that could be 
better used for other development and it is not a use that should be placed in the Green Belt.

Remove the reference to park and ride from 
point 15.

To be effective a coach park and ride would have to be located at or near the A2.  Some 
of the former A2 has been suggested for this role, in association with the Cyclopark.  
PPG2 para's 3.17-20 (as amended) provides guidance on the approach to be adopted to 
any proposal in the Green Belt.

Mr Hawkins 3.2.399 Support We would support entirely sections 11 and 12. Whilst we support sections 13 and 14, please see the suggestion below. In section 13, add "and bus priority 
measures to improve service reliability. In 
section 14 include possible park & ride to 
the bus section in paragraph 14.

Point about bus priority already covered in 11, but will consider rewording for clarity that 
same point applies to other bus services. For P+R see below.

Mr Hawkins 3.2.399 Support We would support paragraphs 23-25 but would also add the comment below. Add the possibility of Park & Ride provision 
by utilising Fastrack or other good quality 
local bus services.

No objection of P+R as such or using existing bus services to support it, provided there is 
evidence for it functionally and economically.  Current evidence suggests that there is no 
case for it to serve Gravesend, but this will be reviewed as technical work proceeds.

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.399 Object At point 11 flexibility should be introduced to reflect that it is not necessarily appropriate in all instances to ensure Fastrack is delivered through a 
segregated route. If it can be shown that benefits arise from layouts that maintain priority for Fastrack but are more appropriate in delivering connected 
new communities and avoiding dead and sterile frontages then consideration should be given to such proposals.

- References to segregation are intended to be general and not specific.  There is a need in 
the detailed planning of Fastrack and the bus system to balance the specifics on any one 
location with overall performance of the network.

Mrs Martin 3.2.399 Object The Council generally supports Core Policy 15 except paragraph 3.2.399 sub-paragraph 7 which could be misused and sub-paragraphs 24 and 25 
which restrict the amount of parking to be provided. The Council considers the lack of parking in modern development to be a serious problem.

- Para 7 is directed a getting best performance out of the existing highway network, but in 
the context of the other aims and objectives of the plan, including environmental concerns.  
Para 24/25 address the issue that there has to be a modal shift to public transport overall 
to accommodate the development quantities.  The point is accepted that car parking 
provision in any one location has to be sensitive to local circumstances.

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.399 Object The Society generally supports the Core Policies for Transport as set out in paragraphs 3.2.398 to 3.2.399 except paragraph 3.2.399 sub-paragraph 7 
which is loosely defined and sub-paragraphs 24 and 25 which may be used to restrict parking provision or may be used by developers to justify under 
provision of parking resulting in inconvenience and hardship to residents and creating social tension.

- See above

Mr Hanna 3.2.399 Conditionally 
support

Natural England welcomes the provision of a series of strategic walking and cycling routes for leisure trips but recommend that these should link to key 
areas of accessible natural greenspaces.

We recommend that point 17 is amended to 
include reference to areas of accessible 
greenspace and a suggested text is 
provided below: â€˜...trips linking local 
nodes to the main transportation, 
employment hubs and areas of 
greenspaceâ€™

Need to check cross reference in Green Infrastructure

Mr Trimmer 3.2.399 Object Points 19 and 20 need explanation. What is adequate wharf capacity? What are the identified freight needs and opportunities? There is no reference in 
the policy to protecting and enhancing support facilities or to the use of the river for the transport of materials to and from development sites where 
practicable.

Provide further explanation in relation to 
what the Council is trying to achieve with 
points 19 and 20. Include a reference to 
protecting and enhancing support facilities. 
Include a reference to the use of the river 
for the transport of materials to and from 
development sites where practicable.

Point taken that clearer definition of policy on wharves is required.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Fuller 3.2.399 Conditionally 
support

I also wonder about the provision for Off Street Parking at the proposed new residential developments as it seems to me from driving around this and 
adjoining Boroughs during the past 10 years that On Street parking is becoming the norm and roads such as Dover Road and Dover Road East, to pick 
just 2 at random, become very difficult to traverse at peak times. Development is already being allowed at existing dwellings resulting in cars 
subsequently being parked on the road as a consequence as I have witnessed opposite me in Imperial Drive and also in Barr Road. What is the 
Councils position on this?

NA Car Parking standards for new development are subject to review, which will vary with the 
different types of development and location.  Evidence is currently being gathered on 
recent new development to help guide this.  Within the existing urban area, ignoring new 
development, there is a finite capacity but no effective means of control on vehicle 
ownership.

STRATEGIC SITESSTRATEGIC SITES
Mr Manns 3.2.400 Support Para 3.2.400 to 3.2.403 the recognition that the most sustainable location for new development is the existing Gravesend and Northfleet urban area is 

supported as is the priority given to the re-use of previously developed sites in the context of PPS1. The strategic approach to the development of 
Northfleet Embankment is supported by Kimberly-Clark as it promotes the introduction of a mix of uses â€“ including residential and commercial â€“ 
which benefit from good transport accessibility and the supply of previously developed land which could be more efficiently used in order to deliver 
sustainable neighbourhoods and communities.

As above Appreciate support

Mr Simpkin 3.2.400 Object many of the sites are within high risk flood zones and development should not be concentrated in tehse locations. It is therefore suggested that land at 
Swanscombe Peninsula shoudl be deleted, particularly as this could potentially be a flood storage area.

Delete Swanscombe Peninsula from the list 
of strategic sites (and the SLAA)

Disagree - Boundary of Swanscombe peninsula needs to be amended so that it captures 
employment area only. 

Mr Ford 3.2.400 Conditionally 
support

The Preferred Options were for housing and employment development to be primarily located in the existing Gravesend and Northfleet urban areas, 
which currently contains approximately 80% of Graveshamâ€™s population, or as extensions to the urban areas on previously developed brownfield 
land. The five primary strategic sites (Ebbsfleet, Northfleet Embankment, Gravesend Town Centre, Canal Basin and Swanscombe Peninsula) are 
located in close proximity to each other and are all, except Ebbsfleet, located near to the banks of the River Thames. Ebbsfleet is specifically outlined 
within the South East Plan as a Regional Centre for development. The strategic development locations discussed above are all intended to be a mix of 
housing and employment use, with the exception of Swanscombe Peninsula which is intended for employment use only. In principle the Highways 
Agency supports these site allocations as their locations are in close proximity to each other, in either an urban area or as an urban extension and are a 
significant distance from the strategic road network. The mixed use nature of the developments can help to minimise the need to travel by car. It is 
considered important that a balance and mix of jobs is provided at each site to minimise the need for out and in commuting. The majority of the sites will 
also have access to a significant public transport provision, both rail and bus, which it can be reasonably assumed will reduce the need for car travel. 
The proposed concentration of development should help to support public transport viability and hence minimise car based travel. There is some 
concern however regarding the potential low level of public transport provision at the strategic sites in the Canal Basin and Swanscombe Peninsula. It 
is considered likely that the location the strategic sites and the mix of development within these sites could help to reduce the traffic impact of these 
developments on the strategic road network Planning Policy Statement 12 (PPS12) states that for a Core Strategy to be justifiable, it â€˜â€¦must be 
founded on a robust and credible evidence base and the most appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable alternativesâ€™ (section 
4.36). It is a concern therefore that no alternatives have been outlined within the CSDPD against which the sites identified could be compared. It is 
important for the CSDPD to analyse the alternatives to the strategic sites, to ensure that those sites chosen as the Preferred Options are the most 
appropriate for development. However, despite this lack of alternative comparison the strategic locations outlined within the CSDPD appear to be the 
most sensible and sustainable with regards to the impact on the strategic road network.

- Appreciate support - alternative options will be considered as well opportunities for 
enhancing public transport links to the Canal Basin

Mr Smith 3.2.403 Support The MPA support the proposals to focus development away from areas to the east of Gravesend, the Green Belt and Natura 2000 protected areas. - Appreciate Support
3.2.405 Support Feabrex, as a majority land owner within the Canal Basin has previously provided its support for residential-led mixed use redevelopment of the Canal 

Basin and indicated that an appropriate density of development should be delivered to ensure a viable and deliverable development can be brought 
forward to meet the Core Strategy objectives. The current proposals submitted by feabrex would facilitate the delivery of the issues set out in the 
consultation feedback.

No changes. Appreciate Support

GOSE 3.2.411 The detail on the strategic sites set out in Core Strategy Policy 16 is not sufficient to meet the requirements of PPS12 (paragraphs 4.6 to 4.7). This 
states that core strategies may allocate strategic sites for development and these should be central to the achievement of the strategy. Where these 
have been allocated, a submission proposals map must be included, which at present is not addressed in the core strategy document.  PPS12 
(paragraph 4.7) continues stating that it may be preferable for the site to be delineated in outline rather than detailed terms, with site specific criteria set 
out to allow more precise definition through masterplanning using an area action plan (if required) or through SPD.  In accordance with PINS “Learning 
from Experience” (paragraph 30) you have set out how you intend to deal with strategic allocations, in this case through SPD. Clearly, in taking forward 
strategic sites, this adds to the range and detail of work required (PINS “Learning from Experience”, paragraph 31). Strategic sites will need to be 
clearly defined, including all the land needed to deliver that development (paragraph 32). Infrastructure planning for the core strategy should include the 
specific infrastructure requirements of any strategic sites which are allocated in it (PPS12, paragraph 4.11).  The information presented in Core Strategy 
Policy 16 does not accord with the above advice. In addition, there are the following more detailed comments which we suggest you take into 
consideration: - Only housing and employment uses are addressed for each of the sites, where as we are aware that retail use is proposed at 
Ebbsfleet, Canal Basin, etc. You will need to set out the quantum figures for all uses proposed. As you have completed a number of evidence base 
studies, we are querying  why floorspace figures have not been included and would strongly suggest that you address this point. Without floorspace 
figures, it will not be clear to developers, landowners, etc what the proposed level of development is at these locations. The lack of quantum figures 
means that the spatial strategy for the area is not clear. - There is no indication of the amount of social infrastructure, if any, that may be required such 
as schools, public open space etc. - Infrastructure provision, such as transportation and any utility issues are not addressed for individual sites, -  
Paragraph 4.10.6 of the core strategy states that “apart from strategic sites, which may already have an illustrative dwelling type, size and mix based on 
that site’s characteristics, etc” which infers that housing mix has been established for the strategic sites. However, this is not addressed in Core 
Strategy Policy 16. - Whether there are any site specific issues which should be set out, for example such as those relating to flood risk, - Whether 
contingency planning is required for any of the individual site proposals. For example, paragraph 3.2.216 recognises that there are different growth 
scenarios for Ebbsfleet. - For those sites not addressed in the South East Plan, have you the evidence base in accordance with PPS4 (in particular 
EC5), to justify site selection for those town centre uses proposed at the strategic allocations. - When are the sites intended to deliver development 
(See “Learning from Experience, paragraph 31).  We strongly advise you to address the above issues as you prepare the core strategy for the next 
stage.

Agree - comments to be taken into consideration and addressed as part of interim 
consultation. This will include adding additional details to strategic sites related to floor 
space and land uses, infrastructure and utilities, site constraints as well as publishing a 
proposals map. 

Mr Lloyd 3.2.411 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports the strategic sites identified in Table 7. As a suggested change, though, it would be helpful to include in the 'employment' 
column the number of jobs anticipated as well as the floorspace to be provided. This would be consistent with the approach proposed for the 'other 
development' column and would help to demonstrate how the 10,000 job target will be met. We would also ask how the 5,552 dwelling total figure 
relates to the figures presented in Table 6? Perhaps an additional column could be added to Table 6 that reports the situation for the strategic sites.

1. Add job figures to the 'employment 
development' column of Table 7. 2. Explain 
how Table 7 relates to the information 
presented in Table 6.

Appreciate Support - indicative job numbers will be added

Dr Ryder 3.2.411 Support Swanscombe Peninsula: We would welcome development of the land - be it either industrial or otherwise. We feel that the area is currently under-
utilised. The area is a key area for development, particularly in view of its proximity to the high speed rail link, proximity to London, access to the 
Thames nearby and its situation within an area of established industrialisation.

- Appreciate Support 

Mr Thair 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

This policy is supported in so far as it identifies Land at Northfleet Embankment West as a Strategic Site with capacity for 910 dwellings 400 of which 
are identified for the Grove Road component. However, we are concerned that in the absence of a committed timescale the delegation of decisions 
upon development management issues to subsequent site-specific Supplementary Planning Documents could give rise to delay in bring the site 
forward for development and seek deletion of this statement.

See above Appreciate Support - greater detail to be provided as part of Core Strategy. Information 
related to Strategic Sites will not be devolved to lower DPDs

Dr Ryder 3.2.411 Support Swanscombe Peninsula: As a landowner of part of Botany Marshes I would only like to say that I would welcome development of the land. Currently it 
seems a depressed and under utilised area. Something imaginative needs to be created.

- Appreciate Support 

3.2.411 Object Objection is raised to the lack of reference to Ebbsfleet in the commentary to the policy (perhaps this is a typo as 3.2.407 appears to contain repeated 
text) and the need to promote joint working with Dartford Borough Council with regard to the ongoing delivery of this regional planning priority.

Supporting text should explain the role of 
Ebbsfleet within the Core Strategy, its 
delivery and the joint working required with 
Dartford BC and others to secure the 
implementation of this regional growth 
priority.

Agree - change needed in line with comment

3.2.411 Object It is unclear whether the policy includes land at Grove Road and potentially other areas of land at Robin's Creek etc. within its description of Northfleet 
Embankment West. The Robins Creek and Grove Road area is an important regeneration opportunity that merits clearer identification within Core 
Strategy policy 16. On this matter the Council might also wish to reflect upon whether 400 dwellings is an appropriate capacity for site 35 Land at Grove 
Road within the SHLAA and its susceptibility to flood risk.

Policy 16 should be redrafted for greater 
clarity in line with the above comments.

Agree - Red line boundary to be provided on proposals plan indicating extent of site, 
development quantum to be reviewed as part of SLAA
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Initial officer comment

3.2.411 Object The policy is supported with regard to its reference to Northfleet Embankment West which reflects the content of Lafarge Cement UK proposals for the 
former Northfleet Cement Works. It is unclear whether the policy includes land at Grove Road and potentially other areas of land at Robin's Creek etc. 
within its description of Northfleet Embankment West. The Robins Creek and Grove Road area is an important regeneration opportunity that merits 
clearer identification and discussion within Core Strategy policy 16 as a key issue and option. In its assessment within the SHLAA of site 35 Land at 
Grove Road the Council might also wish to reflect upon whether 400 dwellings is an appropriate capacity given the presence of the Scheduled Ancient 
Monument and whether the sites flood risk is appropriately reflected. The SHLAA assessment of site 39 Northfleet Embankment West should also refer 
to the existing Bulk Powders Import Terminal and proposed Bulk Aggregates Import Terminal within the range of uses. With regard to phasing the 
current planning application envisages development taking place between 2013 and 2022.

The opportunity for further growth at 
Northfleet Embankment West around the 
Robins Creek area should be identified 
within Core Strategy Policy 16 as a key 
regeneration opportunity for further 
investigation. The Council may wish to 
review the approach of the SHLAA to 
relevant sites.

Agree - see above. In addition land at Robin Creek to be given further consideration

3.2.411 Object The policy needs to be far clearer about the potential for Swanscombe Peninsula alongside the regeneration of the larger Dartford element of the 
Peninsula. In this regard reference to joint working with Dartford BC regarding Swanscombe Peninsula made at Table 9 should be explicitly identified 
policy 16. The policy and table 8 identify B1 and B8 employment and D2 assembly and leisure uses and approximate quantums. It is understood that 
the 70,000 sq m of D2 refers to 'non-built' uses. While there is no outright objection to such uses, which are understood to refer to a country park, open 
uses would not normally be specified in square metres and references to the use classes order. A reference to hectares might be more appropriate. 
Clear reference should also be made to other potential uses at Swanscombe including an environmental technologies park, combined heat and power 
uses and river related industry as in table 9. Swanscombe has an important role to play in supporting the delivery of major development sites across 
Kent Thameside which ought to be more clearly identified.

A clearer description of the potential of 
Swanscombe for employment, 
environmental technologies, renewable 
energy, river related industry and informal 
recreation should be set out along with the 
need to work jointly with Dartford Borough 
Council to produce a joint strategy for this 
part of the Borough.

Agree - clarity need to be provided that reference is being made to non-built uses. Eco-
assessment outputs to be considered and taken onboard within Core Strategy

3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex welcomes the identification of the Canal Basin as a Strategic site which recognises the important role that the site has in contributing towards 
the vision and objectives for regeneration of previously developed brownfield sites. The identification of such sites accords with the guidance set out in 
PPG12. Table 7 identifies an â€œapproximate housing developmentâ€ at the Canal Basin of 1268 dwellings based on the draft findings of the Strategic 
land Availability Assessment (SLAA). It is noted that the SLAA assumes densities in the region of 50 dwellings per hectare. The site is considered to 
have potential to deliver a greater number of homes that this estimate given its location, access to surrounding facilities and regeneration potential as 
indicated by the SLAA. The current application by Feabrex demonstrates that over 800 units are deliverable within 5ha of the overall strategic site 
allocation at a density of approximately 150 units per hectare which makes the most efficient use of previously developed land in accordance with 
national policy guidance. The table at page 112 of the document sets out the objectives for the Canal Basin area. The objectives should make it clear 
that a priority for the site is to deliver high quality new housing at an appropriate density as part of an overall mixed use development. It should be noted 
that the identified need for contributions to healthcare, education and community safety should be subject to consideration of the overall viability of 
development. It is also important that the Local Authority takes a flexible approach to the reinstatement of the Thames and Medway Canal in order that 
this does not prejudice the delivery of development. As a key landowner within the Canal Basin who has a current application for over 800 new homes 
under determination, the schedule should reflect Feabrex status as a lead delivery organisation in this area. The identified sources of funding for the 
overall Canal Basin should be further reviewed to establish the likely funding sources planning ahead over the 20 year plan period.

Further review and clarification of the 
housing and employment floorspace 
assumptions set out in Table 7 are 
therefore required to ensure that the policy 
accurately reflects the potential of this 
strategic site. Feabrex should be identified 
as a key landowner and delivery 
organisation for the regeneration of the 
Canal Basin and should promote early 
delivery of redevelopment and regeneration 
of this key site.

Agree - further discussions to be held with Feabrex and the site quantums and uses given 
further consideration as part of the SLAA

Mr Lieberman 3.2.411 Object This comment relates to Policy CS16. Please refer to para 5.12 of Statement prepared by Boyer Planning on behalf of Bovis Homes and Persimmon 
Homes Ltd.

Please refer to para 5.13 of above report. Land West of Wrotham Road is identified with the draft SLAA as a site that is deliverable 
and developable over the Plan period, but it is not identified as a strategic site for the 
reasons given in the summary document that accompanied the consultation in January 
2010.  The development strategy relies on bringing forward previously developed land to 
deliver most of its housing supply to meet the SE Plan target before looking to develop 
greenfield sites.  We are aware that a number of representors have raised concerns in 
their representations and at the workshop on 25th February 2010 that the reg. 25 stage 
plan has limited flexibility.  PPS12 requires that we address contingencies, as a strategy is 
unlikely to be effective if it cannot deal with changing circumstances. Therefore it is 
intended that future documents indicate how we plan to handle contingencies as we 
recognise that it is not always possible to have maximum certainty about the deliverability 
of the strategy. The future core strategy will show what alternative strategies have been 
prepared to handle uncertainty and what would trigger their use, within the parameters of 
the Council’s spatial strategy.

Miss Shier 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

Strategic development locations in Gravesham are well grounded in preceding planning and development policy for Kent Thames Gateway and in this 
regard it is reasonable that alternative options are not being explored which would be intrinsically contrary to the thrust of development strategy for the 
area. At present the objectives for the strategic sites refer to topic areas where enabling infrastructure issues will arise but these are not detailed. In the 
absence of any â€˜daughter document for the sites (Site allocations/AAP or Masterplan/SPD) a bespoke policy for each site in the Core Strategy may 
be appropriate that can provide the necessary further detail on site based land use and infrastructure requirements including relationships with 
neighbouring areas, any safeguarding provisions and further guidance on matters such as housing and employment mix. An early indication of the 
spatial extent of the strategic sites to which the development provisions in Table 7 relate would be helpful. It is noted that the document does suggest 
that a SPD may be published to clarify housing mix and that consideration is being given to a Riverside Strategy SPD to guide waterfront 
developments. Clarification in advance of the submission stage for the Core Strategy of those matters to be addressed directly through the Core 
Strategy and /or where matters will be addressed in other LDF documents would be useful. CP 16 Strategic Sites covers the requirements for key 
development sites. Although there is some reference to utilities as part of required enabling infrastructure, these large development opportunities are 
potentially the most viable for community energy solutions. This policy should include the need to consider CHP and district heat network infrastructure 
together with other community renewables such as wind turbines particularly in the case of riverside sites.

As above Agree - greater detail to be provided as part of Core Strategy on Strategic Sites as well as 
identifying sites on a Proposals Map. In addition work currently being undertaken for the 
Eco-Assessment will be utilised to inform the potential and need for renewable energy 
measures

Miss Shier 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

Strategic development locations in Gravesham are well grounded in preceding planning and development policy for Kent Thames Gateway and in this 
regard it is reasonable that alternative options are not being explored which would be intrinsically contrary to the thrust of development strategy for the 
area. At present the objectives for the strategic sites refer to topic areas where enabling infrastructure issues will arise but these are not detailed. In the 
absence of any â€˜daughter document for the sites (Site allocations/AAP or Masterplan/SPD) a bespoke policy for each site in the Core Strategy may 
be appropriate that can provide the necessary further detail on site based land use and infrastructure requirements including relationships with 
neighbouring areas, any safeguarding provisions and further guidance on matters such as housing and employment mix. An early indication of the 
spatial extent of the strategic sites to which the development provisions in Table 7 relate would be helpful. It is noted that the document does suggest 
that a SPD may be published to clarify housing mix and that consideration is being given to a Riverside Strategy SPD to guide waterfront 
developments. Clarification in advance of the submission stage for the Core Strategy of those matters to be addressed directly through the Core 
Strategy and /or where matters will be addressed in other LDF documents would be useful. CP 16 Strategic Sites covers the requirements for key 
development sites. Although there is some reference to utilities as part of required enabling infrastructure, these large development opportunities are 
potentially the most viable for community energy solutions. This policy should include the need to consider CHP and district heat network infrastructure 
together with other community renewables such as wind turbines particularly in the case of riverside sites.

As above Agree - greater detail to be provided as part of Core Strategy on Strategic Sites as well as 
identifying sites on a Proposals Map. In addition work currently being undertaken for the 
Eco-Assessment will be utilised to inform the potential and need for renewable energy 
measures

Miss Shier 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

Strategic development locations in Gravesham are well grounded in preceding planning and development policy for Kent Thames Gateway and in this 
regard it is reasonable that alternative options are not being explored which would be intrinsically contrary to the thrust of development strategy for the 
area. At present the objectives for the strategic sites refer to topic areas where enabling infrastructure issues will arise but these are not detailed. In the 
absence of any â€˜daughter document for the sites (Site allocations/AAP or Masterplan/SPD) a bespoke policy for each site in the Core Strategy may 
be appropriate that can provide the necessary further detail on site based land use and infrastructure requirements including relationships with 
neighbouring areas, any safeguarding provisions and further guidance on matters such as housing and employment mix. An early indication of the 
spatial extent of the strategic sites to which the development provisions in Table 7 relate would be helpful. It is noted that the document does suggest 
that a SPD may be published to clarify housing mix and that consideration is being given to a Riverside Strategy SPD to guide waterfront 
developments. Clarification in advance of the submission stage for the Core Strategy of those matters to be addressed directly through the Core 
Strategy and /or where matters will be addressed in other LDF documents would be useful. CP 16 Strategic Sites covers the requirements for key 
development sites. Although there is some reference to utilities as part of required enabling infrastructure, these large development opportunities are 
potentially the most viable for community energy solutions. This policy should include the need to consider CHP and district heat network infrastructure 
together with other community renewables such as wind turbines particularly in the case of riverside sites.

As above Agree - greater detail to be provided as part of Core Strategy on Strategic Sites as well as 
identifying sites on a Proposals Map. In addition work currently being undertaken for the 
Eco-Assessment will be utilised to inform the potential and need for renewable energy 
measures
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Title Family 
Name

Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.411 Object There should be an allowance identified for residential development at Swanscombe Peninsula. - Disagree - due to environmental and flooding considerations. 

Ms Wilson 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

We support this policy in particular section 3.2.412 (5), (7), (8) and (9). However, the following table should be amended as follows: Table 8: Strategic 
Sites Ebbsfleet â€“ A site-specific requirement should include the requirement for an FRA particularly as you mention flood risk in the Enabling 
infrastructure part of this table. It should be noted that Ebbfleet can also be impacted upon as a result of Tidal Lock, whereby if there is a high fluvial 
flow and a high tide, there is no where for the surface waters to go resulting in a â€œTidal Lockâ€. Land at Swanscombe Peninsula, Land at Northfleet 
Embankment (East and West) and Canal Basin â€“ Site specific requirements should include site specific flood risk assessments and on site 
contaminated land investigations, again particularly as both contaminated land and flood risk are mention in the Enabling infrastructure parts of the 
table. Tidal Lock can also have an impact on the Swanscombe Marshes.

- Appreciate support - amendments to be made to text acknowledging need for FRAs and 
contaminated land assessments

Mr Coleman 
(JB 
Planning 
Associates)

3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

As you will be aware, SEEDA has a substantial interest in the eastern part of Northfleet Embankment, which it is looking to bring forward for a mixed-
use development to assist in the wider regeneration of Kent Thameside. SEEDA has been instrumental in the preparation of a masterplan for the wider 
Northfleet area, and in bringing key stakeholders and landowners together in to a Steering Group to assist successful regeneration. SEEDA are 
therefore supportive of the proposals in the Core Strategy which identify Northfleet Embankment as a major focus for mixed-use development, and it 
looks forward to continuing to work with the Borough Council on the successful delivery of redevelopment proposals for the area. Although there are 
different land ownerships on the eastern and western sides of Northfleet, the masterplanning work undertaken for SEEDA takes a holistic view of the 
Embankment, recognising land ownerships and the objectives of different parties, but providing a comprehensive approach to land-use.

Rather than treat Northfleet Embankment 
East and Northfleet Embankment West as 
separate major sites, SEEDA considers 
that for both presentational and potentially 
practical purposes, the area could usefully 
be considered as a single major site. This 
would not preclude individual parties 
coming forward with development 
proposals which met with the objectives of 
the Core Strategy, but would help to ensure 
that all development proposals have regard 
to the common objectives for regeneration 
set out in the Core Strategy, and avoid 
proposals that may prejudice delivery 
across the whole of the Embankment.

Appreciate support - Northfleet Embankment East and West to be treated separately, 
although acknowledge linkages between these two sites as well as Ebbsfleet, 
Swanscombe and the Town Centre. 

Mr Sims 3.2.411 Support Southern Water is committed to meeting the demand for water and wastewater services arising from new development, as identified in adopted 
development plans. However, delivery of infrastructure may require planning permission, and there can be delays beyond our control, particularly if 
there are objections to our proposals. It is therefore imperative that provision of infrastructure is supported by the planning authority, and that the rate of 
development is co-ordinated to coincide with the rate at which the necessary capacity can be provided. Southern Water supports the inclusion of the 
provision of utility infrastructure against each site identified, as with our support for Core Strategy Policy 6, co-ordinating the rate of development with 
provision of water and wastewater infrastructure will help to ensure that a high level of service can be maintained to both new and existing customers. 
Protection of water resources is in the public interest. We therefore welcome the inclusion of point 8 in paragraph 3.2.412, stating â€˜standards for air 
and water quality are not breachedâ€™. Supply of water for public consumption relies on abstraction from groundwater and surface water. Pollutants 
from the built up areas of new development could potentially be carried into water resources by run-off or seepage, thereby contaminating water supply.

- Appreciate support

Ms Salmon 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

Although the Trust do not have any objections in principal to the development planned within this section we feel that all development will need to be 
assessed for impacts on the Natura and Ramsar sites both individually and in combination with other core strategy policies and plans of neighbouring 
authorities. We welcome the provision of site specific SPDs and the obligation to enhance the natural environment as this will enable detailed planning 
to be undertaken with a strategic overview as regards preservation of biodiversity and enhancement, extension and connections via the green grid and 
delivery of the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas. Brownfield sites especially those left derelict for a number of years often provide refuges for wildlife. This 
is especially pertinent for rare invertebrates that thrive within the artificial habitats which reflect cliff and other natural habitats. It is therefore essential 
that all sites be fully surveyed for protected and Biodiversity Action Plan species with full invertebrate studies is instigated on all sites. If rare populations 
are present habitat will need to be preserved to ensure their survival. Swanscombe Peninsula As Gravesham Borough Council are aware Swanscombe 
Peninsular contains an outstanding ecology with good populations of wading birds, rare invertebrates and a large population of water vole historically 
recorded within the area. Due to its ecology the peninsular has been included as part of the Thameside Green Corridors Biodiversity Opportunity Area. 
Although not against development in principal, the site will need to be developed sensitively with due regard to its nature conservation value. We 
therefore welcome the commitment to enhance the peninsulas biodiversity and would recommend that full ecological surveys are undertaken on site 
and facilities positioned in the least sensitive areas. Robust mitigation will be needed to ensure nature preservation and consideration should be given 
to offsite mitigation if habitats cannot be compensated for within the development footprint. Northfleet Embankment West and East We welcome the 
incorporation of green corridors within the guidance. The Town Centre Green corridors, stepping stones and biodiversity enhancements should be 
incorporated into development wherever possible to increase wildlife permeability within the built environment. The Canal Basin The Trust welcomes 
the commitment to enhancing of the River Thames and is impressed by plans to reinstate the Thames and Medway Canal. This will provide an 
important corridor for wildlife when established and provide a pleasant route for the local population. We also welcome the incorporation of green 
corridors within the development design. We are pleased to note that pedestrian and cycle ways and open space are to be provided in all 
developments and feel this could play an important role in increasing permeability for wildlife and people if enhanced to accommodate people and 
wildlife movement.

- Appreciate support - acknowledge importance of biodiversity, green links and mitigating 
impacts of development

Mr Meek 3.2.411 Object Objects to the omission of North East Gravesend as a strategic site for the resons given in the supporting statement attached to representation number 
672.

- Disagree - attached document from Natural England does not support development at this  
location. Merely acknowledges that they have spoken to the developer, content of 
discussion (minutes) are not provided.

Mr Aelen 3.2.411 Object The existing St Georges School Site, Wrotham Road, Gravesend should be included as a strategic site with potential for 118 dwellings. The rebuilding 
of the school under the Building Schools for the Future project will result in the relocation of the school buildings and playing fields. This would support 
a number of objectives and other policies contained in the document.

- Further consideration needed

Mr Bull 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

There is a great opportunity to development at Northfleet Embankment but it is foolish to build a new town on marshy ground around Ebbsfleet and on 
the Swanscombe Peninsula.

- Disagree - Ebbsfleet has planning permission, no residential development is being 
considered for Swanscombe Peninsula. Mixed use development is being considered for 
Northfleet Embankment

Mr Bull 3.2.411 Conditionally 
support

Continue to protect the Heritage Quarter. - Support appreciated

Mr Aelen 3.2.411 Support The site to the east of Thong Lane and south of Rochester Road shown on the attached plan should be included as a strategic site with potential to 
provide residential development and community facilities. This would support a number of other policies contained in the document.

- Further consideration needed

Mr Hawkins 3.2.412 Support We fully support paragraph 6 and would offer to work closely with the Council to achieve its aims. none Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 3.2.412 Object The Council supports Core Policy 16 except for paragraph 3.2.412 sub-paragraph 6 which discriminates against the private car. - Disagree - Private vehicles are not discriminated against. Paragraph seeks to make 

optimal use of sustainable modes of transport
Mr Feetam 3.2.412 Conditionally 

support
As mentioned under earlier sections of the document Sport England would suggest there is a need for increased consistency throughout the document 
with regard to reference to open space, sport and recreational provision. Sport England supports the inclusion of point 7 of this paragraph but would 
suggest that rather than just reference to 'recreation' the text should refer to 'open space, sport and recreation'.

Add 'open space and sport' alongside 
'recreation'

Agree - rewording 

Mrs Lippiatt 3.2.412 Object The Society supports the Core Policies for Strategic Sites as set out in paragraphs 3.2.411 to 3.2.413 except for paragraph 3.2.412 sub-paragraph 6. In 
the Society's view excluding the private car is neither desirable nor practical and will discriminate against those wishing to access facilities from the 
rural area.

- Disagree - Private car is not excluded as a transportation option. Paragraph seeks to 
make optimal use of sustainable modes of transport

Mr Trimmer 3.2.412 Object There are wharf users or other river related activities at nearly all of the strategic sites (with the exception of Ebbsfleet). There is no recognition of these 
issues within the policy or an approach as to how the specific development issues will be addressed within the policy.

Reword the policy to reflect the range of 
uses within the strategic sites and to make 
it clear what the Council is seeking to 
achieve. The use of water transport for 
construction materials to and from 
development sites should be included 
within point 9.

Agree - further consideration to be given to wharves and river related activities linked to 
Strategic Sites. The use of water transport is to be supported but this has to be in a 
context of demonstrable demand for the faculties and the need to balance out the 
demands of other land uses.
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Title Family 
Name

Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Trimmer 3.2.412 Object Table 8 includes little or no recognition of the wharves and other river related activities within the strategic sites, although reference is made to the PLA 
being a 'lead delivery organisation'.

Recognition of cargo handling and other 
river related activities within the relevant 
strategic sites, and inclusion of the 
necessary enabling infrastructure required 
to implement this approach.

Agree - further consideration to be given to wharves and river related activities linked to 
Strategic Sites

3.2.413 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex welcomes the identification of the Canal Basin as a Strategic site which recognises the important role that the site has in contributing towards 
the vision and objectives for regeneration of previously developed brownfield sites. The identification of such sites accords with the guidance set out in 
PPG12. Table 8 sets out the objectives for the Canal Basin area. The objectives should make it clear that a priority for the site is to deliver high quality 
new housing at an appropriate density as part of an overall mixed use development. It should be noted that the identified need for contributions to 
healthcare, education and community safety should be subject to consideration of the overall viability of development. It is also important that the Local 
Authority takes a flexible approach to the reinstatement of the Thames and Medway Canal in order that this does not prejudice the delivery of 
development. As a key landowner within the Canal Basin who has a current application for over 800 new homes under determination, the schedule 
should reflect Feabrex status as a lead delivery organisation in this area. The identified sources of funding for the overall Canal Basin should be further 
reviewed to establish the likely funding sources planning ahead over the 20 year plan period.

The objectives should make it clear that a 
priority for the site is to deliver high quality 
new housing at an appropriate density as 
part of an overall mixed use development. It 
should be noted that the identified need for 
contributions to healthcare, education and 
community safety should be subject to 
consideration of the overall viability of 
development. It is also important that the 
Local Authority takes a flexible approach to 
the reinstatement of the Thames and 
Medway Canal in order that this does not 
prejudice the delivery of development. 
Feabrex should be identified as a key 
landowner and delivery organisation for the 
regeneration of the Canal Basin and should 
promote early delivery of redevelopment 
and regeneration of this key site.

Appreciate support - Agree planning obligations have to be linked to viability

Mr Thair 3.2.413 Conditionally 
support

Reference should be made to Kent County Council as Lead Delivery Organisation as a major landowner in the area. See above Disagree - as a land owner KCC can only be a lead delivery organisation on sites where 
its land forms part of the strategic site

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

3.2.413 Object The table is not filled out in a way that confirms that there is an extant planning permission at Ebbsfleet. There should be a general note to say 
implementation/objectives as set out in the extant planning permission and including Swanscombe Peninsula. The description of the proposal for the 
Swanscombe Peninsula site should reflect a mixed use development as well as the ecological biodiversity potential.

- Agree - reference to be made regarding planning permission already granted and 
implemented at Ebbsfleet

Mr Feetam 3.2.413 Conditionally 
support

Sport England welcomes the inclusion of open space and provision of community facilities under the site specific requirements for all the strategic sites. 
However, as mentioned earlier Sport England would suggest consistent wording alongside the inclusion of open space to read 'open space, sport and 
recreation'.

Add 'sport and recreation' to the second 
bullet under each site alongside reference 
to open space.

Agree - rewording 

Ms Ryszkowsk
a

3.2.413 Conditionally 
support

There is no reference to a contribution to the strategic transport infrastructure programme under â€˜site-specific requirementsâ€™. The need for a 
contribution should be included in the Table. There is no reference to the creation of a major cross-Borough parkland area on Swanscombe Peninsula, 
the renewable energy plant, or the highway link between Swanscombe Peninsula West and East, as identified in the Swanscombe and Northfleet 
Riverside Study prepared for the Kent Thameside Regeneration Partnership.

- The lack of reference to the strategic transport schemes was due to their ongoing review 
via the current transport modelling process and the lack of any supporting documentation. 
The Swanscombe and Northfleet Riverside study was not complete when this document 
was prepared and discussion is needed on which proposals need to be reflected in the 
LDF's. It is agreed greater clarity is needed regarding Swanscombe Peninsula.

Mrs McBean 3.2.413 Object Comments relate to summary document â€œDistinctive designsâ€, pg 10 are something the public would be wary of. Sounds like an opening for a 
revisit of the tower, or some other edifice that would provoke anxiety.

NA Disagree - Distinct design does not translate to a large scale built development. Further 
clarification on distinct design to be provided. 

Mrs McBean 3.2.413 Object Comments relate to summary document Locals might consider the canal Basin, pg 10, to be worthy of heritage status, rather than an area for 
employment

NA Disagree - Canal Basin's heritage has/ will be taken on board, whilst reviewing existing 
built uses and potential for redevelopment 

Mr Smith 3.2.413 Conditionally 
support

The MPA are mindful that the highway network in the North East Gravesend area is already at capacity. Therefore the policy for Canal Basin should 
clearly recognise the need to improve highway accessibility to the area and support the provision of a road bridge over the railway, prior to any further 
development coming forward within this area.

- Appreciate support - highways and bridge being given further consideration as part of 
SLAA

Mr Sutherland 3.2.413 Object I object to the distruction of our Town, just to make money, and to disregard government legislation on open spaces, this council must face a vote of 
confidance/no cofidance, run by the local papers, this is the only way this council will listern to the voters of this town. St Andrews Gardens, Clarendon 
Gardens , and Crocked Lane. meet the Government legislation on open space, and must remain opens spases, We do not have a Heratiage Quarter, 
only a High Street with modern Shop fronts, not their original frontage, Which must be replaced, what happens behind the period frontage is up to the 
shop owners, not money dictating what is to be built,

NA Disagree - reject. Town centre needs further development inline with evidence base 
requirements,  Heritage Q and wider town centre being given further consideration as part 
of the SLAA and Strategic Sites. 

Ms McDade 3.2.413 Support EHEL notes that the draft document states in paragraph 3.2.400 that: â€œThe majority of new development needed to meet the Boroughâ€™s 
development requirements to 2026 will be met within the existing Gravesend and Northfleet urban area. A significant proportion of the identified 
requirement will be built on strategic brownfield sites located near to the River Thames and those that fall within Gravesend Town Centre...These sites 
will be developed as sustainable mixed communities that complement and enhance the areaâ€™s context, communities and infrastructure, and play a 
fundamental role in delivering the vision for Gravesham.â€ The current proposals for the Heritage Quarter will be a fundamental role in delivering the 
Core Strategyâ€™s spatial vision through mixed use development on brownfield land in the Town Centre. As stated previous, the draft document 
should make specific reference to the Heritage Quarter being delivered as a â€˜comprehensive mixed-use developmentâ€™ led by the Council and 
Edinburgh House to prevent the piecemeal submission of proposals by third parties, which could undermine the benefits the proposals bring to the site. 
EHEL also notes the consultation on the Core Strategy Key Issues and Option (2007), which indicated general support for major town centre sites. 
Proposals for the Heritage Quarter were one of the preferred options and the draft documents states that the proposals â€œshould consist of 
comprehensive quality mixed use development of both (18 agreed) rather than piecemeal development (2 agreed) or concentrating initial development 
on either the eastern or western site (2 agreed). SEEDA, Kent County Council and Arriva are amongst the organisations which support this option, as 
well as a number of developers.â€ EHEL supports the identification of the Town Centre, which includes the Heritage Quarter, as a strategic site and 
identified on the key diagram. EHEL considers that the Heritage Quarter should specifically be referred to on the Proposals Map once this is published. 
EHEL supports the overview of the Town Centre strategic site in Table 7 and considers that he current proposals for the Heritage Quarter will contribute 
to the nine general objectives set out in paragraph 3.2.412. EHEL notes that Table 8 sets out the specific objectives for each strategic site. EHEL 
supports the objective for the Town Centre, which states: â€œTo enhance the viability and vitality of Gravesend town centre through maximising 
opportunities for sustainable growth with mixed use developments that respect the town centreâ€™s historical setting an buildings whilst maximising 
opportunities for high quality and distinctive design. Developments should also maximise opportunities for improving local amenity, safety and highway 
and pedestrian movements.â€ EHEL also notes the list of site-specific requirements suggested for the Town Centre strategic site, which include 
securing affordable housing, open space, improvements to public transport, public art, contributions to healthcare, education and community safety, 
improvements to local community facilities, and improvements to the Thames Path. EHEL is identified as one of the lead delivery organisations and 
also a source of funding. EHELâ€™s proposals for the Heritage Quarter include many of the requirements set out in the list. EHEL will be discussing 
specific financial contributions for its scheme with GBC officers direct. However, any future schemes within the Town Centre should also contribute to 
the requirements and vision for this strategic site regardless of EHELâ€™s scheme.

- Appreciate support - Site to be indicated on Proposals Map. Further work regarding this 
site and wider town centre to be undertaken as apart of the SLAA 

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIESDEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIESDEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIESDEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
GOSE 4 We suggest that you consider if you need all the development management policies in section 4 of the document. PPS12 (paragraph 4.32) states if the 

intention is to apply national and regional policy in its decision making, it does not need to reiterate it in DPDs. However, there may be local 
circumstances for having a specific policy, but local authorities must have sound evidence that this approach is justified by local circumstances.  We 
also suggest that there is duplication between the core policies and the development management policies, for example Development Management 
Policy 1 is also covered in Core Strategy Policies 4 and 5.  You may also wish to consider whether any of the detailed polices in the development 
management section would be better suited to SPD with an over arching policy, for example, Development Management Policy 4: Design.  Having 
looked at the individual development management policies, we note that some do not accord with national policy or are not clear in their intent. Specific 
comments are set out below.

Mr Simpkin 4 ?
Mr Simpkin 4 ?
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Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Lloyd 4.1.1 Support Whilst this detail is not presented at this stage, CPRE Protect Kent strongly support the intention to show how the individual Development Management 
policies flow from the Core Strategy policies and the Strategic Objectives.

N/A

GOSE 4.2.1 Reference is made to inclusion of replaced policies in Appendix 1. However, this appears to be included in Chapter 7.
GOSE 4.3.3 Reference is made to the preparation of informal advice notes and supplementary planning guidance. This approach does not appear to accord with 

the advice in PPS12 (paragraph 6.4) which states that councils should not produce planning guidance other than SPD where the guidance is intended 
to be used in decision making or the coordination of development (this excludes assistance on how to make planning applications).

It is not intended that guidance will be produced that conflicts with PPS12 and therefore 
4.3.3 will be re-worded to clarify this.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGYSUSTAINABLE ENERGY
GOSE 4.4.2 ALSO RELATES TO PARAGRAPH 4.4.7.  Reference is made to locational constraints on renewable energy schemes, however, it does not recognise 

the different approaches for national designations, green belt, local designations etc. We suggest  that you consider the advice in PPS22 (paragraphs 9 
to 17).

Point noted and to be considered once Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment report is 
finalised and recommendations known.  It is intended that PPS22 will be superceded by 
"Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate"  but this would not preclude 
taking into consideration the differing policy approaches that may be applied to locally 
designated areas and the use of a criteria based policy in these circumstances.

GOSE 4.4.8 Paragraph 4.4.9 (1) refers to combined heat and power (CHP) schemes specifically in commercial buildings, but with no reference to CHP in residential 
buildings. Reference is made to “accredited assessment schemes” and it is suggested that clarity on this would be useful for the reader.  Paragraph 
4.4.9 (2) refers to on site renewable energy generation solely. Is there a reason for omission of the reference to decentralised and low carbon sources 
as set out in South East Plan Policy NRM11 and Supplement to PPS1 Planning and Climate Change (paragraph 26)?  Paragraph 4.4.10 refers to 
planning permission being granted for “related development”. We would suggest clarity on the exact meaning of this.  As set out above at the start of 
section 4, if you intend to apply national policy it is not necessary to include a specific policy on the issue. However, by duplicating national policy, local 
authorities run the risk of omissions and/or a lack of clarity.  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a 
Changing Climate” was recently published for comment.

As explained in para 4.4.4, we have included the target from the SE Plan in the draft 
policy as a holding position until the KT Eco-assessment is published. This draft DM policy 
precedes the publication, in March 2010, of the draft PPS Planning for a Low Carbon 
Future in a Changing Climate and we will be considering the desire for site-specific rather 
than borough-wide targets in the future version of this policy so long as that is warranted 
by the evidence. Policy should require consideration of potential for CHP in residential 
developments.

Mr Lloyd 4.4.8 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 1 None Support appreciated.
Miss Shier 4.4.8 Object It is understood that this policy represents a holding position pending completion of the Kent Thameside Eco Assessment. The appropriateness of the 

thresholds set out in 4.4.9, however is questioned. Given the growing importance now attached to the construction of sustainable buildings, the policy 
should apply universally to all new buildings and in particular all new houses. The policy is derived from the SE Plan but it should be considered that the 
terms of this policy were set during a time when targets for carbon reduction and renewable energy generation were lower. They are now much more 
onerous and the LDF should recognise this in its policies. Policy 4.4.9 parts 1 and 2 are confusing and lack clarity as to what is being required. While 
the Kent Thameside Eco Assessment will provide a useful insight into future sustainable energy opportunities, the study does not cover the whole of 
the Gravesham district. It is not clear how the potential of the rest of the district is being assessed.

As above Point taken and wording of policy will be reconsidered once Kent Thameside Eco-
Assessment is available.  Threshold used is to a certain extent a reflection of existing 
policy set out in the South East Plan; the practicality of administering a policy at a lower 
scale in terms of development management; and the fact that national standards are likely 
to require zero-carbon in terms of residential units by 2016.  As development in the rural 
and non-Kent Thameside area is likely to be small scale, carbon reduction is likely to be 
picked up through the imposition of national standards.  Concentration on Kent 
Thameside area reflects greater potential and opportunities for CHP and dispersed energy 
generation.

Mr Manns 4.4.8 Support DM Policy 1 Kimberly-Clark welcomes the wording of the policy as it clearly supports the development of on-site renewable energy infrastructure such 
as CHP and recycling facilities. Kimberly Clark recognise both the environmental and economic benefits that are offered by CHP and are welcoming of 
the support that the Core Strategy gives to the development of CHP both at a site specific level and potentially as part of an inter-connected renewable 
energy network.

As above Support welcomed.

Ms Wilson 4.4.8 Conditionally 
support

We are pleased that the council will require developers of commercial premises to consider the feasibility of incorporating combined heat and power 
plants (CHP). We would also suggest that a similar policy be included for developers of high density residential developments.

- Conditional support welcomed.  Policy will be refined once outputs from the Kent 
Thameside Eco-Assessment are available.

Mrs Martin 4.4.8 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mrs Lippiatt 4.4.8 Support - - Support appreciated.
Ms Salmon 4.4.8 Conditionally 

support
The Trust welcomes the aims to provide 10% renewable energy and 10% energy savings within development. We would also support the clause that 
states that local energy instillations need to conform to the principals embedded within the Green infrastructure. Although on principal the Trust 
supports renewable energy as an effective way of limiting emissions and alleviating the affects of global warming there are certain instances where 
provision of wind farms can have an impact on biodiversity especially on bird and bat species. (See attached KWT onshore wind farm policy for further 
details on locations) There are certain renewable energy technologies however that can be very beneficial to wildlife management. Wood chip burners 
provide a market for small woodland owners to gain a return on the coppicing of ancient woodland. A number of districts within the west of Kent are 
considering running wood fuel schemes which will have a duel purpose of providing renewable energy whilst ensuring appropriate management of 
ancient woodland by coppicing regimes.

- Conditional support welcomed.  Policy will be refined once outputs from the Kent 
Thameside Eco-Assessment are available. Impact on bio-diversity is recognised and is a 
material consideration through national policy.  Potential for sourcing bio-mass is being 
looked at via the Eco-Assessment and there is a potential to link this to other Green 
Infrastructure initiatives within Thames Gateway and the wider area.

Mr Sims 4.4.8 Conditionally 
support

Southern Water is fully committed to minimising its carbon footprint. We currently look to generate 10% of our energy requirements from renewable 
sources and seek to increase this proportion to 20% by 2020. These targets are calculated for Southern Waterâ€™s operational area as a whole and 
represent averages. The proportion of renewable energy generated at individual sites may be higher or lower than this average. It is not always feasible 
to achieve a target percentage of renewable energy generation at a particular site as the energy that can be created depends on site-specific 
circumstances.

We propose that the Development 
Management Policy should include text 
which recognises that it is not always 
feasible or viable to achieve a target 
percentage at individual sites.

Conditional support welcomed.  Point made in relation to the ability to achieve percentage 
of energy generated by renewable on site and the need to take into account wider 
operational plans of organisations such as Southern Water is a good one.  Potentially this 
could be a more cost effective route to achieve such savings and synergies between sites 
within such an organisation may reap wider environmental benefits.  Consider adjusting 
LDF policies accordingly.  Point here repeats previous comment at 3.2.94.  It is intended 
that the consideration of site-specific targets will have regard to site feasibility and viability 
as part of the target setting considerations

4.4.10 Object Feabrex recognises the importance of sustainable development and energy efficient measures in new development but objects to the policy 
requirement of 10% of developments energy requirement to be provide from on-site renewable energy generation. This target should be applied having 
regard to the feasibility and viability of renewable energy provision taking account of the nature of development.

Additional clarification should be provided 
in the policy that a 10% target for 
renewable energy provision would be 
subject to an energy strategy having regard 
to the feasibility and viability of renewable 
energy technologies.

Comments noted. As explained in para 4.4.4, we have included the target from the SE 
Plan in the draft policy as a holding position until the KT Eco-assessment is published. 
This draft DM policy precedes the publication of the draft PPS Planning for a Low Carbon 
Future in a Changing Climate and we will be considering the desire for site-specific rather 
than borough-wide targets in the future version of this policy so long as that is warranted 
by the evidence. It is intended that feasibility and viability should be considerations in 
determining requirements at the development management stage.  Policy to be revisited 
once outputs from Kent Thameside Eco-Assessment are available.

Mr Lynes 4.4.11 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mr Trimmer 4.4.11 Object The cumulative impacts of renewable energy proposals should also consider any impacts on navigational safety and in particular on rada and 

communication links to and from the port control centre and other PLA facilities.
Reference to navigational issues within the 
paragraph.

Whilst agreeing with point made, wording at 4.4.11 includes the need to take account of 
safety issues which would include impact on radar and communication links.

Mr Hanna 4.4.12 Conditionally 
support

Natural England generally supports this paragraph but recommends that the proposals should comply with any relevant landscape polices also. We recommend that the text is amended to 
include landscape and a suggested text is 
provided below: â€˜...on amenity, design, 
green infrastructure, heritage and 
landscapeâ€™

Agree that the policy wording should be revised to include landscape impacts.

WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENTWATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENTWATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Ms Wilson 4.4.16 Support For your information Gravesham area lies almost totally within the Southern Water Services PLCâ€™s Medway Gravesend supply zone. There are no 

surface water abstractions for Public Water Supply so the whole supply comes from the major chalk aquifer, from which strategically significant 
abstractions are located. The Medway Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy (CAMS) classifies this chalk block as over licensed. The 
remaining licensed groundwater abstractions are for industrial purposes most of which are in the Northfleet area. The main surface water abstractions 
are for agricultural purposes and for topping up the marshes for the RSPB Reserves and are to the north east of the district within the Shorne and 
Higham marshes. These freshwater marshes are not natural features, but are carefully managed to meet seasonal water level targets. The abstraction 
licenses within these areas are designed to protect the management objectives of the marshes, which are important to the water dependent ecology â
€“ much of which is designated Special Protection Area (SPA). The only other surface abstraction is to the North West and is for the purpose of 
washing mineral extractions. We support the position that â€œplanning permission will not be given for any development that may prejudice the quality 
of ground or surface water, etcâ€¦unless appropriate measures are taken to mitigate the harmâ€

- Support appreciated. Southern Water's explanation of supply issues and support for the 
policy is appreciated.
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Number Support text Reason for support or not supporting - Please prov Amendments - Please advise us of any 
changes

Initial officer comment

Mr Archer 4.4.16 Object Farmers are already strictly regulated on this matter by the Environment Agency through discharge consents. They participate voluntarily in diffuse 
pollution reduction projects, are inspected regularly by EA officers and are liable to prosecution for any proven point-source pollution incident. We are 
confident that this environmental management topic is fully controlled by the EA and do not see why it should be singled out for inclusion in the core 
strategy.

- The normal convention is that where there is an alternative means of statutory control, this 
should take precedence over the planning system and that the planning system should 
not seek to duplicate such provision.  However, there may be situations where satisfactory 
control and mitigation cannot be achieved and a Best Practicable Means justification may 
apply once planning permission is granted.  Further discussions will be held with the 
Environment Agency to explore the extent of their controls and the necessity for a 
planning fall-back position.  Environment Agency comments at 4.4.17 are relevant to this. 

Ms Wilson 4.4.17 Conditionally 
support

Where there is inadequate water supply, sewerage or site drainage, unless this infrastructure can be put in place, planning permission should be 
refused. In some circumstances it may not be possible, and imposing a condition would be inappropriate.

- Noted and paragraph will be amended to reflect this clarification.

Ms Wilson 4.4.18 Support - - Support appreciated.
Ms Wilson 4.4.19 Conditionally 

support
Water efficiency measures should not just be introduced in new developments to reduce the amount of wastewater produced but more essentially to 
preserve our existing limited water resources within the South East of England (SE) (see section 3.2.94 above). This section should be amended 
accordingly.

- Noted and paragraph will be amended accordingly.

Ms Wilson 4.4.20 Conditionally 
support

Section 4.4.20 should state â€œOnly clean uncontaminated surface water should be separated from the foul sewerage systemâ€. Contaminated 
surface water should not be allowed to discharge to the natural environment.

- Noted and paragraph will be amended accordingly.

Ms Wilson 4.4.21 Conditionally 
support

Section 4.4.21 should state â€œWhere appropriate, it is preferableâ€¦.runoff.â€ The reason being as identified in 4.4.23 (6), sometimes SuDs are not 
appropriate, for example where the land is potentially contaminated or where there is vulnerable groundwater. As stated, advice should be sought from 
us. This section should be amended accordingly.

- Noted and paragraph will be amended accordingly.

Ms Wilson 4.4.22 Support Section 4.4.22 discusses how developers will fund and arrange adoption and management of SuDs systems. Please be aware that if/when the Floods 
and Water Management bill is enacted then the responsibility for the adoption and maintenance of SuDs will fall to the unitary authority.

- Point noted - Flood and Water Management Act 2010 has been passed and Schedule 3 
would make KCC responsible as approving and adopting authority in Gravesham's case.

GOSE 4.4.23 Development Management Policy 2 addresses infrastructure requirements for development proposals. Whilst this policy seeks to deal with planning 
applications that come forward, we would expect these issues to have been considered in the context of the plan as a whole and the development 
expected to come forward over the plan period. Have infrastructure requirements been addressed in terms of the broad locations for development and 
strategic allocations included in the core strategy, as it is essential that these issues are considered early on (see PPS12, paragraphs 4.8 to 4.12)? It is 
important that core strategies make proper provision for any uncertainty and do not place undue reliance on critical elements of infrastructure whose 
funding is unknown. The test should be whether there is a reasonable prospect of provision.

Point noted and guidance to be taken into account in terms of wider infrastructure 
requirements and delivery.

Mr Lloyd 4.4.23 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 2 None Support appreciated.
Miss Shier 4.4.23 Conditionally 

support
This does not appear to take account of the proposals within the Draft Flood and Water Management Bill, which if it becomes law would make KCC 
responsible for some SUDS schemes.

As above This paragraph will be amended to ensure that it reflects the Flood and Water 
Management Act 2010 which received Royal Assent in April 2010 (Noted - see comments 
on this from Environment Agency at 724 of schedule)

Ms Wilson 4.4.23 Conditionally 
support

Section 4.4.23 (1) - We support this policy however the document refers to the recommendations made by the â€˜Kent Thameside Water Cycle Studyâ
€™ (3.2.84) under section (3.2.90) adopting a proactive approach and with the council taking a lead on these issues for water supply and water quality. 
But this does not fully translate to this policy. The council needs to be more proactive in supporting retro-fitting of existing housing stock with water 
efficiency appliances as this is an extremely cost effective means of addressing water resources demand management, this was also a 
recommendation made by the Kent Thameside Water Cycle Strategy. We also support the policy whereby the council will not permit planning if 
sufficient water supply and sewerage infrastructure is not available. It should be noted that it is anticipated that whilst the current flows from the waste 
water treatment works (WWTWs) are within consented discharge limits, the projected flows in 2020 exceed the current consentsâ€™. Southern Water 
Services (SWS) will have to apply for increased consented flows in advance of the current limits being exceeded. There is currently available treatment 
capacity at both WWTWs at Gravesend and Northfleet however treatment capacity may need to be increased if growth is of a significant scale. SWS 
will need to plan for this and any related sewerage improvements. We should recommend that the council involve SWS as early as possible when 
considering housing allocations. We also support points (2), (4), and (6). Point (3) â€“ This section should be amended to read as follows: â€œAll new 
development must connect to a public sewer where possible. Where this is not possible, alternative options shall be provided for consideration by the 
council.â€ In some circumstances the suggested options may not be possible, due to environmental/physical constraints. The suggested wording 
makes it clear that connection to foul sewer must be considered in the first instance, plus from an environmental perspective, there is reduced risk to 
the environment, human health and the surrounding amenity by connecting to foul sewer. Point (5) - Please refer to comments relating to section 4.4.22 
above.

- Conditional support is welcomed.  Consideration to be given to amending point 3 to 
accord with suggested wording.

Mrs Martin 4.4.23 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mrs Lippiatt 4.4.23 Support - - Support appreciated.
Ms Salmon 4.4.23 Support The Trust would fully support this policy and would commend Gravesham Borough Council for this comprehensive policy. SUDS provide a truly 

multifunctional role providing biodiversity enhancement, flood attenuation and water purification functions. We are impressed by the comprehensive list 
of different forms of SUDS but would caution the council that permeable pavements will not provide a biodiversity function. We support the water and 
pollution protection measures to water courses and ditches as well as the promotion of SUDS creation and maintenance mechanisms.

- Support welcomed and points noted.

Mr Sims 4.4.23 Support Southern Water supports point 1 of Development Management Policy 2 as we would always require adequate water and wastewater infrastructure to 
be in place in advance of the development or certainly a co-ordinated phased implementation during development. Expansion of existing wastewater 
treatment works may be required to meet the demand arising from new development, or to meet stricter environmental standards laid down by the 
Environment Agency. Southern Water supports point 4, 5 and 6 of Development Management Policy 2. We are supportive of the objectives of 
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS). However, the effectiveness of such systems depends on many factors including run-off rates, ground 
conditions and topography in relation to the size, type and density of the development. It is therefore important that SUDS are designed to match local 
geological and hydrological conditions.

- Support welcomed.  On SUDS, the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 would require 
compliance with national standards of design and approval and adoption of SUDS 
features by KCC, following consultation with the Environment Agency etc.  If this regime 
takes the factors listed into consideration, there would be no need to duplicate the 
provisions through the planning regime.

PROTECTING AMENITYPROTECTING AMENITY
GOSE 4.5.3 Reference is made to use of supplementary planning guidance. This  approach does not accord with the advice in PPS12 (paragraph 6.4) which states 

that councils should not produce planning guidance other than SPD where the guidance is intended to be used in decision making or the coordination 
of development (this excludes assistance on how to make planning applications)

The word 'planning' was included in error. Kent Design was adopted by the Council in July 
2009 as Supplementary Guidance (not Supplementary Planning Guidance) under para 
6.3 of PPS12.

Miss Shier 4.5.3 Support Gravesham Borough Council have endorsed the Kent Design Guide, and the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan 2009-2014 as SPD, which is 
welcomed.

As above Support appreciated but for clarification Kent Design and the Kent Downs AONB 
Management Plan 2009-2014 were adopted by the Council in July 2009 as 
Supplementary Guidance (not Supplementary Planning Guidance) under para 6.3 of 
PPS12.

Miss Shier 4.5.6 Conditionally 
support

The two further AQMAâ€™s at Parrock Street and Echo Junction have now been formally declared. As above Noted. The bullet points will be amended to reflect the designation of the additional 
AQMAs.

Miss Shier 4.5.9 Conditionally 
support

The Air Quality section does not include reference to the possible need for developers to contribute towards mitigation measures to enable 
developments to go ahead.

As above Agree.  Text to be amended.

GOSE 4.5.10 Reference is made to resisting any new development that may cause a harmful reduction in air quality in the borough. The wording does not fully 
accord with the advice in PPS23 Annex 1 (paragraph 1.28). Annex 1 also covers water quality, and is therefore also relevant in terms of the wording in 
Development Management Policy 3. PPS23 Annex A sets out a list of matters for consideration, which you are also advised to consider.  Paragraph 
4.5.16 states that the borough has a legacy of contamination and we note that Development Management Policy 3 paragraph 4.5.28 (7) refers to this, 
and seeks to address applications as they come forward. However, in drawing up the core strategy and establishing the broad areas of development 
and strategic allocations, did you consider the advice in PPS23 (Annex 2, paragraph 2.29) which states that LPAs should include appropriate policies 
for the remediation of contamination where it is known or suspected to exist? At present, there is no indication that Policy 16 has factored in this issue, 
if relevant.  Development Management Policy 3 paragraph 4.5.28 (8 to 11) sets out design criteria. Do you have the evidence base to support the 
approach set out in the policy?

Agree that paragraph 4.5.10 should be reworded so that it does not prohibit new 
development sensitive to air quality and new development that may cause a harmful 
reduction in air quality.  Paragraph 4.5.21 refers to the fact that Annex 1 of PPS23 gives 
more detailed policy advice in relation to water quality.  Development Management Policy 
3 Protecting Amenity also refers to the need to address potential water pollution issues.  
Agree that paragraph 4.5.21 could elaborate on the policy contained in PPS23 Annex 1.   
The matters outlined in PPS23 Annex A and Annex 2 will be taken into consideration in 
carrying out more detailed work in relation to Core Strategy Policy 16 Strategic Sites.  The 
criteria set out in paragraph 4.5.28 (8 to 11) are general amenity considerations which are 
taken account in considering development proposals.
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Initial officer comment

Ms Wilson 4.5.16 Conditionally 
support

Whilst the supporting documents (i.e. the Studies, Technical and Baseline Reports) discuss restrictions for certain developments, for example no 
burials within Source Protection Zone I, and this document discusses the importance of protecting groundwater quality, it does not specifically mention 
that certain developments will be restricted from occurring within particularly vulnerable locations, for example in SPZ1 or where there is a high water 
table. Reference must be made to our Groundwater Protection Policy (GP3) which outlines our policies for developing in vulnerable locations. GP3 
does not appear to have been mentioned or referenced in any of the documents. Considering this is the over arching document that mentions other key 
documents such as PPS23 and PPS25, GP3 should be specifically referred to.

- Agree.  Text/baseline report to be amended.

Mr Feetam 4.5.23 Object 4.5.23 & 4.5.24 Sport England is concerned that the text within these pararaphs does not promote the need to balance the community benefit of some 
forms of artificial lighting alongside any detriment to local amenity. The wording of these pararaphs and accompanying Development Managemenrt 
Policy 3 may be overly restrictive to some forms artificial lighting that will result in considerable benefits to the community such as floodlighting of a 
sports facility. In line with the wording in CLG's draft 'Planning for a Natural and Healthy Environment' PPS regarding floodlighting of sports facilities 
(currently out for consultation) Sport England would suggest that the text in this paragraph and the policy should include the need to recognise the 
benefits of floodlighting of sports facilities such as increasing opportunities for participation in sport and physical activity and enhanced health and well 
being . These benefits are in line with a number of areas of this Regulation 25 document including paragraph 2.4.7 of the Vision, Spatial Objectives 6 
and 10,along with Core Strategy Policy 1 and the promotion of healthy lifestyles.

Add reference to the need to recognise the 
community benefits of floodlighting of 
sporting facilities and the need to seek to 
balance this alongside any detriment to 
local amenity.

Proposed Policy NE11 in the draft PPS on Planning for a Natural and Healthy 
Environment includes a number of criteria for determining applications for sports and 
recreational facilities including the benefits to health and wellbeing and the increased 
provision arising from such proposals but also impacts on local amenity and whether the 
use of floodlights could be controlled to an acceptable level.  It is noted that this policy has 
not yet been adopted.  It is considered that the references to artificial lighting in the 
Development Management Policy 3 Protecting Amenity and the background text are not 
contrary to the proposed policy in the draft PPS.

Ms Salmon 4.5.23 Conditionally 
support

Further information could be incorporated regarding the impacts of lighting on bat species. Up lighting is known to disrupt bat flight paths and direct 
lighting of roosts can delay bat emergence to hunt. Therefore light should be downward lighting with as little light spill into the sky as possible. (For 
further information regarding the effects of lighting on bats see attached paper BCT Bats and Lighting in the UK.) Light spill can also be a problem to 
wading birds. If light spill occurs on the mudflats at the feeding behaviour of birds can be disrupted leading to loss of condition and decrease in 
population. This is also an appropriate policy in which to explore biodiversity design within developments with information provided on corridor and 
stepping stone creation and wildlife enhancements. For further information on these processes a link could be inserted to the Biodiversity Appendix of 
The Kent Design Guide at http://www.kent.gov.uk/community_and_living/regeneration_and_economy/kent_design_initiative/guide_information.aspx

- Agree that the paragraph should refer to the potential adverse effects of artificial light on 
wildlife.

GOSE 4.5.27 Reference is made to SPG dating to 1991 and 1996 that will be used in making decisions on planning applications. We suggest that you consider the 
advice in PPS12 (paragraphs 6.1 to 6.4).

Consideration will be given to the need to update the Council's Residential Layout 
Guidelines SPG 1996.

Mr Lloyd 4.5.28 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 3 None Support appreciated
Ms Wilson 4.5.28 Conditionally 

support
Section 4.5.28 (6) - We support this point but the reasons should be expanded upon for clarity. Sections 4.5.16 and 4.5.28 (7) acknowledge the need to 
remediate existing land affected by contamination. We note that neither this policy nor the Gravesham Contaminated Land Strategy 2009 refers to 
sustainable remediation methods â€“ Global Remediation Strategies that lead to reuse of contaminated soil. Where contaminated land is encountered 
we would wish to see this treated either on or offsite for reuse, rather than disposal. This policy would be stronger if it recommended consideration of 
sustainable remediation methods. SUPPORT Section 4.5.28 (8) â€“ We support this point.

- Point 6 is intended to provide the relevant policy criteria for assessing the sorts of 
proposals referred to in paragraph 4.5.16.  Agree that clarifying the policy criteria would be 
helpful.  Agree that the policy and supporting text should refer to sustainable remediation 
methods in the interests of sustainable development.  Support for point 8 appreciated.

Mrs Martin 4.5.28 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Feetam 4.5.28 Object See comments under paragraphs 4.5.23 & 4.5.24 See comments under paragraphs 4.5.23 & 

4.5.24
Concerns noted. This draft DM policy precedes the publication, in March 2010, of the 
CLG's draft PPS 'Planning for a Natural and Healthy Environment' which includes policy 
NE11 on the consideration of applications for floodlighting sports and recreation facilities. 
We will consider the implications of this draft national policy on the policies within this 
DPD. 

Mrs Lippiatt 4.5.28 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Sims 4.5.28 Support Southern Water supports point 4 of Development Management Policy 3. Southern Water endeavours to operate its wastewater treatment works in 

accordance with best practice. However, unpleasant odours inevitably arise from time to time as a result of the treatment processes that occur. For this 
reason, sensitive development such as housing must be adequately separated from wastewater treatment works, to safeguard amenity. The need to 
separate sensitive development from existing potentially polluting land-uses is recognised in PPS23, Appendix A.

- Support appreciated

Mr Smith 4.5.28 Support The MPA support reference in the supporting text (paragraph 4.5.14) to policy NRM10 of the South East Plan which states that residential and other 
noise sensitive development should be located away from existing and planned new sources of noise. The MPA support point 2 of the policy which 
highlights that planning permission will not be granted for any development that introduces uses sensitive to poor environmental quality into an area 
already experiencing, or likely to experience, poor environmental quality in the future. It also supports point 3 of the policy that states in assessing 
proposals the Council will expect noise and vibration levels and the proximity for sensitive receptors to the noise producing premises and the times and 
duration that such disturbances are likely to occur, to be addressed.

- Support appreciated

Mr Manns 4.5.28 Conditionally 
support

DM Policy 3 The Core Strategy rightly prioritises the need to respect residential amenity and to create attractive places for people to live. This policy 
approach is particularly important in the context of the re-use of sites formerly used for industrial or warehousing purposes where issues may exist with 
regard to contamination or the ability to introduce residential accommodation in close proximity to on-going commercial or industrial uses. Kimberly-
Clark would welcome a more proactive policy approach that recognises the benefits of re-using previously developed land and creating mixed 
communities (housing and employment) and the need to assist developers in being able to upgrade or reconfigure their industrial processes to facilitate 
the introduction of new housing in close proximity. The Core Strategy must create a context where there is as little conflict as possible between 
residential dwellings and employment uses being located in close proximity to each other.

- The Core Strategy policies encourage the re-use of previously developed land and the 
creation of mixed communities.  Development Management Policy 3 Protecting Amenity is  
intended to ensure that this occurs in an acceptable manner.

QUALITY OF DESIGNQUALITY OF DESIGN
Mr Lloyd 4.5.33 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 4 None Support appreciated
Miss Shier 4.5.33 Conditionally 

support
Whilst the highest quality of design is encouraged, this does not necessarily translate into the use of expensive materials. Within the adopted realm 
there has to be an acceptance that whole life costing is important, and that the materials used can be maintained by the public purse, with commuted 
sums where appropriate. The requirement that new development should â€˜relate to and respect any historic context of the site, including plot patterns, 
street layout and block sizeâ€™ is welcomed so too is the requirement that â€˜development should pay due regard to traditional design and forms of 
construction, and avoid the use of inappropriate detailsâ€™. This last phrase could be modified to â€˜development should pay due regard to traditional 
design and forms of construction, including materials, and avoid the use of inappropriate detailsâ€™. This will help to conserve the historic character of 
the Borough and ensure that the new development works with the grain of what is already there.

As above Support for the main policy direction is appreciated and the suggested amendments will 
be taken on board.  Reference to the need to consider the whole life costs of development 
schemes is referred to in the higher level Core Strategy policy 5. 

Mrs Martin 4.5.33 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Feetam 4.5.33 Conditionally 

support
In line with earlier comments under paragraph 3.2.11, Sport England welcomes the principle of this policy but would suggest that an additional criterion 
should be added around ensuring high quality design encourages and facilitates healthier lifestyles (e.g. through increased opportunities for people to 
be more physically active). As also mentionend under paragraph 3.2.11, alongside this addition we would suggest that reference could be made in the 
supporting text to Sport England's 'Active Design' Guidance which was developed with a number of stakeholders including the Department of Health 
and CABE Space. The guidance promotes the development of healthy and sustainable environments through design which facilitates healthy living 
choices and increased physical activity. For information the Active Design principles are included within the minimum standards set out in CLG's Eco 
Towns supplement to PPS1. Web Link: www.sportengland.org/activedesign

. The policy refers to the need to ensure that movement and connectivity, particularly for 
walkers and cyclists are key considerations when considering new development 
proposals.  The reference to the "Active Design Guidance" is welcomed and the policy will 
be revisited in the light of this guidance to ensure it is embraced.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.5.33 Support - - Support appreciated
Ms Salmon 4.5.33 Support This is an excellent policy and should provide landscape and biodiversity enhancement of the highest quality. We agree that:- â€¢ The surrounding 

natural landscape should be reflected within the development and planting schemes. â€¢ There should be a network of open spaces with differing 
primary uses but with multifunctional uses. â€¢ The retention enhancement creation and management of habitats and species will ensure no further 
loss due to development and a positive net gain, as well as decreasing fragmentation due to the built environment â€¢ The minimising of water use 
through grey water recycling and SUDS.

- Support appreciated
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Initial officer comment

Mr Sims 4.5.33 Conditionally 
support

Efficient use of new and existing infrastructure is an important component of sustainable development. Southern Water has identified four ways in 
which the planning authority can assist in achieving this objective in relation to wastewater infrastructure: â€¢ Protect existing underground wastewater 
infrastructure so that the sewers can continue to fulfil their function. In addition, future access will need to be secured for the purposes of maintenance 
and upsizing. Existing sewers must not be built over, and easements of 6 to 13 metres wide will be required, dependent on the size and depth of the 
infrastructure. The layout of the proposed development should take this into account, or make allowance for diversion of the plant. Any diversion must 
be at the developerâ€™s expense, and is subject to a feasible alternative route being available. â€¢ Ensure that surface water is separated from 
existing foul or combined sewers. This approach is particularly relevant at infill sites, where surface water may currently enter a combined system. 
Separation of surface water will release capacity in the foul sewer thus making more efficient use of it, and reducing the risk of sewer flooding. â€¢ 
Require construction of on-site and off-site sewers to adoptable standards to ensure that they function effectively, and to prevent leakage of sewage 
into the environment. â€¢ Promote pre-construction agreements at large and/or mixed ownership sites to facilitate a co-ordinated whole-site approach. 
This will promote sustainable sewerage and water supply networks, and prevent the proliferation of smaller, less efficient networks.

To ensure that the Local Development 
Framework is consistent with paragraph 36 
of PPS1, which states that planning 
authorities should include policies that 
ensure sustainable, durable and adaptable 
developments that make efficient and 
prudent use of resources, we propose the 
inclusion of the following text in 
Development Management Policy 4. All 
new development will be required to make 
efficient use of new and existing 
infrastructure.

Core Strategy policy 6 refers to social and physical infrastructure and the need to protect, 
retain or enhance existing infrastructure provision.  This policy will be reconsidered to take 
on board the suggested amendments.  Development management Policy 4 will also be re-
examined to see if further word changes are required. 

GOSE 4.5.34 Paragraph 4.5.34 (13) duplicates policy areas covered elsewhere in section 4. Noted
Ms Wilson 4.5.34 Conditionally 

support
Form Section 4.5.34 (13) should be altered to include Sustainable Remediation methods. Point 13 picks up some of the Thames Gateway Eco Region 
Prospectus aspirations. It could be extended to include: â€œUse or re-use of sustainable materials will be encouraged, including reuse of cleaned up 
contaminated soilâ€ National Guidance that supports the above Contaminated Land points: -Model Procedures for the Management of Land 
Contamination (CLR11). Provides the technical framework for applying a risk management process when dealing with land affected by contamination. 
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/static/documents/clr11_s1_summary_931642.pdf -Environment Agency guidance on requirements for land 
contamination reports, (2005). Informs the audience of the type of information the Environment Agency requires in order to assess site investigation 
and remediation reports. http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/static/documents/Research/devguidev1_1155225.pdf -National Brownfield Strategy, 
English Partnerships 2007. Recommendations to Government to inform future national brownfield land policy. http://www.englishpartnerships.co.uk/
brownfieldstrategy.htm -The Brownfield Guide - English Partnerships 2006. Describes how brownfield sites may best be considered for reuse. 
Highlights the best practice approach to brownfield redevelopment and provides a straightforward practical advice on how the effectively and sensitively 
reuse brownfield land. http://www.englishpartnerships.co.uk/landsupplypublications.htm -Thames Gateway Eco region: a prospectus. CLG 2008. Sets 
out the vision for the Thames Gateway Eco-Region. Reflecting the contributions of stakeholders from across the Thames Gateway and Government. 
Helps focus the diverse interests and ambitions into a coherent vision. Considers the specific environmental opportunities, and obligations, that exist in 
the Thames Gateway describes the first steps to be taken to realise the vision of the Thames Gateway as the UK's Eco-Region. http://
www.communities.gov.uk/publications/thamesgateway/ecoregion Space Section 4.5.34 (19) and (20) â€“ We support these points of the policy.

- The policy will be reviewed to ensure aspects of sustainable design are fully addressed.

Mr Hanna 4.5.34 Conditionally 
support

Natural England recommends this section is amended to include reference to â€˜green spacesâ€™ in bullet point 17. â€˜...safe and publicly accessible spaces 
and areas of greenspaceâ€™

The policy currently refers to "accessible spaces";  this would include areas of green 
space.  Agree to re-examine the wording to make this clear.

Mr Trimmer 4.5.34 Object There is no reference within the policy to the sustainable benefits of moving construction materials to and from riparian development sites by water. Include reference to transport of 
construction materials to and from sites by 
water at paragraph 13.

The policy will be reviewed to ensure aspects of sustainable design are fully addressed.

BURIAL.CREMATION BURIAL.CREMATION 
GOSE 4.6.4 The physical and social infrastructure section already addresses the need for new burial facilities in the borough, which indicates duplication in the core 

strategy. Paragraph 4.6.3 states that Development Management Policy 5 will be amended if there is sufficient evidence to warrant development of a 
crematorium. This indicates that the evidence base for this topic area has not been completed. Is this in preparation?  PPS12 refers to setting the 
spatial distribution of uses over the plan period.  Do you intend to indicate the broad location for a burial facility,  as part of the spatial distribution of 
uses? At present Development Management Policy 5 is development management in style, though you have established that there is a need over the 
plan period.  Development Management Policy 5 paragraph 4.6.4 (6) refers to no detrimental impact on the supply of best or most versatile agricultural 
land. This statement does not fully reflect the advice in PPS7 (paragraphs 28 and 29), which includes advice stating that the presence of the best and 
most versatile agricultural land should be taken into account along with other sustainability issues. We suggest that you consider the advice in PPS7 as 
you prepare the next version of the core strategy.  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy Environment” 
was recently published for comment.

Points noted.  The Borough Council has the powers to provide burial facilities but is not 
under a statutory obligation to do so.  Core Strategy Policy 6 identifies the need for a new 
cemetery to meet the needs of the urban area and the technical working paper seeks to 
identify possible sites but to date there is no firm commitment to provide so no specific site 
is identified.  Development Management Policy 5 is intended to be broader in scope and 
set out the criteria which should be applied in considering future applications, whether 
made by the Borough Council or not.  However, point 7 of 4.6.4 should be amended to 
reflect that proposals could come forward to address need in the villages as well as the 
urban area.  The purpose of asking the question in relation to support for a crematorium at 
3.2.135 was to assist in developing the evidence base.  Undertaking technical work 
beyond that already set out in the background documents would have been abortive if no 
support was forthcoming and people were happy to continue to use facilities in adjoining 
areas.  However, support for a new crematorium appears to be very limited and it will be 
necessary to consider this again as policy is developed.  Points in relation to PPS7 are 
noted and this will be taken into consideration as policy is developed.

Mr Lloyd 4.6.4 Object If, as suggested in the supporting text to Core Strategy Policy 6, it is the intention of the Council to identify specific sites for a cemetery and/or a 
crematorium, then Development Management Policy 5 is unnecessary. If a site comes forward by way of a speculative planning application it should be 
considered on its merits against the appropriate Core Strategy and Development Management policies.

Delete the Policy. Development Management Policy 5 would apply to any application for a new cemetery 
and not just a proposal being brought forward in the context of Core Strategy Policy 6.  
Policy makes it clear that LPA would only accept proposals where need is locally derived 
and this would not be the case if applications were judged solely on the basis of 
constraints or locational factors.  Consideration should be given to whether this approach 
is warranted or whether sufficient control is otherwise available through other policies.  If 
retained, policy should be amended to include applications for extensions to burial 
grounds and not just new burial grounds.

Ms Wilson 4.6.4 Support We support this policy particularly points (1), (2) and (5). - Support welcomed
Mrs Martin 4.6.4 Support - - Support welcomed
Mrs Lippiatt 4.6.4 Conditionally 

support
Supports Policy 5 Burial/Cremation Facilities with the additional qualification that such facilities should not be sited on high grade agricultural land. - Conditional support welcomed but consideration of sites should not exclude all on high 

grade agricultural land as this is only one factor to take into consideration and the 
approach would be contrary to national planning guidance set out at paragraph 28 to 
PPS7.

Ms Salmon 4.6.4 Support We welcome the commitment that there will be no detrimental impact on biodiversity. Cemeteries and church yards are in fact important refuges for 
wildlife within the urban setting if managed for wildlife. These sites often support rare lichen and moss species as they are sheltered from pollution and 
are often rich in other forms of biodiversity.

- Support appreciated

GREEN SPACEGREEN SPACE
GOSE 4.7.5 We suggest that you complete the PPG17 Open space study in order to inform the preparation of the core strategy. At present, the absence of the 

study calls into question some of the assumptions you may have made. PPS12 stresses the importance of the evidence base which underpins the core 
strategy. In particular, the assessment will allow local authorities to identify specific needs and quantitative/qualitative deficits or surpluses, etc (PPG17, 
paragraph 4).  On reading Development Management Policy 6: Green Space and Development Management Policy 11: Open Space Standards there 
appears to be some duplication which we suggest you consider.  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy 
Environment” was recently published for comment.

Agree that the outcomes will help to inform these policies.  Also agree that there is some 
duplication between Development Management Policies 6 and 11 which will be 
addressed.

GOSE 4.7.5 Development Management Policy 6: Green Space (paragraph 4.7.5) refers to working with partners. Once you have completed the evidence base 
study for this subject area, we suggest that you consider whether this needs to be addressed in the “core policies” section, as working with partners is a 
key aspect of delivery. PPS12 (paragraph 4.4) states that the delivery strategy needs to make clear what actions are required and by which parties.

Agree.

Mr Lloyd 4.7.5 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent generally supports Development Management Policy 6. However, most of paragraph 4.7.5 deals with how the Council will seek to 
address identified deficiencies. This objective does not sit well in a Development Management Policy and would be better included within a Core 
Strategy Policy.

Move the approach towards meeting 
identified deficiencies to the appropriate 
Core Strategy Policy.

Core Strategy Policy 7 Green Infrastructure requires the multifunctional green 
infrastructure network of green spaces and the green grid links between them to be 
protected and enhanced.  Agree that the Core Strategy Policy should more clearly 
address the outcomes of the PPG17 study, including any identified deficiencies, once this 
is available and that consideration should be given to how the two policies relate to each 
other.

Mrs Martin 4.7.5 Support The Council considers all public open spaces should be protected. - The PPG17 study on open space, sport and recreation will identify which open spaces 
should be protected.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Feetam 4.7.5 Conditionally 
support

Sport England supports Development Management Policy 6 regarding Green Space and the identification of such spaces on the proposals map. It is 
assumed that this will include the identification of all provision listed under paragraph 4.7.1 i.e. to include outdoor sports facilities. Once the PPG17 
study is complete Sport England would suggest that this policy should be in a position to highlight key deficiencies with green space provision in the 
borough (quantitative, qualitative and accessibility) rather than just include reference to the standards and statements that any identified deficiencies 
will be addressed.

Ensure outdoor sports facilities are added 
to the proposals map and once the PPG17 
study is complete ensure the policy 
highlights any key deficiencies with green 
space in the borough (quantitative, 
qualitative and accessibility).

Agree that reference should also be made to playing pitches.  Also agree that the 
outcomes of the PPG17 study will help to inform the policy in relation to deficiencies in 
provision.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.5 Conditionally 
support

Supports Policy 6 Green Space. In the Society's view there should be a general presumption against any development which would result in loss of 
green space.

- The PPG17 study on open space, sport and recreation will identify which open spaces 
should be protected.

Mr Hanna 4.7.5 Conditionally 
support

Natural England generally welcomes this policy but recommends that reference to the multifunctional nature of greenspaces should be included in the 
text.

â€˜...proposals should incorporate high 
quality multi-functional greenspace...â€™

Agree. Text to be amended.

Ms Salmon 4.7.5 Conditionally 
support

This section provides a comprehensive list of publicly owned sites that should be included within the Green Infrastructure. However privately owned 
sites such as golf courses, private gardens and school grounds can also play an important role in aiding connectivity within the built environment. We 
therefore welcome the commitment to provide high quality green space within developments and would recommend that this include high quality 
natural green space either throughout the open space, in corridors and stepping stone or around the boundaries.

- Agree that reference should also be made to privately owned sites.  It is intended that the 
reference to high quality green space in the policy includes natural green space as 
included in the list under paragraph 4.7.1.

GREEN GRIDGREEN GRID
Mr Trimmer 4.7.7 Object On what basis have the 'bank-sides and verges' of the River Thames been included? Such an approach appears, without any further definition, to be 

contradictory to cargo handling.
Reword the policy and approach to make it 
clear what the Council is seeking to 
achieve.

The reference is to the fact that the green grid includes waterways and their associated 
bank-sides and verges is not intended to be incompatible with the need to retain wharf 
capacity.

GOSE 4.7.10 This development management policy promotes the provision of a green grid, which it states is important for Gravesham. Has this been considered in 
working up the proposals for the strategic allocations set out in Development Management Policy 16, as at present reference is not included?

Agree that Core Strategy Policy 16 Strategic Sites should incorporate requirements for 
green grid and green spaces within each site.

Mr Lloyd 4.7.10 Support CPRE Protect Kent support Development Management Policy 7. None Support appreciated
Miss Shier 4.7.10 Conditionally 

support
The Green Grid network has the potential to contribute greatly to the protection and enhancement of the heritage of the Borough. This is not mentioned 
either in this policy or in the preamble and it is suggested that this be addressed and could be added to Para 4.7.10 part 3. The text could be modified 
to: 3. encourage biodiversity and enhance the historic environment;

As above Agree.  Text to be amended.

Ms Wilson 4.7.10 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 4.7.10 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.10 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Hanna 4.7.10 Conditionally 

support
Natural England supports the delivery of the green grid and what it delivers but feel it should be strengthened by making reference to the ability for it to 
act as a green corridor facilitating wildlife movement.

â€˜Maintain and enhance biodiversity 
provide corridors allowing for dispersal of 
wildlifeâ€™

Agree.  Text to be amended.

Ms Salmon 4.7.10 Conditionally 
support

We would support the comprehensive list included to identify connecting routes but would recommend it be clarified that transport routes need to be 
enhanced for wildlife as well as maintaining their primary uses. The Trust wholeheartedly supports DMP7 and is impressed by the comprehensive 
understanding as to the need for multifunctions within the Green Grid links. We also support the requirement for long tern maintenance of these routes.

- Agree.  Text to be amended.

Mr Smith 4.7.10 Conditionally 
support

The MPA conditionally support the Green Grid proposals subject to not conflicting with other uses including the Metropolitan Police Service Training 
Centre for reasons already outlined.

- Noted.

BIODIVERSITY AND GEOLOGICAL DIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY AND GEOLOGICAL DIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY AND GEOLOGICAL DIVERSITYBIODIVERSITY AND GEOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
Miss Shier 4.7.11 Conditionally 

support
Where development is taking place, biodiversity should always be considered. Scoping surveys should be carried out to establish the need for further 
surveys to be carried out and suggest mitigation or enhancements which can be incorporated in to the development. Where possible developments 
should incorporate areas of biodiversity in to the development â€“ if that is not possible mitigation and/or compensation will have to be carried out to 
ensure there is not net loss of biodiversity as a result of the development.

As above Noted.  Paragraph 4.7.30 requires new developments to contribute positively to the 
biodiversity resource.  The Kent Biodiversity Conservation document has been endorsed 
as Supplementary Guidance and will be used to help implement the policy.

Ms Salmon 4.7.11 Conditionally 
support

Generally coniferous woodland would not be classed as a BAP habitat and is not bio diverse. Most conifers are introduced and therefore should be 
replaced by broadleaved woodland. The one exception is if there are pure yew and juniper woodland. Therefore we would recommend that mention of 
the above species be substituted for conifer in paragraph 4.7.15. This is an exemplary section and continues the high standards present throughout this 
document. Additional information that could be included is mention of public bodiesâ€™ duty to conserve biodiversity. Included in this duty are utilities, 
water and transport companies, the police prison service, health service and fire brigade. This is not a complete list. It maybe useful to mention the 
protection afforded to ss41 habitats and species under the NERC Act and to highlight the aims of NI 197 as regards LWS management. The map 
included within this section is clear as are all other maps and diagrams. The Thameside Green corridors are a BOA and therefore should not be given 
prominence over the other BOAs It maybe better if all BOAs are different colours and labeled with their official names. This is am excellent policy 
providing protection for all designated sites but further work and the production of a HRA is needed to ensure mitigation and avoidance measures can 
be formulated to ensure no impact on the Natura 2000 and Ramsar sites. It is important that the developers contribute monies towards creation of the 
BOAs protection of European sites as well as creation of the Green infrastructure within their sites. We welcome to support given to habitat creation 
within the BOAs.

- The reference to coniferous woodland in paragraph 4.7.15 comes from the South East 
Plan and cannot be changed.  Whilst the duty of public bodies to conserve biodiversity is 
understood, as are the protection of habitats and species under the NERC Act and the 
aims of NI197, it is not considered necessary to refer to them here.  It is not intended to 
give prominence to the Thameside Green Corridor BOA and the map will be amended to 
give more clarity.  The need for a Habitats Regulations Assessment is accepted and will 
be undertaken.  Paragraph 4.7.30 requires new developments to contribute positively to 
the biodiversity resource.  Developer contributions will be taken forward through the 
Planning Obligations and Infrastructure SPD and more detailed Green Infrastructure 
requirements will be set out in the Green Infrastructure SPD.

Mr Hanna 4.7.18 Conditionally 
support

Natural England welcomes the inclusion of the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas map but note that the South Thames Estuary and Marshes Site of 
Special Scientific Interest is included within this. The SSSI is an important environmental asset for the Borough and any proposals for this area would 
need to be fully compatible with the reasons for notification of the SSSI. It would also be appropriate to provide a buffer around the SSSI to act as true 
enhancement to the biodiversity of the area.

- The process for identifying the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas is outlined in the Green 
Infrastructure Assets Baseline Report and follows a standardised approach for the region.  
It is intended that any proposals for this area would be entirely compatible with the SSSI 
designation.  No buffer zone around the SSSI is shown though opportunities for 
biodiversity enhancement could be addressed through a Green Infrastructure SPD.

GOSE 4.7.19 ALSO RELATES TO PARAGRAPHS 4.7.22, 4.7.45, 4.7.48, 4.8.22 AND 4.9.37.  Reference is made to recently endorsed SPG. You will be aware of the 
advice in PPS12 (paragraphs 6.1 to 6.4) on the production of SPD to provide greater detail on development plan policies.

The Kent Biodiversity Conservation document was endorsed by Gravesham Borough 
Council in July 2009 as Supplementary Guidance in accordance with PPS12.

GOSE 4.7.27 Development Management Policy 8 does not fully accord with the advice in PPS9 (paragraphs 6 to 20). PPS9 advises that international sites should be 
identified on the proposals map, but as they enjoy statutory protection, policy coverage is not necessary. In addition, the policy should recognise the 
differing degrees of protection given to sites.  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy Environment” was 
recently published for comment.

Agree that Special Protection Areas, Special Areas of Conservation, Ramsar sites and 
SSSIs should not be referred to in the policy as they benefit from statutory protection.  
Local Wildlife Sites will continue to be referred to and it is recognised that they have a 
different degree of protection.  The policy will be changed accordingly.

Ms Wilson 4.7.27 Conditionally 
support

This document is clear in its objectives with regards to biodiversity and is particularly strong regarding green infrastructure. Though reference is made in 
the supporting text to the endorsed Kent Biodiversity Conservation document (p132), which gives good guidelines for the protection and enhancement 
of biodiversity generally, there is no reference to this in the policy itself. It would be useful to reference this supplementary guidance as the way in which 
applications will be judged, in order to ensure that developers pay due regard to all biodiversity, not just protected habitats and species. This needs to 
be addressed for the CS. This policy is strong with regard to protection of protected and priority habitats and species and green infrastructure. It is not 
particularly clear what will be counted as 'priority' habitats and species, though it is assumed that these will be Biodiversity Action Plan linked. It needs 
to be made clearer.

- The Kent Biodiversity Conservation document has been endorsed as Supplementary 
Guidance and will be used to help implement the policy.  Paragraph 4.7.26 outlines what 
is meant by priority habitats and species but examples of priority habitats will be given to 
make this clearer.

Mrs Martin 4.7.27 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.27 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Hanna 4.7.27 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Sims 4.7.27 Support Southern Water recognises the need to protect designated areas from inappropriate development. The provision of additional water and wastewater 

infrastructure may be required within the designated area. PPS7 and PPS9 recognise the need for development in exceptional circumstances and that 
the benefits of the development outweigh the impacts on the site. Southern Water supports Development Management Policies 8 and 9 which state 
that designated sites and nationally important landscape beauty will be protected and enhanced in accordance with national policy.

- Support appreciated

Mr Lloyd 4.7.29 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent generally supports Development Management Policy 8, but would suggest that the objective of paragraph 4.7.29 is already covered 
by paragraph 3.2.155 of Core Strategy Policy 7.

Consider deleting paragraph 4.7.29 Agree that there is some duplication which will be addressed in making changes to the 
policies.

LANDSCAPELANDSCAPE
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Initial officer comment

Mr Archer 4.7.32 Conditionally 
support

As with the green belt, we understand the need to protect Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, but believe that reasonable agricultural development is 
essential even in designated landscapes if farm businesses are to remain competitive in a world market. Agriculture is responsible historically for much 
of the landscape character that is so highly valued, and must be allowed to evolve with modern production methods and changing market demands.

- Noted.  Any applications for agricultural development in the AONB which require planning 
permission would be considered in terms of the extent to which they conserve and 
enhance natural
beauty in accordance with the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949.

Mr Lloyd 4.7.37 Object CPRE Protect Kent strongly agrees with the paragraph, however neither here or elsewhere in the supporting text to Development Management Policy 9 
is it acknowledged that under saved policies C4 and C5 of the Local Plan the landscape importance of large parts of the Borough is recognised through 
designation as Special Landscape Areas (SLAs) and Areas of Local Landscape Significance (ALLSs). These are valued and longstanding local 
landscape designations and it is necessary for the DPD to explain why they are not being retained and to reassure people that the Landscape 
Character approach will provide alternative and robust protection not only for these previously designated areas, but also for the landscape quality of 
the countryside generally.

Include reference to the current SLA and 
ALLS designations and an explanation as 
to why they are not being retained and how 
the proposed landscape character 
approach will provide alternative and strong 
protection.

National policy contained in PPS7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas advocates the 
use of carefully drafted, criteria based policies utilising tools such as landscape character 
assessment to provide protection for areas of landscape outside nationally designated 
areas.  It states that local landscape designations should only be maintained where it can 
be clearly shown that criteria based planning policies cannot provide the necessary 
protection.  It is considered that the policy together with the Gravesham Landscape 
Character Assessment are sufficient to protect the landscape quality of the area outside 
the Kent Downs AONB.  Given this policy context, it is not considered necessary to 
include amendments proposed.

Ms Salmon 4.7.38 Conditionally 
support

We welcome the protection and retention of hedgerows trees and other landscaped features within development and the incorporation of landscaping 
within new development. We would recommend that indigenous species be used if at all possible with alien species incorporated if they have a function 
for e.g. attracting invertebrates.

- Noted.  This relates to the detailed implementation of the policy.

Mr Lloyd 4.7.41 Object CPRE Protect Kent is concerned that the AONB Management Plan and the Landscape Character Assessment will simply be 'taken into account'. 
These should be given more importance in the decision making processes, and to emphasis their importance they should be formally included in the 
LDF by giving them the weight of Supplementary Planning Documents.

Amend paragraph 4.7.41 to read as 
follows:"The Kent Downs AONB 
Management Plan and the Gravesham 
Landscape Character Assessment will be 
adopted by the Council as Supplementary 
Planning Documents. As such, they will 
form part of the LDF and will be important 
considerations when preparing other Local 
Development Documents and when making 
decisions on planning applications and 
other projects coming forward in the 
respective areas covered."

The Kent Downs AONB Management Plan was adopted by Gravesham Borough Council 
in January 2009 in fulfilment of its statutory duties under the Countryside and Rights of 
Way Act and carries weight in decision making.  The Landscape Character Assessment 
will support the implementation of this policy and the implementation of South East Plan 
policy C4 Landscape and Countryside Management in relation to assessing impacts of 
developments on landscape character.  It is not considered necessary to adopt the 
documents as SPD.

GOSE 4.7.46 Development Management Policy 9 (paragraph 4.7.46) states that the overall landscape of the borough will be protected and where possible, 
enhanced. This statement does not fully reflect the advice in PPS7 (paragraphs 21 to 25) which differentiates between national and local designations, 
and how they are dealt with in terms of development proposals.  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy 
Environment” was recently published for comment.

Agree that the policy needs to more clearly distinguish between national landscape 
designations and policies to be applied to local landscape character areas.

Miss Shier 4.7.46 Conditionally 
support

The text of this section discusses the various components of the landscape and draws attention to various designations and studies of relevance. It 
does not, at present, fully recognise the historic nature of the landscape or recognise the wider historic landscape as an essential component of the 
historic environment. There are many elements of the historic landscape that give character to the Borough and which should be conserved and if 
possible enhanced. The Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation (2001) has identified the broad historic character of the landscape of Kent but more 
work is required to better understand and define this character so that it can be helpful in development control and conservation. It is recommended 
that an additional paragraph be added to this section that underlines the importance of the wider historic landscape and that commits the Borough 
Council to its preservation and conservation. KCC would be happy to discuss this further. It is also suggested that the policy be modified to include 
heritage; 4.7.48 Proposals for development should take into account the key characteristics, condition, sensitivity to change and guidelines for local 
landscape character areas, as well as generic guidelines for landscape and development types. Trees or hedgerows of amenity, biodiversity, heritage 
or landscape value should be retained, and new landscaping should be incorporated as an integral part of new developments, in accordance with the 
principles contained in the Kent Design Guide 05/06 and to contribute to the landscape value of the Green Grid network.

As above The Landscape Character Assessment includes reference to historic landscape features 
and the Green Infrastructure Assets Baseline Report includes a section on Historic 
Landscape Characterisation.  As the historic landscape is part of the overall landscape 
character of the area, it is not considered necessary to make specific reference to it.

Mrs Martin 4.7.46 Conditionally 
support

The Council would like protection extended to County wide areas of landscape significance and areas of local landscape significance as in previous 
plans.

- National policy contained in PPS7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas advocates the 
use of carefully drafted, criteria based policies utilising tools such as landscape character 
assessment to provide protection for areas of landscape outside nationally designated 
areas.  It states that local landscape designations should only be maintained where it can 
be clearly shown that criteria based planning policies cannot provide the necessary 
protection.  It is considered that the policy together with the Gravesham Landscape 
Character Assessment are sufficient to protect the landscape quality of the area outside 
the Kent Downs AONB.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.46 Conditionally 
support

The Society support Policy 9 Landscape. The Society would like to see the addition of areas of Local Landscape Significance as in previous plans and 
not just the recognition of national policy.

- National policy contained in PPS7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas advocates the 
use of carefully drafted, criteria based policies utilising tools such as landscape character 
assessment to provide protection for areas of landscape outside nationally designated 
areas.  It states that local landscape designations should only be maintained where it can 
be clearly shown that criteria based planning policies cannot provide the necessary 
protection.  It is considered that the policy together with the Gravesham Landscape 
Character Assessment are sufficient to protect the landscape quality of the area outside 
the Kent Downs AONB.

Mr Sims 4.7.46 Support Southern Water recognises the need to protect designated areas from inappropriate development. The provision of additional water and wastewater 
infrastructure may be required within the designated area. PPS7 and PPS9 recognise the need for development in exceptional circumstances and that 
the benefits of the development outweigh the impacts on the site. Southern Water supports Development Management Policies 8 and 9 which state 
that designated sites and nationally important landscape beauty will be protected and enhanced in accordance with national policy.

- Support appreciated

Mr Lloyd 4.7.48 Conditionally 
support

Whilst CPRE Kent generally support the Policy it needs to refer specifically to the Landscape Character Assessment. Include specific reference to the 
Gravesham Landscape Character 
Assessment.

Agree.  Text to be amended.

Mr Hanna 4.7.48 Conditionally 
support

Natural England generally welcomes this paragraph but feel that there are important features which could have amenity, biodiversity or landscape 
benefits other than trees and hedgerows that should be retained.

We recommend the text is amended and a 
suggested text is provided below. â
€˜Important features, including trees and 
hedges for example, of amenity, 
biodiversity or landscape...â€™

Agree.  Text to be amended.

PLAYSPACEPLAYSPACE
Mr Feetam 4.7.49 Object 4.7.49 to 4.7.51 As mentioned under a number of area of the document Sport England would suggest the need for consistency in the reference to open 

space, sport and recreational provision. For example, the title of these paragraphs reads 'Outdoor Play space and New Development' but the text then 
goes on to mention built recreation facilities in 4.7.49 and sports facilities in 4.7.50. In 4.7.52 reference should be made to the 'open space, sport and 
recreation strategy' rather than an audit and assessment of need for outdoor play space and informal open space.

See above Agree.  Text to be amended.

Mr Feetam 4.7.51 Object Sport England appreciates the final sentence in paragraph 4.7.51 but it should be made clear that this does not relate to development of playing field 
land. As you will be aware PPG17 (paragraph 15) sets out the approach for assessing applications proposing development on playing field land and 
this should be followed in the Development Management Policies. The approach in PPG17 is very similar to that outlined in Sport England's Playing 
Fields Policy (see link below) and implemented through our statutory consultation status regarding planning applications affecting playing field land. 
www.sportengland.org/playingfields

The text should be clear in that the 
approach to assessing any planning 
applications for development on playing 
field land will follow that set out in PPG17 
(paragraph 15). It would also be useful to 
add reference to Sport England's statutory 
consultee status and Playing Fields Policy.

Agree that some clarification would be helpful and the text will be amended.

Mr Lloyd 4.7.52 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 10. None Support appreciated
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Initial officer comment

Mrs Martin 4.7.52 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Feetam 4.7.52 Object Following the comments under paragraph 4.7.51 Sport England supports the principle of this policy but would request amendments so that (i) the title 

and the first paragraph are amended to read 'open space, sport and recreation' and (ii) that it is made clear that the approach to the protection of 
playing field land will follow that set out in PPG17. This point is particularly required with regard to point 2. Sport England would also suggest the 
inclusion of 'accessibility' alongside 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' in point 3.

As outlined above Agree that it would be helpful to refer to open space, sport and recreation and also to 
accessibility so the relevant text will be amended accordingly.  PPG17 will be referred to 
in the background text and it is not considered necessary to repeat this in the policy.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.52 Support - - Support appreciated
OPEN SPACE STANDARDSOPEN SPACE STANDARDSOPEN SPACE STANDARDS
Mr Feetam 4.7.53 Object 4.7.53 to 4.7.55 (including Policy 11) The title of the section, policy and all relevant text should read 'open space, sport and recreation standards' rather 

than just 'open space standards'.
As outlined above. Agree.  Text to be amended.

GOSE 4.7.55 We suggest that you complete the PPG17 Open space study in order to inform the preparation of the core strategy. At present, the absence of the 
study calls into question some of the assumptions you may have made. PPS12 stresses the importance of the evidence base which underpins the core 
strategy. In particular, the assessment will allow local authorities to identify specific needs and quantitative/qualitative deficits or surpluses, etc (PPG17, 
paragraph 4).  On reading Development Management Policy 6: Green Space and Development Management Policy 11: Open Space Standards there 
appears to be some duplication which we suggest you consider.  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy 
Environment” was recently published for comment

Agree.  The PPG17 Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study is nearing completion and 
will be used to inform policies.  Consideration will be given to merging Development 
Management Policies 6 Green Space and 11 Open Space Standards to avoid duplication.

Mrs Martin 4.7.55 Conditionally 
support

Supports the policy subject to being consulted on the results of the study. - Support appreciated

Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.55 Conditionally 
support

Supports Policy 11 subject to viewing the final policy. - Support appreciated

Mr Hanna 4.7.55 Conditionally 
support

Natural England would expect reference to be made to the Accessible Natural Greenspace Standards in this section once the open space audit is 
completed.

- The PPG17 study will determine what standards are justified in relation to natural/semi 
natural greenspace and this study will take account of the Accessible Natural Greenspace 
Standards.

COUNTRYSIDE ACCESS AND PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAYCOUNTRYSIDE ACCESS AND PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAYCOUNTRYSIDE ACCESS AND PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAYCOUNTRYSIDE ACCESS AND PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAYCOUNTRYSIDE ACCESS AND PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY
Miss Shier 4.7.57 Conditionally 

support
Paragraph 4.7.57 could be reworded as follows; Key requirements for managing and improving cycle routes and public rights of way* are linked to the 
Countryside Access Improvement Plan for Kent and include:- d) ensuring that any development proposals that would effect these routes should only be 
permitted where the integrity of the network as a minimum can be maintained and ideally improved. * There is no need to specifically mention footpaths 
and bridleways separately as they are public rights of way.

As above Agree.  Text to be amended.

Ms Salmon 4.7.57 Conditionally 
support

The Trust would caution the use of redundant railways and canals as hard paved routes as many of these links provide rich wildlife migratory routes 
through the county.

- Noted.  The use of such routes to provide improved access will take into account the need 
to contribute positively to the biodiversity resource within the Borough in accordance with 
Development Management Policy 8 Biodiversity and Geological Diversity.

Mr Lloyd 4.7.58 Object CPRE Protect Kent considers that this Policy should be redrafted to more comprehensively cover the points raise in the supporting text. Re-word Development Management Policy 
12 to read as follows:"The Borough Council 
will safeguard from development existing 
footpaths, bridleways, cycleways and public 
rights of way. If loss is unavoidable new 
provision will be made to mitigate any loss. 
Where considered appropriate the Borough 
Council will ensure that development 
proposals include measures to: a. improve 
the condition of existing footpaths, 
bridleways, cycleways and public rights of 
way that immediately surround the site; and 
b. encourage walking, cycling and horse 
riding by providing new footpaths, 
bridleways, cycleways and public rights of 
way within the development that link into 
the existing network around the site. This 
may require the provision of new routes 
from the site to link into the existing 
network."

The Countryside and Rights of Way Act (2000) gives legal protection over public rights of 
way and requires highway authorities to prepare a Rights of Way Improvement Plan.  It is 
considered that this policy should be amalgamated with Development Management Policy 
7 Green Grid.

Mrs Martin 4.7.58 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 4.7.58 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Hanna 4.7.59 Support Natural England supports the provision of an improved public rights of way network. - Support appreciated
HERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTHERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTHERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTHERITAGE AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

GOSE 4.8.1 Update. PPG15 & PPG16 have been replaced by PPS5 : Planning for the historic environment. Noted - will be addressed in later versions of the LDF document
Ms Salmon 4.8.14 Conditionally 

support
Cobham Park and Gravesend Cemetery is likely to be of high biodiversity value as well as of historic significance. - Conditional support welcomed and comment noted.

GOSE 4.8.29 As stated at the beginning of section 4, if you intend to apply national policy, a core strategy policy duplicating this is not necessary. This policy was 
written in advance of the publication of PPS5 and as a result we suggest that you review the policy wording in the context of the revised PPS. For 
example, the reference to enabling development does not fully reflect that in PPS5 (section HE11).  Clarity required. Reference is made to areas set 
out in Core Strategy Policy 6, though it is not clear which policies this relates to and the justification for a different approach being adopted in these 
areas.  Do you have the evidence base to justify this policy stance in prescribed areas of the borough (PPS12, paragraph 4.32).

Policy to be reviewed in the light of publication of PPS5.  Development Management 
Policy 13 should refer back to Core Strategy Policy 8 on Heritage and the Historic 
Environment, where particular attention is focused on Gravesend Town Centre as a key 
heritage riverside town with Thames Gateway, the borough's urban and rural conservation 
areas and the industrial, military and maritime interest of the area.  It is considered that 
there is sufficient background material available to support this stance but the evidence 
base will be reviewed to ensure robustness.

Mr Lloyd 4.8.29 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 13. None Support welcomed
Miss Shier 4.8.29 Conditionally 

support
Paragraph 4.7.57 could be reworded as follows; Key requirements for managing and improving cycle routes and public rights of way* are linked to the 
Countryside Access Improvement Plan for Kent and include:- d) ensuring that any development proposals that would effect these routes should only be 
permitted where the integrity of the network as a minimum can be maintained and ideally improved. * There is no need to specifically mention footpaths 
and bridleways separately as they are public rights of way.

As above COMMENTS TO BE RE-ALLOCATED TO 4.7.57. Agree with comments made. Text to 
be amended.

Mrs Martin 4.8.29 Support - - Support welcomed
Mrs Lippiatt 4.8.29 Object The Society supports Policy 13. The Society considers the provisions of 4.8.29 sub-paragraphs 4 and 5 with some concern. - Support welcomed - wording of sub-paragraphs 4 and 5 to be clarified and to take into 

consideration revised guidance as set out in new PPS5.
Ms McDade 4.8.29 Conditionally 

support
EHEL notes that paragraphs 4.8.3 and 4.8.13 refer back to draft Core Strategy Policy 6: Heritage and the Historic Environment. The relevant draft 
policy reference appears to be Core Strategy Policy 8 (as commented on above). EHEL would welcome clarity on this point. EHEL notes that the draft 
policy states that permission or consent will only be granted for development proposals that conserve the historic environment of the Borough. EHEL 
considers that the proposals for the Heritage Quarter have evolved with relation to the historic environment within the Town Centre. EHEL also 
considers the significance of a particular heritage asset, or part/views of that asset, should be discussed at an early stage with the applicant and be 
agreed with other statutory heritage bodies such as English Heritage. EHEL notes that paragraph 4.8.30 of the draft policy states that â€œin evaluating 
proposals, additional weight should will be accorded the preservation and enhancement of heritage assets against other objectives in those areas 
identified by the Council as central to the regeneration of the areaâ€. As stated previously, EHEL considers that the preservation of heritage assets 
should be one of a number of key considerations in the assessment of applications in Gravesend Town Centre, although considers it should be given 
equal weight to other regeneration and planning benefits that any scheme can deliver.

- Conditional support welcomed. For clarification, paragraph should refer to Core Strategy 
Policy 8.  EHEL suggest that equal weight should be given to other regeneration and 
planning benefits with no particular priority being given to heritage assets.  However, the 
affect of this would be to negate the objective of using such assets to build upon local 
distinctiveness and reinforce sense of place because no special regard would be given to 
preserving or enhancing that distinctiveness over other objectives.  Suggest therefore that 
policy position should remain as set out in the consultation document.  This would not 
mean that other planning and regeneration objectives could not be secured rather that 
schemes would have to be designed in context as required by national policy as set out in 
PPS1.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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Initial officer comment

Mr Manns 4.9.1 Conditionally 
support

Para 4.9.1 Kimberly-Clark supports the wording which seeks to support existing industrial and commercial developments but only where they remain 
viable. This links into many of the points made previously regarding the advice set out in PPS4 that Development Plan policies should allow for 
changes in economic circumstances. This includes allowing for the upgrading or reconfiguration of employment sites in response to changes in 
industrial / commercial output; facilitating the introduction of alternative employment uses onto site in response to changes in global economic activity; 
and allowing for the redevelopment of sites for alternative uses where there is no demand for continued viable employment generating activity. 
Kimberly-Clark would welcome the reconsideration of the final sentence of paragraph 4.9.1 which states that the Council will â€œensure that sufficient 
land is developed â€¦ to provide replacement and new industrial and commercial developments to meet employment capacity requirements.â€ The 
principal focus of the Core Strategy should not be on meeting specified job creation targets but rather to create a policy framework that supports 
existing commercial and industrial occupiers and encourages new employers to locate to the Borough. This involves a more holistic consideration of the 
type of location that is attractive to commercial occupiers in terms of a flexible / supportive policy context; improvement in strategic transport 
connectivity; a conscious recognition of viability; and allowing occupiers to adjust to changes in the global economy to better serve their clientele and 
improve the efficiency of process, output and distribution. The creation of new jobs can only be delivered through a wider economic strategy that sets 
Gravesham apart from other areas as a commercially attractive place to do business. The Core Strategy should not overlook the complexities involved 
in delivering the quantum of jobs set out within the South East Plan.

As above Conditional support is welcomed.  Use of job creation monitoring target arises from South 
East Plan policy that 58,000 new jobs should be delivered across wider Kent Thames 
Gateway.  The Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study examined the 
potential for delivering a component part of this through the LDF spatial strategy.  This is 
translated into a land supply requirement through the use of multipliers relating to different 
categories of employment land use after taking into account the capacity implicit in the 
Ebbsfleet planning permission.  The aim therefore is to provide a policy framework that 
assists in the delivery of economic regeneration by providing sufficient flexibility of land 
supply to meet economic needs.

Ms Salmon 4.9.1 Conditionally 
support

The Wildlife Trusts run a charter mark scheme known as the Biodiversity Benchmark which is awarded to companies who mange their land for 
biodiversity gain. The charter mark can be used as an advertising tool and included on all letterheads and other literature. We would recommend that 
mention is made of this either within the script of the Core Strategy or the supporting SPD. Further information regarding the Biodiversity Benchmark 
can be found at http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/index.php?section=corporate:biodiversity:whatisit

- Conditional support welcomed - consideration to be given to including information on 
Biodiversity Benchmark in relevant section of LDF.

Mr Trimmer 4.9.1 Object How is the term 'viable' at paragraph 4.9.1 assessed when considering whether land and/or property should be safeguarded? Reword the policy and approach to make it 
clear what the Council is seeking to 
achieve.

Point noted - further dialogue with PLA required to agree suitable policy approach and 
wording within LDF.

Mr Manns 4.9.3 Support Para 4.9.3 Kimberly-Clark supports the wording as it recognises that the reconfiguration or intensification of existing employment sites can allow for 
land to be released for the redevelopment of alternative uses without undermining the ability for the previous employment generating use to continue. 
This is particularly the case on larger sites where land may not be being used as efficiently or effectively as it could be.

As above Support welcomed - points made elsewhere in responses to Kimberly Clark also apply.

GOSE 4.9.4 Amend. PPS4 has been published. Noted - text to be amended accordingly.
Mr Manns 4.9.5 Object Para 4.9.5 Kimberly-Clark object to the wording where â€œall proposals that result in the net loss of employment floorspace will be refused.â€ This is in 

direct conflict with many other parts of the Core Strategy that promote flexibility in allowing existing employment generating sites to respond to changes 
in economic activity to ensure continued viability and competitiveness. In some cases â€“ for example as a result of changes in productivity or 
technological advancements â€“ existing commercial and industrial occupiers may propose site reconfiguration or redevelopment that involves the net 
loss of employment floorspace. It is exceptionally important that the Core Strategy recognises that there will be cases where the net loss of employment 
floorspace is acceptable if it forms part of a wider strategy that ensures that a particular commercial or industrial occupier is able to positively and 
proactively respond to changes in their particular market whether this is from a production; manufacturing; or distribution perspective. In order to 
safeguard the long term viability of Graveshamâ€™s industrial activities it is imperative that operators be allowed to make any adaptations that may 
entail new technologies leading to more sustainable productions and productivity improvements. The Council should support such changes that ensure 
the continued viability and global competitiveness of these firms regardless of whether it involves a net loss of employment generating floorspace. The 
focus of the Core Strategy should be on allowing firms and businesses the flexibility to specifically tailor their operations to respond quickly and 
decisively to changes in their global markets. An inflexible policy approach that seeks to resist any net loss in existing employment floorspace â€“ 
regardless of the reasons underpinning such a change â€“ should be removed as a priority as it risks undermining the strategic approach to fostering 
economic development in Gravesham.

As above 4.9.5 relates specifically to office floorspace and, in particular, pressure to develop to 
alternative uses in the town centre.  However, the point made by Kimberly-Clark has some 
validity here because there may be circumstances where a net loss could be acceptable if 
the alternative provides a higher quality and more efficient form of provision more suited to 
modern market needs.  Smart growth that is responsive to the market may therefore allow 
for an increase in jobs even though there is a net decrease in floorspace.  Suggest 
amending text accordingly.

GOSE 4.9.6 Paragraphs 4.9.6 to 4.9.7 refer to employment floorspace. Is the evidence base more specific on the types of uses to be retained/proposed over the 
plan period?

Gravesham Economy and Employment Space Study sets out potential requirements for 
different types of B class floorspace and considers the utility of existing sites on a site by 
site basis.  The aim here is to ensure flexibility of supply to support the local economy 
rather than to micro-manage in terms of type of uses to be retained/proposed over the 
plan period.

Mr Manns 4.9.7 Conditionally 
support

Para 4.9.7 Where the Council is considering allowing the loss of sites last used for employment generating purposes, the requirement for a 12 month 
marketing period to ascertain demand for the continuation of that use would appear to be a justifiable approach both in terms of time and the form of 
the marketing campaign and is generally supported.

As above Conditional support for 12 month marketing period welcomed.

GOSE 4.9.9 Development Management Policy 14 states that retention of employment sites will be a key issue for the local authority, and these sites are set out in 
table 9. However, in the spatial strategy section of the core strategy, this is not referred to. We suggest clarity on this point.  Paragraph 4.9.6 refers to 
employment locations outside the town centre and Table 9 sets out the policy approach for the existing employment sites in the borough. In terms of 
planning applications for office provision not in a centre and not in accordance with an up to date development plan, you will be aware that policy 
guidance in PPS4 applies, in terms of the sequential test etc (see PPS4). We suggest that you consider this point.

Point noted and text/policy to be reconsidered in light of comment received.

Mr Lloyd 4.9.9 Conditionally 
support

CPRE generally support Development Management Policy 14, but it does seem to duplicate in part Core Strategy Policy 10, e.g. the last paragraph of 
the Policy seems to be the same as paragraph 3.2.237 of Core Strategy Policy 10.

Review the respective content of 
Development Management Policy 14 and 
Core Strategy Policy 10 to avoid 
unnecessary duplication.

Point noted - policies to be reviewed to avoid duplication.

Mr Boam 4.9.9 Support Firmly support encouragement given to providing employment floorspace at identified employment sites which is suitable for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) in terms of its type, size and affordability.

No change sought Support welcomed.

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

4.9.9 Object The table should be edited to bring together the areas of Springhead and Northfleet Rise and be treated as one location. Ebbsfleet is an overall concept 
and in planning for the Core Strategy period, it is appropriate to treat Ebbsfleet as a whole. The table should be modified in relation to Swanscombe 
Peninsula to allow the introduction of a mixed use approach to reflect development proposals/aspirations.

- Whilst the Gravesham part of the Ebbsfleet development is covered by one outline 
planning permission, the structure of the permission recognises that Springhead and 
Northfleet Rise Quarters are separate development zones.  A consideration of the 
proposed layout of future development also shows that the two areas will be largely 
physically detached.  It is justifiable therefore that the two areas are separately identified 
within the LDF even though parts of the same wider development.    Given constraints 
applying to the Gravesham part of Swanscombe Peninsula Marsh, it is unlikely that this 
would be forthcoming for mixed-use development over the LDF period.
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Initial officer comment

Mr Manns 4.9.9 Object DM Policy 14 Kimberly-Clark generally supports the policy approach which prioritises the protection of existing employment sites in the Borough unless 
it can be demonstrated that there is no demand from the market for the continuation of the existing lawful employment use. However, we request that 
the Council reconsider the use of the word â€œfloorspaceâ€ within the policy. As currently drafted, the policy suggests that any loss of existing 
employment â€œfloorspaceâ€ would generally be resisted but as argued above, this is an overly simplistic approach and fails to recognise that existing 
employment sites may be able to operate more efficiently and competitively in response to global economic changes through reconfiguration or 
intensification of uses on the site which involves the loss of existing employment floorspace. We therefore suggest that the wording of DM Policy 14 is 
amended to read: 1. â€œSafeguarding existing employment sites throughout the Borough by protecting against changes of use to non-commercial 
uses.â€ Kimberly-Clark also propose that the Council clarifies what the aim of the policy is with regard to seeking to sustain and enhance â
€œemployment capacity.â€ Again, the aim of the Core Strategy should be to provide a flexible policy approach that allows existing and future 
commercial and industrial occupiers to operate their businesses in the most efficient and competitive manner having regard to potential changes in 
global economic conditions. It is vital that this flexibility is not undermined by the Council and that instead there is clear recognition that structural 
changes in commercial and industrial processes in response to economic conditions are an accepted and necessary part of Gravesham businesses 
remaining viable and competitive. Table 9 It is requested that the wording under the â€˜policy approach to siteâ€™ in the context of Kimberly- Clark is 
amended to accord with DM Policy 14 and the recognition that the redevelopment of sites currently used for employment generating purposes may be 
acceptable if the applicant can demonstrate that no viable demand exists from alternative users. It is requested that the wording is revised to read: â
€œRetain existing use but if the site becomes redundant over LDF period, maintain in B2 / B8 employment uses unless the requirements of DM Policy 
14 can be satisfied with regard to demand for the site from an alternative employment generating use.â€ Whilst the recognition that the site benefits 
from a riverside location which may be attractive to specific employment generating uses who require such access is supported, it is requested that the 
term â€œwharf safeguardedâ€ is removed to avoid any confusion with the policy of wharf safeguarding undertaken by the Mayor of London.

As above The comments from Kimberly-Clark relate to those made previously concerning the ability 
to maintain or enhance employment capacity with reduced land take or floorspace.  The 
concept of Smart Growth in this context is understood and it is suggested that the wording 
of the policy be amended accordingly.

Mrs Martin 4.9.9 Support The Council supports the policy and the policy approaches to Nuralite Estate and the Apex Works. - Support welcomed
Mr Boam 4.9.9 Conditionally 

support
Conditionally support wording in Table 9 under Development Management Policy 14 in relation to Coldharbour Road. However, sentence "Retain as 
employment allocation within B use classes but allow hotel development to superstore access provided employment is reconfigured and quantum not 
reduced by extending site down to A227" is unclear and therefore not 'effective' in relation to the 'Soundness' tests in PPS12. Amend by deleting the 
words "to superstore access" to rectify this. Specifying access provision in the table/policy would be prejudicial to maximising the quantum of 
employment floorspace that could be accommodated on the site whilst meeting principles of good design and ensuring the optimum layout for the 
development of the site.

Amend text referring to Coldharbour Road 
in Table 9. Delete the words "to superstore 
access" for the reasons given.

Table indicates LPA's preference for location of a hotel adjacent to the superstore (with 
hospice opposite across Coldharbour Road) to create a node and common point of 
access with the superstore.  This is considered the best layout for the site given it would 
avoid the need for another access to a hotel off Coldharbour Road or from the roundabout 
to the east.  It is considered that the intent here is clear and the policy therefore effective 
in PPS12 terms.  

Mrs Lippiatt 4.9.9 Support - - Support welcomed
Ms Conacur 4.9.9 Support The expansion of the Imperial retail park would require the eventual relocation of the existing business units to alternative premises in the local area but 

this is supported in the Core Strategy. Table 9 (Policy Approach to Employment Sites) states that it would be acceptable to â€˜relocate B class 
employment space if alternative provision is made in an equally commodious locationâ€™. We support this policy approach.

- Support welcomed

Mr Smith 4.9.9 Conditionally 
support

In relation to Riverside East of Mark Lane, Gravesend, the MPA support the retention and potential for B2/B8/Sui Generis uses at this location and 
support the policy approach to 'retain the Metropolitan Police Training functions' in this location. The MPA recommend that the evaluation column 
relating to this site should make specific reference to the development constraint imposed by the noise contours associated with the Metropolitan Police 
Service Training Centre.

- Conditional support welcomed.  Agree to including noise from Metropolitan Police Service 
Training Centre as a constraint but it needs to be recognised that the contour arises as a 
result of planning conditions on operations and that it is not in itself an insurmountable 
impediment to development provided impact is acceptable in PPG24 terms.

Mr Trimmer 4.9.9 Conditionally 
support

Whilst the PLA acknowledges that the areas of cargo handling activity will be safeguarded, a number of issues remain in relation to some of the 
identified sites, particularly in relation to access and AIL routs.

Reword the policy and approach to make it 
clear what the Council is seeking to 
achieve.

Conditional support welcomed and points noted.

Mr Smith 4.9.9 Support In relation to North East Gravesend, the MPA support the retention and potential for B1/B2/B8/D2/A1/Sui Generis uses. - Support welcomed.
Mr Smith 4.9.9 Support In relation to the Wharf Road Industrial Area, the MPA support the retention and potential for B class uses. - Support welcomed.
Mr Smith 4.9.9 Conditionally 

support
In relation to Canal Basin Industrial Area, Gravesend, the MPA support the mixed use proposals for this site including residential which lies outside of 
the Metropolitan Police Service Training Centre noise contour but suggest the non-sensitive aspects of any development are located at the eastern end 
of the site to form a buffer between this site and the un-neighbourly Riverside East of Mark Lane site and the training centre beyond.

- Conditional support welcomed and points noted.

NEW EMPLOYMENTNEW EMPLOYMENT
GOSE 4.9.10 Reference is made to 58,000 jobs for the Kent Gateway as a whole. As part of the evidence base, we would advise that you have an agreed division of 

this number between the Kent Gateway authorities, in order that each authority can plan accordingly for the jobs and associated uses/floorspace 
figures.  Different growth scenarios are included in tables 11 and 12. In view of this we strongly suggest that you consider the advice in PPS12 
(paragraph 4.46) on contingency planning, as it is not always possible to have maximum certainty about the deliverability of the strategy. In these 
cases, core strategies should show what alternative strategies have been prepared to handle this uncertainty and what would trigger their use. We note 
that this policy is in the development management section, but we suggest that you consider the advice in PPS12 on contingency planning with regard 
to employment provision in the core policies section.  Development Management Policy 15 paragraph 4.9.22 (1) refers to other sustainable locations. 
You should be aware that PPS4 may apply depending on the use proposed.

Comments noted and policy will be reviewed accordingly.

GOSE 4.9.10 This is a good example of cross referencing. We suggest that you consider this approach elsewhere in the document, where a considerable amount of 
detail is provided.

Approach will be considered in subsequent re-drafts

Mr Lloyd 4.9.10 Conditionally 
support

Whist CPRE Protect Kent generally supports the approach outlined, we consider that paragraphs 4.9.10 to 4.9.21 and Development Management 
Policy 15 essentially comprise material that would most appropriately be included in the Core Strategy as it seems to set out the strategic approach 
towards new employment provision.

Reconsider where this material is best 
located in the document and to avoid 
repetition.

Conditional support welcomed.  Agreed that this section appears to duplicate to some 
extent the content of the Core Strategy at 3.2.197 onwards and that its thrust is more 
strategic in nature.  Consideration will therefore be given to deleting section and 
incorporating with Cores Strategy Policy 10 and Development Management Policy 14.

Mr Manns 4.9.22 Object DM Policy 15 The policy should be more explicit in supporting existing commercial and industrial occupiers who are located in the Borough by providing 
flexibility to allow such firms to manage any changes to their industrial or manufacturing outputs that result from shifts in global economic activity and 
consumer demand. Point 3 of the policy does mention the need to â€œmeet future business needsâ€ but Kimberly-Clark do feel that the support of the 
Council towards maintaining the economic competitiveness and viability of existing commercial and industrial occupiers could be more explicit.

As above Objection noted.  Points made by Kimberly-Clark reflect those set out in relation to 
previous sections of the LDF consultation document and consideration will be given to 
amending the document accordingly.  

Mrs Martin 4.9.22 Support - - Support welcomed
Mr Boam 4.9.22 Object Part 1 of Development Management Policy 15 does not reflect and is not therefore consistent with Development Management Policy 14 and the 

intentions expressed for the list of Development Sites in Table 9. The plan is therefore inconsistent and not 'effective' in terms of the 'soundness' tests 
in PPS12.

Amend part 1 of the policy to read: '1. 
Encouraging new employment floorspace, 
in particular commercial buildings, to locate 
in Gravesend Town Centre where access 
to public transport and other services is the 
greatest or on the Development Sites listed 
in Table 9 above.... '

Objection noted.  Given overlap Core Strategy Policy 10 and Development Management 
Policy 14, consideration will be given to deleting this section and incorporating with the 
two previous policies to ensure that the intent is consistent and clear.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.9.22 Support - - Support welcomed
Ms Salmon 4.9.23 Support We welcome the protection of nature conservation interests - Support welcomed
RURAL DIVERSIFICATIONRURAL DIVERSIFICATIONRURAL DIVERSIFICATION
Mr Lloyd 4.9.25 Conditionally 

support
CPRE Protect Kent generally agrees with the content of paragraphs 4.9.25 to 4.9.29 in relation to agriculture, but it would be helpful for it to also 
address the contentious issue of polytunnels. This is becoming an increasingly big issue, and it would be appropriate for the Council to set out its view 
on such developments, especially their suitability in the Green Belt.

Include text explaining the Council's 
position on polytunnels and their suitability 
in the Green Belt.

Polytunnels have not been identified as an issue in Gravesham Borough and it is not 
considered necessary to make a specific reference to them.  Any applications for 
polytunnels would be considered against the development management policy on 
landscape.

GOSE 4.9.31 Reference is made to PPS7 providing advice on the rural economy. This is now included in PPS4. PPS4 was not adopted at the time when the document was finalised.  It will be taken into 
account when changes are made to the document.

Mr Feetam 4.9.33 Conditionally 
support

Comment on para and Comment on omission. Sport England welcomes reference to South East Plan Policy S5 regarding encouraging increased 
participation in sport and recreation. However, it is noted that this appears to be the first reference to this South East Plan policy in the document 
despite its relevance to a number of earlier areas such as paragraph 4.7.2 of the vision, spatial objective 10 and related policies.

Ensure inclusion of reference to South East 
Plan Policy S5 within relevant areas of the 
plan.

Support appreciated.  The relevant South East Plan policies will be referred to in the 
supporting baseline reports and key studies. 

Ms Wilson 4.9.35 Conditionally 
support

Section 4.9.35 discusses how horse keeping can have a detrimental impact. No mention has been made to the potential impacts associated with poor/
no drainage provision, for example elevated nitrates in groundwater.

- Noted.  This paragraph outlines the landscape impacts of horse keeping.  It is noted that 
there may be other impacts and Development Management Policy 3 Protecting Amenity 
should ensure that developments do not result in pollution of water courses.
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 4.9.40 Update. Reference is made to draft PPS4. This has been published in its final form. PPS4 was not adopted at the time when the document was finalised.  It will be taken into 
account when changes are made to the document.

GOSE 4.9.45 Development Management Policy 16 paragraph 4.9.45 (2) does not fully reflect all the considerations set out in PPS7 (paragraph 28) with regard to the 
best and most versatile land.  Paragraph 4.9.45 (4) refers to “the whole farm approach”. We suggest that you clarify what the intent of this is.  
Paragraph 4.9.45 (4) makes reference to re-use but does not refer to “conversion” which is included in PPS4 (EC6.2). We suggest that you consider 
this point.  Paragraph 4.9.45 (4) makes reference to “direct employment benefits in the immediate locality”. Does the evidence base justify inclusion of 
this point (PPS12, paragraph 4.32)?  Paragraph 4.9.45 (4) makes reference to the application of the sequential test. We suggest that you take into 
account the advice in PPS4 (paragraph EC12.1b). This states that in rural areas local authorities should support small scale economic development 
where it provides the most sustainable option in villages, or other locations, that are remote from local service centres, recognising that a site may be 
an acceptable location for development even if not readily accessible by public transport.  Development Management Policy 16 does not reflect all the 
guidance in PPS4, in particular that in Section EC12. Are you intending to rely on national and regional policy, in accordance with PPS12 (paragraph 
4.32) for these other areas of policy?  You will be aware that a consultation document “Planning for a Natural and Healthy Environment” was recently 
published for comment.

Agree the point in relation to the best and most versatile agricultural land.  This part of the 
policy will be deleted as the policy approach is already contained in PPS7.  The whole 
farm approach will be clarified in the background text and the policy.  It is intended that the 
policy relates to conversion and re-use and the text will be changed accordingly.  Agree 
that the evidence does not justify the need for economic diversification proposals to 
provide direct employment benefits to people within the immediate locality and the text will 
be deleted accordingly.  Agree that the policy will need to be revisited in the light of 
policies contained in PPS4.

Mr Lloyd 4.9.45 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent support and welcome Development Management Policy 16, but it should also include the Council's position on Polytunnels. Include the Council's position on 
Polytunnels.

Polytunnels have not been identified as an issue in Gravesham Borough and it is not 
considered necessary to make a specific reference to them.  Any applications for 
polytunnels would be considered against the development management policy on 
landscape.

Mrs Martin 4.9.45 Support - - Support appreciated
Mr Feetam 4.9.45 Object Sport England would like to additions to point 3 to reflect paragraph 4.9.33 and the reference to encouraging increased opportunities to participate in 

sport and recreation. In addition it is suggested that point 3 should be a separate paragraph of this policy and not a point under 4.9.95 regarding 
protection of agricultural land.

Add that proposals will be considered 
against PPG17, South East Plan policy S5 
alongside PPG2 and 7. Also amend policy 
so point 3 reads as a separate paragraph.

It is proposed that a development management policy manual will be produced to provide 
a reference to relevant national, regional and other planning policies.  This will remove the 
requirement for cross reference these in the Development Management policies.  Agree 
that consideration needs to be given the format of the policy.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.9.45 Support - - Support appreciated
Ms Carnall 4.9.45 Conditionally 

support
The Parish Council recognises that this policy is supportive of farm diversification but it needs to clarify the criteria against which farm diversification is 
considered, for example the impact on existing residents of increased traffic and disturbance especially if it is closely located to residential areas and / 
or is located on or near to narrow country lanes.

- Agree that further clarity is required in this regard.

Ms Salmon 4.9.45 Support We welcome the protection of nature conservation interests. Agricultural land when farmed in an extensive way is beneficial for wildlife. Species such 
as farmland and wetland birds, brown hare, reptiles and amphibians as well as important species of garden bird and invertebrates will use extensively 
managed habitat that is designed and managed to meet their needs. The Trust works with landowners and statutory agencies such as the Environment 
Agency and Natural England to enable farmers to receive stewardship grants in payment for sympathetic farming practices.

- Support appreciated

Mr Simpkin 4.9.45 Object There is no reference to any criteria for future agricultural development required to serve the local agricultural industry. In this respect the DMP is out of 
step with South East Plan Policy C4. In respect of sub-paragraph 3, there is insufficient clarity in what will or will not be acceptable in terms of 
equestrian development in this policy.

Reference should be made to a criteria 
approach for agriculture required to serve 
the local agricultural industry. Further clarity 
is required for what will/will not be 
acceptable in terms of equestrian 
development.

PPS7 (Sustainable Development in Rural Areas) contains a section on agriculture, farm 
diversification, equine-related activities and forestry plus Annex A on agricultural, forestry 
and other occupational dwellings.  PPG2 (Green Belts) and the development 
management policy on landscape are also relevant.  Any applications for agricultural and 
equestrian development will be considered in accordance with these and any other 
relevant policies.  It is not considered that this contravenes South East Plan Policy C4 and 
it is considered that these provide a sufficient policy context in which to make decisions on 
applications for such development.

Mr Archer 4.9.45 Conditionally 
support

We appreciate the protection of best and most versatile (BMV) agricultural land, and take a pragmatic view when its development is unavoidable in 
accordance with PPS7 guidance. It should be noted that food production is becoming increasingly important. The world population is set to increase by 
3 billion to 9 billion by 2050. At the same time, productive land area will reduce owing to built development, wildlife habitat creation and climate change 
(drought, sea level rise). Food production must almost double in the same period. The UK is likely to remain temperate and productive for the 
foreseeable future, and we believe that its agricultural and horticultural capacity should be preserved as much as possible.

- Support appreciated

CONVERSION OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTCONVERSION OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTCONVERSION OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTCONVERSION OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTCONVERSION OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELT
GOSE 4.9.48 Update. Reference is made to draft PPS4. This has been published in its final form. Agree - reference will be updated to reflect that PPS4 has been published in its final form
GOSE 4.9.50 Paragraph 4.9.50 does not include all the criteria set out in PPS4 (EC12.1d) regarding conversion and re-use. If you are intending to apply national or 

regional policy, it is not necessary to include DPD policies (PPS12, paragraph 4.32). However, by including a DPD policy, there is the possibility that 
certain aspects of national/regional policy will be omitted/lack clarity.

The policy will be reconsidered in the light of PPS4 which has been published since the 
document was drafted.

GOSE 4.9.54 Development Management Policy 17 (2) should be clarified. At present it can be read as though extensions are not permissible, which does not accord 
with PPG2 (paragraph 3.6).

This criterion will be re-examined to clarify the position.

Mr Lloyd 4.9.54 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports Development Management Policy 17. None Support appreciated
Ms Wilson 4.9.54 Conditionally 

support
A further point should be included after point (9): Residential re-use of rural buildings in the Green Belt will be supportedâ€¦if it can be demonstrated 
that it not at risk from flooding.

- The policy will be amended to make reference to the need to take account of flood risk 
when considering the residential re-use of rural buildings in the Green Belt.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.9.54 Support - - Support appreciated
Ms Salmon 4.9.54 Support We welcome the protection of nature conservation interests - Support appreciated 
Mrs Martin 4.9.54 Support - - Support appreciated

GOSE 4.9.55 Paragraph 4.9.55 sets out that holiday accommodation will be supported, subject to certain criteria. However, paragraph 4.9.52 sets out that holiday 
accommodation will not be supported. Clarification required.  In addition, paragraph 4.9.55 states that holiday accommodation will be supported if it is 
well related to an existing settlement. This does not fully reflect the advice in PPS4 (EC7.1B), which also covers tourist and visitor facilities outside 
existing settlements.

This policy will be re-examined to ensure consistency between the advice in PPS4,  the 
supporting text and the policy wording in respect of support for holiday accommodation. 

Mr Archer 4.9.57 Object While we understand the reasoning behind the suspicion of applications for change of use of agricultural buildings, we do not agree that an arbitrary 
threshold of 10 years agricultural use serves a useful purpose. There may well be perfectly reasonable circumstances behind applications before the 
threshold time. We would prefer to see criteria-based assessments of individual cases, which would avoid the potential for ill-feeling caused by a â
€˜guilty before proved innocentâ€™ policy.

- PPG 2 Green Belts (para  D1 of  Annex D) highlights the importance of discouraging the 
abuse of  permitted development rights and states that applications made within 4 years 
of the substantial completion of an agricultural building erected under permitted 
development rights should be carefully examined.  It is proposed to amend paragraph 
4.9.57 to take onboard this advice. 

GRAVESEND TOWN CENTREGRAVESEND TOWN CENTREGRAVESEND TOWN CENTRE
GOSE 4.9.59 There is a considerable amount of duplication between this policy and Core Strategy Policy 11: Town Centres and Retailing. We suggest  that you look 

at these 2 policies together and consider what is necessary for inclusion as a core policy, and what may be necessary as a development management 
policy.  Paragraph 4.9.59 refers to expanding the town centre. You will be aware of the need to show any changes to the proposals map.  Development 
Management Policy 18 specifically addresses Gravesend Town Centre. It is not evident that you have considered the advice in PPS4 (paragraph 
EC2.1), as core policy 1 does not include a spatial distribution of uses. As the Town centre is included as a strategic allocation, you may wish to 
consider how this allocation fits in with Development Management Policy 18.  It is not clear that you have taken into account the advice in PPS4 
(EC2.1h, EC3.1g, EC4.1d, section EC5). This guidance refers to identifying a range of sites, to facilitate a broad range of economic development, 
including mixed use. In addition, specifically on centres, it  refers to identifying sites or buildings. Also see PPS4 (introduction, paragraph 4) which also 
sets out the range of uses you may wish to consider in the town centre. We strongly advise you to think how you will be addressing the town centre 
within the Council’s LDF.  As this is a development management policy for planning applications that may come forward outside the development plan, 
you will need to be aware of the advice set out in PPS4, for example, impact assessments (see PPS4 sections EC14 to EC16). 

The document was written before PPS4 was published and will therefore need to be 
amended to reflect its provisions.  A need for a clearer articulation of the role of the Town 
Centre is the Core Strategy is accepted.

Ms Freeman 4.9.59 Support This policy will ensure that new cultural facilities will be situated in the most appropriate location in the town centre. - Noted
Mrs Lippiatt 4.9.59 Support The Society supports Policy 18 Gravesend Town Centre. The Society considers it would be of value to have a poilcy for secondary retail frontages. - Noted
Mrs Martin 4.9.59 Support The Council supports Policy 18. In response to the question in paragraph 4.9.62, the Council would favour having a policy for secondary retail 

frontages.
- Noted
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Initial officer comment

Ms McDade 4.9.59 Support EHEL notes the references to PPS4 in the pre-amble to this policy in relation to the Town Centre Boundary and the PSA. As stated previously, EHEL 
supports the Heritage Quarter proposals being incorporated in Figure 9 â€“ Primary Town Centre, and considers the PSA and Primary and Secondary 
Shopping Frontages should be extended into Heritage Quarter. EHEL will comment on the draft Proposals Map once this is published for consultation. 
EHEL supports draft policy 18 which seeks to promote the Town Centreâ€™s position within the retail hierarchy by directing new retail development 
proposals towards the PSA. EHEL considers that a comprehensive development within the Town Centre is essential to draw back trade and 
expenditure from competing out-of-centre locations and ensure it retains its place in the retail hierarchy. EHEL also supports the expansion of the Town 
Centre to serve its catchment and projected increase in need, and securing improvements to the Town Centre through regeneration schemes. EHEL 
considers that the Heritage Quarter proposals will assist in achieving the spatial visions of the draft document and will be supported by the draft Policy 
18. EHEL has committed, and continues to commit, substantial investment in Gravesend Town Centre on the basis of Gravesendâ€™s position at the 
top of the retail hierarchy and as the principal location of new investment. In this respect, EHEL supports the document strengthening this position.

- Noted

LOCAL, NEIGHBOURHOOD AND VILLAGE CENTRESLOCAL, NEIGHBOURHOOD AND VILLAGE CENTRESLOCAL, NEIGHBOURHOOD AND VILLAGE CENTRESLOCAL, NEIGHBOURHOOD AND VILLAGE CENTRES
Mr Lloyd 4.9.67 Support CPRE Protect Kent supports the approach advocated in Development Management Policy 19. None Support appreciated
Mrs Lippiatt 4.9.67 Support The Society supports Policy 19 Local, Neighbourhood and Village Centres. The Society would favour a policy ith a higher proportion of A1 uses. - Support appreciated and preference noted
Mrs Martin 4.9.67 Support The Council supports Policy 18. Regarding paragraphs 4.9.70 and 4.9.72, the Council would favour a policy with a higher proportion of A1 retail uses. - Support appreciated and preference noted
DWELLING TYPE, SIZE AND MIXDWELLING TYPE, SIZE AND MIXDWELLING TYPE, SIZE AND MIX
Mr Lloyd 4.1 Conditionally 

support
CPRE Protect Kent generally supports the approach towards residential development. However, we consider that there is significant overlap/duplication 
between this section and the section on residential development presented in the Core Strategy (paragraphs 3.2.283 to 3.2.377 including Core 
Strategic policies 13 & 14). In particular this is an issue in regard to Development Management policies 20, 24, 25, & 26 which seem to duplicate parts 
of Core Strategy Policy 13 and Development Management policies 27 & 28 which seem to duplicate parts of Core Strategy Policy 14.

Review and rationalise section 4.10 so that 
it does not repeat material already included 
in the Core Strategy section on residential 
development.

Support for the approach towards residential development appreciated.  The document 
will be reviewed to avoid duplication between policies.

Miss Shier 4.10.3 Conditionally 
support

This should include older people, physically disabled people, those with learning disabilities, mental health issues and sensory impairments. Because 
the future population will include proportionally older people, the incidence of dementia will also be increasing substantially and therefore this should be 
recognised.

As above This paragraph acknowledges that assessments of housing need are required for a range 
of different groups of people.  It makes reference to a number of groups but also refers to 
other groups with special requirements which would include those with mental health 
issues.  No change proposed.

GOSE 4.10.9 Reference is made to the publication of SPG. PPS12 (paragraph 6.4) states that district/borough/city councils should not produce planning guidance 
other than SPD where this guidance is intended to be used in decision making or the coordination of development. We suggest that you consider this 
point.

Further consideration will be given to how to take forward updated guidance on residential 
space standards.

Miss Shier 4.10.11 Support KASS fully supports this standard, but designers must make sure that the spatial standards are adhered to for wheelchair accessible housing. The link 
below is the KASS Glossary for capital projects which goes into wheelchair accessible housing in more detail. http://www.kent.gov.uk/
adult_social_services/social_services_professionals/partnerships_and_projects/sustainable_communities.aspx

As above Support appreciated

Miss Shier 4.10.12 Support KASS welcomes the clarification between the difference in Lifetime Homes and Wheelchair Accessible homes. As above Support appreciated
Miss Shier 4.10.13 Conditionally 

support
All disabilities should be considered, for example the needs of a person with a visual impairment would be very different to the needs of a wheelchair 
user.

As above The text will be amended to clarify this

Miss Shier 4.10.14 Support KASS welcomes the comment that the higher of the two standards will be adhered to. As above Support appreciated
GOSE 4.10.16 This policy addresses dwelling type, size and mix. We are not clear why this policy has been included in the development management section.  

Paragraph 4.10.6 sets out that housing mix for individual schemes will be defined through use of the SHMA, etc and that SPD may be published to 
clarify the mix required. Development Management Policy 20 accords with this stance. However, the approach set out does not appear to accord with 
the advice in PPS3 (paragraphs 20 to 24) which sets out advise on achieving a mix of housing.  PPS3 (paragraph 21) states that that based upon the 
SHMA and other evidence, local planning authorities should set out in LDDs the overall proportion of households that require market or affordable 
housing, the likely profile of household types requiring market housing and the size and type of affordable housing required (We note that Development 
Management Policy 25: Affordable Housing is included in the document and separate comments are provided below). Paragraph  4.10.6 does not 
make clear that the advice in PPS3 will be taken forward.  PPS3 (paragraph 29) states that local planning authorities are advised to take account of the 
need to deliver low cost market housing as part of the overall housing mix. Have you considered this issue in addressing housing mix?

The Council has prepared a SHMA in accordance with the SHMA guidance and will 
develop a range and mix of housing that meets the profile set out in the SHMA.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.16 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 4.10.16 Support - - Support appreciated
Ms McDade 4.10.16 Support EHEL notes that draft Policy 20 states that â€œthe housing requirements for Gravesham will be met by the delivery of a mix of sizes and types of 

housing.â€ Paragraph 4.10.19 states that on developments capable of accommodating 15 or more dwellings a mix of family and non-family units will be 
required, having regard to indicators of market demand, local circumstances and site characteristics. However, it also states that â€œexceptions may 
be made forâ€¦housing in or adjoining Gravesend town centre or where the site is unsuited to family occupationâ€. EHEL supports the recognition in 
the draft document that traditional family accommodation may not be suitable in the Town Centre. EHEL notes that paragraph 4.10.6 of the supporting 
text refers to â€œstrategic sitesâ€, which may already have an illustrative dwelling type, size and mix based on that siteâ€™s characteristics, context 
and viability. The Heritage Quarter is identified as a strategy regeneration site earlier in the draft document which identifies, along with the draft SLAA, 
that the Heritage Quarter is able to provide approximately 400 apartments. This is in accordance with the current proposals and EHEL supports this 
approach.

- Support appreciated

Mr Meakins, 
Barton 
Willmore

4.10.19 Object The policy should reflect the situation in Ebbsfleet. As only a small part of the wider Ebbsfleet Valley new community lies within Gravesham, in looking 
at an appropriate mix, size and dwelling type profile, it will be appropriate to consider the design approach and overall master plan for Ebbsfleet Valley 
as a whole and not just confine this to a view of the site as falling within Gravesham.

- The Council is keen to ensure that Ebbsfleet delivers a sustainable community and the 
detail of dwelling mix, size and type is one of a range of issues that will need to be 
resolved as part of discussions between all the stakeholders.  The outcome of such 
discussions will provide greater clarity on the amount and type of development that 
Ebbsfleet will deliver to feed in to the Core Strategy.  No change proposed to the policy 
text.

Mr Hawkins 4.10.20 Support We particularly support paragraph 6 and would add the further wording below: We would suggest adding: "large 
developments should be specifically 
designed to be easily accessible by public 
transport.

Support appreciated.  The need for new development to be accessible and sustain ably 
located is referred to in CS Policy 13 (Residential Development) and CS Policy 15 
(Transport).  No change proposed to this policy.

EXTENSIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTEXTENSIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTEXTENSIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTEXTENSIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTEXTENSIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELT
Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.26 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 4.10.26 Support - - Support appreciated
ANCILLARY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTANCILLARY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTANCILLARY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTANCILLARY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELTANCILLARY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN BELT
Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.34 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 4.10.34 Support - - Support appreciated
REPLACEMENT OF DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTREPLACEMENT OF DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTREPLACEMENT OF DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELTREPLACEMENT OF DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELT
Ms Wilson 4.10.42 Conditionally 

support
Amend to include that if the property is at risk from flooding that a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) is provided that demonstrates that it is safe (Annex E 
of PPS25).

- Agree - the policy will be amended to take on board the advice in annex E of PPS 25.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.42 Conditionally 
support

The Society generally supports Policy 23 Replacement Dwellings in the Green Belt. The Society finds the reference to criterion (iii) in paragraph 4.10.44 
obscure.

- It is assumed that the Society are referring to criterion (iii) in para 4.10.42 not 4.10.44 as 
there are no criteria in 4.10.44.  Criterion (iii)  allows the gross floor area of a dwelling (an 
external floorspace measurement of the original dwelling floorspace prior to later 
extensions )  to be extended by  up to a 1/3rd at the time of replacement rather than the 
replacement and any subsequent extension having to be carried out as separate 
processes as is the current approach.
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Initial officer comment

Mrs Martin 4.10.42 Conditionally 
support

The Council generally supports Policy 23. The Council does not understand the reference to criterion (iii) in paragraph 4.10.44. - It is assumed that the Society are referring to criterion (iii) in para 4.10.42 not 4.10.44 as 
there are no criteria in 4.10.44.  Criterion (iii)  allows the gross floor area of a dwelling (an 
external floorspace measurement of the original dwelling floorspace prior to later 
extensions )  to be extended by  up to a 1/3rd at the time of replacement rather than the 
replacement and any subsequent extension having to be carried out as separate 
processes as is the current approach.

CONVERSIONS AND HOUSES IN MULTIPLE OCCUPANCYCONVERSIONS AND HOUSES IN MULTIPLE OCCUPANCYCONVERSIONS AND HOUSES IN MULTIPLE OCCUPANCYCONVERSIONS AND HOUSES IN MULTIPLE OCCUPANCYCONVERSIONS AND HOUSES IN MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY
Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.53 Support - - Support appreciated
Mrs Martin 4.10.53 Support - - Support appreciated
AFFORDABLE HOUSINGAFFORDABLE HOUSINGAFFORDABLE HOUSING
Miss Shier 4.10.60 Conditionally 

support
Sheltered housing should be of a standard that means older people are able to continue living there if their mobility deteriorates. As above Agreed. Clarity on Lifetime Homes is needed whilst having regard to the fcat that 

policy changes can effect scheme costs and therefore viability.
GOSE 4.10.62 Reference is made to calculating affordable housing provision using floorspace figures. We suggest that you re-consider this approach, which is not 

addressed in PPS3. 
Noted.

GOSE 4.10.67 Correction. Core Strategy Policy on Residential Development is numbered 13. Correction noted.
GOSE 4.10.71 Correction. Core Strategy Policy on Residential Development is numbered 13. Correction noted.
GOSE 4.10.73 Paragraph 4.10.73 refers to the provision on affordable housing not on site but does not fully reflect the advice in PPS3 (paragraph 29) and we suggest 

that this is clarified. PPS3 states that where it can be robustly justified, “off-site provision or a financial contribution” in lieu of on-site provision may be 
accepted.  Reference is made to the publication of SPG. PPS12 (paragraph 6.4) states that district/borough/city councils should not produce planning 
guidance other than SPD where this guidance is intended to be used in decision making or the coordination of development. We suggest that you 
consider this point.

Apologies for error. Reference should be to SPD not SPG.

GOSE 4.10.76 We are not clear why affordable housing has been addressed in the development management section of the document, as Core Policy 13: Residential 
Development also includes policy guidance on affordable housing, and therefore suggests duplication. In addition, as your vision (page 23) includes 
reference to the provision of high quality affordable housing, we assumed it would be addressed in the “core policies” section.  As housing is covered in 
a number of other policies in the core strategy (Core Strategy Policy 13, Development Management Policy 20, etc), we advise you to see the comments 
on this policy along with these.

Agreed. Duplication to be removed.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.76 Support - - Support appreciated.
Mrs Martin 4.10.76 Support - - Support appreciated.
Ms McDade 4.10.78 Support EHEL notes that the draft policy sets the affordable housing target for the Borough at 30% of dwellings built in the urban area on sites with over 15 or 

dwellings (or 0.5 ha). EHEL supports the notion in paragraphs 4.10.78 and 4.10.84 that the actual provision will be negotiated on a site by site basis, 
and that financial contributions may be considered. EHEL has entered into an agreement with the Council in relation to the actual affordable housing 
provisions in the Heritage Quarter.

- Noted.

4.10.79 Object Feabrex agrees with the approach to an overall 30% target for affordable housing within the borough whereby the actual level of provision will be 
negotiated on a site by site basis taking into account market and site conditions. It is expected that this would be based on a viability appraisal to be 
considered as part of redevelopment. Feabrex objects to the â€œexpectationâ€ that most developments which deliver affordable housing will have an 
affordable housing mix of 50:50 social rented and intermediate housing. Again, the tenure mix should be considered flexibility having regard to the 
circumstances of development such that a 50:50 split is treated as an overall borough-wide target.

Remove the reference to an expectation for 
50:50 tenure split on most developments in 
order that the tenure split is reviewed in 
relation to each site having regard to the 
overall target for the borough.

Noted.

RURAL HOUSING EXCEPTIONSRURAL HOUSING EXCEPTIONSRURAL HOUSING EXCEPTIONS
GOSE 4.10.91 Paragraph 4.10.87 refers to Core strategy Policy 1c “Rural Area” and Development Management Policy 26 (6) refers to higher tier settlements. We 

suggest that you are clear as to the intent of the policy, taking account of the advice in PPS3 (paragraph 30). This refers to enabling small sites to be 
used, specifically for affordable housing in small rural communities that would not normally be used for housing, because, for example, they are subject 
to policies of restraint.  In addition, PPS3 (paragraph 30) advises the inclusion of clear targets for the delivery of rural affordable housing. You do not 
appear to have addressed the PPS3 reference to clear targets and we suggest that you consider this point.

Will amend policy to clarify that Rural Housing Exceptions sites only apply to 'small sites' in accordance with 
PPS3 (para. 30). Will consider including 'clear targets' in accordance with PPS3 (para. 30) based upon 
Parish Housing Needs Surveys. 

Mr Lloyd 4.10.91 Object Whilst CPRE Protect Kent supports the use of an exceptions policy, we consider that the application of the policy should be community led and that any 
schemes put forward are done so with the support of the local community. As drafted the Policy fails to acknowledge any involvement by the local 
community and that schemes would normally come forward as a result of local initiatives.

Development Management Policy 26 needs 
to be amended to recognise the role and 
support of the local community in bringing 
forward rural exception sites.

Although PPS3 (para. 30) requires that at the 'local' level, planning should be 'positive' and 'pro-active' it 
does not explicitly require that the application of the Rural Housing Exceptions policy should be specifically 
community-led. Also, the Rural Housing Exceptions Policy applies to local community residents based upon 
local identified need. In addition, the local community would be involved within the planning application 
process with the local elected ward members, local Parish Council and local community residents being 
able to influence any proposals/applications for sites under the Rural Housing Exceptions Policy.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.91 Support - - Support appreciated.

Mr Simpkin 4.10.91 Object This representation is made in respect of two matters arising from the wording of the policy on Rural Housing Exception. Firstly paragraph 4 suggests 
that such housing can only be provided by an Accredited affordable Housing provider and secondly sub paragraph 7 indicates that an outline 
application will not generally be acceptable for development of this type. AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROVIDER The government expects that 
affordable housing will be provided in part by the public sector and in part by the private sector. As there is increasing pressure on public finances, it is 
all the more important to encourage the private sector to bring forward schemes for affordable housing and there is no reason why these should not be 
located in or adjacent to villages under the Rural Exceptions Policy. It is considered that to restrict the delivery of this type of housing only to Accredited 
Affordable Housing Providers as defined at paragraph 4.10.92 is unduly restrictive and is not in the best interests of the community at large. It is 
suggested that the wording of sub paragraph 4 be amended to the following:"The housing will be subject to a legal agreement establishing a 
mechanism for the management of the scheme either by an Accredited Affordable Housing Provider or a private sector organsiation, that will ensure 
that initial and subsequent occupancy is restricted to people with a strong, demonstrable local housing connection and housing need, and that the units 
will remain affordable in perpetuity". This will also bring policy 26 in line with with policy 25 that indicates the following:"The involvement of Accredited 
Affordable Housing Providers in the provision of affordable housing is encouraged". In this way it is considered that the Policy can be amended to 
provide wider scope for the delivery of this type of housing in rural communities. REFERENCE TO OUTLINE APPLICATIONS The wording of sub 
paragraph 7 indicates that an outline application will not generally be acceptable in respect of rural exceptions sites. It is considered that the prohibition 
of outline applications is likely to put off potential providers because there is a high cost in drawing up a fully detailed scheme at an early initial stage in 
the preparation of proposals for a particular site. A feature of the rural exception sites is that, firstly it is necessary to establish the principle of the 
particular form of development in a particular location, ie on a specific site. For this purpose an outline application is a much more effective and efficient 
way of dealing with this point and outline applications now need to be in rather more detail than they were previously such that it is necessary to specify 
details of the tpe and scale of the housing proposed but without going to the expense of providing a fully detailed and designed scheme. It is therefore 
considered that this is likely to deter either land owners or housing providers from bringing forward sites under the rural Housing Exceptions Policy and 
this will act to the detriment of those members of the community who would benefit from the provision of such housing. It is therefore suggested that 
sub paragraph 7 should be amended to the following:"because any development proposed under this policy will be to meet a specific local need, full 
details of the type and scale of the housing proposed should be submitted but this can be in the form of an outline application in order to establish the 
relevant principle"In this way it is considered that the policy will become more welcoming to future housing providers.

It is suggested that the wording of sub 
paragraph 4 be amended to the 
following:"The housing will be subject to a 
legal agreement establishing a mechanism 
for the management of the scheme either 
by an Accredited Affordable Housing 
Provider or a private sector organsiation, 
that will ensure that initial and subsequent 
occupancy is restricted to people with a 
strong, demonstrable local housing 
connection and housing need, and that the 
units will remain affordable in perpetuity". It 
is suggested that sub paragraph 7 should 
be amended to the following:"because any 
development proposed under this policy will 
be to meet a specific local need, full details 
of the type and scale of the housing 
proposed should be submitted but this can 
be in the form of an outline application in 
order to establish the relevant principle"

Agree that para. 4.10.91(4) should be amended to include reference to the 'private sector' or other 
'unregistered bodies' in the context of affordable housing providers.                     Disagree that para. 4.10.91
(7) should be amended because if Outline Applications are allowed, it could compromise the criteria which 
needs to be satisfied under the Rural Housing Exceptions Policy when subsequent associated Detailed 
Applications are made. In particular, in order to ensure that applications provide affordable housing, meet a 
specific local need and provide full details of the type and scale of the housing proposed, that this can only 
be achieved if Full Applications are made. 

Mrs Martin 4.10.91 Support - - Support appreciated.

GYPSY AND TRAVELLER ACCOMMODATIONGYPSY AND TRAVELLER ACCOMMODATIONGYPSY AND TRAVELLER ACCOMMODATIONGYPSY AND TRAVELLER ACCOMMODATION
Mr Staines 4.10.94 Conditionally 

support
4.10.94 The fact that these issues await resolution via the EiP does not hinder Gravesham from making a start on identifying sites. Circular 1/2006 para 
43 make clear that where there is need site allocations should be progressed in parallel or in advance of a core strategy. Central government is clearly 
unhappy about lack of progress - the Communities and Local Government Department Progress Report on Gypsy and Traveller Policy (July 2009) 
stated that : The current position on site delivery remains unsatisfactory. It is clear that local authorities need to increase the pace at which suitable 
locations are identified that can be used as Gypsy and Traveller sites. In our view Gravesham should lay out how it intends to meet needs in a 
reasonable time frame, including when and how sites will be allocated.

see above The Council has made a start on site identification in advance of the outcome of the South 
East Plan Review, hence its intention to make site allocations in the Core Strategy rather 
than allocating sites in a subsequent DPD following the adoption of the Core Strategy.  
Paragraph 3.2.356 outlines how the Council proposes to take this issue forward through 
the Core Strategy.  An interim public consultation on a range of issues, including specific 
site allocations for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople (unless we propose to 
do something with adjoining authorities) is proposed to enable the public to comment on 
the site search and assessment methodology and potential sites prior to submission of the 
Core Strategy.  
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 4.10.97 See comments above on Core Strategy Policy 14.
Mr Staines 4.10.97 Object 4.10.97 This seems to limit provision to established need. Circular 1/2006 is clear that windfall applications are expected and should be judged in the 

same way as allocations of need identified through the SE Plan (see para 31 and p 22). Circular 1/2006 is clear that as Gypsies and Travellers are by 
their nature nomadic that applications will have to be accepted by anyone who submits them (p 22). Para 31 of the Circular is clear that the criteria will 
be used to judge applications arising from unexpected demand (windfall applications). As such this paragraph should be amended to be conformable 
with 1/2006. We note that the policy contains 9 criteria. 1/2006 is clear that criteria lists should not be overlong. For a number of the criteria reference to 
the CLG Site Design Guidance in the preamble will suffice and shorten the list.

This paragraph should be amended to be 
conformable with 1/2006. This can be 
accomplished by deleting â€˜where the 
proposalâ€¦..need,â€™ and refrring to CLG 
site gudiance.

Agree to the deletion of the wording in para 4.10.97.  The criteria set out in para 4.10.98 
will be examined to avoid duplication of advice in other documents such as the CLG Site 
Design Guide and Circular 1/2006.

Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.97 Object Objects to the policy bases on the fact that it is not qualified in terms of Green Belt. The Society would accept the policy if sites in the Green Belt were 
protected from such development.

- The siting of Gypsy and Traveller sites in the Green Belt is normally inappropriate 
development (PPG2 Green Belts).  The policy will be amended to make reference to this 
guidance but such developments can only be resisted in the Green Belt if sufficient sites 
are allocated elsewhere to meet the identified need (para 50, Circular 1/2006).

Mrs Martin 4.10.97 Object The Council notes there is no reference to this type of development not being permitted in the Green Belt. The Council can see no reason for 
exempting this type of development from Green Belt policy.

- The siting of Gypsy and Traveller sites in the Green Belt is normally inappropriate 
development (PPG2 Green Belts).  The policy will be amended to make reference to this 
guidance but such developments can only be resisted in the Green Belt if sufficient sites 
are allocated elsewhere to meet the identified need (para 50, Circular 1/2006).

Mr McCann 4.10.98 Object Because the Council have no sites at present and have always struggled to find sites, this policy is very weak. Looking at the policy, all the present 
unlawful sites in the Green Belt would automatically gain a full permission unless alternative sites were found. This simply encourages unlawful 
behaviour in the Green Belt. Sole Street, where the Council spent over Â£100,000 evicting the travellers, would be approved under the proposed 
criteria. The Council would not be safeguarding the Green Belt. Latest case law results show that sites within 5 miles of schools/shops are counted as 
sustainable and permission granted by inspectors in the Council do not have alternative sites.

Alternative sites should be at least half a 
mile from the nearest residential property. 
This half mile criteria should be the first 
criteria and apply to both Council sites and 
privately bought sites in the Green Belt. 
This half mile criteria goes some way to 
protect home owners who have paid a lot of 
money purchasing their homes only to find 
an illegal site adjacent to their property 
which causes immediate blight to their 
homes.

DM Policy 27 would be applied to windfall sites, having already allocated sufficient sites in 
the Core Strategy to meet the requirements set out in the South East Plan.  To strengthen 
the fact that new Gypsy and Traveller sites in the Green Belt would be inappropriate, it is 
proposed to make reference to PPG2 (Green Belts) in the policy preamble.

Mr Staines 4.10.98 Object The list of criteria is overlong - nine criteria. Circular 1/2006 para 3, p 21 states that lists of criteria should not be overlong. In any event reference to the 
CLG Site Design Guidance will mean that many of the criteria would be redundant - crtreion1, criterion3, part criterion 4, criterion 5, criterion 7.Criterion 
2. We agree with sites being located within reasonable distance of service and community facilities. However the rest of the criterion should be deleted 
because it does not recognise the fact that Circular 1/2006 recognises that rural and semi-rural sites are acceptable in principle and that local planning 
authorities should be realistic about alternatives to the car in accessing services (para 54). The criterion as it stands is capable of being interpreted in 
such a way that sites which may be otherwise acceptable, according to para 54, may be excluded from consideration because of lack of alternative to 
the car in accessing services. Delete â€˜in order onwardsâ€™. Criterion 6. This criterion is written in such a way that almost any proposal could be 
rejected and would open the door to NIMBY objections. It is not justified. Since any sort of development could be held to create demonstrable harm to 
amenity this criterion should be altered to read â€˜ avoid creating unacceptable harmâ€¦..â€™. Criterion 9. Whilst this approach is understandable it 
does limit itself to sites in existing settlements and those adjacent to them. It ignores reality whereby land costs may exclude Gypsies and Travellers 
from being able to live in such locations. It ignores also para 54 mentioned above which finds rural sites acceptable in principle. The criterion must be 
realistic about the availability of land that is affordable and available to Gypsies and Travellers. We suggest that the criterion is amended to readâ€™ 
The Council will give preference to locations firstly within to locations within existing settlements and then to sites outside them.

Reduce list of crteria and refer to CLG iote 
Design Guidance and see above comments

The criteria set out in para 4.10.98 will be rationalised to avoid duplication of advice in 
other documents such as the CLG Site Design Guide and clarify where windfall sites will 
be permitted.  The majority of the rural area in Gravesham lies in the Green Belt, therefore 
the criteria will take account of the advice in PPG2 (Green Belts) on inappropriate 
development, which applies equally to Gypsy and Traveller sites as it does to other forms 
of general housing.

Ms Wilson 4.10.98 Support We support points (1), (6), (7) and particularly (8). - Support for the criteria is appreciated
Ms Salmon 4.10.98 Support We welcome the protection of nature conservation interests - Support is appreciated
TRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLETRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLETRAVELLING SHOWPEOPLE

GOSE 4.10.102 Paragraph 4.10.101 states that sites on the outskirts of built up areas may be appropriate. Be aware that other types of sites may also be appropriate 
(see Circular 04/07, paragraph 45).  Development Management Policy 28 does not make reference to consideration of flooding, as set out in Circular 
04/07, paragraph 54.  Paragraph 4.10.102 refers to local connection. Circular 04/07 (paragraph 52) states that local authorities should not refuse 
private applications solely because the applicant has no local connection.  Paragraph 4.10.103 does not fully reflect the wording in Circular 04/07, 
regarding development in the green belt (paragraph 43) or development in AONBs (paragraph 44). We suggest that you reconsider the wording in this 
policy.  See comments above on Core Strategy Policy 14.

The policy wording will be re-examined to ensure compliance with the guidance set out in 
Circular 4/2007.

Mr Smith 4.10.102 Conditionally 
support

We wish the policy to reflect the energing comments from the Examination in Public that Green Belt sites where no other affordable sites are available, 
shall be considered for Travelling Showpeople in the same way as for Gypsies and Travellers and Circus showmen, to be consistent with the views of 
the Secretary of State in the East of England. We wish the specific reference to Green belt in the explanatory text of the Core Stratecy to be removed.

As above The Council is proposing to adopt the same methodology for allocating sites for Travelling 
Showpeople as it does for Gypsies and Travellers.  This takes a sequential approach 
which looks at the urban area and rural settlements in the first instance.  If insufficient land 
is found to meet the identified need, consideration will be given to amending the Green 
Belt boundary in sustainable locations as advised in PPG2. In the case of windfall 
applications, to which this policy applies, new site proposals will be subject to the advice 
in PPG2.  It is therefore proposed to retain reference to the Green Belt in this policy. 

Mr Smith 4.10.102 Conditionally 
support

We support the aims of the council in developing a policy. However we wish this policy to reflect that in the East of England Spatial Strategy sites for 
showpeople can be found to be acceptable in Green Belt where this is the only affordable land available, in the same was as 01/2006 does for gypsies 
and 04/2007 does for Circus performers. We anticipate that this will be reflected in the outcome of the EiP, due Easter. We wish the council to remove 
any requirement for there to be a proven link to the locality as 04/2007 states that this should not be a key issue in any planning consideration, as 
Showpeople are local to nowhere and to everywhere. We wish the policy to identify the county wide need figure from the RSS as well as the locally 
found needs figure.

As described above The Council is proposing to adopt the same methodology for allocating sites for Travelling 
Showpeople as it does for Gypsies and Travellers.  This takes a sequential approach 
which looks at the urban area and rural settlements in the first instance.  If insufficient land 
is found to meet the identified need, consideration will be given to amending the Green 
Belt boundary in sustainable locations. In the case of windfall applications, to which this 
policy applies, proposals will be subject to the advice in PPG2.  It is therefore proposed to 
retain reference to the Green Belt in this policy. 

Ms Wilson 4.10.102 Support We support points (2) and (3). - Support is appreciated 
Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.102 Support - - Support is appreciated 
Mrs Martin 4.10.102 Support - - Support is appreciated 
INSTITUTIONAL ACCOMMODATIONINSTITUTIONAL ACCOMMODATIONINSTITUTIONAL ACCOMMODATION
Miss Shier 4.10.107 Conditionally 

support
The phrase "care in the community" would be more appropriately worded as "Independent Living". As above Agreed

Miss Shier 4.10.109 Conditionally 
support

In addition, developers should be encouraged to develop specialist accommodation such as Lifetime and Wheelchair Accessible homes standards. As above Agreed.

Ms Wilson 4.10.112 Conditionally 
support

This section needs to ensure that there is adequate utility infrastructure is in place to support such developments as well as ensure that if the 
accommodation is at risk from flooding that a sequential test is carried, and FRA is submitted and where necessary an exceptions test carried in 
accordance with PPS25.

- Agreed

Mrs Lippiatt 4.10.112 Support - - Support appreciated.
Ms Salmon 4.10.112 Conditionally 

support
Residential accommodation grounds can contribute to the Green Infrastructure as well as providing natural surroundings for the residents to enjoy. - Noted.

Mrs Martin 4.10.112 Support - - Support appreciated.
TRANSPORTTRANSPORT
Miss Shier 4.11.2 Conditionally 

support
No mention of Hall Road or STDR works in the table on page 206. As above Hall Road and Thames Way dualling omitted in error.  All schemes subject to review.

Mr Ford 4.11.2 Conditionally 
support

In the table in section 4.11.2 of the CSDPD the agency responsible for the Ebbsfleet Junction should be changed from Kent County Council to the 
Highways Agency.

- Agreed

Mr Bull 4.11.9 Object We do not want a bridge across the Thames coming through Chalk. - Point noted - the document sets out criteria for judging such a proposal, does not seek to make or support it
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Initial officer comment

Couves 4.11.9 Object I have been unable to identify any criteria or policies for evaluation of options for the proposed East River Crossing. The plan seems to be silent on the 
most significant major infrastructure project now facing the Borough. There is an existing transport corridor through the Ebbsfleet Valley crossing the 
River. Its potential for accommodating the new crossing should be examined. However, the principle of why yet again Gravesham should have to 
accommodate new national infrastructure at cost to its environment and quality of life needs to be challenged. See also ID798.

- The Department for Transport is, and has, carried out studies on additional crossing 
capacity which are looking at two corridors - the existing crossing or east of Gravesend.  
Options for a new crossing via Ebbsfleet no longer exist north or south of the river due to 
development (actual or permitted).  Until DfT makes further progress and a specific 
proposal comes forward it is not appropriate for the LDF to makes any assumption.  The 
LDF will need to consider the implications of what route is chosen (if any) but given the 
likely timescales that can be dealt with in a future review.

Mr Lloyd 4.11.10 Conditionally 
support

Whilst generally supporting Development Management Policy 30, CPRE Protect Kent considers that the Policy to a large extent duplicates the content 
on Core Strategy Policy 15.

Review the content of Development 
Management Policy 30 to ensure that it 
does not repeat the content of Core 
Strategy Policy 15.

The intention is that CS15 sets the strategy and DMP30 dealswith the detailed criteria for examining the 
highways implications of a proposal.  Both policies will be reviewed to check their usefulness and remove 
any uncessary duplication

Mrs Lippiatt 4.11.10 Object The Society's objection is based on the fact that the policy makes no provision for the private car. - The policy covers all forms of transport and is the criteria which will be used to judge any proposed schemes

Mrs Martin 4.11.10 Object The policy discriminates against the private car. - The policy is not intended to be against the car but does highlight the need for schemes to consider their 
public transport and environmental impacts

Mr Trimmer 4.11.10 Object The PLA notes that the criteria include reference to the modal shift of freight to the rail network. There is no comparable reference to the movement of 
freight on the River Thames.

Addition of a reference to, and promotion 
of, the modal shift of freight to the River 
Thames.

Point noted - and will be considered is redrafting the policy

Mrs Lippiatt 4.11.11 Support - - Noted

Mrs Martin 4.11.11 Support - - Noted

Mrs Lippiatt 4.11.13 Support - - Noted

Mrs Martin 4.11.13 Support - - Noted

4.11.14 Object The application of car parking standards for new residential development is referred to. It is noted that SPG4: Kent Vehicle Standards was published 
(July 2006) operates as supplementary design guidance for new development, however of note this document was prepared with reference to the draft 
PPS3 document (2005), RPG9 and the draft South East plan. Since the publication of SPG4, there is clarity on policy with the adoption of PPS3 â
€˜Housingâ€™ in November 2006, and the publication of the South East Plan in May 2009. With regard to car parking for residential development, 
PPS3 states in paragraph 51 that â€œLocal Planning Authorities should, with stakeholders and communities, develop residential parking policies for 
their areas, taking account of expected levels of car ownership, the importance of promoting good design and the need to use land efficiently.â€ Policy 
T4 of the South East Plan states: â€œapply guidance set out in PPS3: Housing on residential parking, reflecting local circumstancesâ€ Both PPS3 and 
the South East plan ask that local circumstances are considered when considering the appropriate level of car parking for new development. This local 
consideration is not a formal part of the assessment of car parking provision within SPG4. In May 2007, the Department for Communities and Local 
Government published a supplementary document to PPS3, named â€˜Residential Car Parking Researchâ€™. The document provides a methodology 
for considering the likely level of car parking demand for new residential development.

We advocate the use of the above 
mentioned methodology as a starting point 
for the consideration of car parking 
provision for new development. The use of 
this methodology means that potential 
levels of car ownership are duly considered 
such that car parking for new development 
can be provided at a level to meet potential 
demand, but not at a level that could 
encourage car borne travel at the expense 
of sustainable modes. It should also be 
recognized that the application of the 
maximum standards advocated by SPG4, 
could have a negative impact on the 
operation of measures designed to support 
sustainable travel. For example, â€˜Making 
residential travel plans work: good practice 
guidelinesâ€™ identifies that the optimal 
parking ratio for a development supporting 
a car club is reported to be 0.8 or less.

SPG4 was adopted as interim guidance for Gravesham when the Kent & Medway Structure Plan was 
superceeded by the South East Plan as providing a document that had been through the appropriate public 
consultation procedures.  It will be replaced when a sufficient information base is available to reflect local 
circumstances and national policy in due course

Mrs Lippiatt 4.11.14 Object The Society questions Policy 33 Vehicle Parking Standards since these are not defined in the Framework. The Society does not support maximum 
limits on the amount of parking to be provided.

- The standards will be defined in a separate document according to local evidence and national policy, and 
be subject to public consultation

Mrs Martin 4.11.14 Object The Council objects to maximum limits being set on the amount of parking to be provided in developments. - The standards will be defined in a separate document according to local evidence and national policy, and 
be subject to public consultation

4.11.15 Support - - Noted

Mrs Lippiatt 4.11.15 Support - - Noted

Mrs Lippiatt 4.11.16 Support - - Noted

Mr Meek 4.11.16 Object Objects to the omission of the need for a transport link between the Canal Basin and Denton Relief Road and the need to extend the Relief Road 
eastwards for the reasons given in the supporting statement attached to representation number 672.

- Technical work has been undertaken on the traffic benefits of extending Dering Way 
which will need to be reviewed and a decision taken on its benefits and more critically 
whether there is a realistic prospect of it being funded

Ms Conacur 4.11.16 Object Representations on behalf of the Wilky Fund Management who manage the Focus Wickes property on Stuart Road, Gravesend on behalf of the 
property owners (Merchant Navy Pension Admin Ltd). Proposed Fastrack The Core Strategy consultation document provides no information in relation 
to the proposed Fastrack route but notes in relation to Development Management Policy 35 that this is scheduled to come forward between 2010 and 
2016. This policy states that land on the Proposals Map will be safeguarded for the construction of transport schemes including the Fastrack to 
Gravesend Town Centre. We understand from Council officers that transport modelling work is ongoing on this and that this issue will be dealt with 
under a separation consultation, scheduled for June 2010. We await further information on this issue, however, we note that careful consideration must 
be given to the proposed route to ensure minimal disruption to existing land uses. This should be done in consultation with key landowners.

NA Further technical work is being carried out on transport and will be the subject of a 
targeted consultation in the autumn.  This will address the issue of Fastrack routes.

Mrs Martin 4.11.16 Support - - Noted

Ms Conacur 4.11.16 Conditionally 
support

We support the provision of a Fastrack connection to Gravesend town centre but note that careful consideration must be given to the proposed route to 
ensure minimal disruption to existing land uses. This should be done in consultation with key landowners. The Core Strategy consultation document 
provides no information in relation to the proposed Fastrack route but notes in relation to Development Management Policy 35 that this is scheduled to 
come forward between 2010 and 2016. This policy states that land on the Proposal Map will be safeguarded for the construction of transport schemes 
including the Fastrack to Gravesend Town Centre. We understand from officers that transport modelling work is ongoing on this and that this issue will 
be deal with under a separation consultation, scheduled for June 2010. We await further information on this issue.

- Further technical work is being carried out on transport and will be the subject of a 
targeted consultation in the autumn.  This will address the issue of Fastrack routes.

Mr Lloyd 5 Object This chapter is incomplete and it is unclear to CPRE Protect Kent what its purpose is. Reconsider the value of this chapter. Agree - Chapter to be completed
Miss Shier 5 Conditionally 

support
Consultation with KCC service providers is requested prior to completion of this section. As above Disagree - Chapter does not refer to service provision but how policies within document 

relate to people from different sub-groups. KCC to be consulted upon completion of 
Chapter

Miss Shier 5 Support The commitment in 4.9.56 points 5 and 6 is welcomed. None Support appreciated
Miss Shier 5.1.1 Conditionally 

support
There are also older people who don't possess the "grey pound" and live in, or close to poverty, and they require access to services too. As above Agree - reword

Miss Shier 5.1.3 Conditionally 
support

KASS supports Gravesham's desire to enable people to maintain independence. Therefore the wording on Institutional Accommodation earlier in the 
document may need to be re-worded to support the comments in 5.1.3.

As above Agree - reword

IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND REVIEWIMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND REVIEWIMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND REVIEWIMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND REVIEW
GOSE 6 You have indicated that this section is to be completed. PPS12 (paragraph 4.1) makes clear that core strategies should include clear arrangements for 

managing and monitoring the delivery of the strategy.
Agree - Chapter to be completed

Mr Lloyd 6 Object This is an important chapter as it will set out the Implementation Framework (Plan?) of the Core Strategy. However, it currently lacks the necessary 
detail required by PPS12. It is difficult, therefore, at this time to comment on how the Core Strategy will be delivered.

A detailed implementation plan is needed. Agree - Chapter to be completed

Ms Salmon 6.1.7 Conditionally 
support

We would agree that private funding is essential for creation of the Green Infrastructure. Partnership working is essential if all funding streams are to be 
accessed. Although an excellent section a firmer and more detailed delivery timetable will be required at the submission stage.

- Agree - add greater detail on delivery
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Initial officer comment

GOSE 6.1.14 In terms of engaging with stakeholders in the preparation of the core strategy (see PPS12 paragraph 4.1) have you consulted with the police, fire 
service, etc in terms of the proposals in Gravesham, in particular housing provision. In engaging with the above parties, you may wish to consider the 
option of shared facilities.

Agree - service providers have been consulted and work is progressing on joint use of 
facilities

GOSE 6.1.14 We strongly suggest that you have a written audit trail of your discussions and negotiations with key agencies, such as the Highways Agency, Natural 
England, Environment Agency, etc.

Agree - written audit being maintained

6.1.16 Support Feabrex supports the intention to approach policies with flexibility having regard to development viability. This is essential to ensure that regeneration 
and delivery of new homes and employment opportunities are not prejudiced by unviable costs on development.

No changes. Support appreciated

Mr Feetam 6.1.25 Conditionally 
support

Comment: Sport England would be pleased to assist in ensuring that the monitoring and implementation framework adequately covers the open space, 
sport and recreational aspects of the document (e.g. development of relevant indicators and the link to the existing and any subsequent Kent Area or 
Local Agreement (e.g. monitoring of NI8 Adult Participation in sport through Sport England's Active People survey).

. Support appreciated - consult Sport England on how to monitor Sport/Health related 
policies

Ms Salmon 6.1.25 Conditionally 
support

Some mechanisms and policy will need to be formulated to monitor creation and success of the BOAs and the Green Infrastructure in the urban areas. 
Possible mechanisms include â€¢ Preparing a local Biodiversity Action Plan with baseline evidence from the background document and well defined 
and achievable goals regarding hectarage of priority habitats to be delivered in certain timescales and or in targeted areas. Another monitoring tool 
could be to provide habitat for specific species special to Gravesham. Maidstone, Tunbridge Wells and Swale have produced good examples of these 
documents â€¢ Monitoring could be undertaken of the amount of natural open spaces and corridors etc in new development â€¢ Hectarage of publicly 
owned land in biodiversity management â€¢ NI 197 LWS in management or SSSI in excellent condition â€¢ The rise in priority species population 
numbers

- Agree - Utilise information to complete chapter

Mr Lloyd 8 Conditionally 
support

CPRE Protect Kent considers that the inclusion of a glossary is essential as it helps to explain to the lay person the planning jargon and technical 
expressions used in the document. However, we consider that the content of the glossary as presented needs to be reviewed and expanded to pick-up 
all the jargon and technical expressions used in the document. As it stands we consider that there are omissions. Also, some of the expressions 
currently include in the Glossary are not actually included in the document as currently drafted, e.g. the acronyms LDD, LNR, PDL and SLA are not 
actually used in the document.

Review the content of the Glossary. Agree - expand glossary

Mr Langan 8.1.1 Conditionally 
support

While I consider you have generally approached the plan in a well structured way and there appears to be a desire by the Council to resurrect the 
urban areas and hopefully improve them, the community feel of the villages particularly Meopham and Harvel appears to be stifled by the strict 
adherence to the green belt policy. Consideration should be given thereofore to supplement the existing housing and shopping by discreet 
developments.

Shall leave it to you to amend the 
appropriate section(s) as you feel fit.

Agree - further consideration to be given to development needs of rural areas

Figure 5 Object While we have no objection in principle to the broad strategy adopted, as set out in our representations on the spatial vision and objectives greater 
clarity and consistency is required in expressing the strategy and in particular the emphasis that is place on the regeneration of riverside sites. For 
example the key diagram refers to major sites whereas policy 16 refers to strategic sites.

It is suggested that the core policies and 
key diagram might better communicate the 
development strategy through replacing a 
single reference to major sites through 
additional separate references (and 
policies) that reflect the differing 
characteristics of sites under the following 
categories: (i) Ebbsfleet Regional Hub, (ii) 
Gravesend Borough Hub, and (iii) Riverside 
Regeneration Sites (which would include 
Swanscombe Peninsula, Northfleet 
Embankment and Canal Basin). The local 
planning authority might also wish to reflect 
on whether settlements such as 
Luddesdown and Harvel are identified on 
the key diagram legend as 'other 
settlements'.

Agree - make changes to provide clarity

Figure 5 Conditionally 
support

Feabrex supports the allocation of the Canal Basin as a key Strategic Site (shown on the Key Diagram) in the Core Strategy, which recognises the 
important role that the site has in contributing towards the vision and objectives for regeneration of previously developed brownfield sites. The 
identification of such sites accords with the guidance set out in PPS12.

Clarification is sought as to whether any 
additional detail of the site boundary for the 
Strategic Site allocation is to be provided in 
the Core Strategy and notes that the site 
boundary for the allocation will be included 
on the proposals map.

Appreciate Support - site boundary to be included in proposals map and further 
information regarding site to be provided in Core Strategy


